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Magnitudes and scales of atmospheric perturbations about the
monthly mean for the thermodynamic variables and wind components are
presented by month at various Latitudes.. These perturbation statistics
are a revision of the random perturbation data required for the global
scale atmospheric model program (PROFILE) previously reported in MA-
TMX-64871 and NASA-'BMX-6+872. The revised perturbation statistics were
evaluated from Meteorological Rocket Network statistical summaries in
the 22 to 65 km height range and NASA grenade and picot tube data sum-
maries in the region up to 90 km. The observed perturbations in the
thermodynamic variables were adjusted to make them consistent with
constraints required by the perfect gas lair and the hydrostatic equat-
ion. VertiL;al scales were evaluated by Buell's depth of pressure <y_-
ter. equation and from vertical structure function analysis. Horizontal
scales were also studied by the structure function technique. 'c=ables
of magnitudes and vertical scales are presented for each month at lati-
tude 100 , 300, 500 , 700 , and 900 . A revised listing of the data tape
"wCIDAT", now called it 	 is also presented.
iii.
1. INTRODUCTION
In response to needs for empirical model atmospheres of wider
scope and application Georgia 'tech recently developed, under XA5A
sponsorship, a global reference atmosphere model (called PROFTTE) with
latitude, longitude, and monthly variations over a height range From
0 to 700 km (Justus, et al., 1974 a,b) hereafter referred, to as the
PROFILE reports.
description of the Basic Model
The Georgia Tech computer model, called PROFILE, is an amalga-
mation of two previously existing empirical atmospheric models for the
low (< 25 km) and high (> 90 km) atmosphere, with a newly developed
latitude-longitude dependent model for the middle atmosphere, The high
atmospheric region above 115 km is simulated entirely by the Jacchia
(1970) model. The Jacchia program sections are in separate subroutine;
so that later Jacchia models (Jacchia, 1971) or other thermospheric-
exospheric models could easily be adapted and substituted into the
PROF11Z program if required for special applications. The atmospheric
region between 25 kln and 115 km is simulated by a nelrly developed lati-
tude-longitude dependent empirical model modification of the latitude
dependent empirical model developed by Groves ( 1971), which is described
more fully later in this report. Beu ,teen 90 km and 11:5 km a smooth
transition between the modified Groves values and the Jacchia values
is accomplished by a fairing technique Belmr 25 km the atmospheric
parameters are computed by a 4--8 world --wide atmospheric model.
1
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developed for NASA by Allied Research Associates ( Spiegler and rim.ler,
1972). Betjf en 25 and 30 inn an interpolation scheme i c used between
the 4
-D results and the modified Groves values. Figure 1.1 present- a
schematic summary of the PROFILE program atmospheric regions and horn
they are modeled.
The modifications to Groves model to produce longitude as well
as latitude variations in the monthly mean were accomplished in tuo
steps. First upper air summary map data for monthly neans at the 10 mb
level for 1966 and 1967 (NOAA, 1969b) and the 2 and 0.4 mb revels f'or
	 l
1966, 1967, and 196$ (NOAA, 1969a, 1970, 1971) were read and converted
to values for the 30, 40, and 52 im, levels. The upper air map value:i
at the 2 and 0.4 mb levels were extended around the entire northern
:l
hemisphere by subjective extrapolation. Next the 30, 40, and 52 kii
latitude-longitude dependent values were extrapolated to 90 Inn by an 	
:i
extrapolation scheme developed by Graves, (1973). All of the map gen-
erated and extrapolated data were converted to percent deviation from
the longitudinal mean and these are applied as deviations (called
stationary perturbation.) to the Groves model values, which are taken
as the latitude dependent longitudinal means.
The seasonal variations in the middle atmosphere (25--115 I=) are
assumed to be the same in northern and southern hemispheres z,,ri th a r, y_
months phase lag. That is, the southern hemisphere July is the see a	 a
the northern hemisphere January. In the 4-p region ( 25 Intt) aeparate
global coverage data values are available for each of the t -r_lve rionths,,
A set of annual reference period data are also available for the 4-D












FAIRING BETWEEN THE MODIFIED GROVES AND THE JACCHIA VALUES
MODIFIED GROVES (1971)
MODEL
INTERPOLATION BETWEEN THE MODIFIED GROVE`
4-D MODEL (SPIEGLER AND FOWLER, 1372
Figure 1,1 Schematic summary of the atmospheric
PROFILE program and the simulation m
mean monthly values in each region
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Fthe Jacchia sectica sets the exospheric temperature to 10030°K to repre-
sent annual mean conditions.
The monthly mean ,,eostrophic winds are computed frr)m horizontal
pressure gradients, estimated by finite differences. Wind shear in fhe
monthly mean wind is estimated from horizontal temperature Uradients,
similarly determined. 'These parameters serve as a consistency chech can
the pressure and teT,?perature fields of the empirical model.
In addition to the monthly mean values of pressure, den ity an6
temperature, two types of perturbations are evaluated: quasi.-biennial
(Q0) and random. The Qi30 oscillations in pressure, density, temper-
ature, and winds, empirically determined to be represented by an 870
clay period sinusoidal variation, have amplitudes and phases which vary
with height and latitude. The QBO amplitudes are primarily zi nificant
at low altitudes (;^s 20 - 40 art) at equatorial latitudes and at h! her
altitudes (50 - 60 km) at high latitudes.
Need for Improved Variation Statistics in the Model
The PROFILE program evaluates monthly mean values of pressure,
density, temperature and grinds as described above. For realistic simu-
lation of actual atmospheric parameter values as they would likely be
at any given time, random perturbations are computed and applied as
perturbations to these monthly mean values. The random perturbations
are evaluated by a simulation technique which uses empirical values of
variation magnitudes and scales to .enerate random perturbations whicti
have realistic space and time correlations.
Although adequate for many applications, the set of empirical
LAL
variation magnitude and scale data required revision because of Four
limitations, as pointed out in the original PROFILE reports.
1) Above 25 km the data sources for thermodynamic variable
variations (p, ap , and aT ) tabulated observed values of only up and
aT. Values of 
P 
were inferred from equations of Buell (1970) which
must result from restrictions on P, ap , and 
a  
imposed by the perfect
gas law.
2) In computing the up
 values above 25 km by the Buell equation,
values for the correlation r pT between density and temperature pertur-
bations are required. Because of lack of worldwide data for this para-
meter, correlation values for r 
PT 
obtained at Kennedy Space Center were
used.for all a calculations.
P
3) Although values of p, 6 p , and rsT below 25 hm were available
on the 47D data.tapes, these values were not always consistent with the
Buell perfect gas law relation. When an inconsistency was encountered
a correlation value in the valid . range -1 < rPT c 1 had to be used to
evaluate p from a p and 7T . Again the Kennedy data for a pT were used
for this purpose.
4) Empirical random wine, magnitudes were readily available only
for the zonal wind component.
In order to expedite development and checkout, and to allow applicat-
ions of the . PFOF= program to begin, these limitations in the random variat-
ion statistics were tolerated whale plans were formulated for improving them.
An improved data base of observed atmozpheric variation statistics, and a con-
c_erted effort at interpolating these data to the required PROFILE model, grinding
5
no;,r make possible the PROFIT program and data tape updates described
in this report. Moreover, the variation statistics have been completely
adjusted by a technique of Bue,11 (1972b) which insures that the r p , aP,
and rrT values conform to the constraints of both the perfect get: law and
the hydrostatic equilibrium equation.
The following section gives background information on the improved
data base of atmospheric variation statistics, a description of Buell's
adjustment technique for perturbation magnitudes, and methods used *'Co
estimate horizontal and vertical scales of the random variations. The
third an fourthsections describe the actual procedures used and res--vlts
obtained for perturbation magnitudes and scales. `_io appendices give
tables of results.
2. BA.CKGROU10
The Improved Data Base cf Atmospheric Variation Statistics
Since completion of the original PROFILE program tuo new sources
of atmospheric variation statistical data have been obtained: 1961-1963
Meteorological Rocket Network (MRN) statistical data for thermodynamic
parameters and winds over heights 22 to 64 Im were keypunched from tabu-
lations in the MRId reports, and 1969-1972 MRN stv^tistical data (on t he
"SLW tape) were obtained from the NOAA National Climatic Center at
Asheville, N. C. These data, together with atmospheric variation
summaries at upper levels (Theon et al., 1972) and at lower levels
(Dort and Rasmusson, 1970 constitute the data base for the current
revisions in the random perturbation magnitudes. MRN data profiles
From 1969-1971 were added to the 1964-1968 data already on hand and
were used for the vertical and horizontal scale analysis, along with
results previously reported (Justus and Woodrum, 1973)•
The 1961-1968 MRId statistical data were listed . in the form of
means, standard deviations, and number of data. The 1959-1972 MR11
statistics on the "SUMS" tape were in the form of sums.of values,
sums of squares of values, and number in the scam. For each parameter
i-be means and standard.deviations from the 1S)61 -1968 period were con-
verted to sums of values and sums of squares of values and added to the
corresponding sums for the 1 .969-1972 period. deans and standard devia-.




The original data for thermodynamical variations between 65 and
90 Rm were taken From Youngblood (1972), whose results were based
heavily on data of Theon et al., (1972) and Cole (1970). Youngblood's
results were expressed as extreme values (1%5 and 99i^l occurrence), but
standard deviations are more desirable for the random perturbation
model in the PROKIN program. Therefore, for thermodynamic parameters
and winds between 65 and 90 km the original statistical data of Theon
et al., (1972), which was in standard deviation form was used in this
report.
The atmospheric statistical summary data of Cori, and Rasmusson
(1971) were used for random wand m2.L"nitudes below 25 I'n height. For
thermodynamic parameters below 25 Rm the statistics an the 4-f data
tapes axe still employed. Above 90 -kin all random parameters were taken
to be the same as in the original PROFILE model., except that a revised
correlation parameter r P T was used based on the results of the corre-
lation studies conducted for this report.
The Adjustment Technique for the Statistical Parameters
There are certain constraints which are placed on the thermo-
dynamic variation statistics as a result of the perfect as law (Buell,
1970) and the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium (Buell, 1972b). As
Buell has shown, these relations can be conveniently expressed in.terms
of the coeffic^i.c.•nts of variation (V = ap/p, V P = apI p, VT = Cr	 and
the correlation coefficients (rpT, rpT, rpp ). The Buell equations for




1, = (Vp - P + V2,)/(2V V,^) 	 (2.1)
r PT - (V2 - P - v^)/(2VSV^)	 (2.2)
rPP = (P +
P	
- V2- )/( 2V pV p )	 (2.3)
which express the law of cosines for a triangle whose sides are V , V
P P
and VT and whose interior angles are are cosines of the correlation
coefficients. The Buell equation for the hydrostatic equilibrium
constraint is
paVP2/az = Vp2 
-
 
V P 2 + V, 22	 (2.4)
where p is the pressure scale height p = RT/g. Buell (1972b) described
a method for.numerically integrating equation (2.4) to obtain adjusted
values of p, p, and V^ which satisfy the constraint relationship from
a Set of original coefficients of variation which do not satisfy this
constraint.
For the present study a copy of Buell's adjustment program..
ADEN was obtained from him for adapti.on and application to the statis-
tics being examined. Buell's program uses the finite difference adjust.-
went procedure described in his 1972 article to evaluate-adjusted coef-
ficients of variation which will satisfy the hydrostatic constraint.
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The program then Locates all heights at which the triangle relationships
required by the perfect gas law would be violated and adjusts values at
these heights to sat sf'y this additional constraint. The triangle
adjustments would, by themselves, upset the hydrostatic adjustment, but
a few iterations of application of each of the constraint conditions
separately yields a final set of parameters which satisfy both constraints.
The Depth of Pressure Systems
In addition to the coefficients of variation and correlation
coefficients, the Buell program also evaluates a vertical scale Para-
meter (Buell, 1972b) called the depth of pressure systems. Buell's
equation for this vertical scale parameter is
D 
P P/[VT (1 rpT2.)^
	
(2-5)
One phase of the current investigation involved evaluation of Buell.'s
depth of pressure systems and comparison of these values with vertical
scales inferred from vertical structure function analysis (Justus and
Woodrum, 1972}.
Vertical Structure Function Scales
A description and physical interpretation of vertical and hori-
zontal structure functions have been given by Justus and Woodrum (1973).
The purpose of calculating the vertical structure functions for this
analysis is to use the results to give an estimate of the "dominant"
vertical scale of the random perturbations of th
dynamic variables from their monthly mean values
10
Data. Profiles of winds, temperature, pressure, density and
their statistical means were obtained from Meteorological Rocket Net-
work Data for the years 1969 through 1971 for the sates listed in `able
4.1 in Section 4. These data covered mainly the height range from 25
to 65 kilometers.
Higher altitude data were obtained from the grenade data of
Smith, et. al., (1964 through 1974) for the sites shown in Table 4.2.
The monthly mean profiles associated with these data were calculated
i
from the atmospheric model computer program of Justus, Woodrum, and
Roper (1974a,b) .
Analvsis. Profiles of residual winds, temperature, pressure, and
density were obtained by separating the raw data according to months and
subtracting the corresponding monthly mean from the raw data. The verti-
cal structure functions of the residual profiles were calculated, then,
9
aaij
for each data site.
As discussed in Justus and Woodrum. (1973) the vertical structure
function D(C) for an essentially random process should follow the
relationship
D(C) = 2 4 [l - p ( 01	 (2.6)
where C is the vertical displacement, cr is the ruts magnitude of the
random variable, . and p ( O . is its vertical.. auto-correlation function..
After increasing with out to displacement values corresponding to the a
integral scale of the correlation function, the structure function will
a
level off at a value near 2a Thus the displacement at which D W
approaches a level phase can be used as.an estimate of the dominant .
u
vertical scales of the perturbations about the monthly means.
The vertical structure functions of the MEN data were divided
into two height groups of 25 to 45 km and 45 to 65 V. The structure
Puncti.ons for the higher altitude data were for heights of 55 to 90 km.
Horizontal Structure Function Scales
The horizontal structure functions were calculated to obtain an
estimate of the."dominant" horizontal Scale of the perturbations of the
windy and thermodynamic variables about their monthly mean values.
Data. In many cases, profiles of the wind and thermodynamic
variables were obtained at the same time of day (actual y within an
hour of each other) at two or more of the sites listed in Table 4.1.
This situation allowz one to calculate a horizontal structure function
a
provided the variability of the site separation 0 sufficient. The
present data allowed for the site separation. to vary from about 1400 km
to 11300 km.
Ana2,ynis . Again, deviations from the . ,ionthly means were evaluated
and the mean square differences of these deviations were evaluated by
di.fferencing values at corresponding heights for the pairs of profiles
at common time.^ of launch. The set of all such mean square differences,
-when plotted versus station separation r, forms a horizontal structure
function D(r). In general it waf found that the calculated structure
function was already in level phase at r = 1400 km trf oh indicated that 	 1
the function must peak for a site ,separation value less than 1400 km.
These results are not inconsistent with the horizontal scaler already
estimated (Justus, et. al., 1974a,b) and used in the PRQFIIE program (see
figure 4.4 in Section 4).
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3. VARIATION STATISTICS
Thermodynamic Variable Perturbation Magnitudes
In order to be used in the PROFILE program the variation statis-
tics must be evaluated for each month at 100 , 300 , 500 , 700 , and 900
north latitude. The program assumes no variation with longitude and
southern hemisphere values.are considered to be northern hemisphere
values displaced by six months. The evaluation of the variation statis-
tics was carried out in three steps: 1) latitude interpolation for
the MRN and grenade-pi.tot tube data to the desired 200 intervals,
including extrapolation over the pole for the 90° values, 2) Merging
of the MRN and upper altitude data into a single set covering the 22 w
90 kn height interval, 3) operating , on the interpolated and merged data
with the well adjustment program to produce adjusted values of the
variation magnitudes with values at 5 km height intervals being output
in a forth ready to be put onto the FFOFILE program SC D T data tape.
MEN statistical data were available from the SUMS data tape and
or MRN data summary books at the sites listed in Table 3.1. These data
covered an altitude range from 22 to Fes?- hm for each of the 12 months.
Data from the site groups shown between the horizontal lines in 'Table
3.1. were used for interpolation to the desired latitudes of 1.0°; 30°,
50°, or 700 . Some si•'e data were combined when two or more sites were
on one side of the desired interpolation latitude. For these cctbined
data, an average site latitude was used, as shown in Table 3.1. After
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Table 3.1 -- M i Statistical Data Sites
Site Latitude Average Interpolation
(de L-, N) Latitude Latitude
.Ascension 8.0*











Ft. Churchill 58.7 58.7
Ft. Greely 64.0 64.0
_ - -- 70
Thule 76.6 76.6
Ascension data (8°S) dis
8° N,
I 
the preliminary combination of data, a linear -I nterpolation on the
relative variance was performed. The relative variances are the square
of the coefficients of variation. As was pointed out by Buell (private
communication), his adjustment equations are essentially linear in
these relative variances, and therefore linear interpolation on the
relative variances will tend to preserve the perfect has law and hydro-
static constraint properties. Hence, all interpolations of the statis-
tics are done as linear interpolations on the relative variances. For
example, for interpolation to latitude cQ of the coefficient of variation
for temperature VT when the coefficients of variation VT and V^, are
	
I	 2
1mown at latitudes y, and q2 (where cDl < co < q2 ) the interpolation
relation vrould be
	
VT2 = V 2 f (VT - VT 2 )(cp - cP)^(w2 - Tl )	 (3.1)1	 2	 l
The upper altitude data from Theon et, al., (1972) were available
from the sites listed in Table 3.2. These data covered an altitude
range from 25 to 90 km for each season. Summer values were assumed to
be for the month of July, winter values for January, and sprin-ftall
values for April and October (same for both months). Values for months
in between these were calculated by assuming, a sinusoidal variation
between each equinoctal period. Thus the coefficient of variation for
V m l is evaluated	 known values --n-'ttemperature for month m, T( ^, 	 at  from the
equinox VT(e) and soltice VT (s) by the relation
VT2 (m)	 VT  (e) + VT2 (s) cc's T (m - me ) TT/6 ]	 (3.2)
15
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where me is the month of the equinox (either April or October). After
filling in the data for the missing; months, the upper level data were
interpolated to the desired latitudes via equation (3.1), where the
linear interpolation was between the sites as listed in Table 3.2.
For both MRX and upper level data values at 900 .'Latitude were
computed by the over-the -pole parabolic intFTpolation formula described
in the original PROFILE reports. The 900 latitude data were computed
from the 50° and 70° data by the relation
V902 = (44702 - V502 )/3	 (3-3)
where V represents the coefficient of variation of any of the parameters
to be interpolated.
After the DMI and upper level data were separately interpolated
to 10°, 300 , 500, 700 , and 90°, these data were mewed to form, a single
set of data at these latitudes. The men,ed data covered the altitude
range from 22 to 90 I= for each month. The Buell adjustment program
was used on these merged data to produce the set of a,6justed coefficients
of variation, correlation coefficients and depth of pressure system
values shown in Appendix A. Adjusted values of the coefficients of
variation were also output at 5 I= interval.:s in the format necessary to
go onto the SCIDAT data tape (code R random perturbation data). A com-
plete listing of the SCIIMT data tape is shown . n, Appendix B...
Above 90 hm the temperature and density coefficients of variation
were assumed to be independent of latitude and month and were taken fret
Figure 7 of Justus and .Toodr= t1973). The coefficients of variation
17









With is just a rearrangement of equation (2.2) . The value of rpT
-0.52 was used for the evaluation of V  above 90 Rm, because it is a
representative value for heights approaching 90 Ian (average over iati-
tulles 10° to 700 ), from the correlation values listed in Appendix A.
Wind Perturbation Magnitudes
Evaluation of the wind perturbation magnitudes 
u 
and ar was
performed in a sequence of steps similar to those used in evaluation of
the coefficients of variation ti'p , V 	 V1 . The I^Mll data on wind com-
ponent standard deviations was interpolated to latitudes 10', 300 , 50°,
700 according to the interpolation scheme illustrated by Table 3.1. The
upper altitude hind companent standard deviations were similarly inter-
polated as shown in 'Table 3.2. The 
u 
and a  values at 900 were evaluated
by a relation similar to equation (30).
	
cry = (4,7702 - a50 0	 (3-5)
The LAN and upper altitude au and q r values were merged and ;output at
5 Ian intervals in the format- necessary to go onto the SCITA data tape
(code RW random wind magnitudes) as shown in Append != R. lb adjustment




values since there are 06
constraints assumed to relate them an1 the a and v random components
are not assumed to be norre;l.ated.
is
4. SCALES OF VARIATION
Vertical Scales
Vertical structure function scales wera evaluated by the methods
discussed in Section 2 for the nine MM sites listed in Table 4.1 and
the four ulger level si:;es listed. in Table 4.2. I go consistent differences
were obse-,ved for values in the 25 -45 Rm height range and 45-65 km height
range. Therefore only average values of vertical structure function
scale for the 25--65 km height region are given in 'Table 4.1.
For comparison with the vertical structure function scales, values
for Buell's depth of pressure systems were evaluated (from equation 2.5)
at the time the thermoftynemic variable coefficients of variation were
being adjusted, as discussed in Section 3. A complete listing of the
computed values of depth of pressure systems over the height range 22
to 90 kn is given in Appendix A. Although some seasonal variation is
evident, the most significant consistent variation is -with Latitude.
Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the altitude variation of the annual. avers e
depth of pressure systems versus latitude. Values in the 0-25 km height
range of Figure 1 were obtained from averages over several, runs using
the PROF= program with an adjustment subroutine added to adjust the
4-B data tape statistics after they are read into the program (see
Section 5). The latitude variation of the average depth of pressure
systems for 25-65 km and 55-90 Son is plotted in Figures 4.2 and 4.3..
These figures also show for comparison the vertical structure function
scales from 'Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
l9.









Fort Sherman 9.3 18
Barking Sands 22.0 18	 i
Kennedy SFC 28.4 17
White Sands 32.3 20
Point Mm,-,u 34.1 25	 j
Gallops Island 37.8 13	 1
Fort Churchill 58.7 20
Fort Sreely 64.0 21	 a
Table 4.2 Upper bevel Vertical Structure Scales 55--90 Im
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Figure 4.1 - Annual average depth of pressure
s y stems at various latitudes.
55 - 90 km
20	 40	 60	 80
Latitude, N
Figure 4,2	 Comparison of the structure function vertical scales (open
circles) with the Buell depth of pressure systems (solid






Figure 4 3 - Cor-. arison of the structure function vertical scales (open
circles; with the Buell depth of pressure systems (solid











The vertical structure function scales in Figures 4.2 and 4.3
are direct estimates of the vertical scales of total perturbations about
the monthly mean, as required for the PROFILE program. However, there
is some scatter of these estimates (more scatter is eviient at the upper
levels in Figure 4.3 where there are fewer data). t'heref'ore, since the
depth of pressure system results show smoother variations but represent
good averages of the vertical structure function scales
.
, it was decided
to use the Buell depth of pressure system equation (2.5) for estimating
vertical scale in the PROFILE program.
Horizontal Scales
As discussed in Section 2, the horizontal structure function
studies in the 25 -65 len height range showed that the horizontal scale
of the total perturbations about the monthly mean is less than 1400 km.
This is not in disagreement with the present estimates of horizontal
scale being used in the PROFILE program (see Figure 4.4), and so the
present method will be retained. The horizontal scale values in Figure
4.4 were estimated from correlation studies of Buell (1972a) which
showed 300 hm horizontal scales at the 500 mb (6 kin) height level, and
a subjective estimate of 1500 hm at 100 km altitude for a dominant
scale for the large scale tidal and planetary wave perturbations. The
horizontal and vertical scales to be used in the PROFILE program should
`E correspond with an overall representative scale for the perturbations
about the monthly means which are the Largest in magnitudes. Smaller
scale vaxi.ations (at smeller magnitude) are recognized (e.g, gravity
waves and turbulence), and could. possibly be accounted for in a two-
24
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Finlure 4.4	 Horizontal scale of the random perturbations







The revised values of random perturbation magnitudes, shown as
the code R and code Ind data in the SCIDAT-MOD-1 tape listing in Appendix
B can be used in the original PROFILE program ( Justus, et. al., 19'74a,b).
Three revisions have been made in the PROFILE program in order to make
better use of the adjusted statistical parameters: 1) the linear
interpolations on coefficients of variation (Vp = v rpjp, VP = p^p, or
VT = T/T) have been changed to linear interpolations on the relative
variances (Vp2 , Vp2 , or VT2) because the adjustment equation (2.4) is
linear in the relative variance - hence linear interpolation on var-
iances will tend to preserve the adjustment, 2) a version . of Buell's
adjustment program has been added in the 4-D section (below 25 km) of
the FROFILE program, to adjust the variances in the 0-25 km height
range after they are read in from the 4-D data tapes, and 3) the re-
lation (2.5) has been programed into the subroutine which evaluates
vertical scale. Since additional program modifications (e.g. a double
scale perturbation model) are now being planned for the PROMS program,
it is recommended that the original version still be used at the present
time, but that the revised SCIDAT-MOD-1 data tape listed in Appendix B





The followin g data table lists the coefficients of variat-
ion ap/p, 6 R /p, 6 T /T (in percent) for pressure, density, :d tem-
perature perturbations as computed from observed statistics by the
Buell adjustment techni que. Correlations rpT , rpT , and rpp are
computed by equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) and listed in the
columns labeled RPT, RTD, and RPD, respectively. The depth of
pressure systems values, computed by equation (2.5) are listed in
the column labeled DEPTH. Heights (ALT) are in km.
MDNTH =	 1	 LATITUDE = 10
AFTER SWOOTHING TEMP AND DENSITY vALJES
ALT PRESSURE Te4PERAT€1RE 9ENSITY CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
ORIG NEW +]IF ORIG NEW DIF ORIG NEW OIF RPT RTD RPD nFPTy
22. •46 085 -.49 1.22 1,36 -.14 ,95 .81 .14 .830 -. 813 -.350 6.84
23. 090 -99 -.09 1.06 1.25 -.19 1.16 1.09 .07 .549 -.646 .283 5.94
24. 1.05 1.08 -.03 1.24 1.26 -.03 1.54 1.35 .19 .345 .,661 .477 5.75
25. 1.08 1.15 -.07 1.20 1.31 -.12 1.59 1,45 .14 .315 -.659 .5n6 5.90
26 1 1.13 1.22 -.09 1.32 1.37 -•05 1.46 1,42 .04 .4n4 -,61 7 .471 6.3n
27. 1.17 1.32
-.15 1,34 1.45 -.11 t.55 1.41 .14 .447. ».575 .434 502
28. 1.23 1.44
-.22 1.46 1.59 -•13 1.48 1.40 .09 .579 -.538 .376 7.?J9
29. 1.32 1.60 -.27 1.65 1.73 -.OB 1.56 1.40 .17 .651 -,495 .3SR 8.1'S
30. 1.43 1.77 -.35 1.59 1.81 -.21 1.60 1,42 .18 087 -.415 .376 q.1A
31. 1.53 1.97 -.44 t.68 I,86 -,20 1.70 1.40 .30 .714 -..311 .417 10.55
32. 1.64 2.18 -.54 I.70 2.00 -.30 1.61 1,46 .15 .756 .242 .4Sn 11,55
33. 2.10 2,39 ».29 1.89 2.11 -.22 2.20 1.70 .50 .722 ..224 .512 11.52
34. 2.26 2.60
-.34 1.81 2.10 -.29 g,78 2,03 .35 .649. -.20 9 .613 11.53
35. 3s11 2.77 .35 1.78 2.01 -.23 2,92 2.40 ..52 .53? -.225 .7n6 31.60
36. 3.05 2.90 .16 1.74 1,94 -.19 3.88 2,70 .3R .432 -.254 .79,3 I?.O4
37. 3.06 3.01 ,05 1.78 1.69 -.12 3.07 2,83 .24 .407 -,2K7 .791 t?.711
38. 3.13 3.11 ,n2 1,74 1.83 -.08 3.09 2.90 .14 .4n3 -,197 .B1A In.7S
-	 39. 3.20 3.21
-01 1.61 1.77 -.15 3.18 3.01 .17 .383 -.394 .n4 n 14,51
40. 3.31 3.29 .02 1.75 1.78 -.04 3.30 7.12 .18 1365 -.1A6 .847 14.92
41. 3.39 3.38 .01 t.73 1.82 -.10 3.33 3.25 .CA .340 -.20 7 .850 14.90
4$. 3.51 3.46 .06 1.82 1.85 -.04 3.57 3.40 .17 .249 -.242 .854 14-P6
43. 3.51 3.53 -.Ol 1.83 1.88 -.05 3.5q 8.53 .06 .264 -.270 .85 8 1u.8P
44. S.67 3.59 1118 1.87 1.92 -.06 3,77 3.67 In ,227 -.303 .859 14.7m
45. 3.65 3.64 .01 1.97 2.01 -.04 3.87 3.77 .10 .210 -,310 .854 14.41
46. 3.72 3.70
.42 2.08 ?.09 -.00 5,85 3.79 '!G .236 -.32 0 ..845 3l+.24
47. 3.74 3.77
-.03 2.09 Z.11 ...01 3.64 3.76 .'17 .292 -.277 .B44 14.63
48. 3.80 3.85 -05 2.04 2,09 -.05 3.74 3,74 .00 .325 -.226 .64A 15.31
49. 3.95 3.84 001 2.09 2.07 .02 3.83 .3.02 .152 .32x5 -,21 } -057 15.8
5n, 4.05 4.02 ,n4 I.q7 7.13 -.16 4.04 3.97 ,3a .2A9 -.?_45 +857 11.66
51. 4.14 4.10 .n4 2.41 2.24 .17 4,11 4,06 .05 .292 -.258 .R49 15.19,
52. 4.17 4.18 -.nl 2.09 2.16 -.07 4.10 4.08 .02 .306 -.218 .963 16.0?
53. 4.19 4.26 -,07 2.00 1,98 •02 4.12 4,08 .04 .321 -.151 .801 17.94
54. 4.28 4.34 -.46 1.77 1.62 -.05 4.11 4.11 -.01 ,33n -,094 .9n" 1900
55. 4.32 4.41 -.09. 1.67 1.76 -.09 4.25 4.23 .02 .302 -.ln2 .916 20.60
56. 4.33 4.48 -.15 1,86 7.88 -.02 4.46 4,,40 .06 .251 -.1 73 .9115 t9.I
57. 4.43 4.54
-.10 2,05 2.02 .03 4.63 4.51 .12 .234 -.2t2 .991 17."
5B, 4.49 4.64
-.11 2.01 2.05 -.04 4.59 4.49 .Oq .277 -.173 .?9° t7.7q
59. 4.38 4.69 -.31 2.01 7.12 -.11 4,45 4.47 -.02 .325 -.134 .894 17.-AR
60. 4.44 4.78 -.34 2.30 ?.35 -.05 4,75 4,61 .14 .316 -.181 .876- 15.97 -
61. 4.64 4.89 -.25 2.54 2.64 -.10 5.01 4,A1 .20 .297 -.24 7 .A'? I4.1K
62. 4.83 5.00 -.18 2.83 2.94 -•11 5.20 4,q7 .23 .304 -.285 .A?7 1^.AT
63. 5.09 5.14 -.05 3.09 3.22 -.13 5,36 5.07 .29 .336 -.,2 45 .Ant 11.81
64. 5.26 5.31 -.05 3.35 3.36 -.01 5.33 5.11 .22 ,377 -.2&7 .742 11,78
65. 5.56 5.50 .n5 3.11 3.36 -.25 5,35 5,14 .21 .410 -.21 4 ,A03 I2.2n
66. 5.72 5.72 .00 3.37 3.53 -.17 5.38 5.27 .11 .431 -.203 .706 11.9?
.,	 b7, b.09 5.95 .12 3.83 3.Ab -.02 5.74 5.53 .21 .454 -.232 .77R 11.20	 -
68. 6.33 6.22 -1n 3.95 4.04 -.09 5.93 5.51 .12 .423 ...242 .777 IO.Rn
69. 6.56 6.49 .07 4.07 4.18 -.11 6.1q 6.15 .05 .401 -,29,5 .7R2 ln.67
70.. 6.84 6.75 -lII 4.35 4.41 -.07 6.7? 6.65 .07 .349. -.309 .7R3 11.7.0A
7t. 7.02 6.98 ,04 4.65 4.&4 '.02 7.35 7.23 .It .275 -.375 .79A 9,51%
72. 7.28 7.16 .12 4.70 4.70 -.00 7.93 7,74 .69 .I9q -,423 .Anu 9,41
73. 7.42 7,28 .13 4.62 4.72 -.10 9.19 9,19 -.00 .1I9 -.47n .821 9,3n
74. 7.51 7.36 .t6 4.86 4.90 -.04 8.67 1,55 ,12 _ .070 -..513 .8?0 n.%
75. 7.59 7.44 .16 5.27 5.11) .9s 9,67 6.59 .04 .SIR -.509 .Bo n R.4A
76. 7.60 7.59 ,nl 5,41 5.36 .05 A.23 8.21 .02 .231 -.437 .772 9.S7
77. 7.95 7•.88 ,07 5,4S 5.51 -.06 7.57 7.72 -.15 .377 -.32 A .751 9.99
78. 8.33 8.29 .05 5.83 5.61 .22' 7.38 7.47 ».09 .476 -,222 .7K1 9.71
79. 8.88 8.76 .12 5.44 5.43 .01 7.41 7.55 -.16 .515 -.121 .7A1 10.91
80, 6.04 9.22 x-1.13 5.0. 5.11 -.12 7.97 8.06 ..09 .490 -,n93 -92A Rt.P2
81. 9.75 9.62 -	 .13. 5.09 5.25 -.17 9.09 6.90 .19 .406 -.151 .842 11, 5R
62. 10.03 9.96 .n7 5.54 5.47 .07 a.89 9.65 .24 .331 -.225 .845 11.n7
83. 10.32 1b.27 .05 5.47 5.67 -.20 10.21 10.12 .08 .302 -,2454 .R45 30.86
84. 10.67 10.64 .07 5.00 5.99 :02 1O.5b 14.30 .27 .3'42 -.240 .PxS 1n, 65
65. 11.12 11.01 .14 5.31 6.54 -.23 14.13 10.21 -.08 .415 -.lq3 .833 IO.'•51
86. 11.57 I1.57 .00 7.42 7.35 47 10.19 10.25 -•D6 .41,37 -.166 -7nO 11.14
87. 12.26 12.25 .00 &.15 7.92 .22 10.61 10.68 -.08 .509 «.158 .77n 4.94
-.	 8B. 13.01 12.95 .03 7.90 9.14 -.24 1t.43 11.64 -	 -01 .492 -r 154 .785 - In,nn
dq . 13.76 13.74 r02 R.55 B.91 -,36 12.37 12.29 .08 .471 ..Iln .771 1.56
90. 14.70 14.62 .08 30.59 30.59 -•01 13.04 13.04 .01--• .504 -.247 .712 A.F.A
V11 ^No'A(
1^G
iMONT H =	 1 LATIT ODE = SO
AFTER 5MOOTH IN5 T&mP AND ^ENSTTY VALUES
ALT	 PRE55l1RE	 TEVPERA%pF
o4G	 NEW
	 nIF	 ORIS	 .47w
12.	 .95	 1.55





25. 1.69	 2.13	 -.44	 1.58	 1.75
26. 1.98	 2.2d





	 .08	 1.99	 2.02
























	 -.2i1	 3.09	 %.14
39. 4.16	 4.41
	
-.?5	 2.R0	 3.0140. 4.32	 4.61






43. 5.03	 5.17	 -.15
	 1.54	 2.7E
44. 5.23	 5.32
	 -.09	 ?,52	 2.65
45. 5.41	 5.44
	
- .03	 1.51	 2.64
46. 5.57	 5.56
	 on	 2.54	 2.63














	 .11	 2.59	 2,bi
53. 6.64	 6-30
	 .34	 ?.59	 5.64









	 -.16	 3.19	 3.129
59.	 7.13	 7.06	 .07
	 3.25	 3.31
6C.	 7.41	 7.18	 .23
	 3.28	 3.41
6I.	 7.52	 7.28	 .?4	 3.59	 's. 65





















	 -.f-4	 4.63	 4.56
69. 7.47	 7.45
	 .112	 4.53	 µ,U9
70. 7.53	 7.45	 .C7
	 4,43	 4.56
71. 7.50	 7.40	 .10	 5.57	 - 6,00
72. 7.55	 7.31
	 Pb. 	 5.60	 5,51
73. 7.60	 7.24	 .37	 6.01	 5.93
74. 7.66	 7.?4	 .42	 6.55	 5,43
75. 7.91	 705	 ,56	 7.28	 f•.A8
76. 7.53	 7.61
	 .02	 7.23	 7.60






	 -.P4	 5.87	 F.00
81. 	 9.46	 9.66
	 601	 5.12








	 7.13	 - R,99
85. 11.36	 11.37
	 -.01	 6.53	 6.97
66.	 12.11	 12.96





68.	 13.52	 13.14	 ,3A	 133..50	 (,.59
B9.	 13.97	 '.3.33
	 .64	 7.76	 8.02
9P..	 13.94	 13,44	 .50	 10.73	 10,76
1ENSITY C!7RRELATIOai Ct)FrF7CIr?tTS
01 F 'RIG N-W 1 1F RaT RVI Ran tlEVT04
.00 1.49 1.u6 .133 .795 _.754 - .1R5 6.7E
-.19 2.19 1.75 .44 .594
-.562 .341 6.83
-.19 1.77 1.7'5 .04 .596
-. W, .5? n R.4f;
-.19 1.97 1;79 .18 .599 -.27A
.611 9,6u
-•lb ?.34 1.98 .16 .552 -.266 .657 9.92
-.24 1.33 2.20 .13 .574 ,,.298
.674 m.77.
-.1 4 3.01 2,53 -	 ,4B -	 .413 -.3A1 .6R` ),IF
- .19 1.uI 2.77 .24 ,367 -.425 .606 R.q7
-.14 I.21 2.A9 .31 .367 -.427
.685 9.94
-.15 1.19 2.95 .2u .399 _.404 .6712 X1,14
-.15 *.22 2.94 .2A .454
-.344 .6A1 9.77
-.20 1.012 2.93 .16 .506
-.280 .687 16.44
-.18 3.33 3.10 .24 .5n6 -.273 ,6m? 1n.66
-.17 '4.69 3.37 .32 .471- -.303 .69A 1n.51
-,20 1.87 3.61 .26 .45" -,32? .7nl 111.4"
-.18 4.10 3.90 .3G .45n
-.331 .6124 1t1.53
-.O6 4.2n 3,90 .30 .468 -.3nn .711± 31.119
-.21 4.17 3.92 .25 .416
-,210 .745 12.44
-.18 '1.19 3.95 .24 ,5?6
-.111
.706 14.1E
-.16 4.31 4.09 .22 .531 -.065 .81 1 15. ?n
-.11 4.64 4.35 .28 .497
-.067 .R31 14.80
-.16 4.97 4.66 ,31
.44)
-.097 .95 3 16.3"
-.13 5.24 4.04 .30 .3012
_,12 9 •86A 16.Ax
-.13 5.43 5.12 ,3I .361
-.131 .R77 17.3'•
-.09 5.43 5.22 .23 .313
-,155 .AA3 17.84
-.0S 5.53 5.2p .23 .372 -,nA3 .BC4 1A.Aa
-.IC 5.52 5.36 .16 .3A3 _.n34
.91^ 2n.6?
-.07 5.63 5.49 .14 .373 _.1113 .9?1 95.211
-.16 S.06 5.67 .19 .534 -.044 .97S P7.21
-.00 5.93 5.81 .12 ,S22
-.056 .91 1; 20.7n
-.01 6.46 6.01 .n6 .289
-.135 .91 11 19.SF
-.RS 12.41 6.31 In ..276
-,213 .912 1m.04
-,05 6.66 6.36 .30 .?16
-.2.10 .nnQ 1A.65
-.01 S.AA 6.12 _,23 .343
-.ICA .897 19.47
-.04 5.18 6.11 .07 .392 -,OA1 _ . .AnS 17.77
.01 6.47 6.35 .12 .366
-.120 .SAO 16.9E
-.O m 6.74 6.64 .14 ,333 -.14A .AR'{ 15.75
-.06 7.02 0.90 .12 .2A3
-.190 .BAR 16.412
-•13 7.40 7.21 .19 .220 -.z46 .8AR SS.AR
-.05 7.57 7.50 .07 .Iqg -,3112 .A74 14.711
-.02 7.m6 7.96 ,04
.197 -,372 .B6q 13.59
-	 .03 -	 R.32 8.25 .06 .071 -,442 .664 12.55
,29 n.Wt
-	 6.50- -;12 .002
-.483 .A75 1?.52
-.21 8.46 B." -.14 -.059
_.506 .Amt 13.03
.05 A,45 8.61 -.16 _.Aug -.513 .R"I 1?.2?
•1 4 4.51 3.56 -.05 .017 ...5415 .954 ln.90
.06 ".35 8.49 _.14 .054
-.4Qn
.844 111,63
.04 9.42 8.53 -.11 .0412 -.4q0
.P91 In.64
-.15 9.67 8.87_ -.20 -.032-
-.543 .A57 . 1C.3n
.07 '1.94 9.36 .07 -,11R
-.61 9 .A4 F.' Q. ?R
.10 9.5s 9.60 -.02 -.106 -.654 ,AP? Al24
•013 0.36 9.56 -,18 -.045
-.554 ,795 7.41
.0q '?,32 9.47 -,16 .043 -.646 .735 F.Bn
.41 nr07 9.25 -.1F .156 -.620 .679 6.46
.23 A.Sn 8.RO -.21 .277
-.556 .644 6.64
.2q 1.95 8.24 -.29 .3qp ...449 .64A 7.50
.07 7.65 $.119 -.44 .440
-.341 .694 - 9.51
.0 1i A.50 8.47 .03 .418 -.297 .791 9.2n
-.1 4 9,93 9.15 -.22 .362
-.297 .79m 4.64
-411 Ln.32 9,94 .38 .271 -.353 .An* 9.4;
.00 111.62 10.31 .31 .262 -.363 .$50 9.*t
-.35 111,33 10.23 ,10 .332 _.317 .790 9.15
.15 ln." 9.93 .59 .439 -,229 .775 9.71
-134 12,47 9.51	 - -.04 .551 -.774 .791 11.1n
-.33 a.A6 9.82 .04 .5911 .0!14 .A17 12.Ox
.37 11.34 11.18 .16 .479
-.061 .847 12.0?
-1.10 ..13.32	 '13.13 '.19 .2S3 _,249 ,A74 11.52
-.26 15.53 15.12 .42 .064 -.474 .A4P 9.27
-• 04 15.77 16.71 .06 .059
-.596 .76K 6.9?
30
HONTH =	 1	 LATITUDE = SO
AFTER S900THING TEMP AND DENSITY VALUES
ALT PRESSURE TEMPERATUFIE nENSITY CORRELATION COFFFTCIENTS
ORIG NEW RIF ORIG 'JEW DIF 9RIG NEW AIF RPT RT?7 RPâ nEPTtr
22. 1.21 3.37 ..2.14 1.36 9.47 ^1.12
1.24 1.36 -.12 .936 .497 .770 ?4.71
23. 3.90 3166 .23 2.29 ?.65 -.36 4.38 3.04 1.26 .575 _,176 .703 10.195
24. 3.91 3487 .04 2.50 2.75 -.24 4.45 3.76 .70 .394 -.326 .74 n q.As
25, 3.94 4.03 -,09 2.47 2.77 -.31) 4.39 3,97 .42 .365 -.327 .751 18.06
26. 6.57 4.18 2.39 2.5B' 2.78 -.20 4.47 4,17 .30 .336 -,330 .77A 1n,2A
27. 4.05 4.32 -.28 1.64 2.81 -.17 4.4R 4,34 ,1S .32n -.329 .7nfl 1n.47
28. 4.69 4.46 43 2.76 9.88 -.12 4,78 4,55 .24 .291 -.347 +746 19.47
29. 4.B2 4.56 .23 ?_.90 3.00 -.10 4.97 4.77 .20 .265 -.375 .794 1111. 27,
30. 4.92 4.71 .21 3.79 7.18 -.10 4,99 4,94 .05 .264 -.39 3 .7193 4.98
31. 5.01 4.84 .17 3.40 1.42 -.02 5.24 5.14 .10 .265 -..414 .787 7,55
32. 5,15 5.00 .15 3.62 ;5.65 ».03 5.34 5.27 ,00 .299 -.41 9 .748 9.30
33. 5.12 5.1B -.06 3.87 7,,85 .02 5.29 5.29 -.00 .342 -.344 .7214 14.37
34. 5.39 5.39 -.00 3.98 4.01 -.03 5.35 5,34 .00 ,394 -.36? .722 n. fit
35. 5.74 5.64 .10 4.13 4.22 -.09 5,47 5,48 -.OS .412 -.34h .71 7, 1).71
36, 6.04 5.93 .11 4.59 4.5B .02 5.68 5,61 .06 _.453 -•336 .687 q.7n	 -
37. 6.41 6.29 .13 5.00 5.00 -.00 x.62 5.65 -.03 .518 -,30 .60 9189
38. 6.74 6.70 .C3 5.47 5.46 .01 9,62 5,70 -.04 .577 -.279 .pP3 19.25
39. 7,18 7.20 -.02 5+99 x.90 .09 19.87 5.86 .01. .616 ..251 .6,01 110.65
4n. 7.69 7.74 -.n5 6.24 6.10 ,13 5.99 5.08 -.09 .639 -.192 .c,14 71.47
41. 8.47 8.30 .17 6.02 6.02 -.01 6,34 6,42 -.O3 .651) -•11 7 .693 11.5E
42. 9.05 B.83 .22 5.91 5.86 o5 -	 6,82 6.84 -.42 .63x -. 1 39 •747 JA. Ma
43, 9.46 9.34 .12 5.73 5.72 .01 1.28 7.20 -.06 .627 .01 4 .741 15.64
44, 10.00 9.B3 .17 5.56 5,59 ,V7 7,71 7.RO -.09 .610 .052 .823 16.10
45. 10.47 10.28 ,20 5.50 5.48 01 9,33 0,44 -.11 .572 .04 7 .A46 15.714
46. 10.86 10,69 .18 5.49 5.39 .10 43.97 9,09 -.02 .525 .0?5 .R64 17.17
47. 11.24 11.04 .?0 5.31 5.16 .14 14.52 .4.58 -.06 .499 •036 ,AA4 1R, 3K
4A. 11.59 11.38 .22 4.79 4.77 02 14.78 9.92 -.14 .4G5 .497 .9n14 2n.4a
49. 11.92 11.68 .?4 4,43 4.42 -	 001 18.13 10.30 -.17 .462. .117 ,g27 70.66
50. 12+22 11.94 .2B 4,27 4.23 r04 10.64 10.82 -.18 .429 .091 .q;5 ps.6R
51. 12+53 12.15 ,9R 4.20 4.14 .07 1•.27 11,39 -.12 ,349 .089 ,940 25.67
52. 12.73 12.32 +41 4.13 4.C6 .O5 11.68 11.80 -.20 .271 _.no .q44 2,4.7n,
53. i2.93 la.44 .49 4.15 4.10 .05 12.08 12.35 -.27 .199 -.143 .945 2x.2*
54. 13.17 12.52 .65 4.33 4.21 .12 1?.59 12,87 -.27 .994 -.245 .gr45 2a.,4R
55. 13.35 12,54 .81 4.44 4.27 .17 1;.01 13.34 -.31 ...021 -.342 .94 7 ??.07
56. 13.42 12.50 .91 4.40 4.23 .17 17.24 13.54 _01 ...097 -.192. .45^ 2l. IF
- 57. 13.01 12.45 -155 4.28 4.10 .18 12.g3 13,49 -.56 ,..100 -.3q6 .9193 71.60
58. 12.74 12.39 .35 4-10 '1.95 .15 1 ?.92 13.44 -.52 -.116 -.401 - .95f- 23.20
59. 12.49 12.35 .14 4.01 3.87 .14 la.6q 13,15 -.26 -.056 .•.34 7 . qsA 71,117
Eft. 12.38 12.33 .05 4.136 6,89. .17 11.81 13.nl -1.20 -.022 -..320 . q54 23.10
61. 12.65 12.27 .38 4.11 4.90 .12 17.59 13.58 -.OF; -.142 ».459 .957 2?.47
62. 12.34 12.13 .21 4.41 4.16 .25 114,343 14,93 ...65 ,.•321 -.574 ,960 91.Q6
63. 18.03 11.92 .11 4.46 4.27 ,I9 1y.65 14.89 -.44 -.376 -.621 . qAn P1.39
64. 12.01 11.69 .32 4.51 4.34 .17 1:+.51 13,89 -.36 ...369 -.6?? . q57 29,38
65. 11.28 11.49 -.21 4.59 4.41 .18 I9.84 13,41 -.57 -.299 -.559	- ,q4° -	 In.9n
66. 11.19 11-33 -.14 4.60 4.52 OR 12.67 13,09 -.42 _21A -.535 .941 1'x.77,
67. 11.09 11.19 -.to 4.86 4.67 ,18 12.66 12.99 -.31 -.2n7 -.538 .976 16.79
AFB, i9.99 11.04 -.n4 w36 4.76 .09 12.71 12.91 ...26 -,224 -•55`1 .'134 16.14
69. 10.91 10.86 .05 4+8q 4.79 .10 17.75 13.00 -.25 -.271 _.544 ,a7,s 119.07
70. 10.74 10,65 .09 4.86 4,95 -.99 1?.41 13.13 -.22 -.327 -.64 7, •974 15.24
71. 10.57 10,39 .19 5.53 S.46 - .07 13.12	 - 13.26 -.16 -.341 -.57;1 . q22 1:.44
72, 8.57 10.11 -1.54 0.18 6.16 .02 13.33 13,24 .04 -.2A4 -.697 .897 11.3n
73. I+7.22 9,85 .17 6.90 6.78 .92 13.29 1'3.19 .Ia -.252 -.687 ,4365 ti 719
74. ' 10.0 3 9.63 .41 7.18 7.26 -.07 13.14 13,07 .07 -.iR3 -.647 .P.IR 8.714
75. 9.99 9.51 .49 7.77 7i60 .17	 - 12. 99 12.34 .57 ...028 -.63R .7AR A.n9
76. 9.63 9.58 .n5 7.78 7.73 as ln,3n 11.40 -1.10 .146 -.556 .74? 1,96
77, 51.62 9.76 -.14 7.76 7.67 .09 11.95 11,50 .35 .146 -.543 .7519 A.On
78. 9.57 9,91 -.34 7.53 7.54 -.01 11.70 1.1.81 -.02 •105 -.551 .773 4.2A
79. 9+80 10.06 -.25 7.37 7.49 -•12 11.75 11,68 .87 ,139 -.527 .772 9.41
80, 9.85 10.24 -.39 7.59 7.64 ».04 11.62 11,74 -.12 .167 -.5n4 .767 R.79
61. 1{1.30 10044 -,14 7.73. 7,72 .Ol 1?.35 11.99 .36 -155 » .51 8 .771 R.41
82. 117.38 10.63 -.2K 7.09 T,75 -,25 1?.18 12.13 .05 .157 -,Snl .776 9.5r<
83. 10.49 10.86 -.37 7.86 7.88 -.02 12.4P 12,12 .36 .193 ...477 .770 9.5X
84. 10.69 11.15 «.56 7.79 7,64 .15 12.I5 11.72 .43 .265 -.In
9 .778 9.17
85. 11.52 11.51 01 5.50 6.09 -.39 11.17 11,25 -.13 .317 -.268 .817 In'?X
86. 11.94 11.87 .3? 6.14 6.61 -.46 11.71 11,70 01 +304 -•256 •843 -	 11.43
87. 12.51 12.11 .40 7.09 6.70 .40 13.28 1? .96 .32 .146 -.39n .85° 11.PA
BB. 12.82 12.16 .67 6.0.3 fi.97 ...94 14.41 14.417 .8n -.966 -.539 .076 17.59
A9. '12,42 12.03 .uG 43_+:7 9,53. -.Oa 36.06 .15.6.'.. .44 -.131 -.646. -1141 R.69
90. 11.94 11.94 -.n1 11.05 11.05 .00 14.18 16.143 _.99' .011 -.675 .711 6. rsA
31
4ONT4 -	 1	 LATITUDE - 70
AFTER SMOOTHING TEMP AN3
PRESSURE
DENSITY vbLuES
TE4PERATUnE nEN51TY CORRELATION C•1EFFIr, 1FNTSALT
ORIG NEW 31K OR IG NEW 11IF 'Wc, NEW
01F Roy RTO RPn OFPTH
22. 6.05 5,91 .13 4.79 4.79 .01 3.97 3.97 -,0I .744 -,09
9 .592 I1.3x
23. 6.45 6.50 -.05 4.65 4.68 -.04 5.94 4.47 3ZIP
.792 .09q .6Q7 13R.62
24. 7.03 7.10 -.07 4.6$ 4.65 .03 4.42 4.52 .7R1 .197 .766 14.'r
25, 7.97 7.68 .29 4.53 4,62 .O1 5.29 5,26 .03 ,7u2 ,2R4
.808 15.0=
26. 8.53 8.23 .30 4.61 4.63 -.O1 S.96 5.97 -.00 .703 .I95 .834
15.16
27. 9.05 B.75 00 4.79 4.49 .30 91.47 6,64 -.17 .670 .206 .P 95
15498
28, 9.77 -	 9.20 .57 3.97	 - 4.08 -,11 7.35 7.46 -.11
,6n7 +201 .qn% 17.14
2q, I0.19 9.56 .63 3.86 3.90 -.04 91.20 8.36 -.17 .491 ,096 .91 4 11.06
30. 10.54 9.85 .69 4.26 4.08 .19 R.99 9.10 -.11 .3013 -.033 .91 0 1502
31. 13.85 10609 .76 4.41 4.32 .08 9.24 9.56 -.32 .334 -.In
n .9n ," 15.1'
32. 11.31 10.33 .99 4.84 4.55 .28 01.55 9.91 -.36 .310 -.137 .90
1+ 14.66
33. 11.29 10.56 .73 4.90 4.90 .00 0,83 10.20 -•37 .305 -.16
5 .Aq9 13.97
34, 11.49 10.83 .66 5.149 5.37 .51 0.92 10.33 -•41 .349 -.164 •872 13.3P
35. 11.56 11.16 .40 5.87 5.68 .19 0,99 10.34 -.45 .393 -,125 .063
1'5.39
36, 11.69 11.54 .15 6.16 5.87 .29 0.96 10.39 -.43 .440 -.976 ,A62
11.71
37. 12603 11.97 05 6.29 6.06 .23 10.20 10.58
-,36 .47r7 .,04? .A611 14.14
3s. 12.48 14.44 .n4 6."0 6.24 .16 1+4.57 10.66 -.29
.4017
-.016 •1465 14.57
39. 12.99 12.93 ..06 5.65 6.37 .28 1^.147 11.10 -•24 .513 .023 .B7
n 15.2?
4n. 13.53 13.45 .08 6.49 6.39 .11 10,99 11.35 -.36 ,540 .017 .A91 16.26
41. 14.24 13.90 .915 6.5? 6.37 •15 11.55 11.72 -.16 .555 .119
,AQ? 17.30
42, 14.00 14.53 .27 6.51 6.34 .17 11_.80 12.06 -.26 .574 .165 +q*' 15.1514
43, 15.27 1507 .19 - 6.35 6.21 .13 1?.16- 12.44 -.2R .593 .21 4 .Q16 ?0.217
44. 15.83 15.61 .22 6.14 6.02 .12 1P.71 12,97 -.25 .595 .252 .9PA ?2.On
45, i6.23 16.12 .11 5..B9 5.83 .06 1'+.N7 13,56 -.19 ,595 .265 ,9]7 25.54
46. 16.68 16.60 .07 q.80 5, 70 .09 11.gn 14.11 - . 20 •576 ,274
acl44 24.81
47. 17.13 17.06 ,06 5.69 5.64 .15 14.39 14.57 -.18 .579 a29A .951 ?6.63
48. 17.60 17.51 .n9 5.33 5.2R .04 1'4.7$1 15,06 -.28 .SRI .324 .9501 29.07
4918.06. 17.91 .15 5.39 4.99 _	 .09 15.52 15.69 -.17 .556 .317 •Q64 "11.2!
Be: 18.39 18.27 .12 .4.73 4.65	 - .07 16.20 16.42 -.23 .3n3
.27l, .q7n 33.2?
.
51, 16.52 18.55 -.914 4.30 4.42 -.11 17.05 17,19 -.14 .416 ,I
q i .Q7? 33.7$1
.52. 19.70 18.77 -.07 4.5P 4.38 .i4 11.79 17,93 -.15 .303 .073 .973
1^.AA
53. 18.76 18.91 -.15 4.35 91.36 -.01 1$1.49 18.63 -.14 .17q -.053 .Q73 3?. 3A
54, 18.95 18.97 -.03 4.36 91.41 -.OS 1Q.23 '9.SS -.12 .030 -.19q .974 91,67
55. 19-05 18.94 .10 4.68 4.60 .09 In.% 20.0? -.05 -.IIR -.342 .974 10.60
56. 19.17 18.82 .35 4.78 4.73 .05 20.42 20.57 -.15 -.261 -.468
.9715 IrT. I7
57. 14.16 18,67 ,55 4.91 u.75 .07 29,87 20,84 .02 -.3714 -.55R
.977 1n.6G
5A. 19.21 18.36 .86 4.74 x..76 -.02 21.22 20.81 .41 -,4_!.n -.S?
9 .97A 3n,74
59, 19.06 18.10 .q6 4.9'1 4,86 .07 21.36 20.35 1.00 -.35R ...557 .97 6
>q. r.7
6P. 17.11 17.89 -.77 5.18 5.11 .08 Iq.55 19.91 -1.26 -.255 -.4A
R . q68 P5.81
61. 16.75 17.68 -,94 5.63 5.S5 •08 1q.85 19.97 -.12
-.292 --SP A . 064 23.44
62. 16.70 17.43 -,73 ;.21 5,.96 .26 2".06 20.23 -.16 -.336 -.584
.961 21.71
63, 16.E+5 17.14 - ,Lq 6,'.'S -,92 .14 1n.9A 19.96 .02 -.343 -.5`11
. q6n 'pt 013
64. 16.-35 16.85 -.50 5..4^ S.55 -•07 Iq.40 19.50 -.10 ,..351. -,59$1 .964 n?,27
65, 16.60 16.57 .03 5.19 5. IS .01 10,17 14.08 .09 -.364 -.58A .967 23.3P
66. 16.38 16.29 .()S 4.03 4.93 -.10 In.67 18.71 -.04 -,374 -.5Qn .q7n 23.914
67. 16.14 16.02 .12 4.85 4.85 -.00 114.42 18.45 -103 -.347 -r5g
9 .q7R ?9..9R
68. 15.64 15.72 .12 4.88 4.93 -.05 1A.30 18,34 ...04 -.418 -.628 .97
n 23,21





70. 15.12 14.96 .16 5.46 5.50 -.04 IA.50 18.54 -.04 -.544
-.736
-
71. 14.72 1'+,5n .?3 6.03	 - 7„07 -.04 1$1.65 19.31 .34 -.502 -.779 .99 R 17.7$1










73. 13.52 13.53 .10 7.15 7.08 .06 18.76 18.18
74.. 32:95 12+90 .RS 7,12 x.17 -.04 1^.23 18.16 -QB -.6'35 ..8P4 .Q49 14.2P
75, 12.33 12-27 .06 7.19 7.26 -.08 11.64 17.89 .55 -.4qA -.793 .9' n 12.2n
76. 11.76 11.77 -.11 7.50 7.53 -.03 15.00 16.01 »1.00 -.345 -.724 .Rq7 1!).3P
77. IL-11 11.32 -.pi 7.87 7.98 -.11 16.52 16.09 .43 -.371 -.757 .8qq q,4Q
78. 10.84- 10.81 -.03 8.59 9.53 -•04 I6.0 16.28 .20 -.345 -.7q2 .87:5 R.46
79. 10.33 -10.31 .el Q.34 a.27 .10 15.81	 - 15,77 .06 -.294 -.7A1 .827 1.114
80 . 9.86 9.95 -.^9 9.65 0.58 .n7 I5.12 15.05 .07 ...Iqq -.761 .7An 6.51
81.. 9.75 9.72 .03 9.5? q.47 ,O5 14.30 14.25 .15 -.103 «.734 .7" 6.37
82. 9 68 9.60 .09' 9.47 Q.40 -.33 13.44 13.82 -.58 -.058 -. 7?n .754 6.37
83. 9.6B 9.51 .16 1. as q,46 .41 1'1.17 13,76 .41 -.PSI -.723 .727 6.2P
84. 9.62 9.43 .19 0.05 q.02 .02 13,22 13.41 -.20 -.n55 -.712 .741 6.47
85. 9.58 9.33 .25 8.24 151.29 -.05 12.87 13.07 -.20 . nj -.704 .776 6,00
06. 9.41 9.14 .27 7.82 A,11 -.29 12.99 13.32 - . 32 -.Iq4 -. 734 •A nl 7.nq
B7. 9.39 A.84 .55 8.69 14,30 .56 13.90 13.65 .25 -.759 -• 7142 •AI If G.A•a
.	 88. 9.41 .B-47 .94 R.16 v.41 ..,24 12.98 13,47 -.SO «.275 -,776 .8f10 6.Sn
'89. .7.65 8.21 -..36 9.19 9106 :14 191.97 12.83 .04 --102 -. 771 .712 5,614
90. 7.47 8.34 -,87 10.49 in.38 .11 It.46 11.60 -.12 .247 -. 7 1 7 .4QA 5.20
32.•L.
MONTH =	 1	 LATITUDE = 90
AFTCR SMOOTHING TEMP AN7 DENSITY y4LU55
ALT PRESSURE TE4PBRATURE '1EN5ITT CORRELATION l.pFFFICTFt3T5
9RIG NEW 716 ORIG ":EW QIF nRIG t4EW f3IF RPT RTO qpr< nCPTH
22. 6.95 6.42 .52 5.48 r,.45 •03 4,52 4,55 -.02 .715 -.JR4 .55? ln.26.
23. 7.10 7.10 -,110 5.20 r.23 ...03 s.Sl 4.17 -+36 .813 .137 .623 14.05
24. 7.89 7.81 -.01 5.21 6:.15 .06 4.41 4.59 -.1B .B?e .2 R'S .775 15.09
25. 8.91 8.50 ,42 5015 5.11 .05 5.56 5,53 .03 .780 .275 .AI F iS.Rn
26. 9.09 9.15 -.06 5.12 5.12 -.00 +..38 6,40 -.02 .735 .a%M +M41 1%6a
27. 10.19 9.76 .43 9.31 4.95 .37 7,61 7.20 -.19 .703 .265 ,173 16.46,
29, 113.95 10+29 .66 11.30 4.43 -.13 R.03 8.17 -•i4 .645 .271 •910 1R.nR
29. 11.43 -	 10.71 .71 4.12 4.18 -.06 9.02 9.22 -.20 .527 ,159 .1123 ;7,41
3n. il.b3 11.05 .78 4.59 4.36 .23 0.97 10.09 -.12 .4nv .015 - •11 9 !G."/
31. 12.19 11.34 .85 4.69 11.62 .06 10.24 10,61 -.38 .356 «.055 .014 15.69
32. 12.71 11.60 1.11 5.18 4.136 .31 1n.58 11.04 -.46 .322 -.In2 ,9n9 15,13
33. 12.84 11.86 .98 5.25 9.26 -.01 11.06 11.45 .-.39 .249 -.157 .P9q 14.28
34. 12.99 12.15 .84 6.40 F.BO .60 11.13 11.65 -.52 .324 -,Ifin .R4<? 13.47
35. 13.09 12.49 .59 6.35 F.11 .24 11.15 11.66 1,.50 ,377 -.120 .874 13.43
36. 13.10 12.91 .20 6.62 6.27 .35 11. In -11.67 -.57 .431 -.061 .974 1t.AR
37. 13.46 13.37 .09 6.69 6,40	 - .28 11.39 11,97 -.46 ,4161 -.020 .871 14.40
3R. 13.94 13.66 .n8 6.68 6.49 .19 11.84 12.21 -.37 .474 .07 7 .pR4 14.9'5
39, 14.48 14.38 411 6..-35 f.53 .32 12.16 12.49 -.33 .427 ,05'3 .191 15.61
40. 15.10 14.92 .19 6.56 6.47 .09 12.36 12.79 -.43 .522 ,in2 ,907 I6.Fa
41. 19.79 15.47 .32 6.65 1,.46 .18 12.96 13.19 -.23 .536 .13 1 .41n 17.16,
42. 16.38 14.03 ,35 6.69 6.47 .21 17.20 13.56 ...36 .555 1179 .91 6,1 11,65
43. 16,91 16.61 .30 6.53 6.35 .18 13,61 13.96 -.35 .576 ,231 .921 ?n.114
44. 17.49 -	 17.19 .30 6.27 F-12 .15 14.15 14.50 -.S4 .S93 .264 .939 21.96
45. 17.87 17.73 .14 5.99 F.. 90 .09 14.81 15.08 - .2F .513 .294 -a4 n Ps.7tt
46. 18.33 18.26 ,05 F.?7 6.75 .10 15,3I 15.59 -,29 .5036 .317 .95 t1 ?5.79
47. 16.81 1.6.76 .115 5.78 s.fi2 .16 15.84 16.04 -.24 _595 .349 .9Fp ?q.1^
45. 19.32 19.24 .n7 5.46 c.40 .06 16.21 16.56 «.35 .6n3 .375 n('6 31.On
49. 19.8 1 19.69 .13 5.22 4 .11 .11 17.06 17.26 -.2r, .575 .36n ,970 33.48
SC. 20.14 20.06 .6,R 4.42 4.73 .09 1''.1+1 18.97 -.26 .51R ,914 .975 96.14
51. 21).22 20.36 -.14 4.11.9 4.46 -.17 15.75 18.91 -.16 .4?a .21q .977 39,14
52. 29.39 20.57 -.19 4.63 4.44 •19 16.57 19.73 -.16 .245 .0R2 .977
367.650
53. 211.40 20.71 -.37 4.37 4.39 -.02 27.38 20.49 -.11 .155 -,C5 7 .9^7 'm.Ia
$4. 20.56. 20,75 -.17 4.31 4.41D - . 09 21.15 21.24 -.09 -.006 -.21 4 .971 34,90
55. 211.67 20.70 -.03 '1.70 4.61 .01, 21.44 21.64 .00 -.166 -.366 .9711 3:!•96;
56. 20.66 20.54 .31 4.80 .1.77 .0? 2?.44 22.56 -.12 «.3?7 -.509 .9Ar 7*.50
57. 20.93 20.29 .65 -	 4.56 4.64 .O5 23.05 22.89 .16 -.452 -,612 ,4R'.' 34.4n
58, 21.10 19.97 1.13 03.97 2.93 -.05 ?3.55 22,82 .73 -.496 -.651 .9t!? 3.7,.0313
59. 20,96 19.65 1.31 5.?1 5.12 .10 ?3.76 22.32 1.44 -.427 -.60 5 .47A 3n.IR
611. 18-21 19.31 -1.17 5.52 5.44 .06 2!1.34 21,66 -1,32 -.373 x-.577 .471 244.71
61. 17.67 19.15 -1.49 6.07 C;.99 •09 21.39 21.63 -,24 -.24^ .,SP a . ,164 73.44_
62. 17.73 18.68 -1.15 5.76 6.48 .26 21.70 21.79 -,in -.319 71.2
0. 17.78 18.59 -.Rr 6.55 (- .411 .15 21.64 21.47 .17 _,314 -,5711
.qc0 Pn,ar
64. 17.41 16.30 -,89 5..76 9.90 -.14 ?0.93 20.x5 -. 02 -.321 -.5h ? .ah4
F.S. - -	 18.03 10 .02 .02 5.38 5.40 -.03 - 20.85 20.53 .32 -.349 ...569 -4hq 23.by
66. 17.77 17.73 .n4 4.91 9.06 -.16 20.28 20.16 .12 ...371 -.577 .977 P4.1-
-	
67. 17.50 17.43 .07 4.035 4.91 -.06 10,47 19. R6 .11 -.3H7 -.597 1 x;74 T4. In
68. 17.15 17,11 .115 4.99 1:.99 -019 1a.R2 19.72 .16, -.411 -.615 .'971 ^	 ^2.7a
69. 16'.74 16.7? ,115 5.1`1 6.26 -,06 1n. 76 19,74 .02 -.470 -.664 .47? }n.nR
70. 15.32 16.23 ,n9 5.65 =.,69 -164 P9.0? I9,113 .0 q ...54n -.732 .07 ,` 18.27
71. 15.$7 15,67	 - .P.) 6.19 (-.27 -.6,R 2i.16 19.63 .54 ,..517 -. 7 ? 7 •96 1 l6,2r
7?. 13.59 15.11 -1.52 6.77 6.88 -.12 2n..31 19.28 1.11	 - _.445 -.71 6 •947 23.64
73. 14.56 14.50 .1)8 7.26 7.23 .03 20.26 19.25 I.RO -.617 -,7A4 .947 12,47
74. 13.78 13.Sp -.n2 7.11 7.24 -.13 19.54 18.77 .87 «,547 -.7Ra .947 1P.5u
75, 13.02 13.14 -,12 5.97 7.21 -.24 1A.95 17,66 1,29 -.462. -.752 .07K? ll.7t6
76. 12.39 12.55 -.16 7.40 7.44 --03 1(-.27 27.10 -.OP -.425 »,74 9 ,q19 In,4%
77. 11427 11.91 -,34 7.9a 2.02 -.13 1', R1 27.43 .36 -.51r1 -,609 .91 v; n.4n
78, 11.24 11,16 .pH 3.92 11.93 -.01 1	 .77 17.57 .20 -.524 -.841 ,9r11 R.6•
..	 -	 79. 10.50 - 10.43 .117 9.45 2.77 -	 .18 16.gp. 26.49 .03 -.un7 .-.827 .A5^ 7.04
SR. 9.86 9.16 -.00 10.24 1•x.12 .12 1x.12 26.03 .1303 -.296 -.BnA .7146 6.?C
Al. 9.57 9.48 .r4 10.05 9.96 .09 14,89 14.05 76 -.16,1 -.78? .754 5.91
6F. 9.44 9.23 .21 9"'4 9^ -.32 1}.193 14.36 -,.53 . -.1311 -,771 .1^2 S.Ra
93. 9.34 Q. CL .36 In.46 0.90 .56 14,7n 14.90 .4ry ..,140 -.7n2 .lpft 9,65
84. 9.27 6.76 .57 9.43 9.39 .03 1:.55 13.118 -,42 -.195 -,711 9 .761 F.R0.
-	 85. 6.84 8.41 .43 1.75	 - 1,64 .10 I;.40 13.66 -.23 -.267 -,8'39 .705 6.2A
8h. 8.44 7.92 .49 R.30 91.48 -.17 13,34 13.90 -.51 -.437 -.05'1 -?3 6 6.111	 -
87, 8.96 7.25 .113 9.41 6.65 .75 1-4. In 13,06 .13 ...539 -.529 .R5? 6,11.
B8. 7.9b 6.52 1.44 9.76 r3.68 .09 1a, 4f 13.21 -.74 ..507 -.9114 .97P 4,92
F19. 5.53. 6,03 -.50 9,42 it,.C7. .35 11.61 11,75 -.14 4.21	 .




MONT4 = 2 LATITUDE = 10
A P TER 5MOOT t4 ING TEMP A 70 J7
_Nr,ITY VALi1E5
ALT PN£SSuRE 7E4R£RATuRE "1E1+S1TY CORRELATION COprrICIFPITS
OR10 NEW 7I ORI9, -JEW n1E TRIG 13Ek DIP RPT RT1 RtID 11rATy
22. 2.22 1.40 .R2 t.58 1.68 -.09 5.2n 2.73 .48 _.565 ...906 0162 6.2fn23, 1.34 1.30 .q4 1.15 1.27
-.11 1.76 2,03 -.27 _,265 -,7R9 .RRh 6.5924, 1.28 1.26 .12 1.15 1.19 -,04 1.78 1.82 -.04 _.171 ...775 .75 8 6.bA
25. L.14 1.25
-.tl 1.39 1.48 -.00 t.84 L.0 -.00 .037 .. 733 .655 5.7426. 1.14 1.29 -.16 1.67 1,61 .06 t.A7 1.78 .aq .263 -.714 .4AR 5.sq27. 1.18 1.38
-.,,?1 1.62 1.57 -.05 1.63 1.60 .03 .452 -.64? .30 6.112A. 1.26 1.52 -.26 1.54 .1.64 -.10 1.50 1,40 .10 .611 -,50 8 .371 7.7c29, 1.37 1,6B _.31 1.51 t.f.3 -.13 1.30 1.25 .05 ,716 -.343 .4In q.Rn
S0. 1.49 L.86 -,3R 1.51 1.67 ..16 1.36 1.23 .14 .765 -.196 .4 p2 t1.7431. 1.60 2.06 -.46 1.53 1.75 _.23 t.51 1.29 .22 .7x14 -,IO g .53' 12.9432. 1.72 2.27 -.55 1.67 1.92 -.25 1.64 1.42 .21 .791 -,197 .537 13.0033. 2.20 2.49 -,P0 1.45 ?.09 -.24 ?.10 1,44 .47 ,757 _.125 .5153 I2.7R34. 2.38 2.71 -.33 1.88 2.16 -.213 %17 1.96 at .bq7 -a14q .612 12.3735. 3.31 2.90 .41 1.94 2.16 -022 x.01 2.44 .57 .570 -,2nH .6135 11.7236. 3.22 3.05 .17 1.93 2.08 -.15 1.15 2.79 .36 .46t -.241 .751 11.9737. 3.23 3.18 .06 1.f;2 1.% -.14 5.11 2.91 .20 .436 -.1q6 .747 13.2n3A.	
-
3.34 3.29 ,n5 1.7R _1.90 -.12 3.f7 3.02 .15 .k?5 _.167 .A?1 14.14d9. 3.43 3.40 .03 1.95 1.96 -.10 3.32 3.16 .17 .4n6
_.IA4 .AP3 14.104P. 3.55 3.50 ,114 2.03 2,05 -.03 3.40 3.27 .13 ,403 -.197 .St p I4. I•
41. 3.66 3.61 .OS 2.02 ^.69 -007 1,46 3,40 .U6 .9138 -.20? .$24 14.34142. 3.00 3.71 .09 2.05 2.05 .00 3,69 3.55 .14 ,354 -.207 .842 14.91
43. 3.63 3.80 -.17 1,98 1.98 -.,to 3.70 3,64 .06 .342 -.LR13 aA59 tS.R?44. 3.79 3.89 -.17 1.45 ?.01 -.03 5.79 3,75 .04 .3?R -,I q6 .W 16.0P45. 4.03 3.97 .05 ?.0A 0.09 -.al '.,04	 - 3.89 .15 ,3135 -,228 .AF9 41,.77
46. 4.11 4.05 ,P6 2.09 2.12 _.03 4.00 3.95 .05 .31n -.2tA .851 19.91347, 4.16 4.14 ,n2 2.09 2.08 -.00 4.03 3.96 .O6 .335 .,176 ,Ar n 16.704R. 4.24 4.23 .O1 1.97 1.99 -.02 0.01 3.99 .02 .340 -,15n .RR4 IP.074q . 4,40 4.31 ,39 1.A7 1,41 -.05 4,10 4,07 ,03 .343 -.197 .897 19.22513. 4.44 4.39 .05 1.88 ?.03 -.14 4.21 4.18 .03 .33S -.133 .RO" 19.5751. 4.55 4.48 .R7 2.42 2.21 .21 4.2R 4.2P .01 .334 -,164 .973 17.1A59, 4.63 4.57 .n6 2.10 2.16 --.06 9,39 4.36 .03 ,335 -,144 .RAu 19.805.1, 4,b3 4.66 -.n3 2.00 1.94 •06 4,40 4,42 -.02 .3?a _..093 . q I A 2n.00
54. 4.74 $1.73 ,nn 1.65 1.72 -.06 4.52 4,53 -001 ,294 -.071 .932 72,72$5. 4,74 4.79 -.,14 1.54 1.62 _.07 4,73 4.73 -.n0 .2n3 -,116 .94P 1015.7156. 4.80 4.82 -.12 1.71 1.73 -.02 4.98 4,92 .06 .lad -.235 937 21.7157,. 4..85 4.95 -.00 1.93 1.88 .05 5 .04 4.94 . 1 4 .1u R .-.238 ,926 19.8158. 4.63 4.90 -.27 1.94 1.47 -.04 4,76 4.80 -.04 .253 -.153 .917 19.3c59. 4.d6 4.98 -.32 0.03 2,10 -.07 11.77 4.76 .00 .311 -.116 .qnR 1R.4R60. 400 5.07 -.?7 2.29 7.33 -.04 S, O3 4.q2 It .29F -.171 .892 15.6761. 4.89 5.16 -.28 2.51 2,59 - .ng 5,26 5.16 It .254 -.24 q .874 14.76
62. 5.15 5.25 -.10 2.130 r	 '2.64 -.04 5.64 5.39 .25 .221 -.311 .ASA 13.4163. 5.36 5.35 100 2.955 ?,'39 -.46 q.67 5.44. .23 r251 -.30 3 .A46 t2.7764. 5.42 5.48 -..06 2.99 ;1,06 -.09 5.41 '5.33 '.08 .330 _.23A aA59 12.9'265. 5.65 5.65 -.n0 3.09 3.20 -.11 5,41 5.29 .12 .394 «.144 .831 12,Al66. 5.82 5.06 -.04 3,34 3.46 -.12 5.45 5.41 .04 .42x1 -.14S .A1 4 %2.2w67. 6.19 -	 6.09 .09 3.60 3.78 .02 5,81 5,66 .15 .429 -,21 7 .795 11.426R. 6.41 6.34 ,n6 3.92 3,98 _.05 5.02 9.94 .9A .412 -.271 .792 11.1969. 6.63 6.68 .3,3 4.P3 4,13 -.10 A.20 6,27 ,01 .391 -.246 .79.9+ ln.A470. 6.92 6.135 .06 4.34 4.38 -.04 6.80 6.76 .314 .341 ...302 .743 ln.24
71. 7.09 7.08 .nI '4.64 X1.61 .03 7.40 7.32 ..08 ,272 -.367 .709+ 9.71
72. 1.35 7.26 .n9 4.69 r+.68 .O1 +,8R 7,131 .137 .199 -.414 .Atn n.54
73. 7.46 7.38 .14 4.60 4.69 -109 n,24 8,26 -.01 ,1?1 -.460 .1326 4,4A74. 7.56 7.46 .12 14.94 e,,A6 -.04 9,73 8.51 .12 .072 _.584 .R?5 q.n775. 7.65 7.54 it 5.23 -	 r ,16	 - -	 ,07 4.74 8.65 09 .111 -.SOD .R05 R.6-76. 7.66 7.69 -,03 5.37 b.34 .04 4,32 8,28 .03 .232 -,429 .779 A. 6'm77. 7.99 7.98 .61 S.43 5.50 -.O7 1.68 7,131 -.13 ,375 -.322 .757 11.067A. 8.38 6.39 °.01 5.83 5,62 .21 1.50 7.56 -.06 .475 -.216 •7S5 9.7079. 8.90 8.67 .03 5,43 5.45 -.02 7.49 7.61 -.12 .5?1 -,118 .792 10.94an. 8.10 9.35 -1.25 5.C7 5.23 _.15 0.02 0.06 -.04 .509 -.OSq .B2q 11058s. 9.75 9.79 -.n4 5.15 5.33 -.20 0.11 8,85 .26 .441 -.It % .841 11.6282. 10.02 10.15 -,13 5.56 5.65 _.09 q.90 10.00 -.11 .3P3 -,257 .A4? In.64133. 22.09 10.40 11.68 5.4q 5.92 -.43 ln.22 1p.94 -,7Z .lq1 -.360 .P47 10.ln84. 10.65 10.64 .al 6.00 6.08 -.08 1,1.56 10.76 _.19 .265 -,30? •R3 A 18,2185. 11.08 11.02 ,06 6.33. 6.52 ...19 10.15 10.27' -.12 .4nR -.197 .815 IR.4186. 11.53 11.58 -.05 7.43 7.34 .10 10,20 10.29 -.09 .4A3 -.170 .7RI 1P.00167. 12.20 12.26














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4ONTH =	 2 LATITtJ3E c 50







23. 2.57	 1.78	 -.21
24. 2.74	 3.15	 - .41
76.	 2.95	 3.55	 -.fiO
PA.	 4.40	 3.93	 .48
27,	 4.60	 4.27	 .33
28.	 4.B7	 4.59	 .28
79.	 5.19	 4.91	 .26
in.	 5.4d	 5.2x+	 .94
31. 5.63	 5.56	 .?7
32. 5.15	 5.86	 .30
33,	 0.46	 b,14	 .32
34.	 6.29	 6.45	 -.16
55.	 5.80	 0.78	 .03
36. 7.07	 7.11	 -.04
37. 7.31	 7.44	 -.115
3A.	 7.5B	 7.75	 -.18
39.	 7.83	 a."	 -.?2,
4n.	 13.07	 B.38	 -.31
u1.	 11.69	 B.69	 -.110
42. 9.05	 9.00	 .n543. 9.35	 9,28	 .117
44. 9.60	 9.53	 ,07
45. 9.75	 9.75	 -.00
4F:.	 9.90	 9.95	 -.C5
47.	 10.04	 19.14	 -.n9
4A.	 10.21	 10.30	 -.n9
40.	 11.39	 10,47	 -.14
5n,	 10.53	 10.63	 -.09
51. 10.75	 10.78	 -.n:'
52. 10.94	 10.91	 .03
53. 11.05	 11.02	 .03
54. 11.16	 11.11	 .n5
55. 11.29	 11.20	 .O8
S6.	 11.16	 11.29	 -.13
57.	 11.29	 11.39	 n9-,
S8.	 11.35	 11.47	 -.12
59,	 11.47	 11.55	 -.011
6n.	 11.59	 11.66	 -.r6
61,	 11.22	 11.74	 -.93
62. 11627	 11.76	 -.49
63. 11.32	 11.74	 -.4:
64,	 11.51	 11.72	 -.21
6S.	 11.82	 11.68	 .14
66.	 . 11. 77	1I.64	 .14
67'.	 11.70	 11.57	 .13




7n,	 11.41	 11.22	 .14




73., 10.99	 10.6n	 .36
74., 1u.62	 1C,40	 ,41
75 ,	 10.73	 10.26	 .45
76. 10.39	 10.28	 .10
77. 10.33 - L0.36	 -.03
78. 10.22	 10.41	 -.19
79,	 10.30	 10.46	 -.16
Jln,	 10.29	 10.56	 -.97
61.	 10.64	 10.68	 -.04
87,	 10.60	 10.80	 -.?0
R3,	 10.66	 10.94	 -.26
84. 10.72	 11.14	 -.42
85. 11.33	 11.40	 -.n7
R6.	 11.68	 11.69	 -.00
97..	 12.15	 11.8$ -	 .77
88.	 12.45	 11.91	 .54
	
g9,12.13	 11.81	 .32























































































































































































































RPT	 RTn	 Ram	 9EPTH
.930	 .665	 •803	 29.78
.715 ...456	 . 20K	 R.uR
.734 ...475	 .255 	9.4f.
.726.-.,4n	 .399	O.ua
.663 ..271.	 .541	 A.7t
.614 -.21 0	.639	ln.27
.615 -.1 34	 .699	11.21
..627 -.004	.747	 12. St
.63A	 .n13	 ,77P	 13.25











.647	 .l q7	 .855	 16.31
.595
	 .114	 .1167 	15.97
.599
	 .13?	 .n74	 17.R5
,579	 ,136	 .RPT	SR_.47




.523	 .079	 .Ann	 14.65
.47a.044	,Ann	 In,OR
.436	 .017	 .9n7	10.63
.405 -006	.912	 7n. m5
. 36t-.94 4	.916	2n.14
.333 -.054 023	 2n.01












.177 -.I9t	 .937	 701.63
.175-.174	 .934	 21.43
.145 -.IRI	 .947	72.49
.1B7 -.121	 .953	 14.25
.24t -. 465	 .nrt	 14,51
.147 -.249	.94A	 X2.45
-.033 -.334	 .947	79.63
,,.n40 -x575	 .aLL1	 t4.3P
-.039 -.34 3 	.9'iA 	1a.Ap
-.065 -.40 0 .9'.17- 	IR.21
..OR2 -.474	.036	 17.6?
« .1114 -.451	 .91 1	16.96
-.135 -.491	 .934	16.6'
-,973	.9116	15.57
_.245 -.574	 .935	 1K.73
,..262 -,614	.923	 13.94
-.?35 -.652	 .an?	 12.01
-.104 -.641	 .879	 tn.50
-.I?n -.650	 .RSA	 0.61
,..059 -.611	 ..626	 4.91
.07 1 -.54A	 .705	 4.71
• 06? •.544	 .Ann	 4.75










.109 -.434	 .R4 A	14.17
,.056 -.559	.864	 9.6F
..,091 -.645	 .020	 7.4t
	
.051 -.675	.743	 6.14
MONTN t	 2	 LATITUDE = 70
AFTER SMOOTHING TEMP A43 3ENSITY VALUES -
ALT PRESSURE TEMPERATURE '3ENSITY CnRAELATION COFFFICIFNTS
ORIG NEW )IF ORIG NEW 4IF ')RIO NEW OIF RPT 979 APO 9EPTH
22. 3.37 2.66 .71 2.69 2.65 .04 0.58 2.61 -.04 .51? -.489 .404 703P
73. 3,69 2.91 .78 3.OQ ;.00 .09 0.59 2.A8 -.09 .5q9 -.449 .426 7.52
24. 4.11 3.24 .87 3.64 +3.45 .19 2.59 2.75 .^s r66u ...472 .34A 7.B7
75. 4.66 3,66 1,00 4.32 4.08 .24 1.62 2.84 -.22 .735 -.4AA .a'A3 q.,1n
76. 5.33 4.20 1.13 5.49 4,73 .76 0,75 3,04 -.29 .774 -.495 .178 R,7^
27. 5.84 4.79 1..05 5.64 5.06 .58 7,05 3.54 -.49 .744 -.424 .2Qr R,91
2R. 6.26 5.37 ,A9 5.96 5.30 .66 4.02 4.36 ••.33 .666 -.395 .407 R.55
29. 6.71 5.92 .79 6.43 5.63 .60 4.69 5.14 -.45 ,605 -.3Qq .4P9 A.34
3n. 7.10 6.44 .66 6.67 5,83 .84 5.22 5,.87 -.65 .546 -.195 •554 8.37
31. 7.46 6.89 .57 4.51 5.81 ,70 6.19 6.73 -.53 .449 -.403 .636 A.43
32. 7.75 7.24 .50 6.36 5.85 .51 6.91 7.57 9.3733. 7.92 7.52 .40 6.AG 6.02 .84 A.05 8,28 -.22 .269 -.483 .71 4
34. 7,82 7.7B .04 6.52 5.98 .54 7.44 8.29 -.85 .2q7 -,442 .725-	 - 9.7tt
35. 8.25 8.07 .18 6.23 5.7R .45 7.83 8.26 -.42 .325 -.382 .7•ift Q.S1
36. d.50 8.3G .14 5.96 5.67 .29 7.82 8.35 -.53 ,341 -,338 .770 10. SA
37. B•70 6.68 .02 6.05 5.72 03 A.08 6.42 -.34 .374 -.294 .776 1n.67
38. 8.98 9.33 -.95 6.12 5.85 .27 4,06 8.43 -.37 .423 ..P241 .777 11.14
39. 9.43 9.44 -.n0 6.24 6.00 .24 9.10 8.41 -.31 .4Rq -.175 .77Q II.An
4n. 9.83 9.90 -.07 6.37 6,19 .18 q.18 6.51 -.33 .522 -.120 .784 12.4A
41. 16.55 10.34 .15 6.57 F,31 .26 R.56 8.R4 -.2A .531 -,OAR .707 13.04
42. 11.22 10.88 .34 6.43 6.24 .19 9.14 9,30 -.17 .521 -.061 .829 13.8*
43. 11.72 11.35 .36 6.19 6,06 .13 0.46 9.72 -.26 •517 ...070 .8uA 14.9?
44. -12.11 11,80 .31 6.08 5.93 .15 9,87 10.12 -.25 •516 ,O16 .865 15.98
45. 12.53 12.24 .29 6.01 5.83 .18 10.26 10.58 -.32 .504 .031 ,R?Q 16.45
46, 13.02 12.64 .18 5.06 5.73 .13 10,88 11.18 -.31 .456 ,014 .AQI 17,44
47. 13.37 13.00 ,3•' 5.82 F.61 .20 11.61 11.85 -.24 ,4I2 -.022 •902 17,99
48. 13.70 13.29 .41 5.57 5,45 .12 11.11 12.45 -.35 .355 -.959 .91'n -18.57
49. 14.15 13.56 .4^i 5.44 5.89 -.45 12.71 13.03 -.32 ..305 -.135 .9n2 17.32
90. 14.55 13.82 .73 7,B1 7.08 .73 13.19 13.60 -.42 .297 -.229 .867 14.71
51. 14.84 14.11 .73 R.t6 7.84 .32 13.76 14.19 -.42 .269 -,287 .846 13,40
52. 15.05 14.38 ,67 8.32 4.02 .30 14.27 14.71. -.44 .234 -.313 .A49 111.35
53. 15.05 14.65 ,4: 8.45 A.42 .04 14.6! 15.17 -.57 .1.23 -.33q .041 12.9A
54. 15.19 14.91 .29 9.64 9.05 •64 1x.19 15.73 -.54 .2013 -.377 . 827 12.2=
S5. 15.41 15.13 .26 9.49 9,47 .22 - 15.86 16,37 -.51 -.174 -.413 •R22 i1. R5
56. 1h.46 15.37 •08 10.22 9.82 .39 16.39 16.91
-.52_
.155 -.440 .819 11.45
57. 15.44 15.60 -.16 1C.62 1C.28 .33 16.76 17,22 -.45 .164 -.449 .8AA 1110'•
58. 15.32 15.86 -,54 11.06 10.79 .27 1A.85 17,38 -.52 .193 -.445 .7q3 10.65
59. 15.51 16.22 -.70 11.62 11.40 .22 17.26 17.25 •01 .257 -.41 9 .77n 10.34
6R. 15.45 16.61 -1.17 12.19 1n.25 2.94 16.36 17.08 -.72 .262 -.345 .81 5 11.Pn
61. 15.59 16.87 -1.38 5.142 7.17 -1,75 17,74 17,44 .30 ,131 -.284 .91 3 14.46
62. 15.63 16.95 -1.32 5.68 G.75 -.07 in.15 17.79 .36 .019 -.3n5 .94E 2n. 2A
63. 15.77 16.98 -1.21 5.87 s.9± -.04 18.20 17.47 .53 .05y -.2A2 .943 19.5;
64. 15.79 17.02 -1.03 5.65 5.72 -.07 17.99 17,75 .°4 .03R -.2R6 •q47 20.05
65. 17.32 17.00 .32 5.01 5.26 -.25 19.24 18.20 1.04 -.080 -.364 .Q5A ?1,65
66. 17.17 16.91 .26 4.70 4.92 -.22 19.89 18.39 .50 -•159 -,411 .965 22.97
67. 17.91 16.77 .14 4.72 4.82 -.10 19.77 18.34 .42 -,1Q7 -.443 .966 23.17
68. 16.80 16.61 .19 4.72 4.85 -.14 19.70 18.39 .32 -.23q -.4R'1 .Qr,7 2?.An
69. 16.86 16.41 ,4A. 0,93 5.02 -.09 14,72 19,53 .I9 ..•290 -.535 .966 11.Q4
70. 16.28 16.13 .14 5.V. 5.36 -.LO 10.96 18.78 .18 -.369 -.602 .964 ?_n.5A
71. 15.99 15.61 .18 9.51 ..AB -.07 10.14 19.78 .36 -.36A -.622 •957 1A.2n
72. 14.31 15.46 -1.15 6.38 6.46 -.07 10.3"3 18.67 .65 ...34+1 -.629 .946 IS.Ar
73-. 15.17 15.06 .10 6.86 F.81 .05 10.35 18.86 .49 -.403 -.6q2 ,Q4u IR.OA
74, 14.66 14.58 -.QS 6.80 8.88 -.OR 1Q.02 18.87 .15 -.47R -.7=F .Q47 14.94
7S. 14.16 I4.08 .CB 6.88 5.98 -.IO IR,64 18.14 .50 -,414 -,70 1 .937 -	 1°J.7n
76. 13.67 13.65 .02 7.22 7.26 -,04 15.68 17,41 -.74 -.324 -.67 1 .920 12.27
77. 1.3.10 13.23
-.13 7.58 7.69 -.11 17,97 17,57 .41 -.366 -.714 .913 11.31
7A. 12.79 12,73 .06 8.26 6.30 -.04 17.93 17.72 .21 -.394 -,75I .903 17.16
79. 12.29 12.23 .96 8.9A 8.99 .09 17,31 17,26 .05 -.310 -.741 .A74 8.7q
8r,. 11.77 11.61 -.n4 9.26 0,19 .06 1(,.68 16.63 .05 -.243 ..,716 .844 4.01)
A1. 11.53 11.48 ,05 9.19 9.14 .05 15,99 15.97 ,02 -.IBq -.709 .82.7 7.75
82. 11.31 11.21 .10 8.68 9.14 -.26 15.32 15.E3 -.26 _.163 -.7n4 .816 7.5u
83. 11.19 10.97 .23 9.60 9.21 .39 15.70 15.43 .26 -.164 -,713 .AnA 7.31
84. 11.04 10.71 ,29 8.85 8,85 -.00 14.89 15,05 -•I6 -•17(, ..,713 ,825 7.45
85. 10.63 10.44 .19 A.18 8,36 -.08 14.42 14.70 -.28 -.214 -.721 .RAP 7.74
A6. 10.34 10.09 .24 8.29 8.44 -.15 14.65 14,90 -.25 -.286 -,761 .94f' 7.60
87. 10.01 9.65
-	
.36 9.25 -	 8.75 651 10,28 15,.09 .18 -.345 ...BnB .83=1 -	 _	 7.15
88. 9.88 9.15 .72 8.70 4.85 «.1fi 14.33 14.73- -.40 -.339 -.811 .S21; 6.69
89. 8.47 8.77 -.30 9.46 9.43 03 13.91 13.45 -.04 «,174 -.795 ,746 5.75












































































































































MONTH = 2 LATIT UDE =































































































































































































































































































































































RPT	 RT11	 11Pl1	 OEPTu




.821 -,544	 .A33	 01.3u




.393 -.454	 .6u l	 7.13
.25u -.512	.7nl	 7.03
.177 -.553	 .792	 5,AA
.194 -.52R	 .731	 7.1?
.218 -.441	 .751	 7.65
.239 -.440	.767	 A.SG
.292 -.397	 .76 41	A.49
:345 -.343	 .741	 A.84












.829 -.lnn	 ,9n7	 t7.10
.26a -.191	 .AQ"	 t6.11;
•257 --20.	 .R4Q	 I3.77
,246 
- .349 	.823	 12.4u
.221 -.31n	 .82 4	12.2E
.214-.391	 .A16	II.A7
.297 -.42 4	,79R	 11.1E
.177-,459	 .744	10.77
.155 -.484	 .7941	 1n,31
.171 ...492	 .774	 9.8P
.211 -.495	.752	 4.49
.285 -.460	 .7PO	 9.141
.288 -.378	 .778	 19.40
.161 -.281	 .902	 14.9['
.069 -.266	 .9u3	 IR.AQ
.127-.22A	.930	14.11
.106 -•2PS	.94 5+	 18.5E




-,26Q -.5nt	 .90;a	 2n.14
-.345 -.575	 .966	141.61
-.343 -.505	 .550	16.5K
_.318 -.6nO	 .449	 14.67
-.475 -.671	 .950	 14.10
_.515 -.742	 .957	 t4.60




,,.390 -.778	 .AA6	 q-9?
-.320 -.763	 .AC7	 8.17
_.261 -,746	 .P19	7.77
-.234 -.744	 .824	 7.44
-.247 -.759	 .A10	7.12
-,2A9 -. 773	 .831	 7.21
-.372 -,8112	 .853	 7,4P
_,4A11 --853	.870	 7.3u
-.554 _,8p9 - .877	 6•P^
-.521 -.894	 .84P
-.270 -,915	 .770	 4.7n
,203 _. 7Rg	 .447	 4.29
38
MONTH =	 3 LATITUDE = t0
AFTER SMOOTHING TEMP AND +DENSITY VALUES
ALT PkESSURE TEMPERATURE TENSITY CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
ORIG NEW )IF ORIG NEW DIF ^RIG NEW DIF APT RTO qat> riEPTH
22. 1.85 2.33 -.47 .09 ,9t -.02 7.54 2.49 .06 ,415 -,350 ,931 1527A
:^3. 2,74 2.31 .44 1.28 1.21 .07 x.02 2.96 .16 -.250 -,574 .912 I11,31
24. 2.51 2.26 .25 1.40 1.36 04 2.88 2.85 .03 -,183 ».624 .RR3 11.74
25. 2.06 2.24
-.19 1.42 •,43 -.01 7.50 2,63 -.13 .023 -.527 .841 11.10
26. 2.03 2,27 -.74 1.49 1.48 02 2.59 2.49 .10 .165 -.442 .SIP tn.t&
27. 2.01 2.32 -.a1 1.44 1.51 ...07 ^,39 236 .03 .300 -.346 .741 11,59
28. 2.01 2.41 -.47 1.51 1.56 -.07 2,35 2.,22 .13 .441 -.234 .7-73 11.2A
29. 2.04 2.53
-.49 1.56 1.62 -.06 2.29 2.11 .18 .555 -.1n2 .7'7 3 12.54
3n. 2.09 2.67 -.58 1.40 1.60 -.20 7.25 2.01 .24 ,663 ,nP4 .An2 15.10
31. 2.15 2.85 -.70 1.46 1.84 -.38 7,25 1.97 ,2R .72a ,156 .767 15.40
32. 2.23 3.07 -,B4 2.17 2.25 -.O8 7,52 2,03 .49 .749 •032 ,6R1 14, ?1
33. 2.56 3.32 -.75 1.97 2.36 ..38 7,74 2.11 .63 .774 .1n0 .7n7 Ig.6P
34. 2.65 3.57 -.q2 1.89 2.26 -.36 7.R2 2.24 .58 .795 .256 .741 SR.ga
35. 3.40 3.62 -.41 1.91 2.23 ...41 3.24 2.53 .76 .771 ,2A3 .829 10.4E
3.33 4.05 -.72 1.82 2.20 -.37 S.37 2.79 .57 .754 ,3n7 .REF
37. 3.32 4.28 -.qn 1.59 2.17 ...t18 3.28 2.93 .35 .776 .343 .AP5 23.00
IA. 3.3B 4.51 -l.13 1.65 2.20 -.55 3.33 3,05 ,20 .799 .454 .4nl P5.44
;9, 3.44 4.75
-1.31 1.60 2.32 -.72 3.44 3,18 .26 ,BnR .477 . 1103 26.21
46. 3.53 5.01 -1,48 1.64 2,53 -.89 3.53 3.25 .28 .82E .495 ,AOA 7A.A4
4I. 3.60 5.31 -1.71 1.63 2,97 -1.24 5,54 3,20 .35 .86..0 .529 .SAA 27.A=
47. 3.70 5.65 -1.96 1.78 1.28 -1.541 3.73 3.14 .59 .887 .584 .R76 ?91.96
43. 3.74 605 -2.31 1.85 3.50 -1.65 3.83 3,25 .58 .914 .6n5 .987 3t.S4
44. 10.35 6.14 _	 4.20 1.95. 3.42 -1.47 10.15 3.69 6.46 .852 .492 .874 77.n2
45. 10.36 6.43 3,93 2.00 1.3B -1.3B 11.41 4.06 6.33 .831 ,4+41 .SPA 27.23
46. 10.38 b.84 3.54 2.02 :5,43 -1,41 19.26 4.51 5.76 .Big .477 .AqR ?7.45
47, 10.38 7.35 3.04 2.32 3.41 -1.08 191.54 5,10 5.45 .792 .473 .913 2q.12
4R. 10.51 8.04 2.47 1.BB 2.95 -1.07 10.15 5.82 4.33 .831 .641 .954 19.17
49. 10.60 8.32 2.28 1.79 2.63 -.84 ln,t4 6,41 3.73 .AOp .627 .951 42.05
So. 10.62 8,59 2.03 1.87 2.72 -.84 it.17 6,65 4.53 .742 ,61 1 .960 41.55
51. i0.70 8.87 1.R3 Z•31 2.87 -.56 11.44 6.76 3.66 .909 .635 .96A 41.7&
52, 10.80 Q.14 1.66- 2.01 2.72 -.71 10.47 7,44 -	 3. 03 .715 .513 •467 Sq,04
53. 10.86 9.34 l.rl 1.99 2.44 -.45 10.24 8,@7 1.97 .54r, .372 .964 SS.an
54. 10.99 13.48 1.51 1.65 2.13 -.4R 10.53 8.B9 1.63 .374 ,164 •979 %7.57
'i5. 11.09 9.56 1.53 1.54 1.96 -,41 11.86 9.34 1.52 .213 .On g ,970 '4R,97
56. •1.16 9.59 1..67 1.68 2.01 -.33 it.16 9,75 1.41 .022 _.3A5 •q7^ 76, 3A
57. 11.27 9.56 1.71 1.13 2.10 -.27 11,47 IO,2P 1.19 -.24A -.435 .9A0 35.:56
5A, It.45 9,93 1.52 .1.80 2.14 -.34 11.84 10.43 1.41 -.130 -.330 .974 34,61
Be]. 13.33 9.61 3.72 1.98 2.29 -.30 14,36 10,29 4.07 -.180 -.30R .976 31.14
60, 13.79 9.48 4.31. 2.36 7.54 -.18 15.23 10.38 -	 4. 85 -.237 -.461 ,971 77,50
61. 14.46 9.31 5+.15 2.65 p,AB -.22 15,59 10.51 5.08 -.29n -.530 .965 9S.AF
62. 17.32 9.07 8,05 .3.36 3,24 .11 20.88 10,57 10.23. -x377 _.SRI .9g7 Pn.gn
63. 18.79 8.70 IL.09 3,79 3.47 .32 21.74 10:43 11.32 -.349 -.6P4 .450 IR.2?
64. 14.30 7.88 6.42 4.02 3.07 .95 17..53 9,40 P.13 -.352 -.621. .45? 19.41
65. 5.89 7.05 -1.15 3.02 2.40 .62 g.56 7,93 -2.37 -.222 -.499 .956 10.A>
66. 6.07 7.04 -,118 3.25	 - v.36 -	 .89 -.63 6.97 -1.34 .1991 -.130 .943 14.60
67. 1.42 7.13 -,71 3.71 2.81 .90 r.00 7.06 .-1.06 .221 -.175 .927 16.50
68, 6.63 7.24 -.61 3.85 3.17 .68 &.25 7,16 -.y2 .243 -.109 .905 14.70
69. b..84 7.37 -,53 3.93 3.49 .44 5.50 7,32 -. 82 .259 ».225 .RR7 IS.54
7A. 7.12 7.51 . -.34 4.32 3.86 .4S 7.01 7.66 w 64 .218. -.291 .970 12.IA
71. 7.28 7.63 -.35 4.61 6.20 ,42 7.56 8.07 -.51 .157 -.362 .A50 1.1.17
713, 7.53 7.73
-.20 4.66 4,34 .32 11.02 8.45 -.43 .1nP -.415 .A6n 11.7c
73. 7•66 7.78 -.12 4.56 4.42 .14 A,30 8.84 -.42 .040 -,467 .A6F 10:53
74. 7.76 7.80 -.n4 ty.7R 4.62 .i5 13.80 9,n9 -.72 -.ORq -.519 .86 1 9.91,
75. 7.79 7.81 -.02 5.12 6.Q! .21 A,9! 9,09 -.18 .03n -.51 4 .042 g.3A
76• 7.81 7.A9 -.07 5.28 5.12 .16 _91.54 8.72 -.17 .154 -.44A ,At4 Q.12
77. 8.11 8.09 .02 5.37 5.34 .04 7,96	 - 8.25 -.29 .299 x-.353 - .707 9.2E
78. 8.49 8.42 .07 5.82 5.49 .32 7.R2 7.98 -,17 .414 -.262 •777 n.71
79. 8.94 B.S2 .11 5.43 4,.36 .07 7.71 7.96 -.25 .456 -.167 .811 In.67
Bn. 9.14 4.24 -1.10 S.10 E.20 -.09 0.13 8.33 -.19 .44g -.127 .83n 11.41
81. 9.75 9.62 .14 5.26 5.33 -.07 0.16 9.07 .09 .377 -,JAR .839 11.17
RA. 9.98 9.94 .03 5.62 11.53 .09 0.93 9,77 .15 6306 -.252 .W 1n.7R
A3, 10,29 10.23 .06 5.53 5.68 -.15 1^.24 10..22 -	 .112 .280 -.276 .845 I1.7n
R4. 10.60 10.53 .07 5.99 6.98 .02 19.56 10.37 -	 .19 .311 -.261 .837- 10.58
85. I0. 9A 10.92 ,136 6.36 6.55 -.19 113.18 10.28 -.10 .395 -.217 •B11 10,36
86. 11.41.li.u6 -,135 7.4R 7.38 .f0 Sp.21 10.29 -,OA .472 -,192 .775 In.On
87: 12.06 12.12. M7 B.20 P.00 .65.20 SP.5A 10 -.OT ..512 -.170 .761 9,9G
8A. 1x7.:03 12.94 •02 9.09 R.29 ...20 11.27 11.29 '-,02 . 4 118 -,157 ...772 1n.1n
R9. 13.60 13.61 -.n0 4.74 9.09 -.36 17.09 12,04 .04 •496 -.104 .755 o.%











































































































































MONT,i a 3 LATITUDE= 79
AFTER 5MOD IH ING TEMP A ; 40 UENS1TY t
	
ALT	 PHESSURE
OR IG	 NEW	 OTF
	
8 2,	 1,98	 2.58	 -.60
23, 2.07	 2.65	 -.rA
24, 5.00	 2.66	 2.34
?5. 2.22	 2.68	 -,46
?6. 2.19	 2.78	 -,60
	
27.	 2.93	 2.93	 -.Qn
	
2q.	 3.01	 3.07	 -.06
	
P9.	 3.07	 3.21	 -.14
	
30,	 3.20	 3.36	 --16
	
31.	 3.28	 3.52	 -.24
	39	 3.38	 3.68	 . T,1
	





3S.	 3.87	 '1.18	 -.31
	36.	 3.98	 4.32	 -.35
	
37,	 4.01	 4.411	 -.47
	
3R,	 4.05	 4.65	 -.60
	
30,	 4.11	 4.83	 -.73
	
40	 4.21	 5.03	 -.P2
	
41.. 	 4-32	 5-26	 -.05
	
42,	 4.45	 5.52	 -i.n7
	




	 4.9a	 6,07	 -1.17
45. 5.04	 4.35	 -1.31
46. 5.17	 6.65	 -1,49
	
47,	 b.27	 0.97	 -1.70
	
4A.	 5.31	 7.29	 -I.98
49, _ 8.56	 7.61	 .45
50, 8. fig	7.91	 .77
	
51.	 8.86	 6.21	 ,65
	
5P.	 9.05	 13.50	 .55
	
5 ,7.	 9.40	 8.78	 .62
	54,	 9.66	 9.05	 .61
55. 9.91	 9.32	 .5B
56. 10.18	 4.58	 - .61
57. 10.53	 9.8E	 .72
	
RB.	 I1.OD	 9.99	 1.02
	
54.	 14.54	 IC-07	 4.47
	
Err.	 11.67	 10.09	 1.50
	
61.	 11.90	 1^-06	 1.94
	
912.	 12.21	 4.96	 2.25
	
63.	 13.14	 9.76 - 3,.3B
	
64-	 13.21	 0.52	 3,69
	






67.	 9.14	 9.29	 -.15
	
6R.	 9.11	 9.27	 -.16
	
69.	 9.12	 9.2P	 -.10
	
7n.	 9.19	 9.16	 .03
71. 9.15	 9.07	 .nR
72. 9.18	 A.99	 .14
	
73'.	 9.20	 0.93	 .28
74.	 9.27	 B.aq	 ..a
7y.	 9.20	 8.87	 .33
76,	 9.04	 8.68	 .17
77. 9.17	 B.92	 .P5
78. -9.06	 8.99	 .n7
79. 9.05	 9.09	 -.03
An.	 5.80	 9-20	 -.40
R1, 9.52	 9.35	 .17
R2, 9.19	 9.51	 -.32
A3.	 9.37	 9.72	 -.3564.	 9.55	 173-03	 -.48
85.	 10.34	 10,47	 -.13
A6.	 10.95	 11.02	 -.n7
.87.	 11,56	 .11.57	 -nI
AA,	 12-17	 I2,03	 .I4
89. 12.79	 12.43.36






















































































































































































































RPT	 RT31	 Ran	 nEPTw
.649
	
.34A	 . q39	 1P.47
.212 -.32?	•Ar7	 11.87
-
,262 -..329	 .R2`•	 11.14
.572 _IPA	 .Pn4	 13.34
,495 -.162	.777	 I1.A4
.460 -.145	 .78n	 11.64
•593 -.115	„Ann	 12.77





,55n -. 0 1 7	.A26	14.6E
,515 «.041	 .835	 14.77













.796	 .490	 .91 6	27.2r












.871	 .6A9	 . q56	 3g.3r
,85?	 .677	 .96?	 41).3u
.B2^	 .636	 .967	 39.1A
.Elln
	 ,619	 . q62	34.30
.7q r,	 ,5A4	.963	 37.40
.761	 .561	 .q65	 '57.27'
.74;	 ,540	 .965	 "56.74













... 0 13 -,306	..956	23.20
_.113 -.341	 • g56	 22.2',
._,315 -.56A	 .960	 21.67
_.497 -.701	 .464	 21..2
... 475-.661	 .964 	2n."
-.177 -.467	•953	19.94
-.044 -.36 4 	.945.	 ln.9n
«.037 -.393	.937	 16.A7
_.054 -.414	.911	 16.3?
_.Oq5 -.449	 .q'Si	 16.11
_.1Pn -.4q7	 .qPT	 14.40
_.151 ..,541	 .9nn	 17.3E
_.093 -,559	.878	1n, 94
- .05h -.56 3	.ARfi	 c.44
-.030 -.571	 .PJA	 901,
-,Onq -.579	 . A?1	 R.7m
.024 -.571	 007	 8.413
.OSq - -.557	 .Snn	 9.41)
,073 -.531	 .Rn6	 13.61
.095 -.501	 .A14	 A.9A
.134 -.4A 4 	.8n?	 BOX;
.136 _,506	.786	 A.24








.291 -.352	 .743	 75.98
.216 -.473	,745.'	 7.56















































































































































MONTH = 3 LATIT JOE W 50
AFTER SMOOTHING TEgP A^4 J l^NSITY V
	
ALT	 PH55SURE
JkIG	 14$W	 -	 TIP
22. 4.38	 3.49	 .119
23. !.55	 3.32
	 .72
24. 3.38	 3.24	 .14
25. 3.31	 3.23	 .08
	
26,	 3.38	 3.30	 .07
27. 3.53	 3.45	 .09
28. 3.74	 3.55	 •09
29. 4.02	 3.90	 .12
30, 4.36	 4.20	 .16
31, 4.71	 4.52	 .19
32. 5.09	 4.86	 .23
33. 5.47	 5.20	 .27
34. 5.60	 5.52	 .08
35. 6.04	 5.63	 .21
36. 6.42	 6.10	 .32
37. 6.67	 6.55	 .32
38. 6.92	 6.58	 .14
	





42. 8.13	 7.22	 .91
43. 6.99	 7.39	 -.?9
44.
45.  7.48	 7.85	 -.36
46. 7.73	 9.10	 -.37
47. 7.98	 8.36	 -.38
48. 6.24	 8.61	 -.17
	
49,	 8,67	 8.66	 -.19
50. 8.82	 9.09	 -,77
51. 9.07	 9.34	 -.25
52. 9,31	 9.55	 -.24
53. 9052	 9.77	 -.25
54. 9.55	 10.01	 -,46
	
55,	 9.74	 10.25	 -,52
	
56.	 10.00	 10.51	 -.50
	
57,	 1G,26	 10.76	 -,49
58. 10.52	 11.00	 -.48
59. 10.75	 11.24	 -.49
	
6O.	 11.01	 11.50	 -.50
61. 1U.83	 11.79	 -.96
62. 11.26	 12.08	 -.82
63. - 11.68	 12.36	 -.68
	
64,	 12,25	 12.62	 -06
65. 13.19	 12.79	 •4n
66. 13.24	 12.88	 .36
67. 13.24	 12.91	 .32
68. 13.16	 12.92	 .24
69. 13.09	 12.88	 .21
70. 13.06	 12.81	 .77
71. 12.99	 12.71	 ,R8
	
72,	 12,22	 12.59	 -,;7
	
73:	 12.81	 12.46	 .35
74. 12.71	 12:31	 .40'
75. 12.52	 12.16	 .36
76. 12.23	 12.02	 .21
77. 12.06	 11.87	 .19
78. L1.82	 11.68	 .14
	
79,	 11.57	 11.50	 .r7
80..	 11.40	 11.37	 ,03
81. 11.52	 11.29	 .73
82. 11.16	 11.22	 -.46
83, 11.10	 L1.111	 -,03
84, 11.05	 11,07	 -.02
	
85.	 10.50	 11.05	 -.25
	
436.	 10.95	 11.10	 -.15
87. 11.13	 11.13	 -.40
88. 11.35	 11.10	 .25
89. 11.29	 11.07	 .22
































































































































































































































RPT	 RT11	 P1311	 RcPTu
	-.617 - 841	 .445	 19.41
	
_.275 -.769	 .827	 .5r
	





.327 -.570	 .5qn	 6.87
.420 -.494 	.575	 7,54
.524 _.393	 .SRI	 A.52








	 .O6A	 .8'53	 15.4:
,535 -.411	 ,A39	 14.97
.495 _.039	 .A4R	 15.18
.464 -.04 R	.652	 15.71
.405 -,OP3	 .873	 tq,9u
,314 -,159	.S7R	 I5,A7
.264 -.290	 .A91	 15.66
.2A2 -.I99	 .9R4 -	 16.1A
,4€7 ...051	 .AA6	 17.78
.52q	,ORA	 .897	 I?.6F
,550	 .13R	 .A97	2n.7n
.599 ,148 ,W W.	 ?1.32
,560
	 .164	 .9nq	 22.OA




















.5n6	 .14 4	,044	 25.8P
.4qq
	 .Ion	 .940	 ?6. it;







.507	 .2nO	 .446	 74.9x





,087 -.225	 .951	 ?1.54
.03a -.282	 .950	 2n.7y
-025 -.377	.953	 7n.A7
-.0f3 0 -.376	,956	 ?1,ni
_. I' ,i - .411 - .951	 19.3*,
-.147 -,476	 ,04h	 .16.8E
_.1`.7 -.5n 7	.sal	15.n1
-.147 -.S37	 .41 6	13.73









_007,1 -.592	 .R4 g	A,R^
-.045 -,579	 .A41	 A.Aa
, 0?4 --,531	 .834	 A,9;
.049 -.573	 .625	A.71
.0C 1 -.566	 .623	 8.17
;..045 ...617	 .914	 7,71






13 F ROT RTr3 Rpn nFPT4+
.07 .783 ,403 ."7 24.n7
.03 .6A1 .259 .8X13 SR.00
.36 .55r, .067 .F10 I5.4a
.27 ,434 -,OA4 .861 14.OP
.3n
.362 -.176 ,?54 14,10
.15 .3?7 -.21A •651 12.94
.16 .311 -.237 r11KP 1?.71
.1.1 .313 -.232 .f S1 12.84
.00 .317 -.211 .A60 I3.37
-.00 .3in -.21 2 .860 11.78
.03 .275 -.212 .4371 11.7F
.05 .2111
-.21 7 .A71 13.9n
-.12 .35n -.155 .871 14.45
-.o? .415 -.nA3 .872 15.1;
-,03 ,469 -.0?1 .X174 15179
.02 ,5 n3 .031 .RAn 16.64
.04 ,E.14 072 ,R0? 17.6E
.lo .50q ,091 .0n3 10.511
,10 .506 ,107 ,0f? 19.40
.06 .517 .139 , a?n 21,61
.03 .544 ,I q? ,92A 2;.. lit
.01 .59A .zrq .9117 ?4.27
-.04 .64? .36? .047 27.1c
.01 .692 .452 .AF7 3n,6R
.04 .735 .534 .946 34.94
.OA .761, ,594 ,47t '4q.44
.14 ,757 .5q ? ,975 41,1.6n
.27 .730 .560 ,a71 41.40
.28 .704 .539 .977 41,07
.35 .64q .1477 .979 41.38
,45 .549 .357 ,077 Ail. 6-7
.46 .452 .245 .n76 36.66
.47
.Ann . JAR r 075 7h. n?
.36 ,3% .179 ,974 15.20
.40
.417 .195 .973 34.14
,40 .446 .2a4 .q7? 1.4.77
.43
.445 .2?1 .072 1?.4tn
.87
.433 I an4 .971 32.1"
,57 .431
.199 .q7n 31.So
1.07 .401 .159 ,06R 31,02
,9h .371 .10 ,9116 ?9.26
1,14
-.353 .In4 .qrr ?7.61t
• 84 - ,321 1O6R .9117 27..6n
1.19 .227 ».O?n ,qo;" ?7,7?
.77
.152 _.OB9 .071 27.A7
.b9 .114
-.193 .973 20..13
.51 ,O5q .,171 .974 ?R.11
.35 ,..01?
-.-31 .073 ?7.3?
.27 -.070 _ 3.5 .971 25.55
. 2 1 -.114 -.369 ,9A7 21,IR
.22 ...154 -.419 .9A? 21.11
.23
-,212
-.468 .960 an. 0i
.I6
-.274. -.5? R •982 1a.9A
,31
_.312 -.563 .981 19.31
-,27
_.335 -.594 ,957 18.11
.29 ..-4I4
-.663 .056 17.17
.17 -.454 -. 7n5 .952 15.94
-.01 _.410 -.7nl .441 14.nA
-.Cl
-.38R -.698 .931 1?. 99
-.04 -.381
-.705 o2.$ 12. 1C
-.04 ...384 -.71 8 .918 11.39
...02 -.4nj -,737 ,415 ln.74
-.118
-.424 -.755 ,015 In.5q
-. 46 -.44? -.775 ,900 9.9'1
-.09
-.462 -,949 .Bah R.71
,na -.492 -. 635 .BR4 7.79







































































uONTH =	 3 LATITUDE = 70
AFTER SMOOTH ING MiP AND DENSITY v,'LUE5
ALT akESSURE TEmPEV TURF . - ENSITT
ORIG NEW '1IF r]RI3 4EW DIP ! RIG
22, 5.43 6.41 -.98 2.73 x.77 -.04 1:.65
23. 5.84 6.75 -.Cal 3.31 3.28 .02 r.14
24. 7.00 7.08 -'no 3,37 3,54 -.17 6.26
25. 7.39 7.36 .n3 3.58 3.75 -.17 F.92
26. 7.65 7.60 .rh 1,98 4,02 -.04 7,49
27, 6.03 7.81 .72 4.r4 4.20 -.11 7,72
28. 8.18 8.02 ,16 4.30 4.35 -.06 11.00
29. 8.31 8.23 ,ng 4.47 4.44 .03 A.15
30. 8.66 6.44 1a2 4.35 4.40 -.06 9.19
31. 0.93 8.65 .?0 4.34 4,38. _.04 8.44
32. 9.08 45.84 .25 4.46 4.46 .01 8,76
33. 9.33 9.03 .3{; 4.61 4,55 .06 4.90
34. 9.20 9.24 -,n5 4.F12 4.60 .02 8.64
35. 9.22 9.51 -.79 4.66 .x,67 -.01 8.67
36. 9.47 9.62 -.35 4.79 4.78 .01 8.64
37. 9•91 17.16 -.?4 4.R4 4.92 .0? R.Bn
3B. I0.29 10.52 -,p2 4.69 4,76 -.06 +r, OR
39. 10.82 10.87 -.04 4.66 q .65 -.03 0.4q
4n. 11.31 11.21 .lr 4.56 4,62 -,06 0,A3
41. 11.75 11.55 ,PI 4.59 4.58 .01 10. C4
42. 12,16 11.89 .?7 4.50 4,52 --02 -	 1;.19
43 . 12.36 12.25 .11 4.45 4.44 a03 1), 3C
44. 12.51 12.63 -.11 4.35 4.35 -.Ou I1.35
45. 12.66 13.03 -.37 4.25 4.25 -.00 ir,.55
46. 13.03 13.44 -.41 4.12 4.12 .On 1^.R2
47, 13.32 13.85 -.S^ 3.AA x.98 --10 11.20
48. 14.50 14.26 -.77 3. SR x.95 ...07 11.71
49, 13.91 14.66 -.76 3.93 3.92 .00 1?.37
50. 14.35 11j-03 -.hB 3.69 -.77 -.12 10.95
51. 14.84 15.37 -.53 3.50 -.63 -.13 13.65
52. 15.43 15.66 -.23 3,4q 11.60 -.11 14.46
53. 15.88 15.911 -.r2 3.x+4 3.60 -r06 15.09
54. 16.10 16.11 ..n1 3.47 3.61 -.15 11.51
55. 1x.00 16.31 -.22 3.fi4 ?.73 -.09 15.56
56. 16.09 16.52 -.43 3.81 3.89 -.07 15.71
57. 16.08 16,75 -.67 3.93 4.02 -.10 15,79
5B. 15.99 17,00 -I.nl 3.94 4.13 -.I4 16.{14
59. 16,52 17.26 -.64 4,OR 4.23 -.15 16.76
6O. 16.89 17.52 -.fi3 4.15 4r:5 -.20 16."
61. 17.10 17.78 -.6B 4,77 4.50 -.24 17.57
62. 17.42 IB.04 -.62 4.48 4,73 -.25 17.83
63. 17,75 18.30 -155 4.7? 4.95 -.12 In.2P
64. 16.23 18.54 -.31 4.44 4.76 -.32 1?.44
65. 19.14 16.73 .41 4.4G 4.63 -.17 10.43
66, 19.18 18.86 ,_T2 4.:52 4,53 -.21 10.49
67. 19,20 19,95 .?5 4.33 u.44 -.12 1°.69
6R. 19.19 19.01 .1H 4.24 4.40 -.17 14,76
60. 20.09 19.03 1.'16 4.37 4,49 -.12 14,91
744. 19.08 19.00 -.O8 4.64 4,76 -	 -.11 2n.17
71. 14.02 18.02 .nq 5.13 5,20 -.of; 7.0,43
72-. 18.30 1"•81 -.50 5.67 F.67 .00 211.6F
73. 18.75 16.64 it 5.99 5,02 ,O6 25.90
74. 16.54 16.41 .1? 5.9? 5.45 -.13 2t.01
75. 16.25 26.13 .12 5.09 6,09 -.09 21,15
76. 17.89 17.40 .r8 6.40 6.41 -.01 2n.57
77, -17.40	 -17.40 co. 6.74 s.,Al --.07 21.44
76. -	 17.02 16.89 .12 -	 7.?b 7,29 -.02 ?1.39
79. 16.50 16.36 .15 7.82 7,75 ,07 2i.132
8n. 15.87 15.83 .n4 9.08 R,G5 .03 2n.35
8I. 15..38 15.31 .n7 q.Z4 9,21 .03 1'+,90
82. 14,88 14.79 .10 1.32 s'.411 -.138 10.56
63. 14.55 14.22 .33 A.7q 0.51 .28 10,?6
84. 14.11 13.63 .48 ? , ?0 n..3B ...09 In,72
85. 13.08 23.00 .47 4.3A 8.55 -.17 17,98
B6. 12.52 12.31 .?1 0.46 4.76 .18 18,44
87. 11.55 11.54 ,rI 14,19 9.B6 •33 lR.53
08. 11.35 10.74 .31 10.'j3 n.97 .n4 .1''.50
89. 9.97 1:.OK -.n9 10.14 ir.37 -.23 18.42
9n. 9,23 9.75 -.5? 11.62 11.56 .06 15.25
il`
MOMT4 =	 3	 LATITUUg = q0
WTER SVDUTH1 14G MA P -0 ; LN51TY ylLU=S
ALT PRESSURE TEs1PERATUPI^ nENSITT CIRnrLATIDFI CnS$rFYCIEr:TS.
ORIG 'JEW nIP nR;r, >.E'i DIF nn j r, r1Kw 01F RPT RTn T7Pn '7£n7.µ
22. 5.73 6.94 -1, Pa 2.91 3.08 -.17 4.311 4,51 -,13 .1171 ,656 .542 77,9;
23, 6.43 7,30 -.96 3.32 3.4P - •09 9.22 `.,16 .05 .793 .459 ,QI2 2n.56
24. 7.84 7.81 .A4 3.34 3,62 -.2P F,7n 6.I9 .b1 .63, .214 .Rq2 1;,9)1-
25. 7.32 8.17 ,14 5.64 3.BB ...23 7.59 7.,0 .39 .473 _,1n2 .AAn 13.35
26. 13,62 8.47 .l4 4.16 4.19 -r03 A.34 7.q3 .41` -37? -.131 .t47t 17.3n
27. 9.05 8.74 .31 4,27 4.41 -.14 x,62 9.43 .19 .39et -.142 .Rf n 1+.Qn
28. 9.8U 5.97 .?2 4;53 4.59 -.65 n.4g 8,B1 ,l8 .291 -.274 .AF,7 11.41
29. 9.30 9.20 In 4.73 4.69 ,04 a.I9 9,07 .12 ,244 ,230 .AF 7F 1?.na
30. 9.178 9.42 .75 4.59 4.64 -.C5 4,25 9,26 -.DS .261 -,?15 •, . " IP.f.r
31. 9.95 9.63 .32 4.55 ,,60 -,{15 n,53 9,55 -.02 .2'=5 -,27K .8A5 13.1E
32. IO.n7 9.Al .?6 4.7P 4.70 .02 13.90 9,nP .02 .2?4 -.25 3 ,8A6 I3.2n
33, 1u.30 9.95 ,31 4.60 4.114 .06 i0.03 9,99 .04 .24? -,24P .SAl 13.4K
34, 1G.C9 i0.2Q ^.11 4.9B .94 .04 9,71 9.112 ..,11 .317 -.1 73 .r;7G 14.0?
31?. 9.99 10.48 - .49 5.03 5.05 -.02 7.57 9.61 -.03 .4+75 - . qAA .877 14.ran
36. 10,26 111.02 -.56 5.19 5.15 -.011 11,56 9. r,0 ,on ,4In .brll ,A7n TF.Ra
37, 10.73 12.21 - .4A 5.23 13,23 _,0n 0.61 9,55 .05 .527 .1171 ,nay I7.Pn
311, 11.16 11.61 -.45 5.05 17 -.11 1.9`3 9,Ab .23 .547 ,121 .R,n7 1;1.74,
39. 11.74 12.x1 -.?7 5.72 5.08 .-,06 1n.3µ 10,14 .2n ,551 .152 .9lA 111.14
411. 12,30 12.40 in 4.99 A.02 - .!P 19.•.7 In, 46 .21 .5611 ,1nµ ,n1 A ?1.FF
41. 12.79 12.80 -.111 4,42. +.95 ...03 1o.R4 I0, 76 In .511, ,?34 , 9 ?f. ?3. If,
42. 13.23 13.19 ,^+- 4.77 +• . 86 -.09
.19 0
10,83 .11 .61 .1 .,291 .936 ?i, 1F
43. t3.14 13.66 1 4.72 4,15 -.63 11.37 11,17 .20 .641 ,155 .945 ?7,44
44. 13.67 14.02 -,I5 4.59 4,61 -.114 11.4'1 11,3` or .69n .443 .n55 *1.113
45. 14.01 14..46 -..4b 4.44 .,5 -.0 q I1.61.. 11.5' .I= ,744 .541 r90 1F,.04
46. 14.411 14.90 -.Sn 4.31 4.34 -.03 1`.141 11. an .01 .767 .Sq5 .477 411,54
47. 14.71 15-33 -.67 3.99 4.21 -.22 17.31 12.52 -.11 .141 .573 .n?4 41. go
4R. 14.07. 15.73 - .q5 4.n^ 4.21 -,1g 11 . 12 1 12.9p _,OF± . 7 ?4 .7-159 ,q?5 411.7?
49, 15.33 16.1,2 -.79 4.16 7.22 -.OS 13, 6F; 13,46 .26 .7?D .551 ,o?F' 45.5.
5f. 15.x3 16.40 -.65 3.R3 4.04 - . 20 14.3? 14, Oi .29' ,b- .517 .97r µ4.q4
5i. 1b.37 16.81 -.44 3,bS S.Q4 -.22 15,12 14,61 .b++ .64'1 .4143 ,gn11 45,41
52. 17.03 1".11 ' .^7 3.63 3.79 -.16 16, n4 15,79 .75 ,563 .311 7 .4'n 47.51
53. 17,55 Vt.35 .19 1.611 1.77 -.09 ,A.77 16. c4 ,73 .443 . ?_4K .979 311.34
54. 17.82 17.55 .?7 3.54 x.74 -.20 1'.25 If,,52 .73 .375 .179 . 9?F4 3n.21
55. 17.75 17.74 ,111 3.71 3.N5 -.14 17.211 16,73 .b4 06F .154 ,q7? if. .7c)
56. 17.71 17,94 -,73 3.17 4.04 _.D!1 1.'.37 16. 9P 155 .39? ,1F,'( , n75 '14.4'*
57, 17.6`6 12.17 -.51 4.07 n,?0 -.13 17.36 16.A7 .51 .411 ,1 g5 .074 It FG
SP. 17.47 18.42 -.95 u.1  4,54 ..,15 17.61 17,119 .51 .411 .IAA ,q73 1?,5?
59. 18.1B 18.67 - .+1g 4.3? 4.49. -.17 1A.µ2 17.40 1.02.. .3`11 1164. ..975 31', CA
fin, x8.36 10.94 -.KB 4.40 4.61 -121 1R.^5 17,h4 .71 .311 .151 .171 ^aag4
bl. Iei. 60 19.21 -.«,1 4.411 4.74 -.26 1n. 20 17.97 1.23 .375 .13n .1379 7A ,fi7
62. 15.68 19.48 ^.66 4.64 r:.94 -.30 1o,µ3 IH.29 .114 •4FF4 x7.19
63, 19.17 19,77 -.h6 4.132 6.06 -.14 14.4'3 10,52 1.31 .367 ,114 .µF7 95,2 q
64. 19.71 2n. 6S -.34 4.63 4.9B -.35 10,97 1	 .9E 1.00 .337 ,uq4 ,q6q ?5.IL
65, 2U•75 20.29 .46 4.66 4.64 -,1:1 2i.nl 15.65 1.37 .25,: ,nip ,q?I P4. 0n
66. 20.79 24.46 .3 4.µi+ ,.60 -,22 71.114 211, If, .d6 .17G -.nno .1174 Pf,. 7F
07. 20.82 27.59 .P3 +x .!'4 4.53 -.I4 x1.25 24,µh ,7F .137 2r•.7?
65. ?U.93I 2^.611 .13 4.2;1 4,44 -.21 '1.32 ?f. 7F .57 .Drip -,1^5 ,n77 P6.5N
69. 21--.Y 20.73 1.?0 4.55 µ,f1 -.D7 P1 ,4A 21 In .39 .011 - .1A 7-µ . q7F 75, 3a
74. Ll. 69 213.72 ^.313 4.74 24.27 -,13 21 .77 21.µF' .211 _.>T4? -.?F, a. .1174 73.7A
71. 20.64 ?	 65 -.GZ 5.91 5.24 -,67 21.65 21. R2 .24 -.O9A ,..335 . q7 F` 21.fl3
72, 19.92 20.54 -.61 5.75 5.74 .111 21.37- 22.119 ,25 _.Ian -. W) .96 1• 1n.g7
73. 20.35 2C.3n -,'11 6.01 5.n3 .08 22.59 22,•D .2A ,,.1 97 -,446 .ar,5 ln. iF
74, 2a, 11 26.10 .ol 5.70 S. F17 -.16 ??.72 22.50 ,22 .'67 -.51 7 .96'1 Iq,Rq
751, 19.79 19.76 .73 5,81 5.97 -•I5 2^.Ar• 22.;P .36 -.344 -.567 .1161 19,4n
16. 19.40 18.36 .i4 6.45 v.35 -.O6 '.35 222.56 -,22. _.319 - 6G q .96f 14.6u
77. - 10.45 :8,57 -.r2- 6.72 r,, B4 -.11 - ?3. '37 112.n2 .35 -,476 ..,64 9 ,n6R; 1A.1a
,Fi. 14.43 18.26 .1 r. ?.41 7.45 -.03 P.A. P3 23,111 .22 -.517 ».7sµ .00 17.t^9
7n, 17.84 11.62 .;l3 11.14 F?, C3 .10 21.fi? 22.sP -,Or, -,4Aµ -,7•? .45 11 15.2E
SO. 17.10. 16.99 .t1. 11.40 F+, 33 .07 2'.15 22,12 .113 -,4F,i -,732 .941 14..42
81. 16.46 1606 .10 13.40 6.44 -.05 :3.54 21.6?. -. r, ...456 -,743 .9311 13,4?
02. 15.93 15.71 ,72 8.62 'J.614 -.07 21.17 21.?0 --03 -.+t	 4 _,755 ,932 i?,37
B3. 14. SS 15.03 -.yF '4.111 F:.A7 131 2'1.7F 2(1.73 .0`.7 -.47D - r 7fiq •qP6 11.44
14.99 14.31 .68 -	 8.54 8.74 _,Pn ?".11 211.75 -.04 «KCB -.7RR .9?7 11.1?
B5, 13.75 19,53 A.77 -1,.n9 -.22 :n, 43 19,114 -,41 _.531 -.111 7 . n?4 1!1.3}
8h. 13.00 12.63 ,37 IO•nn 9.Of, .22 1g.9S 19. r3P -.U^ -,677 -,1µ5K .qtµ n.>"4
07. 11.69 11.60 .119 1C.85 1^.56 .35 19.nq 1?,7F? .11 -.6nl -,$113 ,1116 a,nL
811. 10:95 10.34 .4I 10aL7 la.50 .17 In.54 18, 7 I . -.17 -.541 ...3R ri. ,F+F g 7.11
29 9.44 9.62 +.12 le. 39 In•58 -.23 TA.g4 27,12 -.Is -.417 » lf,- .831 5.g1











































































































































MONTH = 4 LATITUOE = IC
AFTER SMOOTHING TEMP A 10 DENSITY 4
	ALT	 PkESSUREOR%r,	 NEk	 '11c
22. 1.45	 1.73	 -.28
23. 1.35	 1.72	 -.37
24. 4.35	 1.72	 2.53
25. 1.57	 1.72	 -.15
26. 1.53	 1.74	 -.2?
27. 1.53	 1.80	 -.27
28. 1.57	 1.90	 -.33
29. 1.65	 2.R2	 -.37
30. 1.74	 2.17	 -.43
31. 1.89	 2.33	 -.44
32. 2.24	 2.50
33. 2.30	 2.67	 -.37
34. 2.35	 2.83	 -.46
35. 3.20	 2.9B	 .22
36. 3.18	 3.10	 .08
37. 3.17	 3.19	 -.112
	
313. .	 3.22	 r.28	 -.06
	
3q .	 3.18	 3.36	 -.P9
	
4n.	 3.37	 3.45	 -.68
	




43. 3.59	 3.66	 -.OR
44. 3.73	 3.75	 -.111
	
4q,	 3.71	 3.91	 -.P9
46. 3.80	 3.64	 -.04
47. S. B3	 3.87	 -.05
	
48..	 3.88	 3.95	 -.011
	
49,	 4.09	 4.04	 .05
	
5n.	 4.13	 4.14	 -.al
51. 4.23	 4.25	 -.n1
52. 4.31	 4.37	 -.116
53. 4.34	 4.49	 -.15
54. 4.46	 4.61	 -.15
55. 4.49	 4.72	 -.23
56. 4.56	 4.83	 -.?7
57. 4.68	 4.95	 -.27
58. 4.80	 5.11,9	 -.?q59. ..4.93	 5.24	 -.31
	
6R.	 5.17	 5.39	 -.V3
61. 5.33	 5.55	 -.22
62. 5.72	 5.71	 .91
	
-63.	 6.06	 .5.86	 00
64. 6.08	 6.01	 .96
65. 6.21	 6.19	 .112
66. 6.39	 6.39	 _.P.O
67. 6.73	 6.62	 .12
	
69.	 b.92	 1,.85	 .117
	69.	 1.11	 7.07	 ,114
	
711.	 7.38	 7.2q	 .'19
	
71.	 7.54	 7.5n	 .04
	7P,	 7.78	 7.67	 .11
73. 7.90	 7.78	 .12
74. 8100	 7.84	 .16.
	
7v.	 7.99	 7.68	 ,10
76. 8.02	 7 .V6	 .96
77. 8.27	 B.15	 .12




,	 6.99	 8.131	 ,1
	







813 .	 9.92	 9,A7	 ,95
	










65.	 I9,&4	 10-Bo	 ,n5
	
86.	 11.25	 11.30	 -.cS
	
87,	 11.85	 11.94	 -.nq
88. 12.64	 12.66	 -02
89. 13.44	 13.44	 .01
	






































































































































































































































RPT	 RTn	 RIM,	 IEPT"
_.120 -.565	 .PA7	 11.11
.02q -,565	 ,All	 A,PS
_.019 -.6a A	.Ian	A.07
.003 -.634	.76A	7.77
.17P .,591	 .701	 7.5F
.34R -.4°q	 ,656	 A.17
.495-,3+45	 .66P	 9.5q
.6n7 _.1S1	 .594	 II.61
.738	 ,0q2	 .740	 140f.







•713	 .ISa	 All 	 17.0;
.553 _.04 1	.Air,	 14 . Ra
,415 ..1 ri4	 .A pq	 14.?5
. 385-.151	.1353	IS.2F
.411? -.In2	 ,R7 n	16.4"
.i0? -.092	 ,A75	 17,111
.3R4 -.112	.875	17.1.*
.362 -.1?5	 •A71)	 17.2
.323 -.1511 A.'3A	 17.511




.245 -.247	 .A70	 16.70
.411 -, n53	 •AA4	In.(,*
. 411-. 03B	•PQR	_ 19.67
. 4 12 _•059	.RA6	 1A.a1<
.44P -.056	.R71	 1A.n4












.164 - .923	 P?.4P
. 5211	 .1'4 9	.945	 9).9q
.472	 .024	 .8134	 13;.2n
.425 -.056	.4175	 i6.1u
.3794 -.129	,g7n	 IS. It
.1194 -.14 0	.576	 1s. 95
.SRI -.0913	.1343	 15.4'4
. 423 -.965	.A76	 15.2+1
. 4 5p -.nAA	 .136n	14.lit
,409 _•144 	.644	 1,3.0?
.383 _.lA'3	 .Rue	 12.4n




.111 -.414	 .A47	 Ir.10
.041 -,4RR	 .ASP	 q•RF
.051 _.44q 	.P01	 a.37
.143 -.451	 ,919	 q.it
.265 -.377	 .703	 q.1"
,3611 ^,3np	.7139	 a.5p
, 4 19 -.21 1	.Pnn	 113.44
. 422 -.1b7 . R?u	 ILIA
.364 -.219 • W3	 10.97
,;?qA -,275	 IRIS 	Tn.57
.2613-,2q5	 .Aq l	 1n.F1,
.295 _.2A?	 .Foi l-	 1n.$;'3
.37 A -.244	 ,Rn6	 in.3c
.459 -.221	.76F	 q.9n
. 4 95 -.2n5	 .74 1, 	 q•Ag'
.5113 -.LRR	 .755	 In.nr
	
. SIP -.243 - -.7:47	 q.77
,543 ...256	 .67"	 A.4m
:; u
+	 ..	 ..	 ._
iM011T14 =	 4	 LA%TU]E = 3C
AFTER SMDGT •EIN5 TE+TP VC JV-ST'Y Vf'LUE5
ALT PiiE5SUR£ T:tVPLRATUPF:





24. 1.56 1.84 -.a9 1.?4 1.35
75. 1.85 1.96
-.11 1.24 1.31
26. 1.63 ^.07 -.24 1.;24 1.34
27, 2.00 Z. V3 -.30 1.30 1.41
26. 2.18 2.32 -.14 1.4:1 1.49
29. 2.30 2.45
-•15 1.41 1.53
30. 2.53 2.5@ -.04 1.5? 1.61
3t. 2.66 2.70 - •f°4 I•l44 I.70
32. 2.70 2.83 -.t4 1.66 1.75









3R. 3.42 3.69 -'^6 I.76 1.'!B
39. 3.51 3.84 -. y.3 1.fl3 1.43
kil , 3,79 4.00 -.all 1."7 1.96
41. 3.76 4116 -.40 1.90 2.01




-.21 11 89 2.0145. 4.h3 4.70 -.2F• 1.01 1.'16
46. 4.66 4.95 -.PR 104V 1.93
47. 4.82 5.11
-.29 1.R3 1.95
446. 4.H 5.29 -,41 1.95 1.99
49. 5.21 5.48
-.,'7 1.89 2.01
50. 5.21 5.67 -06 !.')1 2.a7
51. 5.44 5.613 -.44 x.05 7.13
52. 5.63 6.09
-.46 1.03 7,12
51, 6.44 6.31 :13 1.348 2.11
54. 5.99 6.53
-.53 2•')1 2,21
55. a.20 b.76 -.56 ­ .1 2,34
56.	 - 0.37 ?.PR -.f5 2.21 „ 43
57. 6.64 7.26
-.,14 1.27 -	 1,45
50. 6.66 7.54 -.q7 2.11 ?.44
59. 7.07 7.80
-.73 2.24 -.49
6n. 7.51 6.07 -,57 2.23 1.60
61. 7.72 6.34 -.h4 2.37 ^.7462. 8.20 6.6.7 -,+47 7.44 x,896 1. 4.87 9. n;1 -.111 .2.145 -., 4964. 9.64 9.32 .12 7.56 -,,1^3615. 1,1.4b 9.60 .+.n 1.31 7.7866. 10-!iB 9,B^ .736 ?.4A -.E5
67, 1u.65 9.95 .71 2.617 3.14
6R. 1U.56 10.04 ,51 1.1.0 3.C7
69. 10.52 1G.u7 .45 1.O'1 3,U3
70. 10.59 10.06 .53 4-;1 7.84
71. 1x.55 lc.oa .5!3 4.50 L.
72. 10•56 111.05 .51 5.05 5.14
73, 10.57 10,05 ,51 5,34 ':,43
74. 10.6.4 1C-G3 .4.1 5.51 5.52
75. 17.33 9.96 .57 5.44 5.56
76. 17.27 9.82 .4F- 9.75 6.76
77. 10.16 9.62 .r4 6,71 5,05
7R. 10.04 9,37	 - .r6 6•35 8114
79. 4.43 9.12 , ► ,. n•13 .1n
GO. 9.09 6.9H ,12 r,•1R 5,55
Bl. 9.57 ?.94 .63 7,99 7.23
87. 0.76 6.97 -.215 ?.33 7.,1I17. 8.88 9.n2 .15 702 F.. 44
84. 3.91# 4.15 -.17 8.90 .- W7
85. 9,22 ?.40
-.1 EP .7, "q 7,24
8F, 9.66 9.75 -.1,) 7.54 7.t.1
87. .9.94 1^.1(} -,24 R.J1 x:.03
86. 1u.66 13.67 -.f;I R.54 x,. 84
89. 11.48 11.31 .17 I0.29 16.61
9r. 12.11 12.24 .13 13.34 13.31
nENFITY C1T'aFLA7TM CCEFFTCIF11T^
D1F ^RIG ?lrw III  RPT RT'1 aP'? nraT.4
-. 05 1.33 1,29 .514 .721 -.571 .157 7.56
-.11 1.55 1.43 .lx .617 -.334 •SAT r.not,
-.11 •,5R 1.55 .93 .56n -.19T .Fr<1U IO.f,1
-.C7 t.fi3 1.55 .l8 .561 -.14I .74n 17.67.
-.06 t.74 1.71 .03 .57h ...1172 .7f".: 1?.wc
-.10 1.94 I,80 .14 .576 -,r}7q .74,n 17.6*
-. 04 7.01' 1.90 .14 .574 -.n77 ..777 1?,U
-.12 ?.IO 2.01 •0A .577 -.064 .7R? 15. 1q
-.09 x.34 2.18 .Ic ,154n -.04R .-,P5 1' 0r,
-.06 7.44 2,35 •14 .511
- t %F, .7Rx 1? .60
-.10 ^.6a 2.44 .16 .51-4 -,1a 0 .731E 12.	 14
-.t 0 9.6fl 2,49 ,10 .5-'R -.RBA .?s3 1'5.47
-.06 7,75 2. fir+ .17 ."7 -.n67 ,7R4 13.7'1
-. 1 3 '.41 2,75 .15 .545 -,06t .Rn4 Tfi.?n
-.04 1.27 2.95 .31 .5i77 - .OKR .PIP 1';.01
-•1 7 •.29 3.n4 .25 .;515
-•OO^i .R54 16.?n
-.12 1.26 3.05 .23 •56fF .C6 R x86 1 I-.4q
-.10 A." 3,10 .23 .5gg ,11'7 .FFA IA.3A
IF "•45 3.19 .27 .615 .157 .A71 113.4r
-.11 1.56 3.?R .28 ,634 .111a •RR1 2r.2?
-.14 x.64 5.51 .13 ,6no .155 •Rn3 2r.2•
-,13 ..41 '1,79 •bo .53R .Onr ,Rnr 1';. nr.
-,13 4.03 3.103 .2t. .511 i .175 .9n4 71,n7
-.13 14.OF 3.81 12e ,4'it .3n* 19?! 25.31
-•13 4.20 3.92 .2fl .67a .355 77.26
- .12 4.3F 4.n2 .34 .6136' .3qq 1n,47 2n.7
-.13 4.37 4.n9 .28 . 7 ? 4 .4r,? . qW3 ;n.F4
-,12. 14,54 4,19 .34 .746, .475 ,94R 1	 .fin
-,16 4.62 4.29 ,34 .7611 ,5IK" •G51 A?t.An
-•00 i,7n 4.41 all .793 ,9F,n .954 14.88
-•1 9 14.84 4,6n .23 .7n1 ,5R7 ,qrr wR.7c
-.22 ^.(r0 4.R1 .2t .7g5 .5'15 'oS4 1P.41
-42 11 9.26 4.95 .31 .796 ,503 .nf•F 37.76
-.1 7 r.55 5.0E .4B .80? .610 .1;66' '47.So
-.2? -.86 5,a4 .62 .61? .62 14 .063 :•,rf.
-.18 f.Sq 5.r,4 .64 .7m, ,5n7 .96' •,.4r
-.34 6.51 S.u3 .66 .7np .597 .465 5F.6^
-.25 r;,85 6.n4 81 .7R7 .fs03 .9R- '47.nn
-.37 '.,23 6.28. .135 .7tia .57- .Pf' F Vi .3A
-,37 7,33 6,47 .86 .77.: .a7R .n F,4 14.4c
-.45 ^.6q 6.64 1.175 .7R7 .542 .c0 1,.3-^
-.43 n.4I 6.90 -1.5I .791!1 ,5r;n ,o6T 1..Pe
-.37 n.12 7,42 1.69 .11" . 1514 .qt4 13.6;-.
-.47 1^,22 11.26 1.96 15'14 ,55 4 ,n0 an.rc
-•37 1^..5R q..03 I. H t, .46'7 .IP F1 .057 7S.Rc
-..'7 In.87 9.bil 1.2l: .258 _.r152_ ,r.11 29.0^
.l rl 11.19 1n. 11 1.03k .132 -.171 ,a r,4 7S.ga.
-.94 13.34 10,54 .Kr. •nny. ­ P94 . gin 71.nr
.17 11.62 10. q14 - . 7 3 6+11 -.Irk' .936• 1-.61'1
-, 1 4 1+.62 11.12 ,50 -.0154 «.496 .nr r. 11.7+
-.09 1•,G4 11,25 .35 077 -.450 .R9^ 171.4-
^ • 0 4 1!.57 11.42 .16 .110? - ,4714 .rAp II.7n
-.01 11.77 I1.67 .lu
-.1i4i .SS? ,CRS I1.Yn
-.n7 1,.146 11'x8
-.03 -.171 •555 .$R7 11.1n
-.02_ !?,2R 12.28 -.'71 -.19- -,&lg .RR7 . 1r. Fa
.16 1?, 33. 12.44 «.16 ...231 -, 6r5S ,PWI 13.4::
.21 1	 .42 12.48 -.-r')6 -.2r,1 ­ (,on .Rnn n.5*
.173 1!,6,4 12. ^ 1 -.17 --P13 - 1 676 •q!'n
...17. 1,'!.A6 11.48 -.61'. -.071 -.5 76. .1z22 R,16
.77 It.2R 11,4' -.I5 .013 -.b? 7 .776 *. 2F
.il I,	 i r5 11.3' -.22 .077 -.61Y .773 7.2-
. 0 7 1^.7g 11.^2 -.P! 06R -.578 .77 1: r.'F
.02 1*..48 1C..54 -.1!= .151
-.525 .76 3 ±,7r
. n ` 1-"-2r' 1a. 14 ... ig -	 .c7R -,47'4 .71^ 7.7%
.03 1^.13 111.41 - ?n .3'i1 -. 1440 .71 1 -.Fn
-.G3 1,.9? 1G. WE, .15 .3'•'z -.451 .71^
-.30 !l.. 1 11 11.1n	 - ...1? .34<, -1461 •b7" ^. 2t
...32 It,£14 12. !16 -,21 .31/, -.	 n 1'. .f W! 4,. 4n




MONTH =	 4	 LATITUDE = 50
AFTER SMOOTHING TEMP AND aENSITY VOL-1E5TE'1aERATi1.7.^ -PEN;ITY CORRELATION Gq.:17FFICIF4'•TSALT PRESSURE
0 .715 14FW 13LF ngIG .4E'W DIF nRIG tip"


























-.19 1.49 1,58 -.O9 4.15 1.65 .11 .655 -.07
3 .6g7 1^_.1K
26.
























-.39 3.12 a:.. 21 -.03 J.OA 1,97 .211 .lj?6 .24 1 .747 17.4A3I.
32 . 3,m4 3.50 -.46 2.14 2.35 -.2!


















34. 3.51 4.07 -.56 2•11
2.52 ?.75
23





-.?5 2.96 3.n2 --.16 3.62 3.17 .45
.736 .'i5 .764 16.3"
36,

























3.10 3.39 -.29 4.42 % qq .`43 .7rl .291
411A 2n. 5n
40.





























3.05 A.31 -.25 S•4n 5.07 .32 .9n5 .514
.n?? 2a, 77
44.























-.148 a.97 ?.25 ...28 5.31 6 .19 •12 .957
.666 .953 41.41
4H.












5O. 9.09 g.4'^ -,3S p. q7 '.21 -•3n '.17 7.137.61
.
,01 .773 .593 . 45" '1R.2n











-.36 2.53 •.96 -x43 4.86 8.70
.16
.7aa .54? .n7? 4.1'.42
54.

















9.2? 1+02 .76y .501 .973 41.04--47. 11.19 11.52 -.33 x.95

















50, 12.26 12.51 -.?u 9.73 3.17 -.44 11.43 18.46
.60, .67q .5n9 .977 39•A4






11.14 .84 .69n .573 .97P 4n. 1162. 13,07 13.12 -.r5 P.i'
3.26 -.36 12.29 11.31 .99 .7a4 .573 .9A" 42.2763. 13.27 1x•44 -.1'7 - -	 2.90
?.78 3,10 -.40 12.05 11. AO 1.28
.6913 .53? .9A1 41.67
64 14.00 13.76 .24
a.17 '.14 -,37 14.38 12.58 8m1. +555 .370 .q7A
37.1L
65.. 14.86 f4,!`4 ,AY
.5.136 3.?5 -.29 111.4? 13,745 1.5R .397 .lhq . g
74 39,5E
66. 15.01 14.21 .75























15.73 15,?2 •Si .002 -,2 7? . qen ?a,2371. 15.02 14.62 .41 4. IS4.5R
4.





,39 4.87 u.QO -.n3 1c196 15.72 .25 -•076 -.391
. 1351 11.04
73.
14.91 14.48 ,u4 u,a5 .47 -.02 15.19 16.03 .16
-.157 -.453 .95? 16.65
76.

















-	 15.05 .0? -.457 -.697 .ar,6 15.7?77. 14.08 13.65 .43 5.61
5.49 x.89 ." IA.85 16.81
.04






.33 5.10 6.09 .O1 1".09 11;.25
- 1
-,41 A -.6q7 , q4n 13.Sq
79.

















15.77 -,32 «.261 -•66q ,pqa 4161






























1 x . 90
13.96







9•n7 4.24 -.16 1 3.50 13.64 -.14 - .043' -.7nA .1t6
5,5z
88.
10.03 9.72 .31 14.40 10.73 ­ 32 11.33 13.66 -•33
.110 -. 7n7 .675 4.1'1
89.
9n. 9.76 Im.18 _	 -.42 13.24 13.15 ,06 11,.?2 14.29 _	
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? 1 .12	 25.1'1
r_^.Ut	 25.nq
X6.58	 25,1)9

























































































































































































































































































































HONTM =	 4 L •TITUCE = q0







P2,	 p.77	 2.69	 .07	 1.19
93.	 ±•97	 w+85	 .12	 2.10
24.	 3.25	 3,80	 .?4	 ?.C9
75,	 3.39	 3.18	 .?1	 2.64
96. 3.45	 3.41	 605	 ?.73
97. 3.47	 3.58	 -.P1	 2+81
2A.	 5..	 4.00	 '-,57	 ?.90
2q,	 3.L_	 4.36	 -.76	 ?..qJ
3n.	 4.18	 4.72	 -.S3	 2.70
31.	 4.35	 5.06	 ^.71	 9.59
31	4.55	 5.39	 -.85	 2.55
93.	 4.76	 $.71	 -.94	 t.q9
34. 4.84	 6.02	 -1,1P	 2.d2
35. 5.59	 6.37	 -,79	 -9.7!
36. 5.27	 60A	 -.51	 I,ra
37. 6.547	 7.22	 -.63	 3.23
3R..	 5.80	 7.67	 -,8P	 3.17
34,	 7.43	 5.14	 -.70	 3.317
4n.	 7.47	 8.62	 -1.15	 3.,4
41 .	 7.65	 9.12
	
-1.27	 3.97
42,	 0•^3	 9.54	 -l .ul	 3.76





45. 9.51	 11,32	 -I.A1	 4015
46. 1-)•20	 11.89	 -1,6a	 3.81
47. I).92	 12.42	 -1,51	 1.52
48. 11.60	 12.92	 -I.;2	 1.31
4a,	 12.bl	 13.34	 -.71	 3.32-
5n.	 13.41	 13.91	 -.40	 3-Cl
51. 14.35	 14.21	 .14	 ^.84
52. 15.03	 14.57	 .46	 ?.74
53. 15.84	 14.91	 .93	 1•11,
54. 16.67	 15.91	 1.46	 ?.33
55. 17053	 15.49	 2.04	 2.20
56. 19.19	 15.15	 3.04	 1•17
57,	 18.97	 16.03	 2.q4	 ^.39
5R.	 I9.5n	 16,28	 3.22	 2.52
59.	 20.01	 16.55	 3.46	 9.40
61).	 2a.02	 16.12	 3.aY	 2.48
Al.	 20.11	 16.49	 3..6^-	 2.016
b2	 19.69	 17. b3	 2.1	 17
	
6	 2.9
63.. 	 19.47	 IS-n4	 1.43	 P.9a
64. 11.29	 18.50	 .79	 2.99
65. 23.15	 19.03	 4.12	 3.A1
66. 23.42	 19.64	 3.701	 3.97
67,	 23.67	 19.33	 4,35	 3608
601.	 23.91	 21.05	 3.86	 3.56
69.	 26.49	 21.40	 4.69	 3.79
741.	 24.29	 21.86	 2.43	 - 11"1
71.	 24.49	 22.34	 2.15	 4.01
7P.	 24.601	 22.82	 I.P6	 4.S1
73.	 24.81	 23.16	 1.64	 4.4?
74,	 24.58	 23.32	 1.55	 3.!i?
75. 24,79	 23.2a	 1,50	 4.36
76. 24.48.	 23.08	 1.40	 93.77
77;	 24.01	 22.76	 I.?5	 5.?4
7A.	 23.51	 22,39	 1.12	 5.52
79.	 22.45	 21.91	 .n7	 S•7A
81).	 22.08	 21.52	 .56	 6.010
81. 21.22	 2C.98	 .z5	 6.33
82. 21.45	 20.32	 .13	 7.59
83. 18.16	 19.56	 -1,4'+	 7.r;0
94.	 196116	 18.72	 .14	 7.54
15,	 17.32	 17.78	 -.4h	 B•80
R6,	 1b.35	 16.68	 -.33	 11.64
87.	 14.43	 15.43	 -1.00	 12. I3
RA:	 13.21	 14.07	 -,79	 12.24
99.	 12.22	 12.76	 -.53	 11.20
9R.	 to. 99	 11.71	 -.79	 12.44
48
unryTN =	 5	 L.ATITUiF = l0
L FTE4 SNOOTH143 TEMP Aral ..ENMTT u'L.IJF7
ALT PkE55URE TE-rPERnTJnE lENc;ITy COPnWE TION CnrFSTfIF'tTS
pHl 3 'IEro CIF ORTG 3E w DIP ^rlIS tt_M DIP RPT nT'7 pni, nrhr,
P2, .016 1.03 -,17 1.10 1,11 -.01 3.42 2.41 .01 ,11, «, 6 q l ,6PS r.Pn
23, 1.01 1.87
-.Of, 1.3R 1.30 .Ps '.%1 1.40 «.Oq .310 -,6q7 ,460 K,4r,
?4.- 1.03 1.14
-.11 1.35 1.45 - •05 1.62 1.52 .11 ,30!1 -. EqQ .47! -1.4%
2y . 1-00 1.21
-.21 1.44 1.501 _.06 !,601 t.56 .i41 .35, -.6R7 .41 0 r, r;
26. 1.05 1.32
-.27 1,55 1.61 -.06 1,69 1.48 .1? .5(,? -, F>1'4 .14r 0..1n
27. i.Of1 1.45 -.37 I.So 1.60 -.11 +,52 1.,34 .lft .62n -.524 .143 7.61
PA, 1.13 1.61
-.49 t.30 1.55 -.PF 1.40 1.19 .?n .71 F, -:SPR •rte !+ 4.97
29• 1.28 1.79 -.91 1.33 1,60 -.27 1.41 1.07 .33 .Flay «.'145 .465 1P, T.
3n. 1.34 z.ne -.66 1.46 1.74
-.28 -.31 .q6 .3E. ,H77 . n 1 ? •401' 1F.. 17
31. 1.50 2.23
-.73 1.45 1.83 -.3R t.35 ,qn .37 .9r.P .1014 .5qn tn.4r
3?. 1•H9 1.40 -,44 1.50 I.44 -.44 P,90 1.25 ,8S •0"3? .236 .649 1r7,nr
33. 2.011 2.73 -.73 1.6u P• n6 -.42 P.11 1.27 .134 .Hn7 ,Jra ,6a4 ?1 .PA
1.4, 2.09 3.09 -.91 1.6h 2.16 -.50 x,22 1.40 .81 ..qr, .3Rn .74n ?1.tn
35• 2.94 3.26 -.P7 1.77 2.23 -.46 ion 1.72 1.16 .HSa .154 ,770 ?1.71
3fi. 2.94 3.52 -.58 1.83 2.P3 _.39 +,n4 2.05 .019 .84n ,15'1 ,An7 21-rit
37. S.n6 3.77
-.71 1,77 2,19 -.42 a,4q 0,24 .76 .R^1 ,:4ffc .0.7 Pu.31.
311. 3.16 4. P,3 -	 »,n7 1,77 2,21 -.44 !•03 2.38 .fir .967 ,519 . AA 7 2",51
301. 3.22 4.201 -Y.9fi 1.77 P.30 -.57 1. V] 2,4-^i .61 .Bir, ,6 n9 ,nnI An.?,
4n. 3,30 4.57
-1.26 1.H3 a.43 -.61 1,15 7,qR ,60 .9n. .r75R ,nlf, '*.7•
41. 3.3B .4,88
_1.5n 1.72 a,e3 -1.11 I.28 ,3.56 .72 .9,4 .634 Inn! 1a,ht
UP. 3.46 5.25 -1.79 ? . 53 3.34 - . 91 l.',l P..52 1,718 09 I ,54F . ncq !.r.+
43. 7.G3 3.63 I.61 2.42 3.19 - rfF '+.25 3.n7 4.17 .044 ,57P .R7n
44. 7.29 5.96 1.33 2.16 a. cis -.501 7.?4 4.56 3.19 .,in1 ,475 , q .7 7 P7.0;+
46. 7.c9 0.2? 1..^7 2.04 ?.56 -.52 '1.2P 4.,12 2.'+6 .64.1 ,35R ,9 P -lq 2c,rT
46. 7.32 0.42 .V 107 ?.49 -.43 '.26 5.34 1.`32 .671 .?71 ,QA I PA. C;
47. 1.34 6.59 .71 1.97 2,37 -,40 7.26 5,72 1.54 •5a4 ,1 w) .q*F- ,qn
413. 7.28 b,74 ,54 2.17 2.52 ..35 T.2`- 6,52 1.2! .45 _f ,nal .a PR PA. g4
uq . 7.49 ;., H5 .0,1 2,50 ?.70 _.2n 7.24 6.27 1.02 .41'5 •'1? l .9P n 5 MIF
Sn, 7.51 7.52 .4- ?.47 v.99 -.33 '+.30 5,47 ,83 .3Rr. _ot P .o1 7 P!.Rr
51. 7.57 7.15 ,4P 2.7? P.79 -.OR 7.35 6,66 .60 ,365 -. q ?7 .QPl ?1.97
52.. 7.61 7.27 -	 .14 2.39 2,70 -.33 - +.41 6.R2 .59 .347 _,J26	 - .920 P".76
5^. 7.67 7.34 ,?7 2,6? r.h0 -,YR 7.141 b.97 .44 ,315 ».546 .n P6 P'.nn
54. 7.76 7.K1 ,25 ?•9r5 :'.P7 .Oq 7.54 7,15 .3n .31a _.971
S5, '!.t11 7..,1 .20 2i40 ^.55 -.15 7.57 7.17 .3p .25, ,575 .947 ?4.1P
7.99 7.65 ,31 2.,5 2.21 -.16 +,F6 7.611 .27 ,111 1n9 ,q SP 27, P7
57. R.U2 7.72 ,1{' 2.95 ?.31 ..n5 4.04 7,7a .24 .1 ,1 -.171 .uRl ?R, n+<
58. K.11 7.73
.3R 2.7A ;.17 -.n9 rs,p5 9,51 .OS .013 -.25 n .96' l6 Or
yr, -6.17 7.71 .FF 2.31
-2.31 _.00 n-.44 9.36 .'•34 ...1.., -.un5 . =?6° 201.15
6P, 8.75 7163 1.3? ?.49 P.54 -.06 Q.73 B,qu -.I1 _.345 _. in? .M61 ?l. r']
61, 9.07 7.47 1.nr, 2.W1 ?,R0 .14 %P4 9.27 - . n 3 «.51; -.711 .qF,7 a?,7 r•
62. 9.78 7.24 2,015 1.9J 2.-1 .00 %A2 9,17 .45 -.642 -.80 r, .Q71 ?1, n+
63. Id.12. 6..99 .3.11 3.^1 ,.g5 .07 1':.If) 17.9` 1,I5 -•55q -.754 ,qR? t.14.Fm
64. 11.67 b.75 4,,42 3.17 2.80 .37 1,.7^ FT. 71 2.91. -.91,4 -.7R' ,9F F ?n,F.n
65. 5.93 6.6't -.71 2.97 7,63 .34 5.50 7.rt4 ..1.54 .945 _.135 .q?H 17•1ir
66, 6.12 5.71
-.6P 1.1R 2.77 .41 c.60 6,40 -.66 ,31? -.r3nq . q I• , 17.n1
fi7. 6.,t- 6.85 .3.61 +.13 .4fl 4.51 6,54 -.5n, .31^ -.151 .49P tS.n?
nR• 6.67 7.e1 -.14 3.77 ,,4I .36 a,77 6.79 ».52 .307 _ 1 11s •n7 r 1't, P 
69. 0.91 7. In -.27 3.r7 1.67 .PO a,rP 7.r1 -.5n ,31r -,21 F .AA7 tP.at
70. 7.15 7.36 -.20 4.30 4.n2 .2R -,,00 7.38 -,37 . Pb9 _•27A ,Rcl 11,7+
71. '7,33 7.52 - .10 458 r., 31 .27 a.5n 7.An -.3n .2'st -.30n ,F147 In.Pc
7P. 7.59 7.66 .q/ 4.5G Ta.40 .20 1.94 8,20 - .25 .I-,, ..,3 A 7 •Rr:01 1n. F,+
71. 7,73 7.7r, -,r.1 u.4R 4.42 •06 A.31 8,59 -.28 .994 -,41? ,R5„ 1n.5r
74. 7. EIS 7.7q .^6 4.67 4.57 .09 G.P2 H,aI -,SI .02c -. 4qn .Arn ln.rn
701, 7.89 7.S2 .r,7 4.45 4.A3 .13 R.A4 9,nr - .11 .644 -, 400 •R4'i ,.40
76,. . 7.94 7.90 .f'S 5.17 ..05 .13 n.6n 8.72 .-.11 .t4i -•444 ,1;2r n.2^77. .8,19 8.nq ,r9 K.30 5.31 -.01 x,97 $.lc -.23 .29R ,1.0 ,741 z.Pr
7A. 8,59 '6-42 .nR 5.µF+ 5.51 .34 +. PC, 4.J0 -.14 .472 -. 25Fi .776, '3.71
..4, 3.94 ?-82 .12 5.44 -.5C .06 7.6.. 7.011
-.2f- .46t -.161 .7nP 1r.Rr
fir. 8.17 ?.75 _1.+7 5.1! 5.20 -.09 A,05 P.22 -.3C .467 -.101 7 .R?l 11.7,
A1. 9.78 9.64 .14 5.25 5.3I -.n6 x,02- A,9q .4ni -.151. . T1	 4a,
B7. 10.03 9.90 ,n', 9.b" r., 49 • 08 5.92 9,58 , lu , 31r; -.?nn ura.
944
I1.2Y.
R3. 10.35 .ln,2fl .nP 5.4R 5.62 - •1" 1-.2:+ 10.IR ."P .2'?-", -.25, r;,n
11•^7H4. I:7.69 10.57 .12 5• ?0 e.91
-•02 101.5['. 10,45 .16 .371 _,26? .P47 ".R6
H5. 1r3.99 15,93 .r6 6.l7 6.S -.17 1^.40 10.45 « i El 3'7 P10 4
H6, 11.4n 11-43 - ,'13 7,h6 7.44 .12 11.41) 1n, a4 -•'17 ,43,3 -.2?1n ,771 a.Rc
87. 12,00 12.05
-,'15 3.30 9.10 .20 1^.Pl 10153 -.0? .47q -.2t µ .7FL G.718R. --12.72. 12.75
-,n4 R.16 -	 p.40 - .14 11,20 II.26 -.06 .457 _.IR3 .712 n.nn
84. 13.50 13.53 -, it4 R•75 4.13 -•35 3t.83 S1.R2 .O1 .513 -.194 .74a 7,91q n. 14.53 14.46










































































































































MONTH =	 5 LATITUDE = 30




22. 1.67	 1.53	 .14
23. 1.54	 1.55	 -.ol
24. 1.44	 1.57	 -.14
25. 1.58	 1.61	 -.03
26. 1.69	 1,65	 .n3
27. 1.60	 1,72	 -.12
PA,	 1.60	 1.81	 -.22
P9.	 1.64	 1.94	 -.3031:.	 1.01	 2.09	 -.PR
31. 1.98	 2.25	 -.27
32. 2.02	 P.4p	 -,40
33. 2.22	 2.60	 -,:56
34. 2.37	 2.B0	 -.44
35. 2.55	 2:.99	 -.45
36. 2.76	 3.15	 -.30
37. 3.F7	 3.29	 -.21
3R.	 3.23	 3.45	 -.71icy,	 3.3n	 3.63
	 -.32
40,	 3.40	 3.81	 -.41
41.	 3.52	 4.01	 -.4A
4p,	 3.73	 4.21	 -.42






46.	 ii.51	 5.72	 -'.43
47,	 4.82	 5.23	 ^.41
4A,	 4.57	 5.45^.p6
49.	 5.44	 5.68	 -.23
Sn.	 5.67	 5.6g	 -.21
51. 5.97	 1-.119	 -.12
52. 6.15	 6.28	 -.13
53. 6.10	 6.48	 -.313
54,	 b.a7	 6.66	 .Pl
55. 6.72	 6.81	 -.nq56. 7.26	 6.07	 ,4H
57,	 7.G1	 7.13	 ^.12
58.	 6.99	 7.31	 -.31
F9.	 6.64	 7,5,1	 -.66
6r.	 7.29	 7.70	 -.41







63.	 8,17	 0.32	 -'.14
64,	 6.34	 B-54	 -.PO
65.	 9.20	 q.73	 ,u7
56. - 9.32	 -	 8.87	 .45
67.	 9.39	 43.95	 .44
6R.	 9.33	 9.00	 .73
69. 9.36	 9.i'1	 .35
70. 9.39	 9.01	 .3R
71. 9.44	 9.02	 .42
7P.	 9.52	 9.04	 6.c
71,	 9.64	 9.08	 .55
74.	 9.R0	 8.12	 .Aa
7r.	 g.77	 9.13	 .fiS
7A.	 9.83	 0.07	 .76
77.	 9.55	 9.00	 .66
7R.	 9.12	 R.96
	 .16
79.	 9.09	 9.04	 .nom
An.	 9-U6	 9.22	 -.16
8t.	 9.74	 9.48	 .2S
82. 9,60	 9.77	 -.17
83. 9.92	 IC-04	 -.12
84. 1U.23	 10.24	 -,06
85•	 10.45	 10.54	 -,^9
86. 1J.83	 19.78	 .34
87. 1.1.17	 11.06	 .11
8A.	 11.32	 11.44	 -,12
Aq .	 it.	 IS	 12.00	 -.05

























































































































































































































,Y 35 ...591	 .jai	 0.31
,nn3 -.5A2	 .756	 7.9A
.1 7 7 '-.531	 •740	 A.P4
.2n9 _.51 3	.732	A.41
.244 -.492	 ,7P2	 R.55
•373 -.411	 •fo%	 ni0s
.5p3 -.31 2	.647	9.An
,615 -.216	 .62'1	 9.54
,629 -.21 1	.626	 1n.90
.637 -.174 Aux	 11.51+

























,741	 ,402	 .9I1	 P6.4n
.731	 .5no	 . go ll	 20.90
,749	 x45 11	 .npn	 2n. In
.747
	
.4R4 - .943	 31.94
•717	 .45n	x947	 111.70
. 7 12	 .467	 .Q5P	 •7.62
.605	 .446	 ."C&	 3P.5p
.5'm	 ,309	 .Qrn	 29.50
.574	 .218	 .941;	27.3;
.517	 ,2n1	 .942	 26.25
.507	 .186.	 .94?	 ?5.64
.5u4	 .031	 ,942	 24.9A


















,..on5 -,364	 ,0 ,0	 16.9?




035 -.479	 ,cy6n	 1n.4u
-.015 -.5? R	.pr,2	 1'1.07
-,095 «.5R2	 .86n	0.4+5
_.073 ...599	 .R43	 5.71
. of; -.564	•81A	A.32
.113 -.4 1;9	 .8n6	 R.52
.217 -.423	.703	 R-6u
.249 -.413	.71 0	 8.4P
.242 -.390	.7a'	 R.71
•232 -.3Rl	.At2	 9111
.2.1n - .Bali	,815	 a,0a
,111 -,433	 .Rn2	 n.5n
.179 -,474	 .7A2	 7.86
.2 p4 -,4Rn	 .761	 7.5E
.2ql _,436
	 .714	7.54


















































































































































mONTH n 5 LATIT UDE = 50




22. 1.77	 1.91	 -.14
23. 1.79	 1.95	 -.16
24. 1.80	 2.03	 -,23
	
?5,	 1.66	 2.13	 -.27
26. 1.92	 2.25	 -.33
27. 2.00	 2.39	 -.,39
	
28•	 2.07	 2.55	 -,4R
	
29.	 2.11	 2.73	 -.6i
	
3n.	 2.21	 2.92	 -.71
	
31,	 3.11	 3.11	 -.01
32. 3.19	 3.29	 -.10
33. 3.26	 3.45	 -.19
34. 3.42	 3.62	 -.20
35. !r58	 3.60	 -.22
36. '.73	 3.98	 -.Pb
	
V.	 3.94	 4.16 	 -.24
	
3P.	 4.13	 4.38	 -.26
4.42	 4.60	 -.18
40. 4.43	 4.02	 -.39
41. 4.62	 5.04	 -.43
	
47.	 4.8B	 5.28	 -.39
43. 5.23	 5.50	 -06
44. 5.43	 5.73	 -.30
45. 5.66	 5.97	 -.31
46. 5.88	 6.21	 -.33
47. 6.11	 6.47	 -.36
48. 5.85	 6.73-	 -.R8
49. 6.68	 6.99	 -.31
	
Sn,	 6.86	 7.23	 -.37
51. 7.08	 7.46	 -.3A
52. 7.27	 7.67	 -.40
	
h3 .	 7.49	 7.89	 -.4n
54. 7.62	 A.12	 -.30
55. 7.98	 a. 3S	 -.37
	
16.	 8.56	 8.59	 -.03
	
57.	 8.44	 6.84	 -.41
8.67	 9.12	 -.45
	




61. 9.50	 9.95	 -.46
62. 10.12	 10.27	 -.16
63. 10.76	 10.61	 .15
64. 11.24	 10.91	 .37
65. 11.77	 11.15	 .62
66. 11.91	 11.32	 ,59
67. 11.96	 11.44	 .52
	
6R.	 11.92	 11.51	 .40
	
69,	 11.94'	 11.56	 .?R
	
7n.	 11.96	 11.56	 .3B
71. 11.97	 11.60	 .wR
72. 12.01	 11.62	 .4c
73. 12.05	 11.64	 .42
74. 12.13	 11.64	 .49
75. 12.06	 11.58	 ,49
76,	 11.99	 11.46	 .53
77. 11.76	 11.27	 .49
78. 11.24	 ll,n8	 .15
79. 11.07	 1^-96	 .11
80. 11.09	 10.91	 .10
al.	 11.20	 1G.93	 .77
1,2.	 10.99	 10-97	 .02
83.	 11.11	 10.97	 .14
B4.	 11.24	 is-91	 .?3
85. 10.69	 10.81	 -.12
86. 10.85	 10.69	 .16-
87,	 1u.95	 10.57 -	 -.3A
88. 10.46-	 10.49	 -.03
89. 10.54	 10.54	 .01




































































































































































































































ROT	 RTO	 R13r,	 nrOTM
.In2 _,354 	 . 892	 15.44
,360 _.212	 .83'+ 	12.4u
.5r39 -.ORS	 .91 4 	11.07
.602
	
,025	 .91 4 	14.7n
.666
	
.11 9 	.Rl A 	15.31,
.729 - .23n	 .A3k	 17,11












.171	 . A56	 17. Al
.666	 .201 	.RF6	 1x.77







.7?O	 .319	 .RP2	 21.91
. 7 17	 .299 	.RAn	 21.91




.724	 .345	 .895	 2.4.1'9
.714	 .391	 .912	 26.27
.791
	 .525	 .9}7	 31.81
-8Z6	 .611	 ."1	 '16.74
.829	 .616	 .951	 3704
.83n	 .61 4 	,9Rn	 16.74
r81A	 ,59R	 .9r+n	 36.21




.759	 .567	 .967	 4n, In


















.734 ' 552	 . 97 1	 3+1.24
.752
	
1 S7?	 .971	 37,6A
,776	 .599	 .971	 37.41+
.731,	 ,534	 ..967 	..34.61






.02 3 	.961	 25.4x
.201 -.0A 3 	•9513	 24, 2A
.12't ...149	 .963 	94.68
,0;7 -.2n5	 .9115	 24.67
.033 
- . 26 1	 ,956	 21 ,4n
+ 031 - . 313	 . q4z	 1a,2f
.nP o -.33 0 	.914	 15.51,
.0?t 
- , 353	 +92R	 15.51
_,021 -.396 	.929 	14.A2
».1 113 -.471	 .926	 14.1
-.137 -.551	 •9?3	 17.97
-,590	 .91 3 	11.64
_.SFR -.576 	 . Ann	 17.64
_,978 -.531	 .BA6	 t0.lf;
_.On3 _.494	 .871	 9..62
.034 - . 49A	 .956	 9,On
.025 -.491	 .RRA	 A,9n
-.022 -,516	 .R6A	 A.Ao
_.075 -.561	 .196P	 `!.4F
-.079 -.599 	 + P52	 7.69
-.070 -.61 7 	.A"	 7. -1
-.075 _.634 	.Al°	 A.SF
-.020 




MONTH =	 S	 LATITUDE = 70
AFTER 5M00IHIN5 TEMP A40 3EN5ITY VALUES
ALT PRESSURE TEMPEP4TURE nENSITY CA4RELATION COFFPICIFNTS
OF,LG NEW OIF ORIG NEW OIr BRIG NEW 7IF R17T RTn RPA QFPTN
22, 1.80 1.6B .12 1.57 1.56 at 1,36 1,36 ...nl .64q -.34? •443 Q.39
?3. 2.05 11BO .25 1.56 1.54 .0p, 2.20 1..91 .29 .357 -.472 6655	 . .R.2?
2u, 2.15 1.89 .P6 1.59 1.71 -.12 +.74 2.03 -.29 .365 -.SOn .674 7.81)
2S. 2.36 2.0o .38 2.28 P.03 .25 ?,23 2.22 •0e .393 ».560 .541 6.90
26, 2.55 2.1? .43 2.31 2.22 .09 P.33 2.43 -.09 .37q -.5q5 .510 6.77
97, 2.67 2.27 .40 2,47 P.29 .19 P.33 2.319 -.06 .449 -.531 .51 8 7.34
28. 2.50 2.45 .05 2.50 2.35 .15 P.03 2.22 -.19 6570 ...429 .40R 9.47
9 9, 2.64 P.66 -.02 2.53 2.40 .14 P.01 2,17 -,16 ,636 -.325 . qp4 9.64
3n. 2.91 2.B9 ,n2 2.58 7.41 .16 3.21 2.27 -.06 .647 -.234 .SA6 1n.61
31. 3.16 3,12 •04 2.43 x.38 .05 ?,26 2,36 -.11 .657 -,141) .655 1100
3P, 3.38 3.35 .7? 2.50 2.57 -.07 7.41 2,65 -.25 .6P7 -.176 .656 11.4?
13. 3.58 3.59 -.02 3.24 P.74 . 43 1.19 2.139 .31 .617 -.1R2 .5 r,2 11,46
i4. 3.75 e, 85 ^.1O 2.34 -.53 -.19 0.40 2,72 -.33 .7 139 .0r, .755 th,BA
35. 4.10 4,11 -.02 2.46 9643 as 0.66 2.71 -.05 .775 .279 .803 1A.6u
36. 4.54 4.39 .15 ?.67 2.61 .06 7.91 2,90 .01 .771 .26A . g?n tA.bt,
37. 4.05 4.68 ,i6 2.83 2.74 .08 9.92 3.n6 -.14 .792 .30 1) .RPn 19.56
3R. 5.18 4.98 ,20 2.87 0.a0 .07 3.25 3.33 -.0B .773 .315 .446 0+1.34
19. 5.67 S. PC .39 P.90 2.80 .10 1.62 3,57 .04 .77;5 ,363 .870 P1.97
4n, 4.80 5.58 -.7R 2.78 7.96 -.18 1.52 3,76 -.24 .791 .374 .jM 22.58
41. 5.20 5,90 -.70 3.50 3.?2 .29 4.22 3,95 .23 .77P .336 .RSA 21.70
4P. 5,38 6623 -.66 5.01 7.15 -,14 4.OQ 4.10 -,01 .814 .471 .8a5 ?6.1)7
4 ,111, 5.89 6.57 -.68 2.81 9.95 -.13 4.37 4.75 .12 .871 .69, .94n 95.On
44 6.01 6.90 -.89 2.66 ?.97 -.31 4.51 4.54 -.03 .874 .6114 .944 37.37
u5.. 6.26 7.24 -.913 2.73 3.10 -.37 4.62 4.132 -.20 .864 .654 .946 36.67
46, 6.66 7.58 -.92 ?.68 3.21 -.53 4,99 S,p7 -.09 .863 .657 .94' 1 37•no
47. 7.00 7.93 -.94 2.74 3.30 -ts-a 5.34 5.33 .01 •867 .671 ,011 3R,57
48, 7.35 8.79 -.44 9.73 3636 ...63 5.81 5,65 .16 .B65 .676 .954 39.41
49,
_
'7.83 8.65 -.02 2.74 3.30 -.56 r,.43 6.13 .30 .842 .650 •957 39.26
53. 8,34 8.97 -.63 2.44 3.12 -.6R 7.07 6.74 .28 .800 .6n3 .QrI 19.01
61. 8.72 9.27 -.54 2.31 2.96 »x66 7,45 ?.?a .21 .771 .578 .465 99.64
52, 9.23 9.54
-.31 2.25 9.85 -.59 q.02 7.64 .38 .7572 ,566 .964 48.41
514. 9.64 9.79 -.15 ?_.09 0.68 -.59 4.67 B.nR .59 ,719 ,540 .973 49.07
54. 10.09 10.02 .O7 1.97 ?,52 -.55 9.27 8650 .76 •653 .Sns 6976 43.34
55. 10.57 10.24 .3S 1.01 2644 -.52 3,89 8,74 1.15 .617 .525 .974 49670
66. 11.15 10.45 .70 1.94 2.40 -,46 1n.59 8.47 1.72 .724 x591 .9P? 49.50
57, 11.52 13:,67 .R5 1.90 2.36 -.46 11.07 9,11 1.95 .722 .587 .gA4 Sn.74
.9R. 11.00. 1 0 .89 .11. 1.91 P.35 -.44 11.67 9,42 1.25 •693 .55? .9A4 44.35
99. 11.40 11.10 .30 1.92 ?.35 -.43 1t.On 9,64 1.37 .6413 .549 .913 4 40,4F
fin. 11x90 Sn.BB 1.n2 1.47 2.40 -.52 11 .26 10.18 1.08 <395y .184 .976 37,10
61. 12.11 11.53 .5R ?.n4 7.54 -.50 11,43 10,24 1.14 ,592 .42n .980 41.77
62. 11.92 11.76 .16 7.^Q 7,65 -656 11.00- 10.02_. 1.07 .721 .5R? .943 45.84
63. 11.78 12.03 -.a5 2.10 2.80 -.70 1n.94 10.30 665 .fiA9 .543 .9R0 40,$P
64. 1Ir94 12.34 -.40 2.26 3.27 -1.01 ]'.91 10.14 .87 .769 .620 .475 49.20
65. 15.60 12.74 2,93 2.96 3.94 -.9g 14.42 9,R1 4.61 .1315 .657 .979 74.36
66. 15.07 13.21 2.66 3.02 4.13 -1611 14.84 10,14 4.70 .815 .655 .47P 718.46
67. 16.04 13.67 2.37 2.98 3.94 -.96 15.27 10.94 4.33 .769 .6n1 .973 37.46
6P. 16.19 14.09 2.10 ?.R4 3,72 -.8R 14.47 11,70 3.76 .720 .549 .975 37,24
69. 17.42 14.47 2.95 2.47 4,59 -.73 1F.71 12.23 3.49 .70x) .554 ,47R 39.11
7n. 16.45 14.83 1.6P P.96 3.62 -.65 15,94 12,77 3.17 .652 .474 .977 34.26
71. 16.61 15.20 1.41- 3.21 3.77 -,56 15.23 12,95 3.26 .67a .546 .977 35.18
72. 16.75 15.56 1.18 9.55 '5.96 -.41 16.45 13.84 2.61 ,539 ,37n .97 1 4n.2?
73. 16.64 15.85 .99 3.54 z.94 -.34 16,77 14,67 2.00 .413 ,I7A .47x1 7R.2n;
7u, 16.91 16.06 .A5 3.42 3.86 -.46 17.23 15.52 1.7I .2513 ,019 •971 26.96
75. 16.87 16,16 ,71 3.75 4,07 -•31 17.76 16.3P 1.36 ,073 - 6 174 .984 74.6t
76, lb.72 16.15 .57 4.25 4.46 -.21 IR,35 17.17 I.IA ...090 -,352 .966 S	 .9F
77. 16.49 15.02 .46 4.60 +1.74 -.14 1-,75 17.75 1.00 -.?36 -. 48n .966 20.40
7A. 16.23 15.79 .43 4.56 1.64 -.19 }A.74 17,93 .80 -,319 «.550 .967 t9.Au
79. 15.75 15.51 ,?4 4.80 4.97 ...18 1x.28 17.83 .44 -6342 -.576 .965 lR.6K
8n. 15.30 15.19 .11 5.12 6.26 ..14 SA,12 17.74 .38 -.353 -.59n 6961 16.97
Al. 14.89 14.82 .07 5.57 E.69 -.12 1R.fl5 17.76 •2B ...376 -.634 .95A 15.17
82. 14646 14.40 .06 6.13 6.11 .02 14.11 17,71 •40 -.39? -.564 •944 13.50
83. 14.18 13.92 P& 6.27 6.33 -,05- 17.57 - 17.50 .07 -.41? -.680 .9U4 19.43
84.- 13.80 - 13.39 .42 6.31 6.56 -.19 17.46 17,24 .22- -.424 » . 711 .939 11.3?
85. 12.86 12.82 ,OU 7.14 7.30 -116 16.84 17.06 -.23 -.393 -,7'33 .41 Q 9.30
86. 12.48 12.21 .27 8.50 g.1B ,32 17.19 17.09 .11 -.380 -,751 ,R97 7.84
87. 11.65 LI.52. .13 -13.64 4,61 .03 17.01., 16.98 .03 ...411 -.785 .BR7 7.nR
R8. 10.78 10.76 .02 9.70 6.70 .09 jb.44 16.57 -.14 ...445 -. q1 4 .8R3 6.6,
R9.. 10.06 9.94 .1.3 6.75 9.25 -.50 14.07 16,18 -.11 -.422 -.830 .855 5.66
906- -8.95 9.25 -.30 10.88 1n.B4 .04_ 15.83. 15,90 -.06 -,244 -.06 •751 .1.17
52
MONTH a 5 LATITUDE = 90





ORIG	 NEW	 0IF	 DRIG	 NEW
	?2.	 1.81	 1.68	 .13	 1.73	 1,72
	
23.	 2.05	 1.83







	 .47	 p.55	 2.25
76. 2.73	 ?.18	 .55	 ?.57	 2,47
77. 2.85	 ?.33
	 .5?	 2.76	 7.54
	


























V.	 5.22	 4.95	 .27	 3.12
	 3.01
	
-.48.	 5.59	 5.27	 .32	 3.15	 3.06
	
39.	 6,13	 5.58	 .54	 3.16	 3,03
	
4n.	 5.08	 5.91
	 -.R3	 5-02	 3.241
41. 5.41	 6.75
	 -,R4	 3.83	 7.48
42. 5.83	 6.61
	 -.77	 1.24	 3.4243. 6.16	 6.97
	 - . 81	 3.C1	 3.26
44. 6.28	 7,33	 -1.n5








	 -1.03	 2.94	 3.65
	
1&A. 	 7.97	 8.90	
-.93	 P•89	 3.72
	

















54. 10.97 -	 IC•A2
	 .15	 2,033	 2.63
55. 11.54	 11..04
	 .49	 1.92	 2.S0
56. 12.14	 11.26
	 .88	 1.93	 ?.41
	











	 .90	 1.7R	 2.32
	
6t.	 13.14	 12.24
	 .90	 1.96	 8.45
	
62.	 12.81	 12.45










	 3.43	 x.99	 4,08
	
66..	 16.99 -	13.82























	 1.23	 2.92	 3,39
75. 18.20	 17.16
	 1.04	 3.29	 3.63
76. 18.02	 17.17

















	 .n4	 5.07	 5.29
	
82.	 15.44	 15.39	 05	 6.00	 5.88
	
n3.	 14.18-	 14.79
	 -.61	 6.23	 9.24
	
94..	 14.56	 14.12
	 .44	 6.32	 6.55
85. 13.50	 13.43
	 .07	 7.14	 7.37
86. 12.97	 12.68
	 .3n	 8.76	 A.3B
	
97;	 11487	 11.83







	 .t5	 8.64	 9,22
	
90.-	 8.53	 8.71
	 -.18	 10.73	 10.71
TENSITY CnRR£LATION COFFFICIFNTS
n IF nRIG 1JEW 9IF RPT RTry RR9 DFPTH
.01 1.0 1.n4 -,00 .815 +•341 .267 11.57
.Ok ?.31 1.87 .43 .43q ...473 ,592 q.4t+
-•15 1.72 2.08 -.36 .397
-.5?4
.57 1 7.914
.30 ?.37 2.33 .05 .416 -.598 .4An T.15
.10 %48 2.58 -.10 .36n -.627 •475 5.A4
.22 v.,48 2.53 -.05 .464 -.576 .456 7,54
.19 ?,08 2.31 -.23 .594 ...477 .423 R,7n
.18 2.04 2.23 -.19 .65A
-.373 .454 1n,1F
.2i 0.26 2.25 .00 .694
-.25Q .527 11.9Q
.07 1.99 2,21 -.21 .734
-.095
-.07 2.18 2.49 -.31 .708 -.117 .6n3 15.17
.60 3.24 2.77 .46 ,6A6
-,156 .512 I2. 9n
-.25 2.10 2.55 -.46 •7A? .156 .7?A 17.79
.05 9-.53 2.56 -.02 .838 .3Rn
.82 1 27.L2
.07 7.87 2.84 .03
.814 .319 .Si n 21. IQ
.11 2.88 3.04 -.16 .816 .33R .920 21..8n
.09 1,28 3,37 -.09 .8011 .343 ,P3P :,?.4P
.12 4.69 3.64 .05 .8nn .3Q4 ,A67 ?3,BP
-.18 3.53 3.133 -,3n .846 .4n? .859 74.3n
.35 4.31 4.n6 .24 .797 .369 .RSR 03.2:
-.18 4,12 4.20 -.OA. 0815 ,499 .R'Z4 pl.-71
-.25 4.35 4.43 -.0p .871 .633 .93? 34.00
-.47 4,63
	 - 4.76 13 .866 .697 . q17 94. TA
-.51 4.74 4.98 -.,24 .873 .656 .941 3r,.1n
-.67 5.?3 5,P2 .11 .891 .695 .047 3x.27
-.71 '~.60 5.50 .02 .877 .68n .94Q Sq.6p
-.82 6,12 5,99 IF .666 .657 .95 n 314.5'+
- .70 6.84 6.44 .40 .097 .66 14 .956 3a.9n
-.83 7.54 7.08 .45 .A?A .644 .462 4n,9A
-.78 R,o? 7.65 .36 .SOn .621 .90 41.AF
-.68 A.65 8.13 .53 .7113 ,615 - .07p 43,78
-.6 1` 0.40 R,65 .75 .75? .5q2 ,n77 45,A5
-.59 1n.05 9.13 .93 .716 .561 .9Rn 47,51
-:58 17.76 9.52 1.24 .690 .5P9 .qat 48.47
-.48 11.56 9.75 1.91 .697 ,553 .9A4 51.9a
-.50 12.10 10.41 1.68 .356 .1 q4 .9714 41.2r
-•47 11.58 10.30 1.241 .659 .525 .906 53.41
-.44 11.94 10,4+1 1.45 .650 .SPA 0387 59.7T
-.54 0.21 10.74 1.47 .625 .406 ,Q qS 91.30
-.48 1?.39 10. A8 1.51 .624 .1&77 ,nA4 49,4r
-.63 11.42 10.97 .95 .644 x495 .9144 47.14
-.70 1'.63 11.41 .62 .675 ,574 ,4R2 45.27
-l.n q 11.38 11.00 .38 .677 .407 .975 SA.3?
-1.09 15.27 10.49 4.79 _	 ,7 y, .605 .97n 37.1n
-1.23 14,69 ln.Ai 4.89 .7.1^ ,6n3 .9fi q 1=,A0
-1.06 16.16 11.79 4.37 .584 ,335 .961 78.47
-1.02 IR.39 12.16 4.23 .7§,y .6 n4 ,970 39.86
-.74 1F.6R 12.91 3.77 .586 .52 11 .971? 11.12
-.131 IF.95 13.51 3.44 .643 .474 .970 116.7n
-.71 11.29 13.142 3.47 .647 .4An .9841 94;.S?
-.53 17.56 14.33 3.23 .457 .236 .9T? 29.37
.-.41 17.95 14.74 3.22 .623 .46? •9AP ?fi.BF
-.57 18.49 15,90 2.70 .414 .229 •qAl '13.61,
-.34 In.09 17.o1 2.Oik .146 ..,055 .977 25.81
-.23 1Q,72 18.02 1,7n -.097 -..317 ,075 x5.37
-.15 Pn.17 1A,56 1.61 -.246 -.456 .975 24.5n
-.30 ?r,24 18.52 1.72 ...278 -.4A6 .975 ?1.97
-.I7 IQ.60 18.67 1.13 -.35n -.552 .074 214.15
-.OB In.70' 18.94 .76 -.444
-.635 .074 27.41
-.?3 19.58 19.00 .59 -.476 -.677 .q7h IA.In
,12 19,66 190.12 .54 -.520 ...725 .965 15.7n
-.01 18.97 18.94 .03 -.548 ...757 .961 14.93
-.22 1A.70 18.44 .25 -.52q -.76n .954 1204
-.22 17.92 18,14 -,22 -.4714 -.76n
.934 lr,?n
.38 In.31 18.12 .19 -,45(50 -.783 .011 A.ay
-.01 17,99 17.96 .02 -.49q
-,8P1 .4144 7.9tr
.15 17,46 17.48
-.03 -,571 -.867 .01^ 7.21
-.58 16.87 16.96 -.09 -.594 -.BA6 .806 6.3p
















































































































































MONTH = 6 LATITUDE =IQ




22. 2.38	 1.73	 .64
23. 2.01	 1.69	 .32
P4. 1.64	 1.69	 -.04
P5. 1.60	 1.71	 -.11
26. 1.61	 1.76	 -.15
27. -1,62	 1.83	 -.21
	
Pa.	 1.68	 1.93	 -.26
	
29.	 1.80	 2.06	 -.26
	
3n,	 1.87	 2.20	 -.34
31. '1.97	 2.37	 -.41
32. 2.31	 2.55	 -.P4
	
33,	 2.48	 2.73	 -.25
34. 2.56	 2.91	 -.35
35. 3.34	 3.07	 .27
	
36,	 3.26	 3.19	 ,n7
37. 3.38	 3.29	 ,n9
38. 8.50	 3.39	 .11
	
3g,	 3.56	 3.48	 .09
40. 3.63	 3.56	 .^6
41. 3.70	 3.64	 .06
	
42,	 3.78	 3.71	 .n7
	
43.	 3.78	 3.77	 ,nl
	
44,	 3,90	 3.82	 .r6
45. 3.91	 3.87	 .n4
46. 3.93	 3.94	 -.00
47. 3.99	 4.01	 -.n1
48. 3.71	 4.09	 -.35
	
49,	 4.25	 4.1.8	 ,06
	




Sy_	 4.42	 4.45'	 -.n3
	
5Y,	 4.43	 4.53	 -.10
54. 4.54	 4.61	 -.07
55. 4.55	 4.6R	 -.12
	
56,	 4,83	 4.74	 ,n8
57. 4.65	 4.81	 -116
58. 4.75	 4.89	 -.14
59. 4.82	 4.98	 -.16
	
B0 .	 4.99	 '5.06
	 -.09
61, 4.98	 5.17	 -.19
62, 5.27	 5.28	 -,01
	
- 63.	 5.25	 5.40	 -.15
	
64.	 5.48	 5.56	 -.na
	
,65	 5.72	 5.74	 -.fl?
	
66.	 5.91	 3.95	 -,n4
	






69. 6.73	 6.66	 -.C7
70. 6.98	 6.91	 .n7
71. 7.18	 7.14	 .n4
	79.	 7.45	 7.34	 .11
73. 7.61	 7.48	 .13
74. 7.74	 7.57	 .17
7c,	 7,81	 7.65	 .17
76, 7,B9	 _ 7.78	 .11
77, 6.13	 8.02	 .10
78. d.39	 8.41	 -.nl
79. 8.90	 8.88	 .02
8a.	 8.17	 9.37	 -1.20
B1.	 9.80	 9.93	 -.03
R2.	 10.11	 10.21	 -.10
63.	 22.14 - V).41	 11.56




66.	 11.50	 11.51	 -.01
87.'	 12.11	 12.13	 -.n2
R8.	 12.77	 12.84	 -.06
89.	 13.54	 13.62	 --.08

























































































































































































































RPT	 R70	 Roo	 OEPTH
	
-.409 -.757	.9n5	 I fl. 44
	
-.09p -.616	 .BP5	4.56
.078 -.579	 .777	 8.17
,157 -.55n	 ."A 	 .OA
.260 -.401	 .708	 A.26
,409 -,391	 .6Rn	 9.05
.523 -.276	.674	 In.I9
.591 -.175	.641	 11.41
.6x33 -.054	 .SqP	 12.9A
.71.1-,043	.674	 13.31
.653 -,13t	 .FFA	 12.31
.63H -.17 0	.6a1	 2.51
,604 -.122	 .713	 12.84
,490-,201




.406 -.153	 .gut	 14.61
,4np -,125	 .A57	 I5.7P
.377 -.137	.866	16.09
,359 -.144	 ♦ A7P	 16.46
.32A -,157	.RAI	 16180
.274 -.194	 .A91	 17.27
.244 -.211	 ,A07	 17.6G
.233 -.21 6	.899	17.Q%
.242 -,221	 .80	 17.56
.277 -.21 3	•BAn	16.84
.314 -.1 9a	 .AAA 	16.45
. 342 -.169	.06A	 16.71L
.34A -.134	 .RAP	 17,87
.344 -.139	.81+7	 17.9n
.341 -.163	 017P	 1707
.322 -.163	 .AR2	 17.54
.311 -.136	 .890	1A.81
.3n7 +.109	.913	Pn,1F
.27 15 -.13n	.911,	 PV.4R
.243 -.17A	 .pit	 19.11
.267 -.179	.9nn	 1A.09
.307 -.156	 .AQP	 17.30
.301 -.1 41	 .AA3	 16.62
.26q -.244	 .BF 1	 5.22
.257 -.249	.451	 I?1.64
.272 -,202	 .441	 13.20
.321 -.241	 .A4P	 13..44
.396 -.171	 .843	 13.A4
,433-.121	 .842	 1u.On
.445 -.126	 .632	 13.30
.427 -.17 5	.416	 42.34
,4nq -.203	all	 11.9n
.341 -.226	 .An R	t1.31
.351 •.279	.8a1	 1n.5p
.29S -,335 -.an1	 1n.03
.22A -.376	 Al?. 	 004
.147 -.421	 .835	 q0n
,095 -.471	 .A30	 9,50
.Inn -.479	 ,A76	 1.12
,l qg -,424	 .903	 p.9A
.339 -,332	 .775	 0.15
.46n -.225	 .70'	 0.7A
.529 -. O9q	.702	 11.02
,532 -.027	.p37	 12,	 2m
.472 -.072	 .845	 12.0A
.33t -.221	 . 847	 i1.in
.199 -.34 1	x854	 10.51
.244 -.30A	.844	1n.56
.356 -,241	.82A	 ln.x7


















































































































































MONTH = 6 LATITUDE = 30
AFTER SMOOTHING TEM P AZ DENSITY t
	ALT	 PRESSURE
ORI G 	NEW	 OIF
	22.	 1.46	 1.72	 -,?6
?3. 1.51	 1.84	 -.33
?4. 1.56	 1.93	 -.37
25. 1.99	 1.99	 -.01
26. 1.94	 2.03	 '-.09
27. 1.94	 2.08	 -.14
	
?8.	 1.96	 2.15	 -.19
29. 1.98	 2.25	 -.27
30. 1.98	 2.37	 -.39
31. 2.05	 2,50	 -.45
	
3?,	 2.20	 2,62	 -.42
33. 2.54	 2.74	 -.20
34. 2.74	 2.87	 -.13
35. 2.91	 3'.0a	 -.n9
36. 2.95	 3.12	 ".16
37. 4.04	 3.24	 .R0
	
1B.	 3.44	 3.36	 no
	
19.	 3.53	 3.47	 .06
40. 3.60	 3.57	 .n3
41. .3.70	 3,67	 .n3
42. 3.75	 3.79	 -.02
43. 3.87	 3.88	 -.ail
44. 3.92	 3.99	 -.07
45. 4.04	 4.18	 -.n6
46. 4.09	 4.22	 -.14
47. 4.26	 4.36	 -.10
48. 3.30	 4.51	 -1.72
49. 4.72	 4.68 	 .04
	
54.	 4.81	 4.84	 -.a3
51. 4.915	 5.00	 -.n3
52. 5.08	 5.13	 -.05
53. 5.09	 5.26	 -.17
54. 5.18	 5.39	 -.P1
	
5S.	 5.52	 5.52	 -.01
56. 6.02	 5.66	 .36
57. 5.33	 5.80	 -.47
	
56.	 5.46	 5.96	 -.50r
	
59.	 5.56	 6.14	 -.56
	
Ga.	 5.75	 6.34	 ^.53
	
fi1.	 6.00	 6.55	 -.B5
62. 6.23	 b.78	 -.55
63. 6.67	 7.03	 -..36
64. 7.04	 7.3a	 -.21
65. B.15	 7.53	 .63
66. 8.28	 7.69	 .59
67. B.35	 7.79	 .56
68. 8.32	 7.86	 .47
69. 8.37	 7.90	 .46
7n.	 8.41	 7.95	 .46
71.	 8.53	 8.00.53
7P.	 8169	 ft. as	 .61
73. 8.89	 8,1B	 .72
74. 9.14	 8.25	 .86
79.	 9.35	 8.37	 .98
76.	 9.50	 8.40	 1.10
	
77	 9.27	 8.44	 .R3
78. 6.39	 8.60	 -.21
79. 11.82	 8.94	 -.11
Bn,	 9,04	 9.3B	 -.34
al.	 9.86	 9.85	 .al'
R2.	 10.17	 10.30	 -.1$
83.	 10.61	 10.71	 -.10
A4,	 11.05	 11.05	 .00
85.	 11.26	 11.29	 -.n3
A6.	 11,60	 11.46	 .14
87.	 11.99	 11.64	 .35
AR.	 11.78	 11495	 -.16
Ail,	 12.28	 12.46	 -.18












































































































































































































































RPT	 RT0	 npn	 'IEPTN
.519 ..526	.454	 7. no
,46n 
-.277	 .70	 9.97
,uaA -.179	 .R1 ;	12.14












,510 -.085	 .Ba rl	1?.81
,5q2	 ,071	 .BPS	 /5.411
.54R	 .006	 , Alo	 15,A4 .
.519 -.0PI	 .A44	 15.82
.503 -.04 3	.40	 15,74
,498 -. n4q	.0411	 5.9A
,465 -.035	•869	17.n3
.447 -.015	 ,B7P	 17.7?
.429 _.08 1)	.87?	17.91
.414 ...099	 .R69	 14.111
.431 -.06 1	,975	 17.7+
.4A0	 ,n51	 .1145	 29. 3n
,52P	 .311	 .nn3	 21,84
.514	 .953	 .AA4	 19.A1
.500 ...0 16	 . s40 	17­49L
.525 -,n 15	 ,R1^	 1F.R7







.535	 .IR?	 . qpp	 P4.P4
.491
	
.116	 .Q22 .	 P1.2Q
.465
	
.00 - .912	 ?1,57
.434	 .000	.902	SN.In
,4Pi »•1124	 .895	 10.1
.424 -,041	 ,4A7	 1°.211
.452 -.R23	.AA2	 17.97
.4q0	 .023	 .13R4	1R,g6





.54H	 .066	 .871;	 17.04
.520,052	 .F.A n	15.91+
.3R6 -.a6q	.R44	 1607
,246 -.1Q7	 ,9n2	 15,81
,157 -,29x - .4nl	 14,6n
.491 -.35'5	 . qnn	 13.115
,06q -,395	 .AQ4	 1%.On
.073 -,416	 .R77	%1.8P
.OA5. -, 444	 .8F5	 IO,kT
.116 -. 4 5n	.Pill	 ln,n4
.13n -.441	 .n SP	 9.7r,
,12? -.451	 .811	 9.51
.067 -,498	 .P12	 9.07
..017 -.55 4	.8?q	4.5,1
i06P -.5411	 .SR1	 7.9E
;231 -.45R	 .759	7,9x
.374 -.S1 Q	.75°	 P.7P
.43a -.?1 0	x747	9.8n
.449 -.170	.0n6	 In'17
. 4 11. -. 17P	 .877	 In.5P
,357 -.I^i7 	.446	 in.11
.256 -.29x	,p40	 10.14
.157 -.41 9	.3s5	 Q.ny
.1n2 ..495	 .814	 R.09
.136 -.5n l	.7119	 7,57
,257 -,424	 .767	 .7
.357 -.351	 .750	 -.9R





















































































































































































































































OIF BRIG NEW '3IF RPT q77
Rnn nCPT 13
-.05 ,73 ,67 .G5 .840 ,Ant .754 18.11
-.02 1..43 1.17 .26 ,543 -.333 .611 q•2A
-.07 •.53 1.39 •14 ,151 -.4 117 .6n4 R..A
-.132 t.51 1.40 .I1 ,476 -.367 .6
,~ 4 4,O7
-,137 +,44 1,.35 .09 .557 -.2P4 .694 ln,9n
--.0`1 1.36 1.31 .05 .629 -.314 .768 13.41















1.42 .11 .7117 ,21A .R1r 17.5E
-.10 1.77 1.47 .30 .759 •244 .RPI, 17,9P
-.13 1.66 1.47 .19 .794 .342 .A'tp ?n.lu
-.24 •,A2 1.53 .29 .flan ,3q? .AUR
P1.5P
-.16 ?.07 1.64 •43 ,Ml .150 .A's?
?n.7P
-.21 ?.41 1,74 ,27 .Rt6 .364 .P96
71.44
-,20 ?.3n 1.99 .41 .513 ,394 .851 17.41
-.21 9,37 2.45 .33 .Ann ,400 .A67
P1,3S
-.19 9.95 2.24 .31 .759 ,58A .P^3
?142A
-.17 0.84 2,51 .33 .73R ..,n6 ,A0 P1.81
-.17 1.04 2.81 .28 .674 ,206 .RA2
an.3P
-.14 1.39 3,139 031 .617 .11 5 •RR3 18,97
-.14 x.54 3.28 .26 .595 .n67 .A4
7 1A.3?















3.39 .lB .725 ,399 . q0 ?6.61
-.t7 1.80 3.62 .18 .691 .281
,A4u ?1.71
-.13 4,10 3,95 .25 .616 .149 .RSx ]n.q1
.03 4.36 3.92 .44 .657 .139 .R1
R 1x+,57
-.25 4.28 3..91 .37 .730 .34n ,q41 P4,A4
.. .24 4.54 4.09 .4n .741 .591 .94` x4.24
-.25 4.77 4.42 ,35 .7135 .506 . qRl
1A.4a
0
-•2 5 .20 4,68 .52 .753 ,5x7 .9A^
16.7A















5.39 .55 .629 .31 9 .4x7 9-1,47
-.21 4,24 5.66 .58 .58n .217 .974 25.30
-.22 r,.4A 5.95 .54 .537 .15 4 .91 R
PP.96
-.19 6.R5 601 .64 .499 ,942 .4n
n P1.1f,
-.22 7.0A 6.41 .68 •oat .076 .q96
2n. 5n















7.n0 .51 .4134 ,n7p ,9nF1 19.77




7 7.71 .46 .944 .017 .926 an. la
-.15 R,79 8.16 .61 .295 -.n69 .913 ?n.04
-.16 a,07 B,63 .44 .SSj ..171 .437 14.9?
-.11















9.35 It .Pin -.353 .932 16.17
-.131 z,52 9.42 .10 .0 36 -.364
•415 14.2n
,04 a,u4 9.42 ,02 .n77 -.366 .9nn I?.Rn
.04 4.28 9.40 -.12 .129. -.391 .RAT 1P.ry4
.07 +.31 9.54 -.;13 .123 -.362 .AAf 1,1.47
.f14 %66 9.97 -.31 -064 -. 42 7 •R79; 1n.6R
.23 1^,?A 10.53 ...24 -.014 -•5t n •967 9.6^
.24 1•..46 10,66 -. 18 .OrtR -,.529 .A46 q.7t
,47 4.77 1!1.22 -.45 .125 -. 465 , RPo A.35
.13 %34 9.7B -.44 .232 -.37 3 .81 6 1.6u
.09 n.35 -9.72 -.37 .292 -.3t R .R??
A,qn
.28 9.70 9.95 -.26 -	 .293 -s20 .A96 -A.87
.13 1*.04 10,28 -.24 .2 q-i ».2R4 .R1A
q.9A
,47 1G.3q 3n.75 -,36 .250. -.296 .8'~ 1 R.9A
-.131 tt•29 11.52 -.22 .17n -,367 .854 A,44
.18 12.2n 12.37 -.16 .096 -.457 .947
7,AR
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-.42 .95 ,R7 -.n2 1.78 1,74 .04 .414 lv .A41
17.05
72.

















1.112 .13 .544 ,00 1 .B1q i5.54





l7 I.40 1.51 -.10 ^.62 2.35 .26 .3n7 -.357 .743 11.57117,
46 2.39 .r7 1.54	 - 1. 65	 - -•1 1 ^.110 2,50 .30 .276 -.94
5 .774 1r.R2
























7.00 2.23 -.24 +.Af 1.58 .1P .670 ..141 •671
l7,b7
32.
























?.n9 4.36 -.27 4.07 3.26 .AI .51;7 -. g fi 5 .744 1•.1736.

























2.14 7.32 -.13 4.42 3,49 4 3 ,45? -.4711 0455 17. In4n.
4.45 4.62
,





















-.r5 .13711 ,561 .4Rq 17.uF
44. 4.52 5.31 -.74 P. n1i







-.hl 1.42 7.1$' -.36 u,35 4,1`+ .2r , 840 ,652 474
..61144.611
46.










411 , 5.48 6.15 -	 -.2^	 - 1.38 1.77 _,34 - 4.qH
.6,.
.745 ,SR? .976 us, .G?














1.24 I J R -.29 5 . 13 5.61 .52 .Ina . 556 .oar 49, 5n51.
57. 6.69 6.75 .14 1.?2 1.5- -.32 F.60 ',,R5 ."'
.657 . 4q6 .4P'1 11A.57
4c ,7F

























1.15 -.?,1 0,36 6,79 1.57 ,321 ,164 ,4
117 5?. 114
F6,










SF , 8.44 7,12 1.32 .qn t.OA -.1A R.31 7.207.25 ,Hn -.070
-,
-.lq' .qsl 45.21














1.26 1,53 -.26 F,7[' 6.A1 .1A .475 ,2048 .q7q 41,1•F7.
6.32 7.32 -1.?.r t.67 1.62 -.15 r.q7 6.20 -.2R .694
,51 7 ,97P va,6?
6:.


















6.02 2.hn .744 •544 .nrn IS1.gF
.
9.76 R.^S 1.71 2.^0
?..14
11,66






























^•111 -.41 1?.12 8.443 1.5P •701 •SS4 0941 Zq.P471.









73, 10.99 IC.26 .71 1.111 7.07 -.26 10.-57 9.13











75. 11.13 1r.64 .49 ?.20 ^.39 -.20 11.27 I n.0 688
1	 n
1,or, I.^iI -.107 967 21.

















?.35 1074 -,311 1x.26 11,57 .75 -.274 • 0 400
.117? ??.71
7B,






















.l7 4.49 4.92 -.04 1?.21 12.17 .15 _.2111 -.603 .qmu
4.44	 .
11.57R3.


















11.54 -.16 -,155 -.60 4 •B7a 7.1119K. 9.76 -	 9.27 .5I 11.47
-















84, 7.81 7.81 -.n0 F.1? 6.67 -.55 1"1.10
=.RU1
12.A°
14.04 -,20 -.541 -.95 4 .P37 +'711.9n. 5,13 6,711 -.65: 4.74 0.15' .14
i1!
1	 1{
40NTH =	 7	 LATITUSE = 1C
AFTER SMOOTHING TEMP WO OE%;TTY V1'LUES
GLT PHES5URE TEMPERATUA£ lV49ITY COA9£LATION COFFFICIFNTS
- OHIG NE vi 41TF GRIG -	 NEW BtF 'RIG NEW OIF APT RTO APB n>=PTH
22. 1.06 1.11 -.415 ,614 ,66 -.00 .43 .012 .00 .557 -.067 •7011 1?.Io
P3. .b9 1.18 -.^J9 1.21 1.11 .10 1.211 1.22 .06 .456 -.4019 .r71 7.43
?4. 1.10 1.25 -.15 1.23 1.25 -.02 1.51 1.44 .08 .339 -.574 .g77 R.77
P5. 1.57 1.31 .26 1.21 t,24 ...C3 1.57 1.53 .04 .205 -,.570 .6?5 7.nA
P6. 1.02 1.37 -.35 1.26 1.27 -.01 1,54 1.1110 .05 .364 -.51 7 .60 01 7.5?
'	 27, 1.02 1.46 -.44 1.22 1.34 -.12 1.52 1.41 111 .4q3 -.4'!7 .567 8,20
?A, 1.17 1.57 -.40 1.28 1.42 -.14 1.57 1.41 .I6 .559 _,3R6 .55n A.RF
P9. 1.54 1.69 ..t5 1.31 1.54 -.23 1.84 I.55 ,29 .341 -,4 R; .R52 A.70
30. I.b5 1.62 -.17 1.55 1.70 -.15 9.05 1.71 R3I. 1.71 1.96 -.PS 1.63 1.83 -.20 ?.07 1.79 .27 .55 4 -,41 6 . 43 p, 8.84
32. 1.92 2.11 -.19 1.09 1.90 -.21 9.19 1.A3 .36 .599 -.35n .542 9.5•
33. 2.12 2.29 -.16 1.75 I.46 -r2?. 1.10 1.64 .26 .616 _.285 -550 18.51
34. 2.13 2.47 -,53 1.85 ?.05 -.20 % 16 1.96 .20 .65q -,243 .5g2 11.07
35, 2.69 2.64 ,115 1,89 2.07 -.18 7.62 2,24 .3R .56q -.251 .653 1I.14
3A. 2.76 2.79 -.r3 1.84 2.02 -.Is 2.A0 2.48 .32 ,S17 -,744 .712 11.50
37. !.93 2.03 .n0 1.84 1.99 -.15 7,83 2,59 .23 .SRO -.211 .7414 17.42
314, 3.08 307 .n2 1.85 1,44 -.09 P.AB 2.69 .16 .49A -•154 .7RR 13.37
39, 3.16 3.19 -.43 1.73 1.89 -.16 T.03 2.63 :21 .479 -.199 .8R 9 14.23
40. 3.23 3.31 -.BA 1.83 1.AB -.0° 1.13 ?,95 .I6 .46q -.113 .112 5 1409
41. 3.32 3.43 -.11 1.76 1.85 -.10 .20	 - 3.n6 .14 .46n -.097 .W 1.5.60
42. 3.41 3.54 -,13 1.72 1.79 -.06 z,36 3,17 .P1 .447 -.RA5 .803 M Or
43. 3.43 3.64 -.21 1.66 1.76 -.10 +,41 3.25 . If, .455 -.03 ;1 .870 17.70.
44. 3•b6 3.75 -.14 1.69 1.81 -.12 N.µ9 3.33 .16 .4901 _,1197 ..A7; 17.92
45. 3.58 3.56 -.P9 1.87 1.93 -.06 5,67 3,42 .25 .456 -.0314 .1466 17.5=
46. 3.63 3.99 -.35 1.92 2.03 -.11 5,63 3.42 .21 .514 .OR& .Rf, 1 17.Az
47. 3.b3 4.13 -,Sii 1.96 2.14 -,16 1.63 3.36 .25 .579 .n7r, .A50 314.52
4R. 3.41 4.31 -.qL 2.15 2.26 -.13 1.68 3.35 .33 .6313 .131 .145? In.24
49. 4.85 4..50 -.66 2.15 2,30 -.19 3,74 3.32 .41 .697 .P4R - .Ws 21.1I
5f. 3.91 4.71 -.flr, ?•04 n.46- -.37 1.77 3.55 122 .674 .213 .RAO 2n.6R
51. 4.05 402 -.47 ").37 ^,62 -.25 r1.14 3.88 4.26 ,621 .111 .94A 1A.9t
52, 4.15 5.14 -.99 N 9.61 -.43 4.03 3.78 .25 .7137 .27n ,A7P ?.1.90
53, 4.21 5.36 -1,17 2.04 2.52 -,42 •.98 3.67 .31 .807 .44? .914 2R. 52
54. 4.33 5.64 -1.32 1.88 2.45 -.57 4, If) 3.Af; .5n .A?a .576 .955 31,411
S5. 4.36 5.90 -1.54 -	 1. 72 2.51 -.79 4,31 4.05 .2b .835 .Sqq .9µP ".	 .711
yg, 4.65 6.18 -1,52 1.90 7.6Q	 - -.79 4,47 4,31 .16 .807 .539 .93r In.26
57. 9.b5 5.44 3.21 P. f, 2.91 -	 -.75 17.76 4.A9 5.86 .7n5 ,354 .9I3 24.99%
SA. 9.60 5.67 2.93 ?.2A ; 	 64 -.56 16.6A 5.63 6.06 .552 .151 .un7 21.50
rig . 9.86 h.63 3,n2 2.20 P.96 -.75 q.68 6,62 3.05 ,PqA -.149 ,aq4 19,38
613. 9.83 6.88 7.96 ;).At 3.26 -.45 1").57 7.7u 4.83 _.041 -.454 .90' 1S,A7
61. 9.64 6.79 2.95 ?.014 9.54 -,6n 11.97 6.64 3.33 _.335 -.672 .9?3 1S.t12_
f.2, 9.32 6.57 2.75 3.30 3,70 ...40 1;.12 4.17 3.94 -.561 _M9 .94^. 15.4A
63. 9.16 6.25 2.91 3.39 x.76 -13711,52 9.14 3,37 -.647 -,1153 .95 13 15.53
64. 10. 05 5.97 4,n8 3.41 3.51 -,10- 11,53 8.14 4.39 -.436 -•751 .997 13.16
65. 5.64 5.09 ».25 3.C2 9.16 -.15 5.24 b.28 -1.0u .141 -,37 11 .110 7 tP.Ba
fib. 5,63 b.03 -.2^ 3.21 3.19 .02 0.31 5.53 -.22 •414 -•176 ,4.51 l+.913
117. 1.19 '^ P3 -.V4 316u ?4.52 .14 x.75 5,AO -.06 .3cq _.175 .1333 21.71
"	 68. b.42 6,45 -.01 3.79 9.74 .06 x.98 6.n7 _.09 .3137 -.2Rµ 113 74 12,48
r.9, a.b7 4.68 -.C1 1.95 3.95 .00 A.22 6.36 -.14 ,375 -.227 •61 A 11.401
-	 75, 6.92 6.91 .,11 4.30 4,24 .07 5.69 6,78 -.09 ,338 -.2813 .AR9 113.71
71. 7.12 7.13 -.rl 4.58 u.47 .11 7.22 7.77 -.B5 .29? -.314 .AR7 3^1.17
7P. 7.40 7.32 .1^a 4.51 4.51 .RA 7,68 7,73 -.n5 .214 -.381, ,8?2 ln.m
79. 7.56 7.45 .12 ':.45 4.49 -.04 n.05 6.17 .-.12 .133 -.47 4 .931 1{1.01
74. 7.711 7.S2 .17 4.64 -.62 .02 14,56 8.55 .01 .071 -.479 .11u2 4.66
711. T-79 7.59 .20 4.rf, 41.1%7 •09 n.64 8.66 -.02 .Gq5 _.413 11 .A2 A a.1t
70. -	 7.67 7.70 .16 5.1'1 5.08 .I1 A.35 H.µ0 -.05 .196 -.495 .ARµ R.9A
-77. 8.10 7.94	 - .17 5.30 5,34 -.04 +,79 7.qA - III .3101 -.34? .77" 1.12
7A. 8.35 6.31 .114 5.91 `..55 .36 7.47 7.62 --x.15 ,453 -.2301+ .76n q-613
79. 8.89 8.77 .12 5.46 5.40 .05 -.26 7.54 - . 2 8 .5aq _.111 .701 1 1+1.98
Ae. 6.17 9.25 -1:r,R 5.07 5.24 =-013 ''.79 7.93 -.14 ..515 -.049 .A*1 1?.Ru
Al :. 9.81 9.66 .11 S. 1: 0,18 -.13 9.81 6,73 ,OA .443 _,1n3 .11u7 11,98
A2. 1u.13 111.05 .9A 5.45 r,;6 .09 4.67 9.52 .15 .361 -.19 R .Anl 11.49
113, IC7.47 I1'.37 .10 5.37 5.52 -.14 113. IA 10.12 .02 .311 -.225 .Arr, 11.25
84. 113.84 I2.68 .16- 9.81 5.143 -.02	 - In.65 10,49 .15 .3!74. x.245 .84A 10.91
135. 11.14 11.04 .1C 5.31 5,50 -.17 1.57 l0.fi4 -.07 .354 -.244 .API 16.31
86. 11.54 11.52 ,n2 7.57 7.44 .13 10.74 10.80 -.af •417 -,244 .711^ 47.97
87, 12..15 12.13 .02 9.35 F.12 .24 11,05 11,06 -.00 ,461. -.2713 .759 0.37	 .
As. 12.84 12.84 - ,114 5.26 4.36 -.11 11.29 ]1.3? -.10 .49q -.193 .70A 0,74
A9. 13.55 13.63 -,iµ8 01.64 P,96 -.32 11.87 11.A6 .0; .514 -.165 .761 9.7.
-	
913.. 14.55 14.58.
-.Pl 19135 10,35 -.00 11,36 12.37 -x.00 .553 -.1145 .717 0.?1
A
15oNTH c	 7	 LATITUDE = U
n;7EH SMOOTH ING TEMP At17 :VJSITY v"Ll1E5
FLT PhESSURE TE,41;ERATUPPE hEk517Y CORR£LAT1014 CnFFFICTFNTK
0 14IG '45%q f1IF oRIG 'SEM 41Ir 'RIG rJEW 0IF RPT RTI A4'1 IrITH
22. .99 1.86 -,A7 1,19 1.30 -.10 1.35 1.22 .13 .751 ,094 a7?] lq.92
23, 1.37 2.01 -.61 1.53 1.53 -000 1.30 1,65 .65 ,597 _ PD9 .661 in.41
74. 1.51 2.14 -.0 1.18 1,42 -.24 1.86 1,72 .14 ,541 -.077 .712 17.22
76. 1.81 ?.26 -,4t, 1.12 1.31 -.19 7.11 104 .17 ,517 -.079 .At? 1'1.28
26 2.56 2.34 .P3 :.29 1.33 -.08 7,89 2.37 .52 .264 -.303 .4114 11.9E
27, 4.63 2.39 .P4 1.21 1.34 -.13 7,8u 2.49 .3F .2011 -,Su 7 .Rrn 12.rt6
28. 2.34 2.44 -.SC 1.27 1.37 _.10 ?.46 ?_,34 .12 .357	 - ..,213 .A36 12.7r
2q. !.34 [.53 -.19 1.37 1.45 -.07 a.38 2.25 .13 .467 -.117 ,Av N 13,73?
3n, 2.45 2.63 -.18 1.40 1.51 -.11 2.50 2.34 .16 .471 -.11'+ •RP1< 11.4F
31. 2.66 2.73 -.OR 1.47 1.59 -•12 0,741 2.52 .18 X422 ...172_ .APT 13.02
32. 2.76 2.83 -.e7 1.62 1.71 -.08 7.91 ?.67 .24 .591 ...225 .Ano IP.4f,.
33. 2196 2.93 .11 1.73 1,79 -.06 7,88 2,72 .16 .417 -,2n A .on? ",6t
3u. 3.03 3.05 .0e 1.72 1.82 -.10 % AS ":6q .15 ."At _.1'40 .An7 13.40
45, 4.93 3.18
-.2f 1.7A 1.85 _.06 s.75 2.67 .09 .544 -.943 .A1 1 14.6(-
36: 2.97 3.33 -.35 1.7A 1.68 -.10 i.87 2.69 ,1A .51;7 .n?7 sAP1 15.74
37. 3.29 3.48 -.?C 1.47 1.B9 -.07 ?.OB 2.74 .14 .6?q .101 .441 17,19
38. 3.50 3.65 -.15 1.77 •,85 ...n8 ^..'9A 2. 134 ,13 .64n ,.17" .RF6 1a,Au
39 i.64 3.00 -.16 1.66 1,78 ..I2. 3.72 3,05 .17 .616 .144 •ASP 2n.14
40,
,
3.77 3.94 -.17 1.67 1.78 -.11 1:44 3.30 .19 .559 ,1?A .Ao4 7n•nn
1,.t. 3.91 4.37 -.16 1.76 1,96 -•09 1.7:4 3.55 .20 .4Rn .CqA .A4" V%. OS
42. 4.#18 4.1A -.1f 1.99 1,96 -•0A s,9B 3,75 .23 .444 -.n2R .A9-3 141,10
43. 4.20 4.30 -.1C 1.% 1,99 -.03 h.07 3.44 r22 .44A ...n16 .ARE,
!44.60
44. 4.29 4.42 -.14 1.81 1.05 -•14 '1.00 3.43 ,17 .500 ,96A ,A9R 1n,31
45. 4.37 4.55 -.19 1.A9 1.19 -.10 3.94 3.80 .18 .565 .15'5 ,9n? 21.78
46, 4.57 4.71 -.34 ?•O3 2.15 -.12 7.95 3,80 ,15 .612 •193 •A44 ?1.72
47, 4.67 -.89 -.:2 P.27 ;x.39 _.12 4.06 3.•16 .20 .628 .176 .R77 24.7.
411. 5.44 5.06 .36 ?.56 x.55 .01 4.1p 4.13 04 .546 .10 3 .A691 19.4?
44. a.58 5.26 3.3^ 2.25- 7.u2 -.17 4.17 4.43 -•27 ,543 .797 ,ARA 24.4-7
;0 • 5.G4 5.4? -.33 1•=14 2.15 -.15 4.48 4.F,3 -•05 .574 .216 .922 24.5A
91. ti, 32 5.57 - ,?41 1.95 2,0 -.07 4.86 4,69 .16 .541 .254 .917
26.An
52. 5.45 5.71 -.?6 1.114 2.04 -.10 1,17 4,97 .2C ,516 .191 ,9a6
P1.64
5+, ti-56 `3.@4 - .P8 ?•4'A 2".4 -.06 5.39 5.1R .21 .475 .I?3 .qAp 24.39
5u. 0.70 5.47 -.27 2.16 2.26 -.10 5.56 5,35 .21 .447 .077 .426 23,n4
55. a•86 4.10 -.P4 2.31 ?.3A -,O6 -.79 5.55 .24 .41i .nP6 .42t ?1.91.
16 ' 6.5B 6.22 °,;7
2.51
-.14 F.01 5.82 .19
-
.351 -.051 .915
57. 6.17 6.93 -.16 2.62 ?,70 -.fe 5:.41 6,06 .34 .311 «.120 .906 16.71
58. b•32 6.45 -.1' '2•A1 P.89 -.08 E„ 35 6,•3 .22 .333 -.12 0 ,R9F 17.7
r, g, 6.49 6.59 -.In 2.9i 74.10 -.18 (,.' 6 6.16 •20 ,370 -.107 .BA4 16.97
60, 6.75 6.76 -.P2 3.29 '4.45 «.17 E..64 6.31 .33 ,3P1 -.194 r84' 15.90
111. 6.97 6196 .^12 '5.76 3.F4 -.OR F.B2 6.51 .31 .3ql -.176 . R'A4 t4.nA
6P. 7.34 7.16 .17 3.n0 4.06 -.16 7,OA 6.R4 .24 .362 -.215 .Al p 1q.2A
63. d•O3 7.:5 .EA 3.99 it, 12 -•03 7.74 7.27 ,47 .29S -.255 .A4° 13.17
64. 8.06 -7.5^ .=,5 1.54
_
3,66 -.12 +,A6 7.56 ,20	 - ,P2o -.257 .AR2 34.14
65. 7.74 7.61 .13 3.04 3.28 -.21 7,9° 7.75 •IP .17i ...25 4 .4nn
-15.F6
66. 7.85 7.67 In ).11 3.22 _,12 ?.lu R.C7 .12 .047 -.31 9 .017 Ta.S F
117, 7.93 7.7n 73 3.35 <.xO -.03 n, riff. R.q.S ,02. _345 .ut4 14,1•
	 .
68, 7.92 7.71 .21 3.54 1.56 -.02 4,61 0,52 .0=a _,Pnq -.425 .9"
R 1%.57
n9. 7,97 7.71 ,2{. 3, 64 +,77 _.n8 a.58 8.55 .04 .Ono _,432 .Aqq 12.13A
711. B.i;p 7.72 .i9 '4.11 4,11	 . .Or 4.59 A.60 -.3L; .04n -.wc1 .A7n	 . 11.411
71' 6.17 7.76 ,r.1 4.58 4.49 .08 R.6A 9.72 -.03 ;054 _..459 .157 I fl. 3R
72.. 8.36 7.p2 li4 '4,90 ".76 .13 0,66 8.7E- -004 •997 -,457 .Rat
a.A1
73, 8.61 7.92 .hR 5.01 11,90 ,il a,4fi 8,73 -.27 .117 _•458 .8,11 9.60
74. 8.89. 804 .Ry 5,21 fi,n .17 11.5P 8.A5 - .3F .141 -.43° .A? 7 0.44
75, 9.18 A.14 1.44 5.44 5,216 .1A R.eO 9.27 -.47 ,dq3 -•4A5 .AP" R.4R
7h. 9.38 6.211 1.18 6.00 5.57 .43 1=.40 9,.77 -.37 .03? _.$44 .APP n.41
77, 9.13 8.27 ,g6 (­ 25 5.96 .30 9.3R 9.68 -.3n ,lnq _•52'7 .701 ?.an
70. 8.10 5.50 -.40 7.'4 F,25 .79 4,26 8.17 -.61 .371 -.41 n ,741 11,0'+
70, 8.73 5.93 -.?^ 6.3R 6.09 .29 7.55 8.15 -.60 .464 -.24 1) .74n 9,1n
110. 9.03 9.45 -•4j 5.90 5.78 ..12 7,7n 8.11 -.41 ,5P1 -.1!s1 ,74 4 IM."
81. 9.90 9.99 -.P9- 5.85 5.67 .17 0.156 8,54 -.23 .514 -.or'l .624 1112V
62. 10.37 10.50 -.13 5.74 5.62 .12 n.04 9.?4 -,20 .474 _,064 .P. 4 1 11.50
83. 10.85 10.96 -.11 5054 5,63 .01 ?,An lO.nA -,29 on6 -,11 7 .AF n I f.5u
R4. 11.34 11.32 ,ri? 5.85 9.95 -.10 11..11 1I.26 -.15 .P74 -,253 •A61 10.615
A5. 11.54 11.56 - .02 6.74 5.,71 .03 1>,4R 12.50 -.02 .144 -.443 .AU7 4.."Li
A6. 11.68 11.71 ,17 7.79 7.67 .12 1'ti.43 13,90 -.07 .075 -,57? .424 R.1F
87. 12.27 11.85 -	 ,4? 9169 4.30 .39 1,4. to 13.68 .42 .114 -.504 .74A 7.61
8g. 11.94 12.14 -.2* A.47 R.41 .06 171;41 12.96 -.55 •Par, -,41 0 .777 -	 7.Ar4	 -
R9., 12.49 14.62
-.22 9.41	 - 4,48 _.06 12.32 12,48 -.15 ,153 _.3?3 .77? 0.1541
on. 12.44 13.26 -.32 A.RA R.A5 .02 12.47 12.51 -.03 .417 -.265 .?A, A.614
MONTI s	 7	 LATITUDE = 50
AFTE4 5MOGT"It4G TE&'M A `JJ 3ENSiTY YrL^JE3
ALT ARFSSUUE TEuPERATuaE
3RIG 'JEw flIF IR16 -JEW
112. .95 1.22 -.27 .7t .73
?3, 1.19 1.27 -.n8 .89 .88
74. 1.22 1.33 -.11 .95 -	 ,98
25. 1.32 1.40 - . 99 -99 .99
26. 1.35 1.48 -.12 .9B ,96
27. 1.39 1.55 -.17 .94 .94
?8. 1.42 1-63 -.21 .85 .93
29. 1.44 1.72 -.98 .68 .97
314. 1.51 1.83 -.33 1.01 1.07
31. 1.61 1.96 -.35 1.01 1.13
32. 1.65 2.10 -.44 1.11 1.23
33. 2.13 4.25 -.12 1.34 1,42
34. 2.26 2.41 -.16 1.35 1,53
35. 2.51 2.59 -.148 1.43 1.56
.16. 2.44 2.77
-.33 1.41 t.58
37. 2.96 2.94 ,r,2 1.49 1.62
314. 3.19 3.12 ,nB 1.53 1.66
30 . 3.37 3.28 .i,9 1.S8 1.70
4 0. 3.47 3.42 .05 t.66 1.77
4t. 3.b4 3.55 ,148 1.7A .. RF3
42. 3.75 7!.68 .77 1.q5 11.00
43. 3.87 3.81 .rb 2.71 1.96
44. S.9A 3.94 . ^4 1.63 .,78
45. 4.17 4,17 .I -) 1.69 1.77
46. 4,17 4.21 -.r,4 1.95 ?.04
47, 4.34 4.36 -.qn 2.45 7.53
46. 2.74 4.55 -1.61 2.95 2.86
49. 4.7a 4.75 .1p1 2.40 7.63
Sn. 4.91 4.97 -.06 1.91 2.16
57. 5.06 5.15 -.t13 1.67 1.90
52. 5.18 5.32 -.14_ 1.74 1.92
53. -	 5.34 - 5.48 -	 -.14 1s5`: ?.G8
5u. 5.51 5.63 -.1p 2.014 ?,113
4,5. 5.59 5.77 -.1A 2.17 2.33
-.6. b.65 5.90. .719 2.29 2.44
•;7. 5.75 6,03 - . ?q 2.44 ;.56
B. y,b7 F-17 -.^:0 ?.56 ?.614
5. 95 6.31 -.3v 2.60 ?.A0
60. 6.03 6.48 -.45 2.81 3.0
51. b.36 6.67 -.31 3.07 3,28
fit. 6.73 b.85 -.12 3.33 3.44
01. 7.23 7.173 .20 3.17 5.33
ht.. 7.65 7-17 '.411 2.95 3.1$
65, 7.50 7.28 .P1 2.95 3.05
66. 7,64 7.36 ,27 2.87 2.99
47. 7,67 7.4p .26 4.139- ?.97
68. 7.65 7.41 ,74 1.95 7.99
59, 7.b7 7.40 .27 2.94 3.G9
7n. 7.70 7.40 ,30 3.21 3..33
71. 7.81 7.41 .4p 3.72 1.69
7:, 7.96 7.46 .514 4.Ia 4.01
71. 8.18 7.57 .61 4.33 4.24
74. 8.57 7.72 .75 14.54 4.45
7G . 8.79 7.87 ,9? 4. F1 4.75
76. 9.00 7.97 1.13
-1-'-54 5.17





An. 9.12 9.146 .r,6 5.75 5.56
Rt. 4.57 9.53 03 9. q,; 5.59
A2. 10.02 1!1.01 .111 5.7A 5.60
A3. 10,4S llF,46 ,n2 5.70 s,61
au, 10.99 i0.A5
.14 5.84 5,86
85. 11.31 11.13 .18 6.64 6.42
66. 11.75 11.26 .50 7.14. 6,90





9n. lu.45 11.40 -,96 9.00 9.89
neg4ccITY ^_ORRELMON COExFt[IFNT5
RIF BRIG !JEW ^)iF RPT RT'7 aatl negT44
--.02 1.12 S,n9 03 .465 -.145 .FJOR 1P.4s
.00 1.34 1.24 .14 .379 «.3?3 .753 in.24
-.03 1.25 1.24 .00 .453 -.3nn .714 114.12
-.00 1.2Ja 1.24 .05 ,511 -. 2 ? 3 .7?4 114, a?
-.06 1,34 1,?8 .06 .516 -.156 .766 12.0?
-.03 1.41 1.32 ,119 .535 -.GAn •grin 13.211
-•06 1.41 1.111 .11 .601 .94t .AP4 15.0•
--lO t.37 1.24 .13 •Ina .195 ,8142 17.214
-.06 1.28 1,19 .09 .7A9 .316 .R32 10.41
1.3B l,gl .17 .626 .407 .651 91.67
-.22 1.50 1.30 .2f1 ,8?.1 ,574 .63A PI-nt
-.08 1.67 1.39 .24 .8144 ,Z74 .70 11.01
-.19 .,69 1,.u7 ,23 ,415 .2q6 .795 19.64
--13 ',76 1.57 .19 .826 .36q ,RPA 21.54
-.17 1.914 1.71 .26 .874 .4147 -Brl< P^.7A
-•14 ?.06 1.no .1A .815 .41 7 .A67 ?'4,46
-.13 ?.31 2,12 .19 .7714 ,3,n ,1467 2?.26
-.12 7.66 2.44 .2? ,6R7 ,224 ,AF:? 70.p4
-.10 x,94 2,75 .19 ,601 ,1nK .ArA 114.71
-.10 '1.17 3no .17 .535 ,roa .8 4Q 17.4•;
-.O5 3.37 3.,20 .17 .494 -.051 .R4n 16.68
.05 '+.43 3,26 .17 ,517 ,0n? .Rt7 17,9?
-016 k. Pa '3.25 .07y .50r 154 ,A94 21.58
-.09 3.37 3.^kI	 - .05 .605 .POA .9t?5 ?3,1?
-.1^ 1.54 3.51 x03 .558 .OA6 .A7A 1o. F8
-.07 3.145 3,72 .14 .527 -.n61 -Mr, 114.?a
.09 0.10 3.72 .36 .571 -.041 .77n 15.71
-.23 3.92 3.59 .33 .657 .15n .,137 10.57
-.25 0.03 3,57 .37 .741 .415 .q1A 47.66
-.23 4.36 3.97 .39 .735 ,475 .Q4F 37.11
-•18 4.76 4.31 .46 .659 ,367 ,441 29.4?
-.13 0.99 4,59 .40 .5R2 .241 .q4a a5.7<
».15 q,91 4.aF .44 .52'4 .14 7 ,QPf 24.51
-,15 -.52 5.10 .42 ,471 .770 .91 5 ".2r,
-.15 6.69 5,34 .35 .424 .0I5 . q ll ?0.,94
-.12 4:.95 5.57 .37 ,386 -014P .any 1x.72
-.12 5,07 5.70 .314 .3n6 -,052 .qnl 14.08
-.20 8.09 5.73 .$7 .471 -,a2F aRg6 1'x.77
-.19 6.14 5,80 .3Q .444 -.020 .SnF, ln.nc
--22 6.45 6.n3 ,4? .1431 -.06 4 •A71 t6.5•
-.11 6.99 6,35 ,64 .391 _.11 7 .R67 15.66
-.16 6.96 6.56 .29 .3144 -.137 .Ast"' 15.95
-.19 '.41 6,98 .42 .27a .1164 .414? 16.57
-.09 '1.57 7,77 .3r ,214 -,?145 .9l? 16,74
-.12 7.78 7,55 .22 .1314 -.261 .Qp n I6.67
«,08 0.11 _7. 85 .26 .046 -,3'45 .496 15.36
-.04 0.18 B,n3 .15 -.Oil -,395 . q ' ,Ft 15.04
-•09 R-2n 9.n9 .12 -.n94 -,4n3 ,n?4 15.114
-.04 n•OA 8.10 -,142 .00P -.419 ,al? 13.71
.03 n.15 8.13 .122 ,044 -.41 3 .Pq l 12.19
,09 14,00 A,n7 -.07 .110 -.1aq .A7n 11.06
.09 7.75 7..97 -.-. .ln3 ...359 .852 ln,44
.14 1.71 8.ff6 -.35 ,210 »,351 .942 11,n2
.13 9,10 8.53 -.43 .154 -,414 .A3q 1), 26
036 rt,R6 9.18 -,32 .077
-,571 .A'7 F?. 39
.37 9.07 9.32 -.25 -	 .I03 -.51 n .an; 7.54
.63 14.14 14.70 -.64 .257 -.4t 7 .771 7.60
.24 7.7q 8.35 -.56 .3714 -.2q? .77F AOL,
.19 '1.04 F1, 44 -.40 ,414 -.Zt 4 .Rnfi A,AO
.26 8.53 8.84 -.31 .413 -. 1 Rq .at7 1).n4
.19 13.44 9.31 -.27 .4nn -.171 .835 a,2K
09 .4.52 9.02 -.40 .369 -.1A3 .Aqn 9.39
•00 I^..56 10.88 -.32 .266
-.275 .1454 4.7K
.22 14.90 12.n1 -.13 .145 -.4nO ,AU0 7.Rr
.24 19.65 12,99 -.34 .035 .-.S qn .A40 .7.'31
.40 13.44 13.38 ,OT ..,013 -.539 .RS 1) ":IF
.11 11.25 13_,28 -1.03 .OR,q -.5314 .1446 7.1%
-•04 1.43 13.514 -.07 016 -.540 .B?v 5.6f
.11 13.52 13.66 -.16 ,109 -,56'1 .7F,1 5.7A
L._ A
•10!iTH -	 7	 LATIT IME t 7C
AFTFR 5°10O1 M Ir45	 TE t'P	 R'i7
POES5URE
jEN;ITY VtL,1ES
TEApERATU4r ^.511SITY C-On9ELATIOH COrFFTClrHTSALT
O^1 I 5 NEM 71 op IS qEW L IF nRI4 NEW 11IF R*T RT!7 RR'1 OgnTH
P P . .66 1.36 -.5r I.11 t•I7 - . 06 1.21 1,14 .06 .bon -•310 •575 n,77
93, .1.02 1.47 -.45 L.C7 1.21 -.14 •.35 1,17 .18 .636 -.234 •60I 10.61
74. 1.19 1.58 -.39 1.10 1.28 -118 1.44 1.2R .16 .6LA -.'M .621 1n.61<
95. 1.55 1.69 -•1S t.22 1.40 -,1^1 1,87 1,56 •29 .494 -.35A .6 ,45 n.4n
P6, 1.91 1.7a .13 1.40 1.54 .•,7.s p.2P 1.96 .3.- •311 -. 50 5 .665 n.2w
27. 2.24 1.04 .36 1.52 1. 65 -.i"^ x.58 2.24 •1 .100 -.591 .6A7 7.79
an. 2.26 1.88 .iR 1.65 1.71 -.06 1,48 2.27 .21 .276 ...9 afa .674 7.77
714, 2.25 1.95 ,30 1,66 1.72 -.05 x.16 2.15 .01 .31A -.51 0 .654 A.2A
3n• 2.13 204 .09 1.66 1.69 -,03 7.12 2.03 In .423 -.4na .654 9.27
31. 2.13 2.16 -.03 1.fi6 1,67 -	 -.O1 1.A7 1.85 .02 .550 -,2511 .6fi7 10.aF
32. 2.10 2..30 -,71 1.61 1.66 -.06 1.65 1.73 -.OR .663 -.C7q .604 13.16
33. 2.36 2.46 -.10 1.65 1.69 -.03 1.09 L,R6 .03 .654 -.042 •7211 13.A?
34. 2.59 2.60 -.n! 1.67 1.69 -.02 -0,19 2.31 .09. .591 -.079 .767. !1•Av
35. 2.8o 2.74 ,n7 1.60 1.67 -.06 ?.35 2.29 .07 .555 -.065 .7n4 W.5n
36. 2.os 7.117 .^2 I.fi6 ,611 -.02 7.43 2.28 .14 .60y .n2J .R10 14S.Aq
37. 2.66 3,02 -.LS t•6q 1.72 -.02 1.11 2.13 -.03 .725 ,2?1 .Al2 19.2971•*A3R. 3.20 3.19 .al 1.70 1.81 ...11 ?.05 2.12 -.U7 .7715 .314 .844
39. 3,68 3.37 -.714 2.71 1.99 .03 1.43 2.55 -.11 .6511 .941 -al n 17.78
4n. 3.34 3.52 -.19 204 ?.O9 -,O4 3.52 3.02 .50 .52n -.085 .Ana 15.41
41. 3.63 3.67 -.n4 1.03 2.G9 -.06 1,43 3.n7 -.14 .55!1 -.025 .1121 16.44
42. 3.90 3,52 .'19 a.CS 2.C9 -.04 'w,22 3.13 .10 .575 .IV; .A3R
17.74
43, 4.18 3.96 .21 1.02 2,07 --05 ',42 $,32 .10 .54T .030 .RSIN 1A,A7
u4, 4.29 4.11 .19 g.05 2.07 -.02 7.44 3.39 .05 .56A .077 .AA4 1rl,46
45. 4.33 4.26 .07 2 -•07 2.04 _	 .04 1,41 3.41 .09 .615 .171 .RR? ?1 .60;
46, 4.32 4.41 -.n9 L.89 1.94 _or, 3,46 3.50 -.04 .634 051 .an y 7u,27
67, +•5q 4.51 .n3 1.96 I.R6 .nn +.76 3,70 .06 .6?1 .26? ,91q 25.77
uA. 4.74 4,69 .^6 .1.79 1.78 .01 3.90 3.03 -.04 .579 .238 .9tin 2fi.6a
44. 5.61 4.80 .22 1..67 1.67 -.00 4.23 4.24 -.01 .4an .I6? -4314 ?7..54
5n, 9.26 4-813 .37 1.$6 1.55 .01 4.58 4.59 -,00 .341 024 -449 17.A5
5 f , 5.37 4.93 .44 1.47 1.46 at 4.84 4.A6 ..02 .1146 -,1n7 .956 PR.fis
52. `v•411 4.96 .44 1.42 1.40 .42 4.91 4,96 -,05 .1XR -.145 ,qAq 29.54
57. 5.26 4.94 .28 1.43 1.33 .10 4.74 4.88 -.09 .210 -•05
7 ,af.4 31.74









35.n/55. 4-80 ':.49 -.P9 1.31 7.29 ,O1 4,67 4.74.
56, 4.96 E.14 -,1R 1.49 1.46 .OF u.65 u.RB -.04 .315 .03
4 ,aka ln.2!
r,7. 5.04 b.20 -.15 1.63 1.60 .03 r.03 5.07 -.04 .229 -,n R1 .45? ?S.Rn
511. 5.29 5.23 .06 1.71 1.70 .00 5.2R 5.211 -.00 .135 -.IRA .94P
74.71
59. 5.48 5,26 .73 1.70 1.74 .06 c.414 5.38 .06 -.09p -.233 •947 ?5.93
6n, 5.63 5.29 .35 1,70 1.76 -.05 5.23 5.27 -.04 .17A •.155 •945 23.91
61. 5.15 5.35 „+n 1.90 1,119 .01 4.44 5.06 -.11 .3?7 -.02
7 .976 27.nn
62. 5.20 5.44 -,24 7.13 2.GO .13 4,811 4.45 -.06 .421 .0611 .91 9
22.69
6:5. 5.25 S.54; -.31 1.84 1.94 -.05 9,95 4.93 .01 .469 .14 4 . qs° ?4.37
64. 5.29 5.69 -.44 1•A4 1.95 ...1I 4,98 5.n0 -.n1 -505 ,1114 .nO 74,74
05, 5.66 6.43 .03 ?.17 2.913 .OA 5.27 5.15 .11 .494 ,141 .9115 , 23.47
fib. 5.01 5.97 ,n4 2.C5 2.09 -.03 F.37 5.31 .07 .475 .14t .a7R 1a,94
67, 4.13 6.11 -	 ,n2 1.97 ?.02 -.05	 - 5,49 5,44 -.04 ,477 .165 ,945 23.An
611, 6.23 6.25 -.n7 4.00 5.04 -.04 5,66 5.63 .03 .453 .1314 .446 P1,10
69. 6.36 6.38 -,n2 2.13 2.10 .03 °.91 9.A3 .07 •414 ,n qa .045 ?2.0r
70. 6.48 6,5L -.03 ?.CA 2.10 --n3 A.06 6.93 .n3 .340 .451 .94fr 71.79
71. 6.76 6.63 .13 °•77 7.11 -,04 5.28 6,113 .09 •354 .044 ,a4P 21.3?
7:1 . 0.92 6.75 .16 P-16 -.1a -.02 4,30 6,31 -.01 .3511 ,141 .947
Pn,4=
73. 7.06 6.89 IF 2.30 2.3I -.01 5.41 6,43 -.0? .359 .0?5 .144.
In. 1A
74. 7.t3 7.61 .21 2.51 2.52 -.111 6.Sfi 6.64 -.07
.33±1 ..0?9 .474 17.21
75. 7.44 7.17 ,77 ?.91 ,7,81 .00 5,156 6.95 ...09 .270 -,12
5 .921 1	 n"
74. 7•.61 7,29 ,32 3.2° '"..17 .05 7..25 7..33 -.09
.2n4 -.210 .qn6 12.97


























.nS 3.86 3.72 .15 .,,57 7,78 -.21 .245 -.2S^ . AA6
In..41
nn.
p1, d-12 7.94 .13 4.13 4.92 .11 7,49 8.19 -.21 .231 -.295
.R77 q,44
119, 8.32 A. IS .16 4,37 4.26 .09 n.46 8.61 -.15 .152 -,35
4 .A71 n.fA
143, 3.51 8.29 .12 4.69 4.59 .09 n.75 8.90 -.24 .117 -,4n3 Afi' 7.q7
A4. a.70- 8.41 .29 5..14 4.94 16 a. IF, 9.31 -.17
.100 .,44'1 - .A4 7.27























1.55 4.61 -.06 4.79 10.64 -.85 _.296 .-.603 .906 7-anAA,










3,A6q^ , p.77 7.63 -.AF 8.77 -	 11.61 1 7 12.95 13,1
r^ "
MONK 2	 7	 LATITUOE = 90
GFTPR SMOOTNI45 TEMP A3] JENg ITY VALUES
ALT PNE55UgE TE4PERFTllpE TENSITY COPgELATTON COFFF1CI0;TS
OWN NEV( 911: 04IG X  OIF 0RI0 HEM O1F QPT RT 1 Rp'D 9FpT11
PP. .63 1.39 -,55 1.22 1.29 -.07 1.24 1.16 .08 .625 -,36R ,496 q,4-7P3. ,46 1.50 -.55 1.13 1.314 -.18 1.34 1,14 .19 .67A -,74R .544 1n.44
144. 1.18 1.63 -.45 t-1S 1.36 -.22 1.49 1.27 .22 .651 ..2SR .SR: 1t.nfi
2s, 1.59 1.75 -.15 1.27 1.51 -.23 ?.Go 1,62 .3R .%n -.37R .AM3 7.56
26. 7.03 1.84 .10 1.51 1.68 -.17 x.47 2.n6 .41 .316 ..534 •63 1 A.IQ
P7 . 2,37 1.90 ,47 1.65 1,82 ..18 5.81 2.'39 .42 .174 -.622 .660 7.ril
2P. 2.44 1.95 .49 1.81 1,90 -.09 2.70 2.43 .27 .293 -.619 .644 7,F4
79, 2.41 2.01 .40 1.32 t.P9 -.07 x.32 2.30 .03 .31rr -.550 •62P 11.17
311, 2.26 2.11 .15 1.79 1.B5 -.06 P.29 2.16 .13 .499 -.457 .6P6 Q.I7
3t. 2.24 2.23 .91 1.00 1.82 -.01 t.97 1.95 .03 .552 -.314? •629 17,AA
32. 2.19 2.37 -.19 t.75 1,80 -.06 1.69 1,80 -.11 .662 ...131 .657 1;.0A
33. 2.50 2.53 -.n3 1.79 1.82 ..03 1.98 I.96 .02 .639 -.1n3 .79 n t5.61
i4. 2.76 7.67 .P9 1.90 I.AO -.01 1.35 2.27 .06 .541 -.157 .745: t5.3>
313. 2.96 2.79 .17 1.71 t.76 -.05 q,57 2.49 .04 .4AO -.170 .7A1 1;.R;
36. 2.94 2.91 .63 1.76 1.76 -.00 D,55 2.43 .12 ,557 -.064 .7q7 I5.2-,
37. 2.61 3.06 -.P5 1.77 1.78 -.011 P.13 2.17 -.04 .714 .1-12 .AP1 1q. 1•i
39. 3.16 3.23 -,OB 1.74 1..88 -.14 1.96 2.07 -.11 .897 -	 .34P .A'.7 PP. 3r
39. 3.00 3.42 -.42 2.16 2.11 as -.37 2,55 -.1A .670 ,073 .7114 17,1E
411. 3.37 3.59 -.22 1.18 2.24 -•06 % 77 3.12 .66 .517 -.135 .7A9 14.6A
41. 3.77 3.73 .p4 2.18 2.24 -.07 P.95 3,14 -,19 .541 -.079 .11111 IA.76
47. 4.12 3.89 ,P4 2.17 2.21 -.144 1.31 3,20 .11 .5611 •0n9 .B23 17.PP
43. 4,43 4.03 .40 2.10 2.18 -.07 5.54 3,44 .09 .521 -.022 .842 17.66
,.4. 4.56 4.17 .39 2.20 2.19 .01 '5,59 3.55 .04 .5P7 .nOP .A rt tp.44
45. 4.56 4.32 .P5 2.21 2.13 .06 3.53 3.54 -,01 .577 .io n .97 1 Pn.50
46. 4.46 4.46 -.110 1.93 1.43 -.00 1,48 3.59 -.11 .625 .23 11 . qrT ?4.7;
47. 4.71 4.60 .19 1.71 1.79 -.07 1,77 3,76 .OS .62P 4 2A6 . q? A ?7.60
4A, 5.26 4.72 ,54 1.86 1.69 .16 1.89 4.n4 ..15 .552 .226 .937 2R.40
49.. 5.1B. 4.{51 .37 1.44 1.52 -..08 4,39 4.47 -.08 ,374 .95P .94 14 Pq.29-
yn, 5.46 4,85 .61 1.48 7,41 .07 4.83 4.9? -.09 .096 -.142 . qS A P4,'96
51. zi.57 '1.85 .73 1.4P 1.36 .06 5.08 5.20 -.12 -.150 -.3RP .110 ;i.Q1
5P. 5.58 4.82 .76 1.33 1.27 .06 5,07 5.P5 -.18 -.227 -.445 .97P ;3.211
53. 5.35 4.80 .56 1.25 1.07 ,18 -	 4.85 5,05 •.21 -.137 -,341 .97x5 3n.21
54. 4.57 4.79 -.22 •70 ,RS -.15 4.44 4.77 -.34 .ill -,06r. .9A4 47,7?
55. 4.60 4.81 -.21 .94 ,R9 .04 4.42 4.68 -.26 .235 .052 .qA1 46.16
56, 4.35 4.84 -.49 I.I7 1.19 -.02 4.64 4,79 -.15 •162 -.ORS ,q69 Si.7P
57. 4.83 4.85 -.02 1.67 1.52 .14 4.80 4.9R -.18 .074 -.27A4 .952 25.98
-is. 5.15 4.85 .30 1.78 1.64 .14 5.11 5.24 -.13 -.076 -.3+5'5 ,grn P5,71
59. 5.39 4.82 .57 1.53 1.G7 .06 5,33 - 5.38 -.05 -.254 -.590 ,965 P6.@7
614. 5.60 4.78 ,A2 1.25 1.29 -.04 9.at 5.19 -.18 -.11P ..,426 .9711 P9.4A
61. 1,79 4.78 .!t1 1.40 1.36 .04 4.49 4.78 -.29 .143 -.142 .96 11 P7i-A6P. 4.76 4.83
-.C7 1.71 1.49 .22 4.17 4,40 -.23 .435 ,137 .qrp P7.0A
63. '1.32 4.94 -.63 1.48 1.u9 -.02 X.92 4.15 -.23 .641 .405 .Q61 31.86
64. 4.18 S+n9 -.91 1.51 1.58 -.08 3.814 4.08 -.2A .73n .513 .954 34.nI
6S. 5.20 6.75 -.n5 1.83 1.74 .613 1'.2' 4.14 .09 ,739 .517 •95 Q 11.8?
66. 5.36 5.44 -.09 1.69 1.73 -.04 4.2E 4.211 .01 .761. .565. .955 11.4 n
67, 5.53 5.63 -.11 1.54 1.66 ..12 4,27 4.44 -.22 .766 .592 . 071 15.5q
6R. 5.60 5,82 -.14 1.57 1.70 -.14 4.51 4.71 -.20 .75R .551 s97n 53.07
69. 6.36 6.02 .34 1.75 1.73 .02 14,91 4,94 -.03 .7I6 .516 •9b0 31.37
6.20
-.37 1.47 1.52 -.05 r.22 5.?R -.06 .694 .514 .9714 34.4E
71. 6.37 6.34 .113 1.05 1.16 -.11 5,52 5.75 -.25 .576 .433 . q A 6 4n.6rt
7P. 6.53 6.43 In .77 ,95 -.18 fi.6p 6,nP -.46 ,42A + 247 ,nqn 41,11
73. 6.65 6.50 .15 an 1.01 -.13 4.99 6.117 -,to .49n .35q . d) A Q 43,St
74. --6.77 6.61 .1f 1.17 1.31 -+14 6.13 S. QS .18 .577 .42i .9A4 35,gr
75. 6.93 6.75 IF 1.62 1.68 -.06 6.40 6.110 .39 .545 .313 .972 17.5q
76. 7.09 6.91 .17 I.90 2.06 -116 5.62 627 .35 .445 .167 .9!; A 2t.3q
77, 7.48 7.05 .43 2.41 2.00 .33 6..95 6.,72 .23 '.3n3 ,097 .1155 7n.01
78. 0.07 7.13 .04 1.30 1,713 -.49 x.45 7,n5 .40 .171 -, qnl .IMP P7.6+
79. 7.30 7.1q .11 L 138 2.08 -.10 6.90 7,14 -.14 .171 -.11 A •QS n :q.4S
RG. 7.39 7.27 .13 2.99 ^,63 .14	 - 7.40 7,37 .03 .154 -.2PQ .925 14.211
Rl. 7.5B -7.33 ,145 3.37 3.37 .00 7.80 7,A2 -.03 .079 -.357 +Qn 3 11.31
89, 7.66 7.36 .31 3.79 3.78 .01 8.26 8.26 -.00 .003 ».455 .AAn q.5?
9" 7.73 7.34 .39 4.29 4.22 .07 P,4$ 8.59 -.11 -.032 -.51 0 . .471 e,9n
B4. 1.79 7.32 .46 4.91 4.60 .21 14,62 8.69. -.06 -.010
-.53+1 .84 14 h.RF
65. 8.03 7.37 ,fib 4.96 4.60 .36 +1.20 A.36 -.17 ,0&1 -.479 .R;6 5.4n
R6. 9.32 7.49 .62 4.35 ?,148 .37 +.33 7,R9 -.56 .164 -,345 ,R&7 I,6F87. 8.59 7.59 1.CO 3.C2 X5.21 -.19 7.33 8.13 -	 -.80 .039 ..36 q .q10 q.!:n
an. 7.77 7.46 .32 S.23 3.44 -.21 A.A2 9,P5 -.43 -.354 -.657 .9:4 14 n.3n
99. 0.67 6.97 -.09 A.AR 5.36 ..4B 11.41 10,76 .65 -.515 -,832 .9110 A. t,4
















































































































































































































































, q 5°	 1F, !4
.Aa7	 SS,Rn
•F7?	 1F,.2^










.QS F 	an. 7•
, qr7	 11413.
. 900	 1n, 16










.61 11 	 ;.60
. R 7x	 ]7,17





































































































































































e LATITUDE = 11
AFTrk SmOaT ril%G TEP1P A'0 ­VMITY V^LULS
ALT	 piiESSURF	 TE,.,pV
	
a ,-<S3	 'JEW	 OIF	 nHln
	
2.1 9 	1.64	 .55	 1.44
73.	 1.54	 1.52	 . op, 	 1,60
24.	 1.16	 1.46	 -.33	 1.59
25,	 L.48	 1.Sn	 -,n2
	
1.32
26.	 1.45	 1.54	 -.n9	 1.4R
27,	 1.42	 1.60	 -.19	 I.48
73.	 1.48	 1.69	 -.21	 1.44
20 .	 1.49	 1.80	 -.31	 1.47
3n,	 !.bp.	 1.94	 -.31	 1.51
31. 2.011	 2.119	 -.19	 1.56
32. 1.96	 e.?6	 - .xn	 1.71








36, 2.93	 2.89	 .n4	 1.74
,17 .	5.05	 3.01
	 .r7	 1.75
38.	 3.21	 3.12	 .,9	 1.72
3q .	 3.37	 3.24	 .,I6	 1.70
uf^.	 3.4n	 3.34	 .06	 1.62
u1.	 1,46	 3,43	 ,r5	 i,RO
42. 3.58	 3.5?	 ,16	 1.7q
43. 3.61	 3.6C	 .12	 . 1.R2
44,	 3.72	 3.67	 .15	 1.77




46.	 3.69	 3.83	 -.t3	 1.9q
47,	 3.97	 3.91	 -.rl	 2.00
4R,	 3.90	 4.00	 -.19	 ?_,CS
49.	 4 .L9	 4,{,`R	 .1,2	 1.q6





51 .	 4.29	 4.29	 -.91	 I•qq
g=,	 4,31	 4.37	 -.n6	 2.06
54. v.:7	 4145	 -.rB	 1.82
55. •,•39	 4.53	 -.13	 1.72
56. 4.59	 4,61	 .n2	 1.96
57,	 4.57	 4,69	 -.12	 2.116

















44 ,	 1.66	 5.59	 .17	 3.21




66.	 -3.91	 5.98	 -. f.	 3.211
•.7.	 0.27	 6-.21	 .576	 1.54
6A.	 0.49	 6.45	 .n4	 i.7n
6q .	 v.7;	 t.. 6 q	 ,15	 3.93
7n.	 1.98	 6.93	 .05	 . 4.30
71. 7.18	 7.16	 .r.2	 4.54
72. 7.45	 7.15	 In	 4.59





75.	 7.81	 7.66	 .15	 4.96







78.	 6.39	 H.42	 -.r3	 5.91
7q .	 1.90	 13.99
	 .31	 5.45
R0,	 B•17	 9.38	 -1.21	 5.0A







84.	 17.6'1	 In..71	 .19	 5,B3
R5.	 11.10	 11.-4	 .n5	 5.44
86.	 11.50	 11.52	 -,12	 7.57





Nq .	 11.54	 13.61	 -.?7	 q.6R
9^.	 14.56	 14.52	 .n4	 19.44
65.	 15.0?	 16.53	 -3.5]	 ?.59.
MONTH =	 B	 LATITUDE = 30
AFTER SMOOTHING TEMP AN7 OFNSITY YALUF-5
ALT PHMS ,'kE TEMPERATURE
• ORIG NEW 0IF nklG NEW
22. 105 1.61 -.76 1.62 1.74
23. 1.29 1.99 -,71 1.44 1.63
24. 1.29 2.16 -.R7 1.30 1.52
95. 2.32 2.30 .n2 1.25 1.48
96. 2.25 2.41 -.17 1.38 1.51
•	 ?7, 2.33 2.54 -.20 1.36 1.55
2B. 2.27 2.67 -.41 1.43 1.57
'	 Pg. 2.43 2.83 -.40 1.38 1.58
3n. 2.49 3.00 -.5t 1.43 1.64
31. 2.61 3.18 -,57 1.55 1.74
32. 2.74 3.38 -,64 1.57 1.85
33. 3.14 3.60 -,47 1.67 1.99
34. 2.92 3.84
-,9? 1.73 2.14
35. 3.05 4.11 -1.06 1.70 2.29
36. 2.94 4.4o -1.46 1.68 2,51
V. 3.46 4.74
-1.28 1.76 2.84
3A. 3.71 5.13 -1,42 1.91 3.22
39. 3. 91 5.34 -1.52 1.64 3.54
40. 3.89 6.03 -2,14 1.91 3.75
41. 3.95 6.51 -2.57 - 1.88 3.98
42. 4,01 7.02 -3.n8 1.80 4.09
43. 10.04 7.10 2.94 2.04 3.85
44. 16.06 6.72 Q.34 1.91 3.38
45. 15.75 6.92 8.43 1.83 3,20
46. 15.39 7.66 7.74 1.88 3.27
47. 15.31 B.61 6.71 2.21 3.62
48. 15,16 9.59 5.56 2.67 3,87
49. 15.74 10.04 5,70 ?.34 3.52
50. 15.75 10.57 S.In 2.14 3.18
51. 15.43 II.00 4.43 2.36 3.16
52. 15.08 11.77 3.30 2.30 3.09
53. 14.91 12.06 2.84 2.47 ;.C4
54. 14.75 12.33 2,42 2.41 3.00
55. 13.02 12.38 2.64 2.59 3.05
56. 15.78 12.03 2.45 2.52 ?.9B
57. 15.72 12.78 8.93 2.68 3.03
58. 17.39 12.61 4.78 2.92 3.14
99. 18,29 13.16 5.14 2.64 3.13
6n. 19.14 12,58 6.56 2.89 3.15
61. 20.36 12.71 7.66 3.30 3.39
'	 62. 23.09 12.66 10.43 3.98 3.51-
63. 24.27 12.00 12.27 3.75 ;.43
64. 233.90 11.63 12.77 4.53 0.73
fi r,. 13.15 9.76 -1.60 2.98 2.22
66. 8.2B 9.62 -1.34 3.C2 1.83
67. 8.35 9.47 -1.12 3.24 2.18
68. 8.32 9,28 -.95 3.44 2.4B
69. 8.37 9.07 -.71 3.5? 2.90
70. 8.41 6.90 -.50 4.10 3.38
71. 8.53 8.70 -.?5 4.57 3.02
72. 6.69 8.70 -.nl 4.91 4.32
73. 13.89 6.60 .21 5.96 4,SA
7(r. 9.14 6.69 .45 5.9.5 4,79
75. 8.35 B.70 .64 $.45 5.05
76, 9,50 8.68 ,83 5.96 5.40
77. 9.27 8.66 At 6.25 5.83
78. a.39 6.78 -,3ii 5.95 6.13
79. 8,82 9.08 -.1!6 6.35 6.02
An. 9.n4 9.ug -.45 5.97 5,84
Al. 9.36 9.94 -.n8 6418 5.67
R2. 10.17 10.38 -.93 5.9A 5.84
83. 10.61 10.77 -.t6 5.64 5.60
-	 84. 11.05 11.10- -.04 6.02 6.08
-	 85. 11.26 11.33 -.08 6,82 6,77
86. 11.60 11.50 .10 7.76 7.65
87. 11.99 11.68 .31 8.60 8.26
.	 A8. 11.713 11.99
-.21 6.49 8.47
99. 12,28 12.48 -.20 3.69 8.00







OIF nRIG NEW OIF APT RTO RPd 05PT64
-.11 1,53 1,42 .12 .692. -.353 .40 q.03
-.19 1.81 1,47 .33 .696 -,174 .1j97 10.77
-.22 1,75 1.63 .12 .657 -.060 .713 1?11fi
-.23 9.59 1,96 .63 .530 -,134 .760 11.94
-.13 a.45 2.13 .32 .441 ...155 .784 11.90
-.18 2,46 2,11 .35 .559 ».062 .793 1307
-.14 9,37 2.0B .28 .629 .056 .nil 14.67
-.20 2.45 2,10 .35 .693 .1fiq .1335 16.5?
-.21 2.52 2,13 ,38 .7?4 .250 .848 la.n2
-,iq ?.54 2.17 .42 .760 .31 2 .854 10,27
-.28 ?,73 2.25 .46 .794 .358 .B0 P.n.30
-.32 2.77 2,34 .43 .BnO .383 .8531 1.o 6
-.41 9.75 2,39 .36 .635 .440 .866 22.61
-.59 2.81 2.44 .37 .85q .506 .877 24.88,
-,62 n,89 2,48 .41 .884 .558 .BAI 26.81
-1.08 2.96 2,43 .53 .914 .613 .SRI 79.6-
-1.30 3.18 2,38 .80 q;4 .57n .885 33.67
-1.70 3.29 2.63 .65 .902 .485 .914 ?5.68
-1.84 '.59 2.84 .75 .936 ,665 ,A96 35.94
-2.10 3.71 3.05 .65 ,943 ,707 .902 16.95
-2.20 x.78 3,47 .31 .939 .721 .91 E 37.91
-1.8 1 lA . ln 4.38 13.71 .842 . 496 .SRI P6.12
-1.57 14.69 4.55 14.14 .799 .422 .A90 2400
-1 . 37 18.22 5.02 13.21 .744 .398 .9114 ?5.28
-1.40 16.36 5.77 10.59 .720 .389 r g l q 26.3u
-3.40 1ti,96 6,45 9.50 .731 .41 4 .92 4 27.3u
-1.20 13,92 7.26 6.65 .731 .432 .1131 ?815q
-1.18 15.48 9,13 8.36 .657 .391 .947 30.26
-1.04 17.41 9,06 8.35 .590 .34n ,qrq 32,75
-.Sn 10.27 11.56 9.72 .57x1 .329 .962 ;3,35
-.79 17,97 9.73 B.24 .735 .572 .977 44.12
-.57 1P.24 9,93 8.31 .765 .623 .q8n '+7.9 11
-.59 1+,41 10, R7 5.54 .579 .380 .Q74 3c,no
-.46 37,29 11.22 26.06 .494 -	 .267 ,471 35.80
-.45 14.81 13.08 1.73 .032 -.1 06 .974 32.97
-.35 14.70 13.94 .76 -.29n -.474 .978 33.24
-.22 15.22 14,$5 .67 -.540 ...694 .qA3 3516!
-.29 16.51 14.08 2.43 ».396 -.396 .916 31.r^9
-,25 20.13 13.60 6.53 -.213 -.42 8 •q74 20,9F
-.09 17.99 13.90 3.99 -.235 -.459 .472 ?T.78
.37 111.70 13.92 5.78 -.242 -.47? .970 ;16.35
,31 26.197 13.22 13.65 -.23n -.469 -.968 25012
1.90 25.08 12.28 12.81 -.125 -.342 .075 2q.37
.77 8,27 10.98.
-2. 7 1 ...471 -,621 .984 33,58
1.19 P.51 10.50 -2.08 _.464 -.Sq4 .9A A 39,2E
1 . 1 1 a,90 10.71 -1.80 -.49g -,635 .984 30.34
1.01 -.99 10.91 -1.91 -,587 -.721 •943 29.38
.62 9.00 10.58 -1.58 -.4n7 -.642 .968 2t.57
.71 0,00 10.33 -1.34 -.255 -.556 .040	 - 15.94
.65 0.13 10,18 -1.05 -.162 ...525 .925 1%,qs
.60 a,i1 9.99 -.813 -.072 -.495 .9n2 12,31
.4B n.93 9.79 ...85 .005 -.457 .884 11.43
.46 4.01 9.79 -.79 .031 -.461 .973 10.85
.40 11,29 10.10 -.81 -,00$ -.507 .A6fi In,24
.57 -q.63 10.46 -.63 _.055 -..561 ,Br7 9.47
.42 9.83 10.35 -.52 .Dlq -.547 .826 n.7n
.83 9.93 9.61 -.66 .2n7 -.440 .78 9 4.40
.33 .9.25 8,98 -.63 .363 -.306 .776 9.3u
. .13 8,20 8.72 -.52 .434 -.107 .70A 111.35
.31 8.81 9.07 -.27 .437 -,169 .A1 3 10.68
.14 9.35 9.60 -.24 .417 -.165 .Al2 Sn.99
.04 o,q3 10.26 -,32 .356 -.191 .840 It'll
-,06 1t.03 11.21 -.18 .256 -.210 .853 17.44
.05 12,20 12.26 -.06 .157 -.407 .938 0.52
.11 13,04 13,14 -.10 .104 -,4q2 .615 8.27
.34 .13.72 13.34	 .. .3B .139 -.4QR .7?m 7.81
.01 19.25 12.76 -,50 .26n -.4PI .767 R. n2
-.11 12,211 12.43 -.17 .359 -.344 .760 8.31



































































































































0 .46	 9,04	 .41
	




























1 1 .20	 12.36	 -.I5
12.82	 13.12	 -.29


























































































.O R % ...364	 .R9B
.124 -.351	 ,BR6
.I a6 -.362	 .R79































































































































































MONTH = 8 LATITUDE = 50





22. .96	 1,37	 -.42	 .79
23. 1..46	 1.46	 .00	 1.23
24. 1.53	 1.52	 .00	 1.1'3P5
	 1.58	 .05	 1.05
?6.	 1.70	 16G4	 .n6	 .1 .94
27. 1.71	 1.70	 •02	 1.17
28. 1.71	 1.77	 -.n7	 1.21
29. 1.74	 L.87	 -.13	 1.2q
30. 1.78	 1.97	 -.19	 1.23
31,	 1.65	 2.06	 -.23	 1.23




j4.	 .2.28	 2.51	 -.?3	 1.46
35. 2.57	 2.67	 -.19	 1.59
36. 2.62	 2.65	 -.?3	 1.58
37,	 y.B7	 3.03	 -.IS	 1.55
38. 3.14	 3.21	 -.n7	 1.60
39. 3.35	 3.39	 -.03	 L•74
40. 3.46	 3.56	 -.11	 1.78
41. 3.65	 3.73	 -.08	 1.92
42. 3.76	 3.90	 -.14	 2.00
43. 3.98	 4.06	 ".08	 2.02
44,	 4.12	 4.23	 -.11	 1.64
45. 4.33	 4.40	 -.07	 - L,94
46. 4.41	 4.56	 -.t7	 1.03
47. 4.63	 4.77	 -.15	 2.35
48. 3.73	 4.98	 -1..26	 2.72
u9.	 !3.07	 5.21	 -.14	 2.34
S0.	 5.24	 5.43	 -.19	 ?•01
51.	 5.43	 5.64	 -.20	 t.64
S?	 5.57	 5.03	 -.25	 168553 .	r.89	 6.00
	
-.33	 1.93
5u.	 5.83	 6.17	 -.34	 1,88
55	 5.94	 6.35	 -.41	 7..
F6.	 6.90	 6.52	 .37
21
57,	 6.36	 6.70	 -.34	 7..43
qA.	 6.55	 6.88	 -.33	 2.59
fig.	 6164	 7.OB	 -.44	 2.61
B0,	 6.94	 7.38	 -.3fi	 2.7,
61. 6.99	 7.53	 -.54	 2.03
62. 7.36	 7.77	 -.ul	 ?•90
7.76	 6.02	 -.26	 2.d4
64,	 8.11	 6.24	 -.13	 2.72
fly,	 8.85	 6.43	 .42	 2.93
66.
	
6.96	 6.55	 .43	 I'M
67	 9.02	 6.63	 .39	 7.94
fib., 	 8.99	 6.68	 .32	 ?.9R
59.	 9.02	 8.69	 .3?	 2.fl9
70. 9.04	 8.71	 .33	 3.35
71. 9.12	 8.73	 .%9	 3.7R
7?.	 9•E2	 8.77	 .45	 4.17
73.	 9.35	 8.85	 .G'	 4.41
74	 9.58'	 5.94	 '.64	 4.F;
75.. 	 9.77	 9.02	 .75	 4.8R
76.	 - 9.69	 9.04	 .85	 5.48
77,	 9.72	 9.04	 .66 -	 5.92
78. 9.01	 9.11	 -.1n	 6.36
79. 9.31	 4.31.	 -.nl	 S.94
Sc.;	 9.69	 9.60	 ,n8	 5.85
61.	 10.03	 9.94	 .09	 5.14
82.	 10.29	 10.29	 .n0	 5.99
A3.	 10.67	 1'.61	 .n6	 5.90
R4. 11.96	 10.67	 119	 5.07
R5. 11.15	 1I.04	 .11	 6.77
86. 11.52	 11.11	 .41	 7.29
87. 11.86	 11-10	 .76	 7.61
As.	 11,91	 11.09	 '-.n6	 7.46
A9 ,	 10.91	 11.12	 -.12	 7.96
90. -	I0.36	 11.29	 -..93	 9.69
66
MONTH =	 $	 LATITUDE = 70
AFTER SMOOTHING TEMP pHJ
PRESSURE
DENSITY VALUES
TEMPERATURE :TENSITY CORRELATION CnE'FFTCTE +J75ALT
ORIG NEW OIF *)RIG NEW OIF itIG NEW OIF RPT RVI Rp^ 9EPT$4
22. 1.76 3.26 -1,50 1.14 1.40 -026 q.04 2.26 -,22 .827 .564 .9'05
27,03
?3. 1.90 3.49 -1.60 1.22 2.12 -.90 2.14 1,92 .33 .905 .576 .Rbn 25.AS
24. 1.97 3.86 -I.R8 2.19 2.98 -.80 2.06 1.28 .77 .942 ,572 .774 51.51
25. 6.59 4.30 2.29 2.17 3.22 -1.05 6.6S 1.64 5.01 .948 .52 n .764 27.35
?5. 6.34 4.72 1,62 2.3L 3.14 .03 6.25 2.07 3.36 .805 .2aR .761 14.9f+
?7. 6.29 5.05 1.23 2.59 3.18 -.59 5.22 :.,97 2.25 •619 -.nl? .77A 13.5A
9A. 6.61 5.31 1,30 2.58 3.12 -.53 6.50 4,13 1.76 .464 -.134 .At3 17.02
?9. 6.63 5.50 1.14 2.59 3.01 -.42 6.51 5,23 1.28 .360 -.107 .84
4 13.3n
3p. 6.63 5.64 .99 2.61 3.00 -.38 6.42 5.54 •88 .30p -•236 .8" 13.57
31. 6.77 5.77 1.01 2.87 3.11 -424 6.43 5,75 •68 .274 -.266 .RS4 t3.32
32. 6.66 5.59 .77 3.07 3.20 -.t2 6.26 5,92 .35 .263 -.27R .853 13.3p
33. 6.81 6.00 ,81 3.04 3.16 -.12 5.36 6,09 .26 .235 -.28R .R63 13.71
34. 6.79 6.11 ,58 3.03 3.07 -.04 8.40 6.17 .23 •251 -.269 .87K 14.40
35. 6.50 6.22 .?8 ?,93 3.14 -.21 6.04 6 1 -,10 .275 -.253 .971 14.71'
16. 6.58 6.35 .23 3.56 3.35 .22 9.31 6.23 .08 .294 -.254 .RSQ 14.4?
37, 6.67 6.49 .19 3.31 3.30 at F.29 6.26 .02 .320 -.195 .A67 15.2E
aA, 6.84 6.63 .?n 3.04 3.07 -.03 5.1n 6,?1 -.11 ,Uu -.105 .AAA 17.7E
39. 7.00 6.79 .21 2.96 2.92 .04 6.20 6.73 -.P? .39B _056 .9n? 19.IIu
40. 7.03 6.94 .08 2.83 2,80 .03 5.19 6.25 -,06 .4'57 .MSA .915 210n
41.- 7.14 7.11 as 2.69 7,66 .03 5.16 6.30 -.13 .474 ,11 3 .9PA '>%.3n
42. 7.36 7.27 ,10 2.53 2.50 .03	 - 5.42 6.44 -.02 .484 .SSR ,Q41 ?6,70
u3. 7.47 7.42 .05 2.34 7.34 -.00 6.51 6.56 -.OS .503 •21" .951 19.70
44. 7.61 7.57 ,O4 244 2.22 .02 5.55 6,64 -•09 .5.SR .279 .9Rq 3p.n1
u5.. 7.69 7.72 -.n3 2.15 2,10 .05 6.72 6.75 -.03 .571 .342 .967 35.07
46. 7,71 7.87 -.15 1.91 1.93 -.02 F.78 6.97 -.08 .6pq .417 .975 41.4p
47. 7.83 9.01 -.18 1.78 1,78 -,00 7,03 7,05 -.02 .616 .447 .qAn 46.09
48. 7,95 8.14 -.19 1.66 1.68 .00 7.29 7,79 -.00 .579 .416 .QRP 49.2Y
49. 8.11 13.25 ".14 1.57 1.59 -.O1 7.57 7.51 .07 .544 .3R7 .994
5x1.6?
50, 6.10 6.35 -.25 1.47 1.51 -.04 7.69 7.66 .02 .52F .379 .9R6 53.n0









5716782. 8.30 8.55 -.25 1.55 3.55 .01 7.80 7..R1
S3 $.50 8.65 -.15 1.52 1.54 -.02 A.09 7.97 ,13 ,SIR •369 ,986 51.00
6.48 B.75 -.26 1.47 1.54 -,07 7.96 8.12 -.16 .471 .316 .QPA 5?.n1
:^. 8.65 B.84 -.20 1.57 1.64 -.09 9.06 6.18 -.12 .4n1 .31Q .g A4 4n. 57
56, 6.92 8.95 -,n2 1.79 1.60 -.01 -	 n.42 8.23 ,19	 - .493 .506 .9R1 45.19
57. 9.07 9.06 01 1186 1.90 -.04 4.54 8,31 .23 .494 .3nn .9RO
43.14
9A. 9.03 9.18 -.15 1. SO 1.97 -.08 9.56 8.40 .17 .487 .Tnn ,97q 41.64
sg. .9.25 9.30
-.05 207 2.09 -.02 7.71 8.53 .19 •466 .265 .97E 39.91
6p. 9.40 9.42
-.02 2.16 2.09 .08 9.91 8,74 .17 .426 .229 .976 59.43
hi. 9.84 9.53 .31 L•7R 1.96 -.IA 0.19 9.03 .16 .350 .152 .979 50.3A
52, 10.16 9.60 .57 1.97. 1.98 -.01 a.52 9.59 .13 .206 .On n .979 37.On
63. 10.67 9.63 1,04 2.09 2.10 -.01 0,83 9.82 .02 .022 -.191 -.q?7 . 33.Br
64. 11.27 9.64 1.63 2.22 2.21 .01 10.t5 9,411 .34 .036 -.iqn ,974 -31.67
65. 9.54 9.69 -115 2.40 ?.30 .10 n,72 9,29 -.5A .297 .051 .971 51.51
56. 9.69 9.80 -.11 2.35 2.31 .04 R.99; 9.11 -.15 .409 .107 .973 35,71
67, 9.82 9.93 -.I1 2.28 2.26 .02 0.19 9,36 -to .391; .17n .971 3a.7A
6B. 9.93 10,06 -.13 2.26 2.26 -.00 n,36 9.47 -•12 .363 .147 .975
35.14
.69. 10.53 10.18 .36 2.35 2.30 .05 0.58 q.66 -.09 .330 .In9 .974
irt.Ru
70. 10.16 10.29 -.12 2.35 7.34 .00 0,75 9,86 -.11 ,292 ,657 .974 2q.67
71. 10.36 10.39 -.03 7.43 2.43 -.Op p.97 10,03 -.06 .262 -029 - q
"' 27.8A
72. 10.50 10.49 .00 7.60 2.57 .04 in.OA 10,18 -.1p .243 -.001 ,97C 7R.q2
73. 10.61 10.59 02 2.71 2.68 .03 1n.27 10,36 -.09 .212 -.042 .969 24.15
74. 10.72 10.67 .05 2.78 2.62 -.04 13,54 10.63 -.09 .147 -.11 9 .965 21.29-
75. 10.81 10.72 .08 3.09 3.10 -.01 1^.91 11.00 -.09 .055 -.22n .970 l0.fia
76. 10.83 10.73 .10 3.53 3.49 .04 11.35 I1.34 -.05 «.034 -.338 .q52 16.92
77. 10.85 LC.6$ .18 3.92 3.75 .1.7 11.65 21,88 -.03 -.in4 -.4L8 . C14A 15.31
78. 10.87 10.60 .27 3.7A x.79 -.01 11.69 t1.70 -.01 -.126 -.439 ,q47 14.61
79. 10.45 10.52 -.07 3.84 3,88 -.05 11.29 11,53 -.24 -.nqq -.417 ,gut 1,5,60
An. 10.39 10.46- -.07 4.24 4,18 .05- 11.40 11,50 -.11 -,063 ».421 .93p 12.tu
Al, ioa38 10.39 -,nl 4.56 n.54 .02 11.57 11.67 -,09 -.079 -.46n .922 19.9s^
82. I^1.33 10.3n .02 4.90 4.316 .05 11.65 11.82 .02 -.IOC ..499 .913 9,qp
A3. 10.34 10.1.4 .15 5.16 5.14 .02 i1.7A 11.91 ..,13 -.112 • • . 527 . .qn3 9.".
R4. 10.32 10.05 .26 5.47 5.46 .01 11,96 11.97 -.01 -.113 •	 551 .891 4.19
85. 10.15 9.92 .?3 5.94 %.A3 .11 11.77 Sl.g6 -•18 -.n91 .,563 .674 7.41
86, 10.25 9.79 ,45 6.25 5.99 .27 11.75 11.98 ...23 -.1001 ..Snl .86R 7.1?
R7. 10,20 9.61 .59 5.91	 - 5.89 .05 11.84 12.11 -.27 -.174 »,624 .6791 7.19
as. 9.34 9.27 ,n7 5.99 5.98 .01 11.94 12.53 -.59 ,,.319 -.713 .Aq2 7,14
A9. 8.69 8.72 -.03 6.63 7.01 -.38 13.10 13.30 -.12 -.424 - A0 5 .879 5.90









































































NDNTH =	 8 LATIT UDE = aO





ORIG	 Arw	 nTF	 ORIS
22. 1.96	 3.61	 -1.65	 1.24
23. 2.02	 3.85	 -1. Ai	 1.21
24. 2.10	 4.25	 -2.15	 2.43
	
75.	 7.55	 4.74	 2.91	 ?•43
	
96.	 7.25	 5.22	 2.03	 ?.60
	
77.	 7.19	 5.61	 1.58	 2.q1
	
?R.	 7.57	 5.92	 1.65	 Z.A9
	
29.	 7.59	 6.14	 1.45	 2.09
	
311.	 7.59	 6.32	 1.2R	 2.93
	
31.	 7.75	 6..47	 1.2B	 3.23
	
3P.	 7.62	 6.61	 l.nl	 11.46
	
N3.	 7.79	 6.74	 k.n5	 3.43
	
34,	 7.60	 -6.85	 .75	 3.36
35. 1.35	 6.98	 .37	 3.25
36. 7.25	 7.13	 .12	 3.94






39	 7.82	 7.66	 .16	 3.26
	
4D.	 7.85	 7.84	 .01	 3.99
41. 9.12	 6.02	 .99	 2.91




44. 8.61	 8.50	 .10	 2.32
45. 8.60	 6.65	 -.r5	 2.IQ
	
196.	 13.54	 0.79	 -.25	 L.RB
	
47.	 0.65	 8.91	 -.36	 1.59
	
up .	 8.96	 8.9A	 -.42	 1.16
	




13.91	 9.10	 -.19	 t.23
	
S1,	 9.04	 9.17	 -.13	 1.35
52. 9.09	 9.25	 -.16	 1.43
53. 9.31	 9.32	 - -.0I	 1.36
s4.	 9.27	 9.39	 -.13	 1.31
55.	 9.46	 9.48	 -.02	 1.41
56, 9.63	 9.58	 .05	 1.69
57, 9.91	 9.59	 .?2	 1.69
5R.	 9.62	 9.80	 .n2	 1.67
59. 10"
60. L0•23	 17.01	 .?2	 2.04
61, lil•60	 10.06	 .74	 1.49




64. 12.44	 9.95	 2.49	 2•!l64.	 9.76	 9.96	 -•;I0	 221366.	 9.98	 1Pr09	 -.t7
67,	 10.00	 10.24	 -.17	 ?.72
6R.	 10,23	 10.40	 -.18	 1•q6
69,	 10.53	 10.56	 -.1)3	 2.14
lD.	 10.51	 10.71	 -.?0	 1.90
71. 10.75	 10.85	 -.10	 1.76
72. 10.89	 10.97	 -.DO	 1.60
73..	 1.9,-99	 11.nR	 -,09	 1•8t
74.	 11.07	 11.16	 -.n9	 1.77
75.	 11.13	 11.20	 -.n7	 2.20
76.
	
11.13	 11.20	 -•D7	 2.9677,	 11.21	 11.13	 .n8
7A.	 11.43	 11.01	 .415	 2.75
79,.	 10.80	 113.65	 -.-05	 P•f10
NO.	 10.61	 10.70	 -.09	 3.54
R1.	 10.49	 10.53	 -.n4	 3.90
RP.	 10.34	 10.32	 .C2	 4.4q
R3.	 13.34	 L0.07	 .27	 4.9$q
84.	 10.06	 r•AO	 Pb. 	 5.26
A5,	 9.6D	 9.54	 .Pb	 5.63
AR.	9.76	 9.32	 .46	 5.87
R7,	 9.5	 98	 .05	 .S4	 5.25
AA.	 8.72	 8.58	 .13	 5.41
q9. 7-BL	 7.03	 -.03	 6.12





























































1.52	 -.11	 0,221,68	 -.00




































OIF	 R13T	 RTO	 RPR	 11FPTH
..,30	 .7Rq,513	 .4)3?	 26.54
.24
	




6.13	 :954	 .5,13	.73A	 35.56
4.43	 .871	 ,340	 .750	 20.gA





















.252 -.254	 .A7?	 15.5q
,06
	
.29A -.212	 ,q70	 16.09
.14
	






.423. -•039	 .Sa n	0.01
.12
	




.493	 ,149	 .931	 °9.6n
.06
	
.441	 .IR7	 .447	 ?R.6A
_,00
	











	 .523	 .375	 :9R6	 55.,71





	 .421	 .294	 .941	 661kn





	 .4135	 .266	 . qRQ	 ci9.2n
-.15
	















.506	 ,351	 .qRS	 40.07
	





























.346	 . qA2	 3A.9s
..,22
	
.51q	 .367	 .qR4	 4M.211
-.21
	






















.326	 .171	 .aA7	 38.67
	
- .04	 .Iar;	 .1376	 .4AA	 'Sri.37
	
_.01	 .05n -.144	.991	 ?q.A2







-.33A -.5132	 .076	 76.0A
	
-.18	 _.310 -.5t7	 .074	 23.2:4
	
-.04	 _•255 -.51 2	•951	 lit. AP
- .06
	












-.239 - 6??	 ,9nq	 R.Rsr
-.22-.179 -.61 9	.RA9	 7,'51
	
-.23	 -•162 -.6nq	 .SRI	 7.27
	




-.461 -.777	 .917	 7.5f
	
.20	 _.SA2 -,A7n	 ,qn8	 6.0,
	
-.21	 -.545 -.91 4	1919	 3.7f
kONTH =	 9	 LATITUDE _ 10
AFTER SWOOTH I14G TEmP AN) DENSITY tWES
ALT PRESSURE TEMPERATUPE - ENGITY CnRREt_ATION CgFFFTCIENTS
- ORIG JEW 9IF TRIG '4EW ')IF 'RIG N EW 41F RPT RT11 RPD I7rpTu
p?. •62 1.71 -5.09 .31 .61 -.30 .67 1,24 -.57 .843 ,671 .964 3?.49
143. .75 1.66 -1.11 1.214 1.49 -.20 1.69 .q7 .142 .Aq9 .I q I .620 11.11
24. 3.27 2.04 1.t6 1.23 1.61 -.37 1.55 1.65 1.40 .6115 -•21 1 .(,Ulf 1+1,27
25. 2,37 2.I5 .22 1.26 1.42 -.16 x.65 2.27 .31 .247 -.395 •7n3 tf).n2
PA. 2.33 Z.19 .14 1.21 1.32 -.11 7.5F 235 .23 .190 -,345 ,1}37 In.n4
?7. 2.32 2.23 .na 1.21 1.33 -.12 1.52 2.,'16 .17 .2n1	 _ -.374 sA37 1I.2+
2A. 2.27 2.214 -.9I 1.'19 1.40 -.01 9,414 2,33 .15 .272 -,334 .AJF 11.27
7q , 2.29 2.35 -.n5 1.35 1.44 -.09 1.34 2,30 .04 .335 - .2 q 2 .gnIt 11.62
3n, 2.33 2.42 -.'79 1.42 1.46 -.04 7.4S 2.34 .13 ."154 -.25`1 .R12 1?.17n
31. 2.36 2.50 -.t"1 1.43 1.52 -.09 7.49 2.44 .U5 .343 -.279 .61 1 11.9a
3?. 2.49 2.57 -.rR 1.55 1.56 -.02 9,72 2.53 .19 .394 - .2A4 .An14 11.16
33, 2.54 2.65 -.11 1.53 1.61 -.OR %63 2.56 .07 ,359 -.255 .Al r tn.3s
34. 2.60 2.73 -.14 1,5R 1,62 -.03 7.71 2.r,4 .07 ,355 -,245 .A1 Q 1e.76
35, 3.05 2.61 .24 1•54 1.517 -.06 a,94 2.80 .14 .2a1 -.2A1 .A36 11."
36. 2.99 2.87 .t2 1.55 1.60 -.04 1,a9 2,141 .OR .25p -,341 .A47 1+..34
37. 3.09 2.93 .17 1.61 1.67 -.On ,9a 2,96 .02 .262 -,314 our, 11, ?t
SR, 3.19 2.99 .2G 1.93 1,75 .08 7.03 3•n5 -.O2 .?5q -,32:' .Alt 17. P1
39. 3,27 3.15 .72 1.73 1.80 -.O6 3.17 3.13 .04 .249 -.332 .A3 1 11.07
4n. 3.08 3.11
-.03 1.12 1.87 ,n6 7.09 3.16 -.07 .276 -.319 .A23 I3,tn
41. 3.19 3.114 .01 .1.94 1,92 ,02 3.18 3.22 - .03 .2144 -	 II F, .R?r l3.IA
47. 3.26 3.25 .r1 103 1.93 .00 1.31 3.33 -.02 .252 ».33 3 .Rpq 13.3E
-	
43. 3.85 3.31 -.06 1.96 1.92 .04 1.44 3.41 .03 . 715 -,355 .147 7 17.6a
44. 3.32 3.37 -,OS I.q2. 1.42 - .04 3.40 3.471 -•O3 .254 ..011 .A41 14.15
45. 3.29 3.43 - .14 1.97 1.94 .33 1.45 3.49 -.03 .255 -,InF •Ru a 140a
46. 3.53 3.49 .n3 1.145 ?.00 -.05 3.66 3.50 ,07 .235 -.326 •aul 1r?.17
47, 3.56 3.56 -,a0 2.10 2.130 .C2 1.64 3.61 .03 067 -,314 •ale 14.0!&
414. 3.44 3..64 -.2C 2.14 2.11. .03 7,55 3,87 -.01 .323 -•?61 ,Rpa 14.47
414, ,5.74 3.73 .ol ?.00 2,04 -.04 l.59 3.57 .02 .357 -, 2n n .A4 4 17.4n
Sn. 3.79 3.92 -.1:3 1.97 7. 05 -.09 1.64 3..61 .43 -.36a -,17 n .a4 P fG.aF
51, 3.145 3.9? -.,j7 2.2t 2.12 .09 3.60 3,1,5 ,O3 314.	 3 - 1 10 • A4r 119.1313
52. 3.93 4.02 -.nt9 7.02 2.07 -•05 3.73 3,70 .04 .4nR -,It A .ASq If,,Ap
53. 4•DO 4.18 -.13 1.95 1.95 .00 3.A1 3,77 .C7 .41'1 -.06 A .RA2 '19.34
S4, 4.11 4.23 - .11 1.76 1.87 - .OR 3.94 3.67 ,07 .411 - 1141 .nG7 Iq, 4-
55. 4.1$ 4.3a -.21 1.R5 1.97 -.1)2 4.03 3.94 .09 .41,^ ...725 .942 ln.UF
56. 4.23 4.4? -.Iq 1.A6 1.92- -.06	 - u,07 4.90 .77 .4?q -.7n 5 ,91!l In.pi,
57. 4.27 4.54 -.27 1.94 1.99 -.05 0.11 4.n4 .15 .455 .ItA . Ann Iq.f.7
5A. 4.41 11.66 -.?5 ? . 02 2.09 - . 07 u.le 4.15 .I3 ,499 , .iqp .A9u In.SF
59, 4.49 4.A1
	 ^ -.32 ?• F S ^;25 -.I3 u,22 4.10 ^	 ,1? .5?1- ,R71 .1441
6n, 4.B4 4199 -.l4 2+3? 7.49 -.04 4.48 4.24 .74 .5-, .63° .Rfi' . 17.5e
61. 5.06 5,16 -,1u 8.60 2.73 -.13 4,61 4,4? ,16 ,514 _P JA .Aup Ic„,s
62. 5.53 8.Y. ,17 ?.A7 a.95 -.11 x..94 4.66 .2A .491 - ,44q Al-,. 1c.nF
(1 3,- 5.94 5.56 .43 ?.99 3.11 -.12 5.23 4.94 .29	 - _.467 -,tn4 ,R31 !u.4x
6a, 0.27 S.76 .51 3.12 3.15 - -.02 5.21 5.15 .14 r45f -.In n .R31 -	 Iu.ST
65. 5.93 5.97 -.;13 2.97 1.13 -.16 5..,p 5,34 .16 .45^ -.nAt .A51 t4,A¢
66, 5.12 d.1A -.,,^.6 3.18 3.30 -.13 5.6n 5.56 .A4 ,44, -.401 ,S41 14, 1.L
1,7. 6.47 6.40 ,0 3.51 3.61 .31 6.41 5,q6 .15 .4?5 -.15? .si n 13.7
AR, 6.07 S.f.3 .14 3.77 3.Rt -.04 4.27 6,17 .10 .494 ...I a ,` .R?5 1p.f^
f9. 0.91 6. F16 .75 3.87 4.00 -.13 6.52 6.5C 112 .3nr -,?15 ..A?: I?.I f.
Tn. 7.55 7.19 .77 4.30 4.30 -. OG 7.04 6,94 .Of. 3r.3 ... _,775 . n1,- 11..?*
71. 7.33 7.31 ,n1 4.54 ..55 .Q3 7.50 7.43 .517 .2F7 - .315 .Alr In,fA
75. 7.59 7.411 .!1 .4.60 4.59 .01 I.qu 7.Rq .06 .215 ..,37 A -8?3 14.5n
7'. 7.73 7.61 .t3 ..4A +4.57 - eq 1,31 8.33 -.02 .114 -.421 ,A4n .1
7f_, 7.95 7 .nd .T7 4.17 .,69_ -.02 ^.6-e A.7.c .1C. .065 -.471 .A4'l 1^.n^
75, 7.63 7.74 .i5 4.95 4.14? .n4 n,A4 B. q?, .06 ."q -.4A q .Ql? 11.f,n
7f,. 7,94 7.84 .1n 5.17 5.12 .Q5 n.6r 6.51 .0'1 .114 -.41' .Rnn n.3a
77. a.19 01h6
.l3 F.10 14 . 37 -.47 1 . 07 8.21 - , lu .3414 .355 .7n7 '4,41
744. 9.50 5.39 .11 5.146 5.57 . ?4 '.145 7.42 -•Cf .413 .., 265 .76a o,t:A
70. 6.94 A.f10 ,14 5.44 t,, 42 .01 7,6u 7.qr, -.2n .474 -.167 .704 1^.R4
An. -	 8.17 9.23 -1.,15 5.11 5.23 -.12 1,05 9.11` _1- •47^ -. I 06 .92 6 11.7a
al. 9.79- 9.63 .If r,. 25 y,.34 -.09 1.02 8.41 .12 -	 , 4n 7 -.1514 .1417 11.5n
h2. 10 . 03 9.97 ,q F, 5 . 5P 'j,51 . 06 %rip 9,64 .I S. . 33^ -,225 .144? !1.1+
A3.. 10.36 10.27 .n9 5.48 5,6u -,15 17.20 10.15 .05 .2n•. -.25 1 •.14 a 11.11
1,14. 10.69	 - 10.51 .12 5.2't h.13 -.113 11.60 10.42 .16 ,3?r. .25q ,E41 lr:,n1
AS. 1,309 1:194 .n6 r,," 6.56 -.19 1-.41; 10.46 -,06 .371 -.7 q° •A13 I-!.4F
136, 11.46 11.43 -,r3 7.56 7.46 .10 1x,.49 10.51_ -.n5 .44^ -.)eq . 7 7p q.qc
A7. 12.00 12.45 -,rf, 1.30 A,12 .14 11.91 IC.A1 -.01 .4a1 ...214 .7G1 -	 n,8+
AR, 12,72. 22.75 -,!'3 14.26 A,41 -.15 51.2^ 11.24	 -- -,04 ,4qR -,Sau -	 .711 1'.1r
149. 13.50 13.51 -.71 n.70 9.13 -.36 11,W3 11.01 .0? .512 -.tn7 .74n In.n1













































































































































,40NT r3 =	 9 LATITUDE _





22.	 1.16	 1.62	 -.45
P3.	 1.56	 1.73	 -.1R
24.	 1.66	 1.83	 -.17
p5.	 1.94	 1.91	 .03
26.	 1.93	 1.49	 -.95
p7.	 2.06	 2.06	 .90
2P.	 2.02	 2.15	 «.13
Pq,	 2.16	 2.27	
-.it30.	 2.13	 2.4p	 .
31	 2.32	 x.59	 -.26




34	 2.85	 3.16	 -.31
35.
, 
	 5.09	 3.36	 -.^17
16.	 3.24	 3.55	 -.11
37.	 3.52	 3.73	 -.?1
;A.	 3,72	 3.91	 -.19
39.	 3.81	 4.09	 -.29
41".	 3.90	 4.27	 «.37
al.	 4.06	 4.44	 -.i7
4P,	 4.2n	 4,62	 -.42
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-.20	 7.09	 7.1759. 4.68	 4.85




	 ?•66	 ?,806?.	 5.13	 5,36	 - .24	 7.93
	 3.07
63.	 5.34	 5.58	
-,24	 3.15	 3.266u.	 5.77	 5.82	
-.n5	 i.06
	 3,25
65, 6.21	 o.P6 -	 .16	 2.92_	 3.2066, 6.39	 6.29	 ,t1
	 3.14	 3,3767.	 6.73	 6.53	
.Po	 3.59	 3.68
AB.	 6.92	 6.77
	 .15	 i.75	 3.P6











74. 8000	 7.82	 .17	 4.59	 it.74
75. 7.99	 7.87	
.11 -	 4.96	 4.95
76. 6.02	 7.96
	 ,n6

















	 .n8	 5.59	 5,75
R4. 10.54	 IO.44
















	 9.299n.	 14.48	 14.33	
.15	 10,99	 11.00
TENSITY C0R4ELATION {nFFFICIPNTSDIP ^PIG NEW DIP RPT RT9 RPO OFPTH
.02 1,16 1.14 .02 .769
-,791
-•216 6.13
-.13 1.44 1.37 .07 .
-.617 6.011
-.10 1..84 1.58 .25 .394
- .
55
595 .. 5t451 4 6,411
-.OR 1.72 1.65 07 .343
-.556 .590 7.00
- • 04 1.72 1.63 .09 ,384
-. 494 .61 A 7 .84
-.07 1.67 1.62 .06 .421 -.413
.6 1 11.71
-.10 1.75 I.64 .11 -	 .441 -.157 +611RI 9,411
-.10 1.82 1.69 .13 +464
-.317 .746 0, 72
-+08 1.69 1.76





















-.0Q 1.92 1.R2 .LO .662 -.9nA .744 14.21
-.1 7 v.43 2.13 -	 .31 ,546
-.041 .770 15.61















-.11 4 .A?1 14.6A







-•0 8 ;.DO 2.A6 ,13 .46 -,097 15.7?
-.06 1,17 3.03 .13 .421
-.11 0 .Bg; 16.37
-.11 3,44 3,22 .22 .354 « ,159 .117! 16.711
-.07 1,411 3.36 .12
.316 -.141 .875 L6.711
-.03 1.62 3.46 .16
.299 -,202 ,A74 16.77
-.06 3.6? 3.52 .10 .299
-,144 .n7A 17.01
<	 03 1.64 3.54 .11 .321 -.16R .8113 17.511
- • 0 5 1.62 3.56 .06 .341
-.12A
.8a0 lA,i^
-.05 3,71 3.59 .12 .361 -.17 1 .flop 111.96
-.13
.12
1.67 3.63 .03 .384






























-.100 .aRR ip.Op4.21 ,15
.452
-,01 0 .RAR IAOI
-•14 4.39 4.p8 .11 .471
-,On2 .RAI 17.84
-.09 '.,71 4.44 .29 .454
-.045
.964 16.44
-.1 4 4.74 4.61 .14 ,462 ..OAq ,843 L5,07
- •14 s.2n 4.77 .42 .464 -.tI A .82 1 t4.05
-.11
-•1°






-.28 5,76 5.29 .47 .490
-.045 •84Q 14.74
- .24 5.87 5.59 .29 ,465 -.0A1 .A4 9 14.11
.-•O9 5.26 5.93 .33
.430 ..139. .131 `13.05
- .11 6,54 6,2R .27
.4n8 - ,175 .RpR 12.Gq
-. ? 4 A,AO 6.64 .16 ,374
-.21n .ApR 12.07-+.05 -,30 7. 11 ,19
.329 -,275 .8i 7 11.17
-.02 v.76 7.51 .16 ,274
-,335 .914 14.56
-.03 A.20 8.0 .13 ,21R -.37q .926 10,47
-.12 9,57 8.52 .05 ,125. -.429 .842 t1.30
-.05 q.07 8.92 .I6 ,055 -.4AI ,R4R 11,07
.01 11,14 9,n3 .11 .063
-.4q1 .817 q, 6n
+01 R.R6 0,79 .OS .151 -.446 .916 0.49
- • 08 A,34 8.45 -.12 .273
-.373 .791 g.41
.25 9,23 8.23 -.01 .367 -.294
.77A 4.71
-.OS A.01 8.16 -.15
.423 -,2n8 .7q A 10.60
-.16 11.20 9,43 -.14 .427 -,163 .823 11.3u
-.04 9.2u 9.11 .13 .36R
-.?16 .A2q II.in
.05 9.97 9.78 .18 ,303 -.272 .135 Sn.Ru
-.15 10,27 10,21 .06 .271
-.24? .841 10.86
-,03 10.56 10.37 :19 .29q
-,27A ..Ri3 ln,7A
-119 1 .23 10.2q -,06. .35p -.241 .any IO.5?
•09 10,23 10.29 -.06 .46n -,21 1 .766 1n,1n
.16 19.56 10.59 -,03
.497 -.2n5 .70 9.90
-.18 11.11 11,12 x,00 .504 -.I87 .755 In.2n
-.37 t1.80 11.711 .02 .51Z -.2n6 .716 13.84
-.01 I2.49 12.48 .01 .541
-,259 .672 4.07
74
mONT'i =	 10	 L.ATI%DE q 30
1
4FTFR S MOOTHING TEMP A'JO ::-'JSITY V^	 UJ56
ALT PRESSURE TE14DERATUPE nENSITY C9RRELATTON COFFF1CIENTS
• ORIG NEW 7IF ORI5 •Jcw 0I9 gRTG m7w nIF APT RT1 Rof) nFPTH
22, 1.24 2.27 -t,n2 1.40 1.51 -.11 1,71 1.56 .15 ,731 ,nq4 ,74A 13,83
23, 1.41 2.47 -1.06 I.nl 1.93 -.12 1.71 1,64 .07 .7uq _,051 •6?5 12.29
24. 2.80 2.67 .T7 1.71 1.90 -,19 7.81 2.17 .65 ,596 -,14? .710 I1.27
25, +.92 2.P1 .11 1.'11 1.67 _.2S 1.O1 2,65 .35 •3A6 -.219 •A1 5 11.9?
26. 2.99 2,69 .1C 1.49 1.61 -.11 A.IR 2,nb .32 •297 -.262 .60 1?.34
y	 P7. 3.02 2.97 .1)5 1.58 1.67 -.09 3.10 2.91 .2'1 ..33A -•240 .A;9 1?.37
P	 PA. 3.01 3.04 -•05 1.63 1.74 _.11 T•05 2,90 .16 .374 .206 .9'41 t2,5q
?9. 3.05 3.17 -.tl 1.77 1.68 -.11 4.07 2.90 .17 .435 -,17 3 .81 1 12.48
-	 3n. 3.15 3.31
-.l6 2.01 2.04 -.03 X.02 2,99 .14 ,Sni -.1:1 7 .7ql 11?.5n
j	 31, 3.36 3.47 -,19 2.72 2,11 -.09 %,03 2,90 .13 .550 _ ' 068 .79 4 13.1,A
32. 3.42 3165 -,2J 2.03 2.10 ».a4 3.18 2,94 .16 .593 .82 0 .817 14.74
33. 5.55 5.83 -.7R I.96 2.08 -,12 3,.13 302 .11 .622 .101 .1142. 16.2A
t4,. 3.68 4.02
-.34 1.46 ?,O6 ».49 3,37 3.15 .23 .533 ,155 ,R6^ 17.57
31 . 3.82 4.20 -.3R 1.92 2.06 -.15 i.kR 3.32 .16 .6,iq .175 .A7r 14.58
36. 4.07 4.39 -.31 2.00 2.13 ».13 3.82 3.50 .31 .616 .153 .B7A LR.tic)
37. 4.16 4.58 -.42 1.11 2,20 -.09 t.9P 3.62 .2A .63? .19 11 .eat I900
3A. 4.24 4.78 -.54 ?.C2- 2.21 -.19 1.96 3.69 .?7 .667 .265 ,Bqr	 - 2R.9A
39. 4.30 4.09 -.fi9 2.01 2.28 -,26 3.95 3.A0 .15 .6AA .3n4 .9nn 21.913
4n, 4.48 5.21
-.73 ?•09 2.40 _.31 4.02k 3,89 ,14 ,711 .337 not ?2.8n
41. 4.65 5.45 -,R7 7.07 2,51 _.44 0.47 3.97 .1Q .741 .305 .9n s ?4. f11
_	 42. 4.78 5.70 -.92 ?.12 0.61 -.48 4,24 4.17 .Ge .739 .3Afi .907 24.43
43. 5.17 5.96 -,79 2.13 2.67 -.54 4,95 .1.41 .54 ,730 .342 all ?4.7a
44. 5.228 6.22 -.94 0.07 2.75 ,..67 ^.62 4-,S3 ,09 .754 .430 .91 7 26.44
45. 5.42 0.50 -1.1.8 2.11 2.06 -.75 4.83 4'. h9 1 5 .765 .450 .91 9 27.35
u6. 5.60 6.79 -1.19 2.01 2,99 -.98 ",9P 4.R; .13 ,775 .47n ."I 2A.0?
47. 0.73 7.11 -1,37 2.10 3.19 -1'09 2.14 4,.AR .26 ,812 ,529 .925 ?9.80
4R. 5.81 7,46 -1.65 208 3.48 -1.40 5.20 4.A7 .33 .R49 .547 ,q?6 31,P5
49. 13.13 7.85 -1.72 2.17 :4.74 -1.57 5,41 5;00 .40 .86? .605 .132E 32.57
6n, 2.30 8.27 -1.97 ;0.07 3.A4 -1.77 S.Vi 5,26 .23 .874 .644 ,q3A 15.1?
-	 51, 14.98 8.26 6,71 2.23 3,77 -1.53 14.05 5.A0 8.24 •7A4 .457 .015 ".A-4
-	 Fit. 15.21 .1.67 6.54 2.25 3.70 •1.45 15,51 6,34 10.17 .754 .453 .9?5 2n.nA
53. 15.28 9.15 6,t3 1-.25 1.58 -1.33 14.96 7.40 7.96 .7?5 .435 ,0tF ?8,71
54, 15.56 9.97 5,59 ^.213 .7.55 -106 15.87 7,p6 8.61 .8313 .667 ,qA4 t9,6q
55. 15.67 -Ir-36 5.34 2.54 3.64 -1,09 14.93 7.50 7.33 .874 ,6SA ,QAE 39,60
56, 16.27 1'.'.75 5.52 2.61 7.64 -1.03 15.04 8.14 7.95 •800 .609 .a63 37.28
57. 16.88 11.14 5,74 ^.57 ?1.59 -1.02 16.07 4.42 7.45 .626 .667 .871 41.20
98, 17.58 11.55 6.13 2.85 1.73 -.88 1Q.64 A,73 10.91 .625 ,665 ,0711 4n.bn
59• 17.68 11.90 5.78 3.10 '4,78 -.64 21.5A 10.25 11.32 .564 ,296 .953 77.Aa
-	 6n. 17.70 12.03 5.67 ^.dQ -	 7.R6 -.98 17.68 12•n6 4.82 _06? -.35A .a F4 72.55
67, 16.46 11,93 6.53 1.qt 4,22 -.37 24.90 13.8? 11.08 -.307 -.571 .957 21.20
-	 62. 19.93 11.69 8.?4 1,6L 4.35 -.74 2-4,A4 14,26 9.56 -.45q -.6qn .963 ?1.54
-	 63,- 24.70 31.41 9.29 4.12 14.38 ­ 26 ?4,60 13.40 11.70	 - -.41q -.575 .9Fa }n.30
64. 21.14 11.18 9,93 4.15 3,80 .35 ?G,74 13.00 12.74 _,347 -.5q t .962 21,89
65. 10.46 11.04 -,58 ?.3t 0.66 _,36 10..22 11,85 -1.73 -.235 -,440 .976 20.4E
66. 10.58 Ic.98 -.411 2.4R 2,32 .16 ]^.58 11.38 -.80 -.077 _.273 .979 32.21
67. 10.56 1..94 -.2N 2.07 ^,65 .22 1^.A7 11.5A -.71 -,175 -.34R .974 Py.Aq
-	 6A. 19.56 17.87 -.32 3.1R ?.67 .51 11.19 11.74 -.55 -.214 -,425 ,975 9-x,47
Fig. 10.52 10.77
-.25 ?.7A ?,70 -.62 1•.34 L1.R7
-•53 -.771 -.S8 1 ,07F 27,114
-	 70. 13.59 10.64 -.n5 4.,^t 3.52 .49 11.62 11.97 -.35 ...235 -.503 ,950 t4.94
71. 10.55 10.53 .93 4.51 4.37 .13 11.62 11.9A -.36 -.148 -. 495 . vtt 15,30
72. 10.56 1C,44 .12 5.05 4.85 .20 11,60 1I.93 -.32 -.096 -.4q l .q14 11.57
73. I7.57 10.37 .28 5.39 5.19 .20 1•,57 1I.94 =,37. _.075 -.5nn .apt 1P. 37
74, ln.¢4 10'29 ,}q 5,51 4..33 ,1R 11.77 12.f)P -,31 -.196 -.531 .Aaa 11.Aq
75. 10.33 10.17 .16 5.49 5.41 .09 11,96 12.31 -.36 -.173 -,5A- .0n? 11.F7
76. 10.27 9.98 ,2R 5.75 -	 5.64. .11 113.26	 -12.54 -.27 _.230 ...632 .Ana 14.92
-	 77. 10.15 -	 9.74 .4t 6121 5.95 .26 t?,33	 - 12.69 -.36 -•265 -.670 .8132 111.14
76, 14.04 9.46 .5R 6.35 6.06 .29 12.42 12,63 -.21 _.2aR -.697 .8RR 0.64
79, 9.43 9.19 ,24 r31.3 5.04 .09 11,94 12.12 -.2R -.231 -.675 .A75 13.21
R8, 9.09 9.03 .V6 6.30 6 . 50 -.12 In.86 11 , 56 -,7n - . nq4 -,628 . ApA R.JA
Al. 9.57 8.98 ..59 7.90 7,18 .B1 11.26 11.49 -.22 .003 -,62 3 .7Rn 7,20
R7. B•76 9.00 -.23 7.33 7.20 .14 11.15 11.41. -•26 •019 -.61 5 .776 7,2E
-	 -	 R3, 8.8R 9.05
	 - -.17 7.^_2	 - 6.92	 - •1Q in.79 Il.n5 -.26 .0h1 -.577 ,70'1 7.52
- 44, d•`14 4.17 -.1R .76. 0 6,46 .Ok 11.4P 10.65 -.1R .149 -,5?5 .754 -	 7, 5c
AF, 4.22 9.42 -.?r 7.29 7.23 .06 17,.28 10,36 -.16 ,247 -..47 7 ,737 7.64
R6. 9.66 9.78 -.12 7.64 7,60 ,04 I% 11 10.42 -.29 .3ft1 -.447 .710 7,79,
R7. 9.94 Ifi.:20 -.?6 9.^1 0,03 -.02 1fj..)a 18.45 .14 .317 - 1 449 .710 T.6?
AR, ln•66 1C.68 -.n2 0.54 ;;.84 -.30 11.1p 11,30 -.12 .341 _.46n .41), 7134
n9, 11.48 11.32 .17 10.20 1r.61 -.3Z 1.,84 1?,n6 ,21 .307 -.507 .5qn 6.63







NONTH =	 10	 LATITUDE =	 50























2.01 -,72 1.50 I•^1 ^,14
2.11
2.15 -,01 •717 .234 ,p5n
16.Rw
23.

























-. 01 .745 . 314 .AFp 1R,	 1D6































3.25 .04 .737 .351
.A16 ?n.Sp














-.3A ^'4Q.1' 2.14c• -.05 '1.66 3.633.81
,03
.08 .747 .41 1 •91 7 23.21
.A3.






























. •37R .112 2'4.3737,


























.21 .60.6 .309 .9n4 72.4A






























6.30 17 •755 ,47 7 ?	
Z
44.
















.7A4 •604 .465 3A.21
U7 9.0L





.76E ,57 9 .967 38.64
h6.
149. 9.52 9.74 -.72











qO. 9.b0 E^.04 -.^4 ?.7F ^.91 -.15 0.,43 8.37
.Ofi-









9.10 ,11 «713 ,546 .977
42.24
57.
fi3, 1u.71 1L1.B7 -.16 2.57 f.66














































11.06 .73 .614 .434 .970
31.52
_	 q4.
6 0. 12,59 12,0?_ -.^3 3.?3
41
'A -.,l8


















.66 .704 ,547 .4713 10.,2162.


















.4^ 2.96 3.12 -.16 14.92
4.1	 10
14.56 .67 .162 •,962 .175
2p On
6h.





































77. 1 14.76 75 L.87 4.84 ,02 Ir.95 51.0.9
,4T _.442
73. 14.95 14.7D •25












,72 '+.9G 4.96 -.05 16.53 - 16.52
-.01
-.02 _,2'15_.397 -.61a , 1qq 11.4n75,








17.02 _,ou -.462 -.7n9 .957 t6.IR14.8E
77. 14.08 13.71 AT 5.655.99 5.87 .10 17.85 16.85












-.305 -. &An •917 11.3'79.



































































10.03 9.76 .27 10.40 13.73 -.33
.45
1	 .331'1,22
13.6614 2A -.06 ,274 -,724	.uq4 ft, Am;






















































































































1 8 .1 8	14.99
14 .o7	 15.50
1 n . 70	 16.02








21,46	 22.2.62 1 1.16	 ?3.05
24.92	 23.g2
2x,.42	 24.07














RoT	 RTD	 Rp0	 OQPTR
,411 -. 1 1 5	.RFC	13.67
.301 -.21 9	•R6S	 13,12
.110 -,377	.874	1P.5q
-.094 -.51 q	.Aq7	 12.56
..094 -.51 q	.846	 1 ?.403
.163 «.336	 .S F 5	 1200












9 BP7	 .407	 .804	 23.73
.814	 .421	 .8130	 9t.47
.784,3T6	 .A43	 14.37













.554 - .925	 PA.A7
.855.620	,017	 1?,14
,871	 .658	 .047	35.54
.069 ,60	 .qn6	 39.01
























.547	 i 97P	 17, 63














	 .51'1	 .977	 17.77
,665	 x494	 .47A	 47.37
.642
	








.473	 .20,	 .9A0	 34.34
. 34 4	 .IPq- . q7r	;1).31
.;Jg -Ong	.975	 21.44
,029 -.LA`+	 .979	 20.83
..217 -,397	 .gR11	 2A.g1
...354 _.54 n	.qa n	97.10
-.421- -,60 03	•978	 25.77
-.467 -.64 1 - .978	 P4.811
..,516 -.6A5	.07P	 14.19
_.556 ..,722	 ,077	22.06
-.Sq l -.753	 .973	 ?03.79
...593 ...769	 ,qfA	 14.51)
-.597 -.774	 .q65	 17,37
-.599 «,7AA	 .9K2	 16.nc
-.597 -.81 5 •9S?	 IMF
-.636 -.85q	.qul	 11.2°














































































































































MONTH = 10 LATITUVE = 7C
AFTER 5MOOTHI 146 TEmP Ar47 0£NSITY vfLUES
	
ALT	 PRESSURE	 TE'apER1
ORIG	 IF:v!	 ')IF	 0R1G
	v7.	 3.29	 3.71	 -.44	 1.91
P3. 3.59	 3.811	 -.25	 1.95
P4. 4.22	 3.90	 .31	 1.9h
P5. 4.72	 3.91	 .Al	 2.05
	
Pfi.	 4.47	 3.88	 .59	 2.03
	
P7.	 3.91	 3.89	 .n2	 2.11
	
2R.	 3.30	 3.99	 -.69	 1.94
	
Pg,	 3.49	 4.15	 -.66	 1.95
	
n,	 3.89	 4.33	 -.44	 1.94
	
1f.	 3.80	 4.50	 -.71	 P..0g
3.80
	 4.70	 -.032	 2.04
7;. J. B4	 4.94	 -1.10	 2.3C
34. 3.05	 5.24	 -:.303	 2.20
35. 4.82	 5.58	 --,7E	 0.66
	
16.	 5.61	 5.96	 -.14	 3.13
	
37.	 6.04	 6.35	 -.11	 3.55
	
303.	 6.55	 4.76-.pt	 '+.14
	
19,	 7.25	 7.10	 .07	 1.45
40. 7.U2	 7.62	 -.59	 3.64
41. 7.49	 P-07	 -.59	 3.91
42. 3.13	 8,54	 -.4O	 3.90
	
41,	 15.59	 9.00	 -.41	 3.79
	
1,4,	 3.94	 9.i.B	 -.54	 3.903
	
45.	 9.39	 9.97	 -.58	 4.79
	
46	 9.79	 lr•46	 -.67	 3.18
	
47.	 10.26	 16.93	 -,67	 3.55
	
up .	 10.503	 11.39	 - .81	 3.53
	
49,	 11.01	 i1.A4	 -.A3	 3.50
	
Sf1,	 11.38	 12.30	 -.q1	 3,47
	
51.	 11.85	 12.73	 -.AR	 3,744
	
52..	 12.35	 13.14	 -.79	 3.25
	
53.	 12.71	 13,54	 -.84	 3.036
	
54,	 13.21	 13.93	 -.72	 ?.91
	
55.	 t3.44	 14.31	 -.033	 2.8E
	
5E.	 13,97	 14.69	 -.72	 ?.89
	
87,	 14.51	 15.C9	 -.98	 3•^1
	
5A,	 15.59	 15.51	 .49	 3.19
	
59.	 17.29	 15.97	 1,3:	 3.24
	
6n.	 18.02	 16.46	 1.56	 3.17
	
61.	 18.81)	 1605	 1.85	 3.e5
	
6?.	 19.50	 17.42	 ?.na	 3.54
63. 21}.07	 17.60.	 2.19	 3.?4
64. 21.16	 18.35	 ?.At	 3.47
	
65	 21.38	 1x.81	 2.57	 3.57
	
fir.	 21.63	 1'3.27	 2.16	 3.74
	b7.	 21.64	 19.72	 2.1?	 3.73
	
6R.	 22.03	 19.37	 ?.66	 3.'103
	
69.	 23.60	 2n. 5R	 3.P2	 3.45
	
71).	 22.35	 20.95	 1.46	 3.64
71. 22.50	 21.29	 1.21	 4,14
72. 22.65	 2l. F.3	 1.116	 4.5;
73. 22.75	 21.80	 .95	 4.53
	
74,	 22•00	 21.88	 .g1 	 4.13
75. 22.67	 ?1.01	 .Sr,	 'i=KO
76. 22.39	 21.59	 At	 5.''9
77. 21.95	 21,24	 .72	 5.39
	
7A.	 21.45	 20.82	 .66	 5.614
	
79.	 20.93	 22.35	 .K8	 5.86
	
81).	 2x.16	 19.00	 .35	 6.12
	
031.	 19.43	 19.18	 .25	 fi,71
	
82,	 i8.68	 18.53	 .19	 1.49
	
Al,	 18.16	 17.76	 .49	 7.54
	
44.	 17.40	 17.01	 .a7	 7.45
	
85.	 15.82	 16.18	 -.16	 q,qv
	





AA.	 12,48	 12,87	 -.39	 11.57
	
R9.	 11.71	 11.88	 -.17	 11.aA
	










































































































. 87n	 1 *„ 1F.
.977 	'. 7^.3 3




































































































kONTH = 10 LATITUDE = 10
AFTF'R SMOOTHING TE 11' 10 3cNSIT Y V+Li3ES	 nFNSITY
PRESSURE	 TE^4pERATVRE	 niKALT	
ORIG	 NEW	 nIF	 0415	
'JEW 03IF	 -I RIS	 NEW	
.115
3. 45	 4.00	 -.54	 p.99	 2.10
	
- .03	 5.77	 3.72
.	
_,04	 4.25	 4.16	 .09
13•
	
3.86	 4..0	 -.24	 2-n9	 2.12	
-.05	 'J.7i	 4.68	 •0K
4.56	 4.14	 .42	 2•C6	 2.12	 q. 9	 S.0.1914.












;^5 6	 3.74	 -.2277.	 3.93	 •11	 .




4	 x,44	 3,51	 -•07
29.	 3.32	 4.11	
-.AC	 1.85	 2.05	 -•17	 't.04
	
3,73	 .31
301.	 01.39	 3.112	 ,46
31,
	
3.56	 4.44	 -.0.9	 2.115	 2.17
	 -.11	
4.40	 3.R1	 ,54
32.	 3.58	 4.63	 -1.115	 ?.013	 .89	 -23	 14,201	 3,47	 .73.
13.	 .1.43	 4.88	 -1.46	 ?.36
	 x,77
	 3.23	 .54




35.	 5.23	 5.63	 -.40	 3.03	
3.53	
-•54	 5,05	 3.78	 1^94
;6.	 6.21	 6.10	 .11	 3.37	 '1.91	
_.55	 ",97	 4.12




4	 °.36	 4.47	 .89
38. 7.09	 7.05	 .nr	 3.47







7.64	 8.05	 -.41	 ^^99	 4.42	
-.44	 5.91	 5.21	 '70
401.	 8.18





47.	 8.79	 9.09	 -•3f'	 4.45	 -.39	 5.A1	 fi.?R	 ,53




44. t,.71	 -.2?	 1.47	 7.',4	
-.nl45. 1,1.16	 10.71	 -.54	 4.411	 bl	 -.51	 7.A6	 7.68




11.15	 11.77	 -.62	 3•B^	 4,45	
-.65	 _.OB
47. 01.47	 -.fi5	 01.69	 8,77
411.	 11.51	 12.29	 -.77	 1i9'	 4.55	 -.65	 '+.15	 9.29	 -.14411,	 11.97	 12.79	 -.A%	 3•g^	 12,67	 4,RA	 -.21





,.611	 4.44	 -.B4	 Sn.22	 14.45111,	 L'2.90	 13.77	 _	 _•4766
5?•	 13.47	 14.?5	 -•7r	
3.51	
u,19	 -.91	 11.43	 11.A0	 "•38







3.82	 -1.0-'	 13.44	 13.68	 -,24
5A.	 15.30	 15.41	 '••^`1	 u	 14.32	 13.75	 .57
57.	 15.68	 16.301	 -.42	 3.01	 4.15	 -1.201	 15.63	 13.91	 1.82
5 01 ,	 17.07	 16.74	 .33	 3.21	 8	 17.15	 14,03	 3.12
411•	 i°-90	 17.24	 1.66	 3.34	 4.51	 :1.2 2 94
6;•.	 -1.32
	 17.60	 14,















2.47	 3,31	 4,65	 -1.24	
Sa.6A	 16.40	 3.26
fi3.	
22.68-	 19.84	 3. F'4	 A.67	
4,76	 -1-In	 201.F2	 15.97
(14.	 -83 	 .	 5	 3.67
65,	 23.15	 2".37	 2,77	 3•P+.	 4iE5^	 -;^a2	 2+.7P	 14.08	 3.7023.42	 2r.91	 2.51	 3.117	 7e, 5
	
SB.79	 3.66
23.67	 21.43	 2.74	 1.A9	 4•.65	 -.77
	 4 
67.	 9	 ?7.i°-	 19, 2P	 3.
Fo p,.	 23.91	 21.94	 1.v7	 3.56	 4.34
	
_ 7
F,O.	 26.91	 22.4,1	 :x.69	 3,77	 4.23
	
-.44	 21.07	 20 41.	 2.65
24.29	 22,90	 1.50	 1.62	 4.17
	
-.55	 ?3.40	 201,92	 2.207r:,	 4.37	 _,36	 71.81	 21.62
77.	 24."4	 23.16	 1."53	 y,51	 4.64	 .•.13	 24.19	 22.60	 1.50
79,	 - 24.61	 23.44	 1,24	 r 49
	
-i07
	 2't.7n	 23.54	 1.11
73 •	24.81	 23.59	 1.32	 4.42	 t.	 .76
74.	 44.68	 21.96	 1.:51	 3•H?	
4.?2	 -.40'	 25.43	 94.67	 ,71
7F+.	 24.78	 23.34	 1.u4	 4.36	
4.49	 -.12	 2r,.22	 25.51
24.48	 22.98	 1.-	 5.07	 5.00	
.n8	 27,64	 ?5.fi9	 1.40
77.	 24.01	 -22.56	 1.43	 5.29	 5.29
	 on	 ?7.67	 25.54	 2 . 87A'
711.	 23.51	 22,14	 1.37	 5.52	 5.63	 ,04 	 27.12	 24.98	 2.14
711.	 22.95	 ?1.70	 1.25	 5.79	 B3	 .LA	 2x+.86	 24.61	 2.2590.	 22.08	 c^^1.29	 .40	 6.00	 5.	 24.65	 1 . 3
Al.	 21.22	 21.62	 .4;1	 6.33	
5.28	 .04	 Z5.58	 ^
R?.	 2;3.45	 PC-27	 .1R	 7.5Q	 6:90
	 .68	 211.5`5	 2k.83	 1,90









_.Al11 .9 0	 11.56	 ,22	 ?;.98	 24.28A5,	 17.32	 18.13-	 11.6n	 1'1.25	 1.35	 21;d1kz	 25.019	
-.26
86.	 L6 .35	 17.11	 -.75	 - 6
A7. 14.43	 15.85	 34	 95	 7'-1.42	 12.13
	
11.24	 .R4	 A.i.06	 21.
.34 	 24 . 99
92	 _.75If ,	 .
PA,	 i3.2fi	 14:49	 -1.21	 13.29	 ,,. 9	 a*,96	 21.92	 -.87
A4.	 12.22	 13.2.3	 -1.nl	 11.24	 11.38	 1	 14 , 57	 _.24





MONTH = 11	 LATITU0£ = 1C




FRIG NEW C1IF RPT RTC! Ron Orn
TN
ORIG NEW !1IF ORIr
.63 .fib -•05 1.20 1.10 .10 .532 .011 .BS?
14.01
?2• .74 1.38 -56« 1.24 ir22 .02 1.51 1,32 .20
.494
-.411 .tign p.17
23. .63 1.38 -.55 1.48 »,14 !.67 1.49 .19 .449 -.4qq
.5n3 7.3R
24, .97 1.49 -.F1 1.34137 150 -.i3 7.97 1,70 «36 .394 -,512 .SA7
7.47
85. f.fi8 1.59 . n9 .f•29
.
1. 43 - 1 3 2.04 1.81 .23 .327 -.497 .667
A,09
26. l.71 1.67 .L4 1.25 1x43 _.18 1.9' 1.81 «15
.417
-,436 .678 R.7n
27. 1.b7 1.75 -.no 1.47 1,52 -.04
_
2.01 1.93 _•41 1 .6c7 n.AR28. 1.75 1.83 -.1'9 1.57 -.14 2,02 1.86 ,15 ,449 _.37
7 .6F4 9.31
29. 1.72 1.93 -.21 1.45
.1.49 1.61 -.12 ^^ 11 1.139
,21 ,47, _•333 .66A. 9.8c
3p. 1.82 2.04 ^.22 1.53 1.69 -.16 9.12 1•A. .24 .544 -.27
n .651 191.96
31. 1.66 2.16 -.31 1.53 1.74 -.14 7.04 1.98
,f6 .6n3 -.197 .663 11.48
32. 1.91 2.31 -,u0 1.61 1.70 -.17 ?.27 1.95 .s$ .6tA -.133 •647
1?.4n
33. 2..18 2.46 -.29
1.56 1.77 _.20 ^.33 2.11 .22
.595 -.101 .734 13.13
34. 2.26 2.61 -.36
1.62 1.77 -.15 1.72 2.36 .36
.527 -.137 .77 , 15.24
35. 2.83 2.75 .nA 1.73 _•14 ', 89 2.60 .30 .455 _,177 .7
CA Vi.3n
36. 2.99 e.87 -.1'l 1.63 1,73 -.Sf 7.49 2,72 .27 .431 -.164 .81 R
14.Ot.
37. 2.99 2.90 .n! 1.621.6v 1.72 -.12 2,94 2.74 ,15 .43A -.13
2 .F^33 f4.83
3A. 3.04 1.09 ^.t'3 1.64 1.76 -.12 2,90 .21 .431 ••
.135 .836 15.04
39., 3.11 3.18 -.87 1,83 -.04
3,16
1.16 .1R ,433 _.I" .A13 15.1;4 . 3.19 3.213 -•119 1.791.71'; ,.A2 -.07 1.19
2.n7
3, 17 . 1 3 .436 -.li p •A46 1503FK
4 1. 3.27 3.39 -.11 1.76 -.09 3,36 '3.22 .14 .395 -.119 .AA9
16.47
4?. 3.37 3.49 -.11 1.661.66 1.74 -.O8 %.60 3.40 ,?_0
.334 -•162 .A76 1F.93
43. 3.48 3-.56 .-.nA
1.70 1.78 -.08 -1.67 3,53 .iu
,313 _,142 .A77 EA.Bn
44. 5.60 3.64 - .A4 1.66 -.06 7.7F 3.63 .14 .292 --.211s
0$7? It,.413
45. 3.60 3.70 -.11 1.AG
1.87 1.91 -.04 3. ► t 372 .14
.279 _.239 .971 16.2p
46. J.83 3.77 .k5 1•A6 1.90 _.05 3.^1 3.,80 .12 .260
-.2 ,A76 15.6?
47. 5.88 3,A4 .04
1.A2 1.1-7 _.45 3.95 3.96
.09 .267 -.211 4 .8RU 17.2?
W,. 3.90 3.4 - .c,
1•A1 1.88 -.07 +ar00 3.91
.09 .264 ».252 .87 17.51
49. 4.02 3.96 .r6
?.02 -.10 t,.01 3.92 .O9 .396 -.2n0 .8711
i6.a"<
5n. 4.V3 4.03 -,Al t.9??,29 2.17 .12 3.02 3.48 .04 ,373 ..,165 .R9
4 16.3?
51. 4.12 4.12 - .!Jr 2.1'7 2.15 _.011 -.991 3. AS ,04 .4I5 -.11
0 .863 17.2E
52. 4.17 4.23 -.56 ?.03 +01 x,47 3,91 .06 .437 -.034 .BA4
17.2E
53. 4.22 34'1..12- 2.04 1.93 -•06 1.04 3.47 . 07 .455 .123
.9n1 71.44
54, 4.26 4.45 -.19 1.891 1.71 -•916 4.11 4.04 ,07 .46f: .056
,414 01.24
55. 4.34 4.5fi ^.22 1.85 1.97 -.05 4.26 4,15 .11 .464 .O4q ,417
2A.7R




57. 4.54 4.80 -.26 1.99
2.C6 2,12 _0 ++.49 4.31
^^4
.069 .914 2n.16
5.. x..59 4.93 -.34 2.08 2.23 -.16 4.50 4.46
.471 .043 .app 19.31
59. 4.71 5.C7 -.36 p.44 _.OB G.16 4.78 .38 .411-A _.072 .Aa4 17.1E
FAD. h. C,5 `1.21 -.16 2.36 2,67 -.12 9.27 5.08 .19 .344 -.t63
.A7n 15.4?
61. 5.I3 5.34 -.?1	 - 2.54
-	 2.6 5 -•1'+ 9.7P 5'3q
.39 .227 -.237 .852 14.14
"	 62. 5.42 5.46 -,nn 2.70 3.00 .-.17 f..aa 5.68 , 40 .232 -.300
.q9,8 13.31
6A. ,.97 1'.57 .1" ?•8? 3.10 -.10 S.an 5.71 .49 .255 -.20
1 .851 12.94
b4, 6.05 `+•69 .37 3•C1
























6.11 .13 .394 -.2I 5 .q nq 11.2nbp, 1.63 6.51 .11 3..85 3.424,07 -.14 6.51 6.46 .05 ,375 -.232
.At? In.7F
69, 6.134 b.77 .77 3.9332 4.35 _.n5 7.01 6.94
.08 .3 111 _.265 . any l9.pn-
70. 7.12 7.02 .1F +t. 4.59 .02 x.96 7,47 .09 .267 -•35
6 .Rnr 9.59
71. 7.28 7.24 .!14 4.61 4.65 .01 ++.92 7.95 .07 .07 -.491 .81 4
9.53
7D. 7.53 7.42 :.11 4.664.56 4.65 -.09 n.3P 8.39. -,nl
.117 -.444 ,8:55 9.F1
7".ti. 7.b6 7.55 .1.1
-.03 4 . 88 R.76
,11 .06n -. 497 .1337 n.3a

















8.11 6.04 ,E7 1.37 5.44 -.07 7,9ERV
8.10
7.86 _.05 .474 _.ag7 ,76f' 9.Al






.473 ^ .161 .744 1n.R4
11.7979. 8.94. ^	 5.81 .12 5•++35.10
5.
















10.16 .OP .297 ,,.269 .AU3 11.19
83. 13.29 10.23 .16 5.53S. 49
5.72
6.01 -.O1 SG.56 10, 24














.475 -.19? .772 V1.21%85.
8fi. 11.41 11.44 -.03 7.49 7,41 .07 I-.?l
17.x6
t0.r
-^04. 01.5132-. .75A IO.it




1!.27 11,1 X00 .499 -.171 .7Fq
.	 ln.2n
9.73BA . 12. 6 3 12.60 .;12 9.09 r, 10 .
- 37 12.09 12.03
O
r 6 + 4q4 -.?nn .753
89. 13.60 13.56 .84 R.74
-10,80 - Ol 12.77 -	 12.76
X01
.529	 -.295 .fro? 9.A2
W. 14.59 14.46- .t3 I0.74
-1
79
+JONTi = 11	 LATITJot = 3t,
AFTER SMOOTHING TEYP AN7 U-NSITY VLUES 7g11SITY £D^E9£LhTCON COFF>I[IFNTS
ALT 3ttESSURE TF4p£RATURFNEW DIF TRIG NEW 7fF ROT RTrt Rt'n 9EPTHORIG Aew '7I= ORIG
2.29 2.51 -.23 1.82 1,82 .2D .797
	
-.277 .390 In.bP
22, L•33 2.58 -t.ab
t•77 ?.39 -•b2 5.11 1.52 .59 .851
.059 .971 14.73
23. 1.51 2.90 -1.40 75l+ ?• 59 -.84 1,95 f.42
.53 .908 .252 .6x7 1A.9fi
24. 1,51 3.25 -1.67 1 +5? ?,65 -1.13 .,g7 1.57 .39 .9?t •419
.755 27.60
25. 4.57 3.62 -1.57 t•bl 1.54 -.94 4.51+ 1.93 2.65 .9?0
.SAS .RF7 75.70
26. u•57 :.99 .57 1.55 p.50 -.&-- 4.59 2.31 2D2.8_
.913 . 637 ,AP7 97,41
77. 4.61 4. 35 .^6 l.73 x.64 -.92 4.44 2.62 I. 5p
,80 b .6A 4 A 05 25,0 ?
2A. 4.85 4.71 -.,j6 1.9A a.8'3 -•96 4.65 2,90 1.75 ,AAS .577 ,R
q t 24.88
:9• ;.67 5.09 -,43 1.93 2.81 -•40 r.,74 3.39 1.35
.ASA .559 .nn5 24.43
3R , 4.71 5.4{7 -.79 1.91 2.79 -•89 U,93 3.80 1.12 .R4? .SS8 .91 A
?5.2P
31, 4.81 5.84 -1.0:1 1,85 8,92 ^1•DH 4,9 6 4.0I .95 .856 .59
7 .025 a7.2A
32. S•14 h.21 -1.17
1.90 3.19 -1.20
z
5,2. 4.1 7 1.06 ,aqu .603 .9a3 27.5E33. 5.25 6.61
7.13
-1.36
-1,u9 2.13 3.53 -1.40 K.56 4,35 1.21
.865 .597 .913 ?7.20
34. 5.54















1.3n .802 .535 .916 3n.3r





19,4? 5.47 9• yc . 8an .4An .A4P ?4.7F3A, 15.30 b•56
8+99
6.73
6,?B ?.53 4•?8 -1.74 1x..32 6.1R 9.15
.70 3 .462 .007 25.P6
2q.F739. 15.27
7.54 u.U5 -1.52 111.47 7.17 7.3P
•749 .445 n9P7
4P• 15.25 9.G9 5,57 q.
`5 ,.A4 -1• 29 15.34 7,73 7.61 .897
,695 .0A7 4n•5A
41, 15.24 10.7E 4.48 _?.56 3.68 -1.11 1%.11 8,76
g6. 5 .664 .395 .94q 29.5(,
47. 15.32 1,05 4.56 5.5q 3.54 -.95 15.84 9.18 6.7-
.75P .570 .9fiA 39,an
43. 15.43 11.57 3.07 9.63 3.42 -.77 1A.OU 4.02 6.42 .749
•571 .972 4P.41
44. 15.68 11.4E 3.77
7.71 3.31 -.6D 1{.B4 10.94 4.90 +492 ,?44 •46F
3a,A0
45. 15.84 12.18 3.65 3.13 -•50 12.31 3.98 ,129 -,1}5 .96p 11.P14F. 16.97 12.31 3.7c 3.61 p.91 -•39
1F.299
15.. 13.46 2. 91 _.3nq ^ .40!7 .579
34.94
47. 16.22 12.28 3.94 ?.Sa ?,72 -.30 17.29 13.46 3.83 -•1q5 -.SSq
,9A4 3A,20
4B. 16.33 12.15 4.17 7.43
^,55 _to 14.46 13.114 3.342
_1),.n
4q , 16.53 12.52 4. P1 '7.37
^.u5
-.19 17.16 SZ.A6 4  _.077 -.265 .9R2 4^•4G51), 16.99 12.44 4,Sb ?.26 a,43 .07 17.2; 12.99 4.24 _14B1 -.519 .QA6
up,9K
51. L7.13 11.64 5.49 2.512.51 2.39 .13 1y.73 12.43
3
5.34
-.OA7 -.?75 .4Ra 30,70
52, 17.51 11.99 K.9? ?.33 .19 17.66 12.32 5. ^•675 -.?0a
.9A2 3q.A7
^ If.87 11.92 5.05 2.51 2.29 .6A 17.8° 12.16 5.73 -.063 -.24
9 .9 p2 '40.11
54. 18.13 11.80 F,33 ?.c,7 2.04 •79 IR.91 11.81 7.n9 .013 -. 1 60 ,995
44.1?
55 • ld•6B 11.66 7.02
a. A.15
1.76 1.08 0,99 11,60 -i:.6k -.437 -.55
5 . 90E 91.83
56, y.2B l•'•73 -1.45 n,R7 761. 1• 1! R.8? 11.3'7 -2.54 -•347 -.4A
n .4A9 49.5?
S7. 9.17 10.63 -1.47 1.95 1.04 0.00 11.23 2-2. 3 -.26F, -,4?'^ .9ah
4?.On
5A, 9.16 17.56 -1.4U ?•3R
a.?7 2.18 .69 0.28 11.30 -2.02 -.294 -.!5 7
9 A3 36.02
59. 9.39 1	 .48 -1.09
- -2.31 ,92 0.67 11.50 -1. 93 ...454
-, 605 .9AU '35.6u
5P. 9.y5 1'.37 - .47 3.23 x,44 .55 10.12 f1,R8 -1.5E -.531 -.57a
.a94 35• U -a
61. 1'1.53 10.21 .1? 1•^- 2.61 •71 x.21 11.17 9 -.317 -.570
.q7S ?R.74
_	 67. 9.b5 11.06 -.41 1.32
',.117 .97 0,11 74 - 1.63_1. - .135 - . 3q? .c6f
?_4.5X
63, 9.75 9.97 -.:2 1.84
^.9$ •P1 0.13
10.5
1n,fi6 - 1.	 3 -.123 -. 3R4 ,90'1 a4.RP8U, '3.83 9,92 -.Uq 1.6111,•	 9 7.75 .34 0.3A 10.77 _1.30 ..•211.
-.449 .QrA a9. n?
65. 9.11 ^59. - .A4 ?,94 .46 a.5A 10.79 -1.22 - . 472
-.46
221 .,4Fu 22.A1
06. 9.07 9.;0 - .69 3.4.• :3..3 •53 +.7fi 18.7E -.y4 -.173.5
. 99a f0.40
67. y•14 9.67 -,53 3.,1,3.07 +.47 .59 a.BT 10.70 •..84 -.165 -.472
,4uR tR•al
68. 9,1i 905$ -.t77
z.54 -.O1 ^.qq 11).71 -.7;+ -.174 -.493 .44A
17.40
b4. 9.12 9.48 -.:kb 3.53 x•55 ,28 1;.25 10.94 _,39 _.190 -.57 9 .034 19.20
7 1 . 9.14 9,37 -.14 q•2?7a tt.55 .24 11.Fa 31•gD
















9.26 9.04 .17 5.71 4.48 .23 17:53 10.97
_.4'S
73.











75. 9.20 8.917 .a6 6.45 A.14 .3t 1-.61 1n.971`7.99 -•30 .610 -.573 .614
1),4•





10.37 in.74 -.37 .049 -.591 .Rn5 A.bO77. 9.17 9.96 .21 6.68



















.t3% -•5P5 .7AA 0,10





t7.8q 10.99 .O0 .143 -.5nn ,79
6 a.10
82. 9.19 9.53 ».33 6.96
6.67 5,8D _.1•S 10.56 10.66 0-•9 .277
























.12 .357 -.264 .7 A4 9,64
87. 11.58 11.57 .0D 7..59 7.45 .t3 11.L7Sa,30 12.29 .00 .291 -.352 .7o3 0,1?8R. 12+17 12•+19 .14 7.10 7.83
n,u2
-.64
- . 3I 1 .R1 13.79 .11 .235 - . 473
.74a 7.71
A9, 12.79 12.43 .36
-
9.11
12.18 1x.11 ....9 1 19.111 15,13 , 02 .276
-.57n .6'57 6.20
9n. 13.05 12.91 .14 _
80
MONTH =	 11 LATITUDE = `iC
AFTER SMOOTHING TEMP o.N rl DENSITY VL-1ES
ALT nRE55UAE TE44ERATIJRE hENSITY C04RELATION COFFFICIENTSOR1G titW
`1IF ORI, t4EW nIF nRIG NFW Dip R*T ATO xlpn p p22. 1.50 1,96
-,46 1.42 1.46 -.04 1.92 1.87 .45 .433 -.3?5 .712 9.4523. 2.06 2.08
-,02 1.74 1.68 .06 x.02 1,91 ,11 ,501 -.332
.65n 9.1t24. 2.13 2.22
-.D9 1.66 1.75 -.Oq 1.86 1.88 -.02 •574 -,252 .64A 9.84a5, 2.34 2.39
-.95 1.80 1,80 -.00 1.97 1.92 .05 .617+ -. I 'S .65 a 11.7126. 2.48 2.57 n
- ^ 9 1'AO 1.86 -•05 a,05 k,97 .07 .646
-.OuB -696 11.5027, 8.67 2.77
-•10 1.05 1.91 «.06 a,02 ?.D6 .02 .694 .0t5 .72 3 17..A3
a8. 8.83 2 .47
-.15 1.95 1,98 -.D2 0,10 Z.n5 .n5 .73n ,056 .751 14,1320 . 3.12 3.21 - ,rtq 1.95 1.90 -.03 e.2? 2.22 -,OD .7'Sµ ,172 .796 15.343P. 3.29 3.43






-.15 1.01 1.92 ..10 x.96 2.a4 ,12 .6; .131 •852 15.7E
33. 3.73 4.00
-.?4 1.97 2,04 «.137 3,22 3,10 .13
- 595 .061 .AKS lu.a7
34. 3.78 4.19
-.27 2.13 2.22
-.0`1 1.44 3.30 •14 .565 .1313 .83? 14.27
-,al 1.29 ?.40
-.11 3.67 3.52 .14 .543 «.1334 .A?1 13.6735. 4.12 4.34
-.27 2.45 0,57 -.12 u,04 3,84 .24 .494 -,in5 .A13 Ia,4436. 4042 4.57
-.1F. 2.6I 2,74 -.13 4.46 4.18 .27 .436
-.174 .Am p 12,4m37. 4.54 4.75
-.21 2.76 8.09
-.13 4,71. 4,45 -?6 .405 _,218 ,Sn4 12.143R, 4.62 4.v3






-.26 2.90 3.04 -.14 4.87 4.58 .29 .465 -.14 4 .4n4 13.14
41. 5.35 5.58
-.51 2.87 3.07 -.21 4,73 4,55 .14
.527 -.057 .ajA 14.38
42. 5.56 5.83
-.?3 3.03 3.16 ...14 4,93 4.63 ,3n .550 ..,012 ,A22 14.94
43. 5.99 6.08
-.7A 3.11 3.28 -.17 5,07 4.88 .20 .54-1
-,01 6 .R27 15.2n
44, 6,21 6.33
-.10 3.19 3.34 -.15 5.62 5.16 .46 530 -,023 . 15.44
-.12 3.24 3.40 -.16 q,49 5,24 .20 .551 ,01A
A44
.R44 16.2R45. 6.45 b•60
-.15 3.32 3.47
--16 R.63 5,40 .23 .576
.061 .A51 17.1546. 6.68 6.87
-.19 3.44 3.53 -.09 9.AP 5,62 .26 .57A ,079 .ASa 1v.6R47. 6.90 7.15







-30. 324. 3t.35 -.11 6.21 6.00 .21 .609 .Ia5
Aq7' 20•A4-,.26 3.06 .',.EM1 -.14 6.50 6.131 .24 6








































- .18 7.96 7,54 .39 .264 .933
14.Sn
?4.27
























-,69 3.40 3.60 -.20 4.54 8,16 .53 ,60q ;243 .937
24.313
25,8?5A. 9.28 1,.14
-,,37 3.41 3.65 -.24 9.94 8.39 ,6D .62o .314 .9un a5,6n54, 9.61 19.47.
-.R6 3.49 3,69 -.20 9.41 8.48 .93 .664 .3+t5 .446 21.22hn. 9.88 10.P3
-.95 3.37 3.73 ...36 9.02 9.55 .47 .719 .475 .9Fl 24.7761. I'l.29 11.21
-.42 3.57
-x,88 -.30 'n.OR 8,97 1.12 .694 .436 .9Fn 2n 	q,4.62. 17.90 11.59
-,69 3.70 4.47 ­ 3B 1^.6a 4.54 1.16 .635 .345 .944 15.Fr;63. 11.52 11.95
-.43 3.93 4,16 -.34 11.56 10.10 -1.46 .595 ,?_An .942 ?4.33b4. 11.97 12.27
-.31 3.69 4.14 -.46 12.I6 16,43 1.23 .475 .15S .943 v2,AA65. 13.14 12.51
.66 3.74 4,14 -.34 12•63 11.45 1.66 .297 -.035 .944 21.3966, 13.24 12.65
.54 3.R7 4,22 -.35 13.A4 12,67 1,17 .163 -.17n .445 2n.3n67, 13.24 12.73 .59 4.13 4.31
-.18 14. o1 13.06 .95 ,09u68. 15.16 12.77
.39 4.11 4 .23 -. 12 111.0P 13.35 .7i .027
-.241 .74A 19.7469. 13.09 0.77 .32 3.7v 4.15 -.38 k4.17 13.61 .56 -.047
-,349 .952 an. 0170. 13.06 32.72 .36 4.32 4.45 -.14 14.34 13.89 .'•5 -.n94 -,412 .94A t4,4A71. 12.99 12.64 .s5 4.89 5.00 ­ It 14.40 14.14 .35 ­ 111
-.452 .436 16.2472. 12.2? 12.53 -.?± 5.134 5.5? -.09 14. 6 , 1.4.32 .32 -­ 06 -.496 .924 14.4673. 12.81 12.4 2 ,4 9 5._1 5..95 ,,,134 1s,69 14,45 .23 ,..131
-.52 4 .413 13.2K
74. 12.71 12.2,3
.43 F.17 5,25 -.n8 lu.74 14.50 .14 ...152 -,556 . q P6 1a,4n75, la.b2 12.13
.39 6.50 6.46 .p. 14,91 14.52 .30 -.140 -.562 ,AqR 11.77
76, 12.23 IL.00 •?3 6.57 6,61 _.D4 1).9S 14.34 -.39 «.113 -.556 .AA4 11.2A77. 12.06 11.85
.21 6.90 6,72 .n8 14.64 14.49 .15 -.152
-.599 .8A9 1n.9A7R. 11.82 11.67
.1A 5.79 4,76 .04 14.54 14.52 .02 -.195 -,61 4 .RAO In,7c74. 11.57 11.49
.nA 6.77 6.80 -.0K 14.09 14.16 -.07 ..,34? -,546 .BA n in.3A8n. 11.40 11.36 ,O4 7.Wi 7.11 -.06 13.58 13,96 -.28 -.078 _.577 .SFiD 4.7181. 11.52 11,28 .a4 7.74 7.42 .33 1,4.85 13,92 .03 -.053 _.5RR .844 n.10
R2, 11.16 11.21
-.06 7.33 7.42
-.08 13.64 13,130 -.17 _•059 -.595 .R44 4.00A3. 11.10 11.13
-.13 7.46 7,39 607 13.70 13.78 -..08 -,064 -.542 .845 4.'1184. 11.05 11,06
	 - -.01 7.49 7.34 .15 13,76 13.54 .21 -.044 -.578 .841 R.9kA6. 1.1.80 11.05
-,?5 707- 7.2D
-.13 12.72 13,74 -,32 .025 -.531 .A'44 4.13ar,. 14.95 11.10
-.15 7,24 7.36
-.12 1?.A5 :.01 -.16 .049)
-•52 .A2s* A.a787. 11.13 .11.13
-,.00 7.47 7.68 •19' 15.53 13,50 ,13 .003 -,566






.22 9.48 4.69 -,21 14.76 14.71 •415 .Ono -,65a .752 6. Fla911, 1.1.90 11.2E
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.445 .."rr	 .6A2	 15.02
.425 -.046	 .RA5	 15.10
.457 ..012	 .Pn4	 15.4'L
.4R5,014	 .892	19,6;
.472 -.01 7	.874	 15,ns
.443 -.07R	,85q	 14.1;
,441 -,095	.952	 13.81








.6Pa	 ,116	 ,ASn	 I6.29
..649	 1 165	 .057	17.17
.659	 .17P	,854.	 17,32
.66 ,1,IRA	.A*7	 17.A1
. f-7 3 	 •207 	.871	 19.09
.669	 .265	 .R9u	 20.6E
,664.207	.907	 21.98
.661	 • 3n?	 .915	 23.11
•6r,	 ,33?	 • q*4	 24.S4
.6H?	 .375	 .q34	 V6.4i














.5 114	 1 293	 .47P	 35.13




. 41 5	 .212	 .472	 33.37
.4K6.239	 .977	 11.7a
.39.,	 , iF4 	.871	 '$I .6p
.338•091	 .00	 P9.37
.207	 •0;3	.967	 9a.10
.2^3 -.09 15 .96A	27.6.5
.145 -._099	 •970	 Pn.n°
.114 -.102	 .97P	 PP.gt
.0 74 -.155	 .974	 ?0•7;
.03.1 -•194	 ..97u	 118.67
,,.026 -.25}	 .974	 07.64
-.n9n -.3?2	•47P	 24.n2
...13T	 393	 .9AR	2;,60-.
1..170 _,4;1 -	.96;	 21.56
-.4n-	 1801	 7.. En
-.290 -.53 11	•967	 20.49
-.32q -.575	.96P	10.67
-•351 -.6n5	 .9qP	 16.11°
_,43e -.674	 .957	17.74
- • 472 -.715	 .g54	 15.4'4





_.44n. -.766	 .91 0	11.34
-.46? -.7P4	•913	1n.611
...479 -.nl.,	 , 9nn	 9.10
-.496-.Rut	 .80.9	 ,.39
...454 -.841	.868	 59
_.313 -..91 5	 .806	4.3Q
-.nPi -.767	.654	s.2q
7C




























- .qn 4.v3 5.12










-.65 3 nh +1.15


















MONN = 11	 LATITUDE =


















MI. -	 d.39 8.89
39. B•96 9.34

























































































-. 1A	 a..z?	 8.75
... 1 7	 0.53	 9.2'i
-.11	 x,47	 9.64
-.13	 1^.44	 SO.n4
-.19	 17.76	 - 10.45
-.16	 14.24	 I0,96
-.13	 11.76	 11.28




















-. 07	 1.1.69	 19.22
	








. n2	 9"Ar,	 29.55

























































































































MOf<TH -	 11 LAT11t1OE = re
AFTFR SMOOTHING TEMP ANO u kNSTTY VALUES
ALT PRESSURE TF+IPERATIIRr
ORIG VEty '71F 7RI, vEW
72, 4.54 5115 -.,o 2.99 3.02
P3. 5.53 5.38
.16 2.74 7.9324. 5.74 5,68 ,ns 3.92 ?.9825. b.06 6.99 .P7 3.41 3.03
P6. 6.50 b.26 .a4 1.00 7,99
77. -	 5.88 6.49
-	
.19 1.94 P.Q?2R, 7.11 6.68 ,0; ^'1 3.032Q. 7.09 b.Re .71 3.19 1.14
313. 7.15 7.11
.05 '5.32 3,3031. 7.44 7.?5 .39 3.67 3.4639. 7.74 7.59 .16 3.53 3.6033. 8.32 7.82 .,0 3.96 3.73
-34. 6.19 6.07
.1? 3.79 3.9535. 8.24 6x37
-.14 4.19 4.1916. 8.67 d-77 -.f,7 4.90 4.6437. 0.91 9.16
-.95 4,7q 4.9536. 9.57 9.62
-.34 5.08 5.01301. 9.91 1':•12
-.V1 5.15 5.27413. 10.24 Ib-66





-.1a 5.54 5.6744. 12.60 12.90
-.313 5.45 5,5745. 13.04 13.42
-.1R ,5.51 5,5746. i3.46 13.93
-,47 5.44 5.5247. 13.73 14.45
-,71 5.29 5.46
4R. 14.33 14,96











-,5R 4. *,? 4.t255. 17.26 1n.C6
	 - -,An 3.93 4.1456. 1.7.61 16.36
-.75 4.^1 u,1757. 17.87 18.62
-.75 4.03 4.03
SA, 1d.32 I8.86 x.54 4.1`0 u.10501. 18.33 19.11
-.7R 4.21 4.37
60. 16.86 19.39
-.53 4.16. 4.4161. 19.13 19.68




-.45 4.75 '_.4864. 27.73 29.39
.14 4.89 4.97
65. 20.75 213.54
.P1 4.66 4,8266. 21.79 2B.bS
.LS 4.46 4,6267, 28.62 20.75 06 11.3q 4,446R. 2,1.81 '10.83














-.12 6.75 6.4177, 18.85 18.92
-.137 6,79 F.. RA
76. 18.43 1(!.21 ,^2 7.41 7.4779. 17.54 17.50 ,3g 4.14 A,04
an. 17.10 16.89
.75 8.40 9,338l. 1(7.46 16.23
.73 01.40 E.43
62, 15.93 15.58 .35 4.62 6.6783. 14.55 14.91
-,.16 9-IR 8.0484. 14.99 14.20
.79 13.54 9,70
85. 13.75 13.43 ,32 4.77 6.q5
R6. 13.00 12.57
.44 10..^q 9.0287. L1.69 11.58
.11 1.').95 lr1.46
RR. 10.95 10.56
.39 Iy 67 In.47b9. 9.149 9.f,q -.20 If.35 1,3.55
-	 9n, 6.59 9.22
-.62 - 11.4?_ ..11.35
IEHSITy r9R4ELATTON CnFFFTCIFNTSOIF •tRIC NEW 9IF RPT RT'1 Rpr) OcnTH
-.03 1.64 3,61 .03 ,7001
.154 .8n7 14,47
-.0 4.40 4.21 .213 ,6701 .1137 .1141 14.1n
.03 11.57 4,57 - ,OA ,6na .041
.657 13. an
-.112 4.84 4,93 -.04 .57
.O1 5,46 5.40 On .4014 .pn7 ,A7n 13.Rn
-.Q 3 A. (3 5.99 .07 .391
-.07? .RQn I 1, 75
.04 6.19 6.26 -,07 ,35?
-,9q7 ,A91 11.8A
.06 9.27 6.33 -.07 .375
-,955 .Rein I^.OS
.n2 A.17 6.41 -.23 .434 -.035 •AA6 14.19
.1 6 F.57 6.66 -.ln .425 ..,051 .AA2 14 .13P





-.0' a '•,17 7,30 -.13 1479
_,n55 .A70 14.24
-.00 7.01 7.76 -.25 .417n
-,InI .q6F 14.2A
.26 +.34 7,39 -,06 .514 ,9n4 . 04 n 11.44
-.06 7.51 7.55 ... 04 .5016
.044 ,944 114.41
.06 1.62 7,69 -.0S .6n1 .1134 . AIR 15.29
-.11 -.89 7.03 -.04 .6x1 .141 ,A57 15.An
,nl 13.42 0.31 ,11 .636 .IT, .A93 LS. R1
.02 a.74 8.70 .fly .644 .155 ,ASS+ Fl. PC)
-.01 7,73 9,14 .09 ,691 .2131 ,9711 17, F0
-.12 13,74 9,69 .10 ,654 044 1946 101.24
-•12 1-,45 10,77 .19 .641
.26P .QnQ 2n,4R
-.84 1.95 10.78 ,17 .655
.273 .91 7 21.44
-.08 1+OF, 11,21 •25 .644 ,3n R .q7(, 3 7.97
-.1 7 11,7q 11,58 .21 .661 ,35 1 .K	 -q1 94, RA
-•12 12,33 12.n2 ,30 .666 .373 . gu n 75.1?
-.09 12.91 12.47 .43 .671 ,393 .049 7'•.51
-.O5 l^.25 12.96 .39 .70? .466 ,0157 31.44
-.S1 1A..Qn 13.31 ,552 ,9713 17.313
-.05 14.49 13.94 ,54 ,749 .SRI 1917 41.74
-.35 15,45 14,72 .72
.709 .53q •079 47.A3
-.10 15.27 15.44 ,78
-635 .457 .Q70 41.41
-.20 14.68 16.n6 .61
.57n . 3n1 .n77 10,6E
-.16 17.56 16.71 .85 -	 ,491 .Zan •0176 -44;. Q7
- • 1 9 IA. I A 17,x9 .89 .417 .2n5
.975 14,91
-.21 18.67 17.65 1.02 .3R+ .I7 1 .974
-.15 1n.6R 17.71 -97 .42" .211 ,0175 33.5+
17.81 ,69 .454
.25t ,q75 1x,74
-.28 113, 39 18. 29 1,10 .41{1 .I92 ,q7u 11 DL
-.12 tg.7L I8.77 .97 .359 •123 -.971 7q.6F
- • 22 27.07 19.26 .82 .305 ,136'1 . g fi 0 7q.xn
-.12 15.95 19.AA I.OA
.224 -r02n .q7n ?7,7.
-.15 21.(11 213.27 .75 .173 -. 1167 .97l X9.30
-.16 21.04 20.47' ,57 ,152 -,0171 .q,' Pa.I7
-.09 ?1.29 23.69 .55 .122
-.n qS .Q77 7q.fin
-.In 21.32 20.91 .41 .nqq - ,125 .977 29,?'
-.05 ?1.49 2!.111 .2R .1139 -.178 .976 57.9,:
-.I2 2•.77 21.53 .24 -.nIQ
-,245 .074 7r;,n1
-.08 21.75 ?t.RO .25 -.RSA -,a09 1 147n 01.37
-.02 27,33 21,99 .34 -.R7g ..,335 .955 17..34
•03 2^,5q 22.1? .47 ...111
-.37'1 ,qh3 14.44
-.23 P% 72 22.23 ,r19 -.1701 -,427 .965 17,34
-.23 P^.Rn 22,22
	 - .65 -.217 -.4F1 .QA4 O.QA
-.n6 2.35 22.33 .02 -.305
-•551 .qA? It.7n
-, 1 5 2'5.27 P2.77 .50 - .43F -.551 1967 11.41
-.06 23.73 22,93 .31 ...579 - ,'J9_ei .Q0 14.40
.09 ?7.6? 22.54 .134 -,415 - 1731 .951 14.55,
•07 20,15 22,12 .04 -,401 -,745 ,944 15.2?
-04 21.54 21,65 -.11 -.491 -,757 .Q41 14.41
-.OS 21.17 21.24 -,137 ­ 4n. -.77n .915 11.39
.34 ?7.79 24.79 -.02 -.591 -,794 •q3n 17.44
-.1 7 21`.11 24.22 -.12 ..,513 -.An4 .q11 17.74
-.18 ln.43 19,42 -.49 ..•555 -,8'51 .090 I.I.Sn
.27 11=.95 2£1.06 -.11. ...60n
-,865 -92 13 SO.nF
.40 1Q.8q 19.96 .03 -.6?4 -.1013
.911 A,Rn
.21 tA.54 18.77 -.23 ...5q4 -.8q? .A04 7,01E
-.20 1,.94 17,16 -.22 ...415
-.861 .933 5,39
.08 15.26 15.36 -..In -.1137
-.8n1 .6701 5.40
83
,40NT1 = 12	 i.i,TIT'JOE = I:
















t.i .14 ,714	 IR9, .A 27 15. 2?
?2. .a7 t.65 -.74
.01 1.20 ..'29 q
.13 .110q	 • 237 .7 62 15.81
a3. .77 1.80 -1.r3 1.40 -•34 n,47 1.51 1.47
.637	 .,196 .6q4 tt.4C






75• Z.31 F. n6 . 16 1.34 1.7`1
-
 if, ,.Fll Z.n) .56 .756	 -,Kn4 .7n6
9 6 , 2.29 2.14 .]u 1.59
&1 -•14 1.74 2.46
.31 .261	 - • 4nn .7n5 9.7"
R.Rn
?7. 2,21 .74 t.6? 1. 4 ?.83 2,4P .34 .27	 ..,4671 .7h4 0.62
Yt^.




a.14 2.47 .27 .3n3	 -,445 .74t 1n.3n
a4. '-•2x G.36 -.14
-. 7 x.66 ?.48 .26 .397	 ...3u1 .7i
=
.72'K 11010;3r. 2.21 '_•45 P3 1.60 1.[131. - .t2 ?.°6 ?.31 ,25 .496	
- ,251
13.9131. 2.24 2.56 -.3: 1.7t
.67 1.F" - •21 7,51 2.31
.lq .53n	 _,1AS .770 12.56




















3.n ,23 .367	 -.24t .Ai n t'.PL
.36. 3.35 3.2Z .13 1 .45
-.06
1.26 3,17 .10 .357	 -.?1 7 .RY7 I' [.1)




1.4r 3.27 .I3 .33a	 -,21'1 .RUP
1LL.Er
3A. 3.40 3 4 0 .r0 1• 7R
.64A5 - ,ac
-.44 i.4n 3.39 ,il .336	 -.221 .R54
l4.Rf
3n.. 3.46 3.40 -	 -.^2 1•Rt I.I,A6 -.n6 ',57 3.4 7 ,Iry .3C?	
-.?2.1 .R6n 15.23
t9.524n, 3.55 3.56 -."C I'A7 I•R6 "'03
,05 ,2n5
tF.P*4!. 3.62 3.h3 -.^1 119^t1.µI 1.46 -.n5 =.77 3.67











- .261.231 .R7; t5.9s43.



















'i 3 O t q3.R ,04 .266	 -. 24 ' .st,
t4.04
.
47, 3.99 4.00 -.r2 x..77
a,03 ...92
.a2 =,94 3,qq or .2R4	 -.206
.R9r 16.9A
4A. 4.C5 4.07 -. r>> t•4q 1' 981.43 ^.07 ;.07 4.314 .43




4q 4.20 u.14 ,;b 1.rt6 ?.f35
•
.
-.!U '.1^ 4.0F .4?
.ti7R 17.14




...197 .R6^ 15, 1n
17.2r51. 4.33 4.31 .',2 '1,.4? 3.JA ...87 '+.l' 4.1? .01 .374	 -.11A .R7? 1n.31
52. 4.4U 4 ,41 .?1 ?.1^
"5
-?.r0 .n4 ''.14 4•IU
,05 .399	 - •n5r .1345














-.01. a.3b1 , 927 ? ?.4RS4•
S6. 4.bg 4.69 -.1'' t'6n 1:76
7 4.313 4.37
4.56 .n7 ,3ot.	 -,n49 op t 2n.An
55. 4.65 4.77 --t.i t.Rt I.
-.nb h.69
'w.77 4.67 ,04 .205	 -.412 .9nA 14.0'




.00 4.71 .04 .317	 lit
.4rt7 14.99
.
9A. 4.90 4.47 .r.3 '.'?9 7.Gq ^.14
It.74
4,79 4,R0 -,n0 .313	 -.11 5 .4MA 19.71
54. E.00 5.02 -.^^? t•^v 2,12
-,33 .01 5,09 4,9fi ,11 .2a7	 -.17?
.R93 17.04
6r. 5.12 5.11 .^;] 2.3° 7
^'S -.nl `.t' S.1u
-.01 .27n	 - ,217 .8-16 1F.37
6I. S•CI 5.2 q -.14 '•^h
-.44 ^,µrl 5,3? ,17 .251	 -.25
6 .R66 14.2n
69. 5.32 11.9 U .rz =.7;!-
s,75
5,46 5.37 .n.l .P79-.2R6 .A57 11.77
63. 5.39 3.45 .nl ?.++y o^49 ^^^^ x,15 9.32 .n3 .33q	 -.21
9 .R40 t3.5'
64. 5.46 -	 5.53 -.''7 7•'i2
-.n6 S•4I 5.34 ,07 .337	 -.177 .9'14 13 .91
65. 5.b5 :•6q -. r.'i i.7q =.IS3.43 -.04 .14` 5.46 - n.	 1 .4t1	 -,193
Apr' 1P. 4P
1].5P66 . y.9Z 5.84 .•1 t,+•3 x.76 .04 5,R1 .1C .4f3	 -.2t 5 .An167. 5.19 5.12 .^6 1.PJ 395 -. 43 _	 0 2-,. 5,313
11
. ,01, ,4^F	 -,22
9 .74? 11.14
I9.RG6R. y.41 6.37 . ^4 i.?2
-,
_
-.n2 .341	 ...745 •7q4
Sn.1060, 6.67 6.62 .^1
=6 -.n2 6.RF 6.7P
0
.07
.01 .'114	 „inn .70A
7r. a.9Z G..R7 . ": u.14 ..•: ,60
'!`^
^^4
.P+r,	 -•16R .7nR 0,66
71. 7.09 7.Ib -.f' 4.6q :3.67 .1)2 °•R R 7. P.3 ,5 .19a	 -.417 .A;l 0.4n9.45
7P• 7.2R .^ 7 -Z.35[ 6q E4 ..[1q r.?4 8,a.:?(- -., 9r ,k70	 ..,454 •A A5
73. 7.k9 7.'1'.: .r. 'w. 5: +.
a,7i 8.62 ,''-I ,0?c	 -,501 .P2^
9•?la
74 7.58 7••+8 .10 4.N4
4.F17 _.n3
^,7u R.fiS ,na ,113	 -.4 n5 ,Anri R.54
75. 7.b.3 7.56 ";: 5.23 {.165.54
.n7
•03 .314 ,21a
	 ... 4P' .7?0 R,72




1n.R^77. 7.99 "•PL ^.^P 5.43R3 5.63 7.50
R7.5-. -.U4 .4a7	 ,^0R .757














9.75 9.91 ^F. 5.13 5.34 -.21 h.it 0.93 -.09 .319	 -.251 .Ru2 1t,ncH1.






1n.02 -•70 .Iqn	 -.355 .P4A
1n,4R
A3, 2L.08 1;:.47. 11.65 5.4q 4,045.10 -•17 10.74 71	 q6 .Ri R
1'+.6LL
84. -	 ]d. 6S 1^.66 -.*] 3.0-5 7.53 -.21
17.56
10.24 ^." .411	 -.1^'w - •Atu 11.3Rgs, it•OB 11.53 .r5 6.33
7.^[1 7,'`5 .RR
1,.I5










•4'134	 -•t55 .797 Sn,2?N7 .
I2.46 12.95 .^.1 x'45 n.15 -.23
tf,39 11.4 0
.07 .493	 -.1q2 .774 n,71BR.
R9. 13.72 13.70 '•? R.6R 96
`
-.3 6 11.3 n
t7.g7
12.22
12.96 .01 .5n^	 -,249 .7n7 R.76
9r. 14.67 14.54 .9R 1 0.54 In.6 -.O1
84
v,GNr.l c 12	 LATINUE _ +1^
4.FTF i SM3JTHINia TVA P A-1 71 ENKITY Y'L11E5
aLT °hESSUP.E . T°''PERATIME ''Ef15ITr rnQP^LATI9H CnVFFTrIcLTS
3 , +1G NEtf 7TF nHIti iEW nIF ^RIG ljrw '1IF R1r RTn RCr, nFPT.r
72, 1.35 1.58 -•?2 7.17 °.1.'r -.f13 2, 27 2,24 .03 .111 - ,741 .40 4.nf,
23. 1.4P 1.66 - ,rt6 1.56 1.72 - .16 2,01+ 2.10 - .A3 .274 - .64 1 .6n4 A.27
]4. 1.67 1.71 ^.r•5 t.97 1.62 -,05 1.1? 2,12 ^.00 .laA -.611 .664 F.At;
:S, 1.73 1.76 -.A4 1.69 1.72 -•02 ^.?A 2,20 .nP .111A -.6?1 ,644 A.70
8Fe 6 1.72 1.83 -.11 1.A4 1,87 - n3 .?3 2,?2 .01 .?R5 -.fill .SAS ;.rq
`	 27, 1.t9 1.94 -,75 2.06 2.03 -.03 '.27 7,IFS .12 .414 -,57n .511 A.A-
?n. 1.65 2.ju - ,23 2.'14 7.111 -.n6 ^.07 2.09 .02 .91q -.4Q6 .,4RA '.69
29. G.06 2.26 -.19 1,9A 7.09 -6}1 7.17 2.03 .14 .567 -.4n 7 .52p n.71
3 1 .	 - 2.311 t.43 -.14 },96 11,89 -.11 7,1r 2.n9 .06 ,5AI -,11 7 .SAP O,FA
31. ?•kp 2.6I -	 - .13 1.99 2.08 -.I6 +,30 2.24 .I5 .5A1, -,27n .64 n In.29
3?. 2.60 2.79 in 1.98 2.13 -.15 1.56 1.3R .IE .561 -.24 n ,t,7 r In .77
13, x.63 e.97 - .34 7.t? 7. ?5 -.13 -.(,1 2.48 .13 .S7A -.117 ,672 II.Ir
34. 2.79 x.16 - ,37 2.25 1.vi -.12 - ,85 P. .la .SAA ..,271 ,F,70 11.IP
I-ii, 0.08 3.X5 ,T,6 7.25 ?.44 -.LA 1,2.4 2.93 .31 .525 -. 2 1 ' .70fi 11.'14
.3F,. 3.21 5.53 -.3r 2.31 ?.`'3 -.2? 3.41 3,14 .27 .Snr, -.21 0, .71 A 11,40
37. 0.32 3.71 - .41 2.51 7,70 -,18 1.64 3.33 .31 .4;,l -. 25k .712 11 .4A
gp, ,j. 114 _.9^
-.76 2.64 ^.0? -+17 '.9N 3.54 .34 .497 -.265 .717 1I.1;2
39, 3.96 .•ra - .132 ?., F,1 .,A7 -.25 4.11 3.AI .3r .441 -.2An .7SA 11 .fA
W t . 4.G4 4.25 -.27 7.77 ^,94 -.17 +.5• 3.97 .tw .4a9 -•27 1 •745 11	 QA
41. 3.99 4.44 -,44 2.78 3.r2 - .24 '.14 3.42 .23 .5111 -.2n' .74 5 1:^.7,
42. .4.e5 4.65 -.411 7.91 3.r7 -.16 ++.?5 3.Q4 .31 .54,4 -.IAA .7KP 14.71
4.a . 4.56 4.P6 3.77 .SA 4,17 •3n , 5?1 -.I 1A .7AA 14.41,
..4. -4.69 S.nA -•f6 $.72 1.Q3 - .21 ,i.A5 4.51. •34 .4A7 - ,IPA 6a1 7 14, In
45, -3. P. 5.21 2.69 -.PR -.19 x••11 4.92 .39 .37y .., Inn .A4n IR. ?9
4K. 5.56 b.,14 .?2 2.71 -.R4 - •13 *.7r 5.n9 ,61 .3•;1 -,tan .ArA f,;. 7.
47. '..21) 5.49 -,?Q 2.64 ^.76 -.12 4,PP 4.q2 ,lA .4711 -.010 ,RA4 17, Al
4P. 5.11 !..67 - .47 2.5, 2.63 - .12 11,7E 4 f .19 .6111 .I"; . 3q " 7},3n
4 q . 'i.'.8 ',.BP ...•;n 7.3.3 11.45 -.18 ,99 4,6A .32 .64•°, .277 •9f4 24.47
Sr, 5.59 V.Od -.4Q 7.25 -.44 -.I4 °.24 4.A9 .3r; •63n .29A ,42°1 P., 77.
51. 5.911 e.27 -.37 P.39 x,48 -.13 c.56 5.15 ,4n .An7 . 1 5 7 .024 2r.. of
0.19 6.45 -.17 2.35 1.49 -.14 A.R7 5.4P .3,= .555 .Ion ,w" ?4.30
5?. 6.G6 a.b;, .14 2.20 - .48 -•I9 A.29 5.A6 .42 .474 .111 .92A V1.64
5c, 7.98 ..7,, ,72 7.47 ,.56 -.14 6.64 6.22 .4P .317 .914 .99° 2^.S7
ray . 7.17 F.. SR .:9 ?.59 +.69 -.In A.79 6,45 .34 .357 ^ ,n47 •n,n ".IV
qA, 7.25 7.01 .?4 2.F,0 ..83 -.14 A,87 6.61 .2G .31A -.7 7 1 .914 ?^.17
57. 7.46 7.13 ..13 7.9t ^.°7 -.A6 7.J4 6,76 .27 .33-1 -.O9? .91^ T7.2A
S R. 7.49 7.27 ,17 2,n13 3.10 ...11 7.r5 6.RB .17 6314 -,1196 ,anF 1a, 711
59. 7.58 7.41 .17 3.1f, 3,29 -.13 1.21 7. nf. .15 .316 -,1?5 .AQ7 17.Ap
7.92 7.55 .=7 *,';5 .`--7 -ml 1.4a 7,33 .If, .20-7 - ,IAn ,RMA IA. 1A
61. ti. 15 7.69 .46 x.71 '.A6 - .I5 1.7h 7.AR no .?S3 -.24 n .R74 1407
:1.44 7.61 .63 4.26 4.25 .On n,} n 9. If, ,04 .10, -,34n ,gR13 11.42
fi3, 9.C7 7.91 1.I1 4.A0 4.61 .04 ^.,AP 31.6x, .n2 .1?} ^ ,477 .A4M 1>.}•
a4. ',. 19 7.9A 1.23 4.44 4.44 .Sn a,AS A.9F -.10 . n4-, -,458 •qAr 17.54
Ate . 7.7B 7.97 -.11 3.55 1.A9 -•34 n.71 8.99 -.27 -.1114 -,4A3 .ant 14.14
F,6, 7.78 7.9S - .1b '.Q4 w.f'8 .87 11,77 !1. 9A - 121 .1416 -, 4 A7 .anP 1'.0a
67. 7.04 7.94 -, 1,^ 4.41+ 4.24 .20 n.P7 A,qP ^.1? .0^.t -, 4A9 .Rat 17.4p
Wt. 7.88 7.OT, .:..7 4.46 ,„ 35 .11 ^.7r A,qr ^.I7 .017 4A1 ,a74 11.9.
69. 7.95 7.96 - .,I 4,213 4.30 -.rl P.P7 9,r? af, .0-17 - .47 1 .P79 11.4?
7n. 8.u0 7.94 ,:.F, 4.-A 14.46 -.08 ^.I? 13,32 -.2C - • ^A 4, -.525 .A7 11 1t.?F
71. 7.911 7. FIR .1^ L, .f1A ra.76 9,7u .np - .1 tr. - . S q+4 .A 6F IP, P.
7i. 8 ..2 l•79 ,11 5.53 ,,43 .11 %R7 9,9'_S -.6F• -.In, ^ ,5?*; .R19 11.916.06 7.7,^ . 44 9.91 F;.R4 .119 1.7.1 9.9n .. . ?n -6044 -. ri27 .ins a.r1c
74. a.12 7.71 .t;l 6.3R F,30 .nit n, 6n 9.85 ^.17 .n13 -. 62 ? ,7An 7.14	 °
7';, a.17 7.79 .49 7.^7 6.71 .3U 11651 9,71 -.2r .1111 -.6n1 .79E A.97
76. 8.63 7,97 .nb ".Pc; 6.85 .2I 7 ,17 9.3P ...21 ,214, ...555 .7Rn 7,.P:
17. :i•3n r„26 .12 7.^j F.72 •2A P,A7 A.Q6 -.29 .2dv - ,475 06QR 7.5n
7R. R.27 y.t,2. - ?S c. 5S („43 .ln n.45 RAP - .39 .341 - .304, .7:)n A. Su
79. 11.76 .169,# -,112 6.1; f;,15 OR ^.A2 1:n4 -.02 .3'13 -.34 n .7A7 7.n?
qr. 9.5B 4.31 -.78 5.44 6.Bn -.14 7,21 9.511 -.29 ?nq -.391 .791 o.7a
A1. 4.48 9.59 •.12 A.31 6.29 .02 11.45 14.15 00 .2SA -.395 .713p
It.rt
8?. 4.511 9.Af, .'A 5.'la A,49 .01 1r.69 18,46 .24 .233 - ,4t1 n .7QA 90.
R3. 3.72 11.16
-.45 r, .4 A.70 -.3n 1".00 14.34 .95 .391 ^ .351 ,7P7
-
q.17
Ai,. 9.44 Ir..59 -.F,5 7.12 4. Q9 .I3 1 ^.51 10.n3 .49 .41l -6266 ,772 q,97
8F. il•G9 11.15 72 7.01 -.29 '1. r,7 9,67 -.0` .517 -.12Q .7P7 17.71
86. 11.81 11.80 .^.I q.77 16,,16 ...29 7.90 9.90 .00 .547 -.45n .pn2 11.4A
67. 12.6u 12.42 7.25 c„ 07 ,29 1•.Pa 11.13 ,1A .455 -.114 .9 n 21.:4ry
AA, 13.17 11.115 .77 5.99 .,.96 -06 1x"Ic; I2. Q1 .14 .267 - Z711 ,P 54 1n.n,
04.	 - 13.66	 - 1.9. 75 .57 A.Iu A.42 -.2B I4,4n 14.76 .33 .111 -.477 .Avu q.Aa
cn. 13.71 13..211 ,,1 -	 11.11 -	 11.14 - f i 1A.1r 1f. in .115 .1111 ., SA7 .7'14 A.A2
a
85
mo, , TN s	 12	 LATIT4,^ G r 1
AFTE:t SMOUIHING lE"R	 ,1 4' 1 .=',-,TTY 'M 1-5
ALT .-t4EszupE 7EIP_4rTltng "EN{1TY Cnn?rLATION COFFFICIFN71;
3nI3 '!Ed ^)l;, a+7Ii AFU DIP IRIS N_W 7IF RPT R7n RPE] 11FPTH
22. 1.18 3,65 -.45 1.56 ?,59 -,143 1,84 1,112 .o-2 .F141 ,vin .lip tA,Ai
;3, 3.68 d.05
-,a6 2•EB a,29 -.i2 n.AO 2.57 .24 .747 ,31 5 .AZ4 47,146
^4, 3.6J r+•?? -..43 2.!' 2.19 -.nb -.149 2.91 .00 ,766 ,391 .117° t4,3n
75, 4.02 4,4A -,V6 ^.?3 P.22 -,n9 1.13 3.q7 .06 .7A4 •412 •AQ4 P1.n.
^6. 4.74 4.75 -.'1 '•2n 2.30 -.I0 ,,4n 3.33 .15 .757 .414 ,sn7 9n.A4
97. 4.54 5.02 -.47 1.27 7,42 -.16 '.,91 3.74 .17 .7n3 .2 05 .9117 tn.R9
a.13 F627 -.14 ?.44 x,52 -.144 •,,54 4.24 .30 .6nA ,162 ,RAP 17.144
Pn, j.51 5.49 ,f,3 1.34 '1,49 _.14 ,.qFl 4.72 .27 ,514 1471 .gap 191.64
3r. 5. 7 1 5.66 .r5 ;l ?,43 -,11 F. 37 5.12 ,P5 .427 _,On 1 •onA 15.SA
31. 5.95 5.N1 .14 3.1 ',l+2 -.07 F,66 5.46 .20 .34A -,073 .91 1, 1A..57
3P. 5.13 5.qP .Or a,15 ^,46 -.11 F,A4 5,1a .lI .254 ..,154 .qlP iti•21
33. 0.%0 f,.nl ,19 1.5f, 7,56 - .00 w.25 6.144 .20 .Pn^ -62a1 .qtn 15.62
'.4. 5,95 6. ;.q -,14 4.bl 1,70 -.n9 c;.Pn 6.22 -.02 .173 _.7_65 .Qn4 t5, nn
35. 6.10 91.1" .,13 7.119 :,q2 -.04 r•, 57 6.43 .14 .147 -,31 7 •891 14.01+
36. 6.?5 0.2? ,na 3617 !k. 17 .nn 5666- 6.50 .On .1411 -.36'1 •q7n 11.1A
37. 6.20 6.30 -.11 3.34 1,36 -.02 1.65 6.56 .t0 .1A7 -.337 .Rku I?.7a
315. n.25 f.. 41 -.16 1.41 3,50 -.03 6.5n 6.60 -.On .?W, -. 246 .A61 1P.7n
,%q . X4.35 0.K5
-.11 3.57 3.62 -.05 1,.62 5.52 .10 .794 -.27n .P47 tP.n7
4r, 0.47 a.7,, .?` 3.77 1,74 - .rld 5.69 6.55 .14 .315 -,241 ,A3A I a.gn
41, b.87 1,.97 -,15 '5.91 7,q7 -.n4 R,5A 6.51 07 .395 - .l qq •PP7 13.17
4i. 7.25 7.15 jr. i...'1 4. 17 -.n3 5.6n 6.51. 07 .410 -.15s .A14 1,.5a
4?. 7.5n 7.41 . ^q 4.11 4.13 - ,nI A,6q 6.67 .02 .44q -,121 .81* 14.2?
44. 7.7u 7.66 .^q 4.'9 4.10 -.05 x,97 6.94 ,04 .496 -.Inq .1147 l4 .an
-.5. 7.97 7.90 .^7 4. -5 0.11	 - _.n5 7.3,1 7.30 -.0.1 .4141 -.1314 .A67 1512'`
46, .3. 09 s.11
-.13 4.1a 4.12 .04 1.711 7.69 .In ,35c .161 ,RfiA i5,3f
47. 0•%9 b.31 - .it 3.95 3.99 -.n2 7.4q 7,91 •n9 .31g _,ISn .AA^ IS.2A
4F. 'l.'17 5.49
-,1? 300. '., 76 -.n7 a.00 7,qF .03. .357 -,0q3 .Ra7 17,p1
4 4). J•7P. t.f.7
-. I'• 14.40 x,58 -,149 '1,n5 9.72 .OF ,371 _,1434 ,qll 17, SA
50 6 , u.t,7 b,PS -.1N 3.45 *.5D -.03 n.P1 8,17 .04 .3115 -.311 QT 1; Pr.Fn
51. •i.55 9.r3 -.17 .	 5 1,49 -.04 n.4A R,3q .10 .3114 -.nIR ,qp1 Pn.R4
cir J.;;2 t.pr . - .1H ,17 3.53 -.06 ".70 8.60 In .355 -.03t .npu Pr.Aa
53. 4.09 9.36 -.?8 3.56 1,61. _.n6 =+,02	 - A,A1 .12 .343 -, n46 .073 Pr.so
su. ::1.12 Y.S3 -.41 3.A7 3.74 -.147 4, If; 4,142 .15 .331 _.1467 .npr Pn,11
9.17 a.rq -.+'^.^ 1.91 '.E5 -.n3 0,45 9.22 .22 .31A -.OA'1 .91 A In.g4
56. 9.30 9,Rb - ,r,6 4.75 ,,96 -.11 n,67 9.35 .31 .32.3 -.077 .apn 10, 4A
ri7 . 4.47 1^.C3 - r.7 3.7, 4.A6 -.13 14.71 q.43 .2A .344 -.n4u .iP3 vIn. 31
4P, J.67 11.42 -.'=5 9.75 ',PO -.13 % nr. 9.51 .3A .34A -.a z 9 .9P'` Pn.cF
59. 4.97 1.'.42 -.45 3.77 7.119 -.17 1^.29 9.50 .79 .414 .144 ,qPA Pt. 34
6r. 11.	 5 17.b6 - .A, 3.73 1.93 -.2n n.2u 4,,44 -.20 .47? .tp1 .a91 PO,11
nl. 1J•43 10.914 -.4E e,nr, 4.10 -.3n 1!.07 10.1s .BR .34114 -,Nt4 .976 714.414
FP, j. 74 Il.C7 ^.13 4.-4 4,r+1 -.17 1•.76 i0. n3 ,K3 .P i1 -.17 11 .4Pn 10.36
63. II.C4 11.21 -.17 +1.41 L.60 -.2A 11. 01 11.20 .82 .253 1.2145 •a13 1". P.
fi4. 11.83 11.34 -,11 4.65 4,70 -.13 1,	 q7 11.51 .4E .175 -.PU 1 .41:1 t6.AR
65. 11.82 11.47 ,4. 4.39 4,6q -.30 11. n6 I2.nR .9 P, .nAj -,331 .4P^ 16.90
n6. 11.77 11.411 .14 4.41 4.66 -.?s 1'.q9 12.44 .55 _.11?1 -.395 .92' 16.94
417. 11.70 11,41 P. 4.57 t.76 -.n9 li.n5 12.59 .4f -.05a -.4P5 .925 1q-4.1
rlr. ll.bl 11.3:, ;", 16.67 ,.78 -.11 1-.tq 12,74 .3E: _.046 -.461 . 9PA 16.21
69. 11.53 11.07 .;.r 4.b' ,.,75 -.13 1'.15 12,91 .24 ..,154 -. r]n7 ,01^ ta.IA
7r. I1.41 ;.1.13 . ^A 4.7^ 4.02 -.?f! 11.3I 13.1` •18 -.7211 -.562 . q1I 1s.L7
71. 11.27 1°..a5 .3, s.37 s,42 -.145 1'.Sr 13.3` .t5 - . P'+1 _. r m4 .01a 1+.711
79. 'J.t9 1;.75 -1.x.7 r.. 90 f'. C6 -.07 11.69 13.46 .211 _.PPI _.riP 7 .port 11,0,
73. 1'.:.03 1:'.1.5 .47 6,57 C.61 -.04 1'.6A 13.46	 - .22 _.197 - .63A ,A'A 114,56
74. 1u.62 16.37 .41) 6.4'! 7.0 -.11 11.514- 13.44 ,15 -.16a -.64 4 A.F.. q.6,>
75. 1J.73 !".25 ""; 7.45 7.3S .t0 1.4.44 12.41? .52 -.051 -.61 14 .AP'1 A,91
791. 1.7.39 1^•20 .1; 1.47 7.47 .nn 1•.9q 12.P3 _,F34 .076 _,S47 .7143 A.71
77. 14.33 1:.35 -.!i2 7.51 7,45 .0 11.6F 12.35 .31 .n6c -,54R .70a A.7t
7A. 1li. 22 1C.4; - ,/B 7,34 7.35 -.nl 11.50 12.67 .01 .077 _, 56 % .Rt2 R.A=
7q . 11.30 1'..46 -.15 7.22 7.'12 - .ln 11.42 12.3A .n4 .n63 -.51 4 ,nn' 4.80
fill. 10.29 11.55 -.a6 7.45 7.50	 _ _.nu 11.17 12.33 -.16 .n9R -.52 4 .705 R.7i
,:1, 1), b'1 1'.67 -,r3 7.73 7.64 .149 1^.77 I2.50 .27 .099 -1577 .704 a,g1
A2. la,6n 1C.N9 - ,PC 7.45 7,66 -.20 1^.59 12.60 -.01 .Inn -,SOP .706 A.67
R3, 19.b6 I.C.94 -.7A 7.74 7.74 ."1 1',112 12.58 .24 .IPA -•Sn6 .7q^ A.61
B4. 1141.72 11.14 -,42 7.71 7.56 .16 12.60 32,73 .37 .197 -.4411 .7a5 q,00
A5, 11.33 11.4n -.C7 6.65 6.90 -.32 1•.57 11,75 -.tq .Pqr. -,31,6 .81 1; tn.2n
AA, ll•FH 11.FA .F.5 6. 46 r„ nP -.37 110P 1?.nF -.144 .235 -.33 4 .A3'' 10.70
117. 12.15 1I.A7 .?A 7.11 •,.98 -.33 11.3H 13,11 .27 .1^R -.435 .R4n 1^.491
114. 12.49 11.9n ,c5 6,52 7.32 -.8141 14'.20 14.97 -.n4 _057 -.55q ,R6n In,nn
1q . 12.13 I1. Ft;l .z3 A.75 11,16 -.11 16.72 15.3.4 .31 -,092 .• .646 .AtQ A.PF











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































yDNTH = 12	 LATIT'J3E = 7F,
AFTER 5MO3THING TE'4P n '!Z .'-^!%ITY	 V"Lt1:5 lv!"ITYALT PRE55U3E TK+',RERnTJP
014IG NEPf wIF nRI + ' JEA DTF nRlr .IrM






73. ?•67 2.39 •2N 3'3q
3.y3








7.64 3.49 .15 3.1625.
3.66 6.31 .34 3.09 '.53 .I1 1.65 2.R5?n.
77. 4.00 3.74 ,2n 9.79
01.6 .16 0,40 2-.93
2.40












4.14 4.16 -.On 7,fi'S 3.58
.311.
5.01 5.76 -.75 4.30 4.37 -.n7 4.3E 413231.
39. 5.48 6.17 - ,6q '1.40 .65 -.25
5.26 5.711















-.14 u.76 5.76 -1.01 K'R3 b.n935 ,
7.75 7 .N4 .,-9 4.9c `.P7 _•16 A.24 5.93i6.
37. 7.q7 n.40 -.43 5.:4 5.23 _.IA 5.04 6.41
;n . 6,44 9.11 -,57 S.?5 5.37 _.t2 4.31 6.1!3
;q , 9.15 `)•7a -.52 5.19 5.70 -.57 4.20 6.n9_





41. 11..71 11.24 .47 6.51 r.36
..:11
.1.4







9.3V S.kO -.1a r,, X36 99443,
44. 13.64 13.23 - .10 't.•xl 5, "7 .115
0,07 9,92
44. 13,51 13.63 - .9' S•1- A 5,36 -.19 t^.62
in.41












S.''7 4.1$ -.11 1?.5} t?.3hu!,,
15. 45 1E. r2 -.F7 4,qa F„14 -,nR 1 *,uF. 13.11715.79 11:.43 - . r,n i.T; ,114 _.14 1'+.04 13.7'511.
is+29 W. -.FS 4.3' ".F.5 -.15 ,A2 14.36r1 .
i6+12 17,21 -,75 k' 1a 4.55 _.17 1G.42 14.+1352, 15.19 17.f11 -.9^ a -4i 4• R7 - t 4 Sr,.g4 15.56
54. 17.511 17.9.1 -.43 4.46 1.70 -.24
17.16 16.117
55. 17.53 10.17 -,h4 4.9'4 '.q5
-.11 14.06 17.3?
'.h. 17.:2 Ir,.39 -.n,. -4.96 `..16 -•12 1^.1+7 17.n2















5•"f 5,22 -+21 11..71 111.9059.
61. 113,33 1r.92 -.5q 4.44 5,13
-.411 tn.n_1 19.A1
18.76 'U.911 - 5.5' p,75 ...23 ?+.27 14.81at.
h2. 1'3.71 111.93 -.0? 6.^4 r-, 09 -,05 2+,61 21.4q















517" 5.x8 -.SR 2'.94 ?x).27fir,
19.63 Ill .19 a. 7q 4,99 _.20 ^'.4° .^7.115f+fi.
117. 19.45 110.28 ,16 4.73 4. P4 -•t1 1.:,37 19.173
hP. 18.21 1'+.10 .1 4.7'5 •t,Fin
_.15 ?^.23 1q.q?








5.`14 F . 0 3 _.D9 600r.+),2	 2271.
72. 19.54 16.141 -1 .;,7 5.3: 646..act
V..,N7 20.n4
16.33 15.36 ?r F. .05
^_-,ni 2n.?A
'14. 15.73 15.79 -..7` 5.76 5.P5 -.0 "A
21.11
75. 15.11 15.15 68 (_.P.7 - •Iq 1.-.OF 10.5?
7 F. 14.67 14.59 .^2 7.13 7.19 -.116 ln.ti
1A.7A
77. 13.99 14.00 -.11 7.01 7,77 _.t'6 17.41 19.07
711. 13.54 13.35 ,1Q A.54 F.CA _.04 111.3° 1'3.13
7q . 12.t.A 12.69 in 1.51 Q,35 .!5 ,P.6( 1A. 62
An, 12.23 12.13 .,-.n 9.701 9.69 ,11
17.93 17•X36
at, 11.82 11.611 a.t7 ,t16 -	 1R,
q7 17-,01
1+2. 11.54 11.24 .?5 I,30 0.56 -.25 le.. E3
16.40
n:. 11.19 V . 4 1 ,:R .11,14 9.63 .S1 t	 .SK Y5, 91
fill. 11.10 1^.4q .6^. ;,211 n.;2 -.6w 39.54
15.x2
49. 1'1.39 11.61 •iR 0.75 14,74 .O 1' 1=.75 15.62
9.85 9.39 .45 1.32 A,P7 -.45 18.43 15.ROr .A.
017.. 9.19- 4.64 .^5 9.11? 0.19 .63 15.96
15,76
-
Ak, 3es6 7.04 1.12 n. 31 0.22. .09
14,34 14 01
4e, 6.b2 7.F5 -.43 n.fiA 10,53 ,16 12.25 13.43
qr. .6.aa 7.22 -.93 19.61 10.46 •15 4•.27 11,43
­)n0c1,AT10N CnrFF16IF15TS
n IC' q^T RTn pan MrPT11
-.9n .439 -,767 .7111 4.51
-.07 .447	 -.711 ,246 1;,n7
_.09 .49A	 -,67'3 ,394 5.4'1
.17 ,512	 _.6nR .391 6,np
- .21 ,657 -.47A ,3Ri 1.4u
-.13 .745 _, 3n' .907 q.En
_.22 .A14 -.144 ,455 11.5?
-, 1 q .7qR -,117 7 .54? t1.An
,OA .735 -. qR5 .612 11.25
,04 .667 - . 1 52 AAA 1n.77
-,52 .457 -.31 4 .6v0 Q.11
6. 6Q .255 -.546 .671
.Rs .491 -.13 14 .599 7,1w
•.2f, .SAq - . 14 11 .641 'i.P 7
432 .655 .410 .70 t1..RR
.2C ,An7 .In4 .7P6 14.11
.27 Om .?114 .A16 lf,-411
.11 .SD'4 .35 u .P96 111.41
fs •Ana 311 .024 10.91
,09 .717 .317 .944 tn,nF,
.3- .750 ,'174 .Rq. 211.5^
,12 .74q .477 .qll PV '7p
.15 ,751 .45N .Q'kn 2u,4n
,21 .T57 ,495 .941 24.62
.1T• .754 , 5117 .4un 2n.90
.22 •741 .r'nl .oc1 11.7f,
.27 .715 .47Q .qrf. An .('z
,3A .o'l ,45n .01.11 31.02
,36 .656 .447 .945 is, a4
,46 .6u1 ,497 .RRn 'k	 3A
.40 .61'1 .4n'l •air 39.07
.37 •557 ,Y0 .Qin I'a	 A.
, p q . 4 311 .1R0 ,046 }1,Fa
,75 .3114 ,11'41 ,q6? 211.21
.911 .2411 -.034 .461 77.7P
.72 .2?t - .f39R .ne' l 77.4?
.131 .1Q5 -.0+74 .QFA 1.6.04_
1,21 .1'14 - . nRS .Q6 1 pr-.A(,
.22 .Irt -.120 . QW,, a4.np
1. 45 .110} ...207 .q57 21.7E
1.12 ...115 -.195 .qR9 P1. 1%
.17
_.175 -,.411 .955 20.74
.63 -.155 -.429 .q0 13.nL
.62 -.1114 -.414 .04G 74.5^
,44 -,21n -.41'1 ,071 1.t,re
.3Q .722. -.447 .ail 25,411
.31 -,255 -.477 .071 14.?u
.19 ...379 -.52 4 •4i ^ ?2.1r
.2; _,376 -.5Q7 .qAA 2n.1F
.47 -.34q -.81 0 ,041 17.711
.92 -.341) , 1 515 . nr l 15. Fs
,67 -,4 -.6114 .057 lu.gn
,21 -.519 -,794 .054 Ia.u.
.56 -.5^1 -.741 . 85 1. 14.71
-,611 -.420 -.711 . Q tn iP.4r
.46 76" .477 17.I-
.26 _.Van - • 704 .01.1 1'!.a'r
.04 -.414 -.794 .Ran Q,9p
,'17 -.931 ..,76Q .Arr n.6n
-.OP _.2Y3 -.751 •941 p.11
-.37 x,749 .927 7,711
,23 _.?54 -,763 .A00 7,41P
-.33 -.311 - . 779 .414 7+5"
-.37 -.195 -.4nr, .npF i.Rt
-,37 ...4q6 _.A55 ,A73 7.40
,09 -.551 _.AQ2 ,0.7h 7.1^
-,56 -.5 a.+ -,Aa r4 .A9^ 6+11
_,17 -.2A7 -.65 1+ .7'+p 4,00
-,15 .215 -.7n6 .444 u.40
APPENDIX B
LISTING OF THE REVISED DATA TAPE
"SCIDAT-MOD--1" FOR THE PROFILE PROGRAM
The tape contains the following data, identified by code characters
at the beginning of each record. 	 Month 13 refers to annual mean values.
For code P, D, T, S, R, and RAJ data, southern latitudes are given by north-
ern hemisphere data displaced six months. Annual mean data and the QBO
parameters are the same for both southern and northern hemispheres.	 For a
more complete discussion of the input data, see Section 2 of the Users Man-
ual	 (Justus, et,	 al.,	 1974b).
Code	 Data Description
None	 NMC Grid Data Same as NMC Grid Required by NASA
version 4-D program.	 Data consists
of sequential point number followed
by the two corresponding NMC grid
indices.	 There are five points per
record on the tape.
P	 Groves Pressure .(nt/m2)
Month, height, values at latitudes
D	 Groves Density (kg/m 3 ) 0, 10, 20,	 ...	 90 exponent.	 Same
format as in Groves report.
T	 Groves Temperature (°K)
S	 Stationary Perturbations Month, height, longitude, Lp at
in monthly means ( per north latitude, 10, 30, 50, 70, 	 90,
mill) Ap same, AT same.
R	 Random pressure, density, I'lonth, height, Ap at north latitude
and temperature	 pertur- 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, Gp same, GT same
bation magnitudes (per
mill)
RW	 Random magnitudes wind Month, height, Gu at north latitude





QP QBO pressure parameters -
ampiitude (per mill) and
phase (days after Jan. 0,
1966 when 1st maximum
occurs)
QD QBO density parameters
(as in QP)
QT parameters1QBO temperature
QU QBO eastward wind para-
meters - amplitude
(0.1 m/s) and phase
(days after Jan. 0,	 166)
p QBO northward wind para-
meters - (as in QU)
Description
Height, amplitude and phase at 10°
latitude, amplitude and phase at 300 ,
...	 amplitude and phase at 900.
The tape consists of four NTRAN readable fists with an NTRAN end of file after
each file. The first file contains the NMC grid data, the second contains the
Groves and stationary perturbation data, the third contains the random pertur-
bation data, and the fourth contains the QB0 data. The number of words per NTRAN
record is 15 for the NMC grid data. Each record contains NMC grid x-y coordinates
for 5 points. The total number of NMC grid points is 1977. The NMC grid data
file contains a total of 396 records, with the last record containing points 1976
and 1977 and zeros in the remaining words. There are 14 words per record for the
Groves data (including the code word), 19 for the stationary perturbations, 18
for the code R data, 13 for the code RW data, and 12 for the quasi-biennial data.
The Groves data contains 702 records, the stationary perturbation data contains
1248 records, the code R random data contains 260 records, the code RW random
winds data contain 325 records, and the QBO.data contain 80 records.
Following is a listing of the data contained on the SCIDAT tape.
00
***NHC GRID DATA***
1 15 1 2 16 1 3 17 1 4 I@ 1 5 19 16 20 1 7 21 1 8 22 1 9 23 1 10 24 1
11 25 1 12 26 1 13 27 1 14 28 1 15 29 1
16 30 1 17 31 1 18 32 1 19 33 1 20 14 2
21 15 2 22 16 2 23 17 2 24 18 2 25 19 2
26 20 2 27 21 2 28 22 2 29 23 ? 30 24 2
31 25 2 32 26 2 33 27 2 34 28 2 35 29 2
36 30 2 37 31 2 38 32 2 39 33 2 40 34 2
41 13 3 42 14 3 43 15 3 44 16 45 17 3
46 18 3 47 19 3 48 20 3 49 21 3 50 22 3
51 23 3 52 24 3 53 25 3 54 26 1 5r 27 3
56 28 3 57 29 3 58 30 3 59 31 3 6C 32 361 33 3 62 34 3 63 35 3 64 12 4 69i 13 4
66 14 4 67 15 4 68 16 4 69 17 4 70 18 4
71 19 4 72 20 4 73 21 4 74 22 4 75 23 4
76 24 4 77 25 4 78 26 4 79 27 4 80 28 4
81 29 4 82 30 4 83 31 4 84 32 4 85 33 4
86 34 4 87 35 4 88 36 4 89 11 5 90 12 5
91 13 5 92 14 5 93 15 5 94 16 5 95 17 5
96 18 5 97 19 5 98 20 5 99 21 5 100 22 5
101 23 5 102 24 5 103 25 5 104 26 5 105 27 5
106 28 5 107 29 5 108 30 5 109 31 5 110 32 5
111 33 5 112 34 5 113 35 5 114 36 5 115 37 5
116 10 6 117 11 6 1 1 8 12 6 119 13 A 120 14 6
121 15 6 122 16 6 123 17 6 124 18 6 125 19 6
126 20 6 127 21 6 128 22 6 129 23 6 130 24 6
131 25 6 132 26 6 133 27 6 134 28 6 135 29 6
136 30 6 137 31 6 138 32 6 139 33 F 140 34 6
141 35 6 142 36 6 143 37 6 144 38 6 145 9 7
146 10 7 147 11 7 1 48 12 7 149 13 7 150 14 7
151 15 7 152 16 7 153 17 7 154 I 8 7 155 19 7
156 20 7 157 21 7 158 22 7 1 59 23 7 160 24 7
161 25 7 162 26 7 163 27 7 1 64 28 7 165 29 7
166 30 7 167 31 7 168 32 7 169 33 7 170 34 7
171 35 7 172 36 7 1 73 37 7 174 35 7 175 3.9 7
176 8 8 177 9 8 178 10 8 179 11 8 180 12 8
181 13 8 182 14 8 183 15 8 184 16 8 185 17 8
186 18 8 187 19 a 188 20 8 1 89 21 8 190 22 8191 23 8 192 24 3 193 25 8 194 26 8 195 27 8
196 28 8 197 29 8 198 30 8 199 31 8 200 32 6
201 33 8 202 34 8 203 35 a 204 36 8 205 37 g
206 38 8 207 39 8 208 40 8 209 7 9 210 8 9
211 9 9 212 10 9 213 11 9 214 12 9 215 13 9
216 14 9 237 15 9 218 16 9 219 17 9 220 18 9
1 19 9 222 20 9 223 21 9 224 22 9 ?25 23 9
226 24 9 227 25 9 228 26 9 229 27 9 230 28 9
231 29 9 232 30 9 233 31 9 234 32 9 235 33 9
236 34 9 237 35 > 238 36 9 239 37 9 240 38 . 9
^I jGINAL 
-PAGl
241 39 9 242 40 9 243 41 9 244 6 10 245 7 10
246 8 10 2^+7 9 to 248 10 10 249 11 10 250 12 10
251 13 10 252 14 10 253 15 10 254 16 10 259 17 10
256 18 10 257 19 10 258 20 10 259 21 10 260 22 10
261 23 10 262 24 10 263 25 10 264 26 10 265 27 10
266 28 10 267 29 10 268 30 10 269 31 10 270 32 10
271 33 10 272 34 10 273 35 10 274 36 10 275 37 10
276 38 10 277 39 in 278 40 10 275 41 to 280 42 10
281 5 11 282 6. 11 283 7 11 284 8 It 285 9 11
286 10 11 287 it 11 288 12 11 289 13 11 290 14 11
291 15 11 292 16 11 293 17 11 294 18 1 1 295 19 11
296 20 11 297 21 11 298 22 11 299 23 11 300 24 11
301 25 11 302 26 11 303 27 11 304 28 it 30+ 29 It
306 30 11 307 31 17 308 32 11 309 33 11 310 34 11
311 35 11 312 36 11 313 37 11 314 3B 11 315 39 11
316 40 11 317 41 11 318 42 11 319 43 11 320 4 12
321 5 12 322 6 12 323 7 12 324 8 12 325 9 12
326 10 12 327 11 12 326 12 12 329 13 12 330 14 12
331 15 12 332 16 12 333 17 12 334 18 12 33S 19 12
336 20 12 337 21 12 338 22 12 339 23 12 34 0 24 12
341 25 12 342 26 12 343 27 12 344 26 12 345 29 12
346 30 12 347 31 12 348 32 12 349	 ' 33 12 350 34 12
351 35 12 352 36 12 353 37 12 354 38 12 355 39 12
356 40 12 357 41 12 358 42 12 359 43 12 360 44 12
361 3 13 362 4 13 363 5 13 364 6 13 365 7 13
366 8 13 367 9 13 368 10 13 369 It 13 370 12 13
371 13 13 372 14 13 373 15 13 374 16 13 375 17 13
376 18 13 377 19 13 378 20 13 379 21 13 380 22 13
391 23 13 382 24 13 383 25 13 384 26 13 3A5 27 13
386 as 13 387 29 13 3B8 3q 13 389 31 13 390 32 13
391 33 13. 392 34 13 393 35 13 394 36 13 395 37 13
396 38 13 397 39 13 398 40 13 399 41 13 400 42 13
401 43 13 402 44 13 403 45 13 404 2 14 405 3 14
4nb 4 14 407 5 14 408 6 14 409 7 14 410 8 14
411 9 14 412 10 14 413 11 14 414 12 14 415 13 14
416 1.4 14 417 15 14 418 16 14 U19 17 14 420 18 14
421 19 14 422 20 14 423 21 14 424 22 14 425 23 14
426 24 14 427 25 14 428 26 14 429 27 14 430 28 14
431 29 14 432 30 14 433 31 14 434 32 14 435 33 14
436 34 14 437 35 14 438 36 14 439 37 14 440 3B 14
441 39 14 442 4 7 14 443 41 14 444 42 14 445 43 14
446 44 14 447 45 14 448 46 14 449 1 15 450 2 15
451 3 15 452 4 15 453 5 15 454 6 15 455 7 15
456 8 15 457 9 15 458 10 15 459 it 15 460 12 15
461 13 15 462 14 15 463 15 15 464 16 15 465 17 15
466 18 15 467 19 15 468 20 15 469 21 15 470 22 15
471 23 15 472 24 15 473 25 15 474 26 15 475 27 15
476 28 15 477 29 15 478 30 15 479 31 15 480 32 15
481 33 15 482 34 15 483 35 15 484 36 15 485 37 15
466 38 15 487 39 15 488 40 15 489 41 15 490 42. 15
49'L 43 15 492 44 15 493 45 1 5 494 46 15 4g5 47 15
496 1 16 497 2 16 498 3 16 449 4 16 500 5 16
501 6 16 502 7 16 503 8 1 6 504 9 16 505 10 16
506 11 16 50 7 12 16 508 13 16 509 14 16 510 15 16
511 16 16 512 17 16 513 18 16 514 19 16 515 20 16
516 21 16 517 22 16 518 23 16 519 24 16 520 25 16
521 26 1b 522 27 16 523 28 16 524 29 16 525 30 16
92
526 31 16 527 32 16 528 33 16 529 34 16 530 35 16
I	 531 36 16 532 37 16 533 38 1 6 534 39 lf, 535 40 16
536 41 16 537 42 16 538 43 16 .539 44 16 544 45 16
541 46 16 542 47 16 543 1 17 544 2 17 545 3 17
546 4 17 547 5 17 548 6 17 549 7 17 550 8 17
551 9 17 552 10 17 553 11 17 554 12 17 555 13 17
556 14 17 557 15 17 558 16 17 559 17 17 560 18 17.
561 19 17 562 20 . 17 563 21 17 564 22 17 565 23 17
566 24 .17 567 25 17 568 26 17 569 27 17 570 28 17
571 29 17 572 30 17 573 31 17 574 32 17 575 33 17
576 34 17 577 35 17 578 . 36 17 579 37 17 580 38 17
581 39 .17 582 40'. 17 583 41 17 584 42 17 .585 43 17	 .
f	 586 44 17 587 45 17 588 46 17 589 47 17 590 1 18
591 2 18 592 3 18 593 4 18 594 5 1S 595 6 18
596 7 18 597 8 18 598 9 18 599 10 18 600 11 18
'	 601 12 18 602 13 18 603 14 18 604 15 1S 605 16 . 18	 .
606 17 18 607 18 1.S 608 19 1 8 609 20 1S 614 21. 18
611 22 18 612 23 18 613 24 1S 614 25 18 615 26 18
616 27 18 617 28 18 618 29 18 619 30 18 620 31 18
621 32 18 622 33 1S 623 34 18 624 35 18 6293 36 18
626 37 18 627 38. 18 628 39 18 629 40 18 63.0 41 18
637 42 1B 632 43 18 633 44 18 634 45 18 635 46 18	 S
636 47 18 637 1 19 638 2 19 639 3 1q 640 4 19
641 5 19 642 6 19 643 7 19 644 8 19 645 9 19
646 10. 19 647 11 19 .648 i2 19 649 13 19. 650 14. 19	 A
651 15.. 19 652 16 19 653 17 19 .654 18 19. 655 19 19
656 20 19 657 21 19 658 22 19 659. 23 19 660 24 19
.	 661 25 19 662 26 19 663 27 19 664 28 19 665 29 19
666 30 19 667 31 19 668 32 19 669 33 19 670 34 19
671 35:: 19 672 36 19 673 37. 19 674 38 19 675 39...19
676 40 19 677 41 :19 676 42 19 679 43 19 680 44 19
681 45 19 682 46 19 683 47 19 684 1 20 .685 2 20
686 3 20 687 4 20 688 5 20 689 6 20 690 7 20
691 8 20 692. 9 20 693 10 20 69.4 11 20 .695 12 20
696 13 20 697 14 20 698 15 20 699 16 20 700: 17 20
701 18 20 702 19 20 703 20 20 704 21_ .20 705 22. 20
I	 706, 23 20 707 24 20 708 25 20 709 26 20 710 27 20
711 28 20 712 29 20 713 30 20 714 31 20 715 32 20





























731 1 -1 732 .::. 2 21
.
733 3 21 734 4 21..735. ,5 . 21
736 6 21 737 7 21 738 8 21 739 9 21 740. 10 21	 :?
741 11 P-1 742 12 21 743 13 21 744 14 21 745 15 21
746 16 21, 747 17 21 748 1S 21 749 19 21 750 20 21
751 21 .21 75.2 . 22 21 .	 753. 23: 21 734 .24 21 755. 25 21;'..	
756 26 21 . 757 27 21 758 28 21
. 759 29 .21 760 30...21
761 31 21 762 32 21 763 33. 21 764 34 21 .765 35 21 -
766 36 21 767 37 21 76B 38 21` 769 39 21 770 40 P.I.
'^.	 771..: 41 21 . 772 42 21. 773 43 21 774 44 21 775 45 21
. 776 .. 46 21 .777 ` .. 47	 ` .	 21:....,773 1: ` .	 22 779 .2 22 78.0.. 3 22	 . .
781' .4 22 782 5. ?2 783 6 22 784 7 22 7855 8 22
786 9 22 787 10 22 788 11 22 . 7B9 12 22 790 13 22i	 791. 14 22 792 15 22 793 16 22 794 17 22 735 18 2p-
...796. 19 22 .797 22 . 798 21 . 22 799 ..22 22 80() 23 . .. 22
801 24 22` 802: 25 22 803 26 22 804 27 22: 805 28 P-
 29 22 .807' 30 22, 808 31 22 809 32 22 810 33 22
811 34 22 812 35 22 813 36 22 814 37 22 815 38 22
816 39 22 817 40 22 818 41 22 819 42 22 820 43 22
821 44 22 822 45 22 B23 46 22 824 47 22 825 1 23
826 2 23 827 3 23 628 4 23 829 5 23 830 6 23
831 7 23 832 8 23 833 .9 23 834 10 23 835 11 23
836 12 23 537 13 23 838 14 23 839 15 23 840 16 23
841 17 23 842 18 23 843 19 23 844 20 23 845 21 23
846 22 23 847 23 23 848 24 23 849 25 23 850 26 23
851 27 23 852 28 ?3 853 29 23 854 30 23 655 Tax 23
856 32 23 857 33 23 B58 34 23 859 .35 23 .860 36 23	 .
861 37 23 86 2 3 8 23 b8 3 3 9 ? 3 B 64 40 2 3 865 4 1 23
865 42 23 867 43 23 8b8 44 23 869 X45 23 870 46 23
871 47 23 872 1 24 873 2 24 874 3 24 875 4 24
876. 5 24 . 877 6 24 878 7 24 879 8 24 . 880 9 24	 l
882, 10 24 882 11 24 883 12 24 .884 13 24 885 14 24
i	 886 15 24 B87 16 24 888 17 24 889 18 24 890 19 24	
j
891 20 24 892 21 24 893 22 24 894 23 24 895 24 24
896 25 24 897 26 24 898 27 24 899 28 24 900 29 24
901 30 24 902 31	 ..24 903 32 24 .904 33 24 905 34 24
j	 906 35 24 907 36 24 908 37 24 909 38 24 910 39 24
911 40 24 912 41 24 913 42 24 914 43 24 915 44 24
916 45 24 917 46 24 918 47 24 919 1 25 920 2 25j	 921. 3 25. .922 4 25 923 5 25 924 6 25 925 7 25
I	 9?6 8 25 927 9 25 928 10 25 929 11 25 930 12 25
.931. 13 25 932 14 25 933 15 25 934 16 25 935 17 25
935 18 25 937 19 25 938 20 25 930 21 25 940 22 25
941 23 25 942 24 25 943 25 25 944 26 25 945 27 25
946 28 25 947: 29 25 948 30 25 949.. 31 25 950 32 25
951 33 25 952 34 25 953 35 25 954 36 25 955 37 25
956 38 25 957 39- 25 958 40 25 959 41 25 960 42 25
961 43 25 962 44 25 963 45 25 964 46 25 965 47 25
9.66 1. 26 . . 967 2 26 968 3. 26 969 4 26 970 5 26.
971 6 26 972
7. 26 973 8 26 974 9 26 '975 10 26
976 11 26 977 12 26 976 13 26 979 14 26 980 15 26
981 16 26 982 17 26 983 18 26 984 19 26 985 20 26
986 21 26 987 22 26 988 23 26 989 24 26 990 25 26
991 26 26 992 27 26 993 28 26 994 29 26 995 30, 26
996 31 26 '997 32 26 998 33 ?6' 999 34 26 1000 35 P.
1001 36 26 1 0 02 37 26 1003 38 26 1004 39 26 1005 40 26
1006 41 26 1007 42 26 a008 43 26'1009 44 26 1010 45 26
1011 46 26 1012 47 26 1013 1 27 1014 2 .27 1015 3 27
1016' 4 27.1017 5 27 1018. 6. 27 1019 7: 27 1020 8 27
1;021 9 27 1.022 10 27 1023 11 27 1024 12 27 1D25 13 27
1026 14 27 102.7 15 27 1028 15 27 1029 17 27 1030 18 z7	 3
1031 19 27 X032 20 27 1033 21 27 1034 22 27 1035 23` 27
1036 24 ..	 27 1037 25 27..1038 26. 27 1039.. 27 27 1,040 28 27
1041 29 27 '042 30 27 3043 31 27 1n44 32 27 1o45 33 27
1046 34 27 1047 35 27 1048 36 27 1049 3.7 27 1050 38 27
1051 39 27 1052 40 27 1053 41 27 1054 42 27 1055 43 27	 3
3..056 44 27 105? 45 27 1058 46 27 1059 47 27 1060 1 28f	
1061 2 28 3.062 3 28 1063. 4 28 610 4 5.. 28 .1065. b 28
1066 7 28 1067 8 28.1068 9 28 1069 10 28 1070 11 28
1071 12 28 1072 13 28 1.073 14 28 1074 15 28 1075 16
26
j	 1076 17 28 1077 18 28 1078 19 28 1079 20 28 1030 21 28
1081 22 28 1082 23 28 .1083 24 28 1084 25 .2a 1085 26 28
1086 27 28 1687 P,8. 28.1088 29 28 1089 30 28 1090
.....:31.. 28













































































































































































































































































































































28 1100 41 28








29 1125	 19 29
29 1130 24 29




29 1145 39 29
29 1150 44 29








30 1175 22 30
30 1180	 27 30
30 1185 32 30
30 1190. 37	 30.
30 1195 42 30
30, 1204	47	 30




31 1215 15 31







311235 35 . 31
31 1240	 40	 31
31 1245 45 31
32 1250	 3 32
32.1255.	 8	 32
32 1260 13 32
32 1265 18 32
32 1270 23 32




32 1285 38 32
32 1290 43 32




33 1305 11	 33
33 1310	 16 33
33 13.15
	 21 33
33 1320 26 33
33.1325	 31	 33
33 1330 36 33
33 1335	 41	 .33
33 1340 46 33
34 1345	 4 34
34 1350	 9 34
34 1355 14 34
91356
1361
15	 34 1357	 16





















1366 25	 34 1367	 26	 . 34 1368.. 27 34 1369 28 3. 4 1370 29 34
+	
1371 30	 3t1 1372	 31 34.1373 32 34 1374 33 34 1375 34 34





1381 40 34 1382 41 34 1383 42 34 1384 43 34 1385 44 34

















35 3400 12 351396



















35 1415 27 35	 i1413.




















40 35 1429 41 35 1430 42 35
















36 1445 10 361441


















36 1460 25 361456
1461
21









































37 1490 8 371486




















37 1503 21 37 1504 22 37 1505 23 37




















37 1518 36 37 1519 37 37 1520 38 37
















38 '1533 5 36. 1534 6 .3A 1535 7 38. .1531


















38 1550 22 381546
155, 23 38 1552 24 38 1553 25.















38 1565 37 381561
1566 38 38 1567 39 38 1568 40 38 1569 41 38 1570 423
38
39 
























1586 14 39 1587










22 39 1595 23 391597
1596
19
24 :39 Y597 c5... 39.1598 26 3°.;509 27 -'39 1600 28 39



























































23 40 1658 24 40 1639 25 40 1640 26 40




















40 1653 39 4 0 1654 40 40 .1555 41 40
























































































42 1734 4243 1739
	 11
43 1744 16
43 1749 2143 1754 26



















	 3046 1859 35
47 1864	 12
47 1869	 17










































































































































































1666 12 41 1667 13
1671 17	 41 1672 18
1676 22 41 1677 231681 27 41 1682 28
1686 32	 41 1687 331691 37 41 1692 38
1696 42 41 1697 43
1701	 9	 42 1702 101706 14 42 1707 15
171.1	 19	 42 1712 201716 24 42 1717 251721 29 42 1722 30
1726 34 42 1727 35
1731:	 39	 42 1732 . .40
1736	 8	 43 1737	 9`
1741
	
1 3	43 1742 141746 18 43 1747 19
1751 23 43 1752 24
1756 . 28	 43-1757	 2.9
1761
	
33	 43 1762 34
1766 38 43 1767 39
1771
	
9	 44 1772 10
1776 14 44 1777 15
1781 19 44 1782 20
1786 24 44 1787 25
1791	 29 44 1792 301796 34 44 1797 35
1801	 39	 44 1802 40
1806 12	 45 1807	 13
1811	 17 45 1812 18
1816 22 45 1817 23
1821	 27	 x+5 . 1822	 28
1826	 32	 45 1827 . 33
1831	 37	 45 1832 38
1836 12	 46 1837 13
1841
	
17 46 1842 18
1846 22 46 1847 23
1851` . 27	 46 . 185P	 281856 32 46 1857 33
1861
	
37	 46 1t'62	 38
1866 14 47 1867 15
1871 19 47 1872 20
1876 24 47 1877 25
i88i
	
29	 47 1882	 3€3
1886 34 47 1887 35
1891
	
13	 48 1892 14
1896
	
18	 48 1897	 1-9
f1901	 23	 48 1902 241906 28 48 1907 29
1911
	
33	 4B 1912	 341915 14 49 1917 .15
1921	 19	 49 1922 P-D1926 24 49 1927 25
1931	 29	 49 1932	 30.
1936 .34.	49 1937	 35






















































1953 27 50 1952 28 50 1953 29 5 0 1954 30 50 1955 31	 50
1956 32 50 1957 33 50 1958 34 5 0 1959 15 51 1960 16	 51.
1961 17 51 1962 18 51 1963 19 51 1964 20 51 1965 21	 51
1966 22 51 1967 23 51 1968 24 51 1969 25 51 1970 26	 51
1971 27 51 1972 28 51 1973 29 51 1974 30 51 .1975 31	 511976 32 51 19 77 33 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0
-----END OF FILE WRITTEN-----
***GROVES DATAP CODE PODP O R T***
P i 25 2.50 247 244 239 237 24 1 244 240 238 237 1P 1 30 118 117 114 112 111 112 111 105 101 100 1P ! 35 582 576 562 546 529 527 509 472 450 442 0
P 1 40 299 295 286 275 263 254 237 216 203 199 0
P 1 45 157 155 152 146 136 127 .116 .103 95 93 0.
P . 1 S0 542 832 816 778 . 720 659 587 515 472 457 —1P 1 55 454 449 442 420 383 345 306 266 242 234 -1p 1 60 241 237 232 217 1 98 177 155 134 121 117 —1
P 1 65 122 119 117 1. 10 100 89 79 67 60 57 -1
P. 1 70 .577 561 549 519 481 435 382 317 278 265 -2
P 1 75 255 249 243 236 222 207 153 1+48 127 120 —2P 60 110 10B 105 102 100 95 84 67 57 53 -2
P 1 85 471 463 446 440 437 429 384 305 '258 242 -3P i 90 197 19.x' 187 184 190. 1.91 174. 138 116 109 —3P 1 95 603 791 767 778 833 873 813 646 546 512 —4
P 1 1QQ 350 . 345 338 345 379 401 376 301 256 241 . - 4
P 1 105 168 164 160 163 177 190 181 145 123 116 -4
P 1 110 898 889 856 843 899 939 887 701 589 552 —5p 2 25 250 246 242 239 239 24 3 241 231 225 223 1
P .2 30 118 116 114 112 . 111 112 111 105 101 106 1 T
P 2 35 581 572 560 543 531 523 517 455 466 459 0
P 2 40 298 2.93 286 274 264 2 55 246 227 216 21P 0
P 2 45 .157 156 152 144 137 130 122 . 110 103 100 0P 2 50 848 839 820 773 734 683 .625 506 499 483 —1P 2 55 458 b-55 443 413 390 359 325 279 251 242 -1
P 2 60 243 238 2'51 215 202 185 1 65 140 125 120 —1
P 2 65 122 119 114 106 100 92 83 69 61 58 -1
P 2 70 577. 551 534 504 482 450 397 321 275 260 -2
P 2 75 256 245 240 229 223 21 1 1 88 147 122 114 —2P 2 80 111 106 105 102 101 97 86. 66 54 50 -2
P ? 85 469 448 451 439 440 434 393 295 236 217 -3p 2 90 .200 188 ,188 187 191 192 175 133 !OB 9 g -3
P 2 95 855 802 797 784 814 843 792 600 485 446 A4`p 2 100 395 364 362 357 366 377 359 278 229 213 —4
'	 P 2 11]5. 199 182 175 171 1 74 179 174 135 112 104 _ ►
P 2 110 113 301 96 91 91 93 90 71 60 56 -4P 3 25 251 .246 . 244 240 240 2,43 236 225 217. 215 1
P 3 30 118 117 115 113 112 1 1 2 110 105 102 1Q1 !P 3 35. 582 575 566 552 533 529 521 501 489 485 0
P 3 40 299 2.97 290 279 '267 262 255 242 234 232 0P 3 45 159 158 154 146 139 135 130 121 116 114 0
P 3.. 5:0':.. 8 60 . 859 .833 781 , 741 718 675. 616 581 569 -1P 3. .55 465 461 446 416 392 380 354 3.19 298 291 —1j	 p 3 60 244 241 231. 214 203 ?,96 181 x.62. 151 147 -1P 3 65 121 117 113 106 '101 98 90 79 72 7 0 —1
P 3 .	 70. .569 547 528 ,.50`3 487 475 434 372 335. 322 ..p




E	 P 3 85 476. 444 450 446 438 444 420 339 290 .274 -3 a
P 3 90 206 191 191 188 187 191 182 146 124 3,17 -3
P 3 95 903 811 802 789 785 804 783 645 562 535 -4
P 3 108 419 374 362 354 354 365 355 298 P64 252 -4
P 3 .105 .213 183 175 169 167 174 177 153 139 134 -4.
P 3 13.0 122 104 96 89 88 94 98 86 79 76 . -4
P 4 25 251 25' 246 244 241 241 240 239 238 23g 1
P 4 30 119 119 117 116 114 114 113 3,11 110 109 1 j
P 4 35 590 588 583 570 554 553 545 522 508 504 0
P 4 40 305 306 300 291. 282 282 P_73 254 243 239. 0.
P 4 45 163 162 159 153 148 149 142 130 123 120 0
P 4 50 886 883 B61 825 801 804 761 686 641 626
-1
P i4 55 478 473 462 439 427 430 407 363 337 328 -1
P 4 60 250 247 . 240. 229 223 225 210 18.8 175 170 .-1
P 4 65 123 121 119 114 13.1 112 106 93 85 83 -1
P 4 70 575 568 565 551 539 546 5.11 448 410 398 -2
P 4 75 253 250 257 253 250 253 240 209 19.0 184 .-2
P 4 an 110 109 113 114 112 114 108 93 84 at -P
P. 4 85 479 471 494 493 476 .475 453. 392 352 333 w3
.	 P 4 90 212 206 213 212 196 192. 184 158 142 137 -3
P 4 95 920 .880 900 873 813 769 754 658 600 581 -4
P 4 100 416 386 386 380 359 348 $41 305' 283 276 -4
P 4 105 202 182 178 1.72 165 167 176 164. i57 154. -4
P .4 110 112 98 93 89 86. 92 . T.02 99 97 97 r4.
P 5 25 251 254 250 249 247 246 249 254 957 256 1:
P 5 30 120 120 120 118 117 117 118 120 121 122 1
P 5 35 595 598 595 584 576 577 581 586 589 590 a
P 5 40 309 311. 307 299 298 300 2fi-9L 292 288 286 n
P 5 45 1.64 165 163 159 158 160 159 155 153 152 0
P 5 50 889 896 882 859 86,1 880 869 832 810 842
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T 6 40 259 260 259 259 262 266 266 264 269 271 0
T 6 45 268 269 270 272 275 277 279 278 281 282 0
T 6 50 272 273 275 275 276 279 282 283 286 287 0
T 6 55 269 26.8 267 267 269 273 2 75 276 280 281 0
T 6 60 255 256 253 252 .252 256 259 264 267 268 0T 6 65 232 234 233 232 232 236 240 245 247 248 0
T 6 7o 208 211 213 213 212 214 220 225 220 218 p
T 6 75 199 199 201 198 195 195 199 201 204 205 0T 6 80 241 196 194 190 181 175. 173 173 185 189 0T 6 85 199. 195 192 184 170 156 151 1,49 148 147 6
T 6 90 189 189 188 179 162 147 144 145 146 146 0T fi 95 184 186 189 189 182 173 171 173 174 175
T 6 1.0.0 19 ,1. 193 198 206 213 219 222 226 228 229 0T 6 105	 '.215 .23.4 221 232: 247 265 282 295 303 305 .0.
T 6 110 261 253 253 264 285 313 343 366 386 384 0T 7 25 218 220 222 224 224 227 230 231 239 242 0T 7 30 231 233 233 232 235 238 239 238 248 251 0
T 7 35 4... 27 245 2 44 244 245 5.2	 0. 52 2 2 51 2.59. 2 6 2 0
T 7 40 258. 256 256 257 259 26 4 267 266 269 270 n
T 7 45 265 265 268 268 271 274 278 279 283 28 4 0T 7 50 271` 271 273 272 274 276 281 285 293 296 0T 7 55 270 269 267 266 267 270 276 281 •283 284 0
T 7 60 257 257 253 250. 251 .256. 262 267 267 267 0T 7 65 231; 234 230 .. 226 229 234 241 246 244 243 0T 7 70 211 211 209 207 207 211 237 222 214 211 0T 7 75 200 200 200 '197 191 189 191 194 196 197 a
..T 7 . 80 197 196 195 189 178 168 165 164 182 18A. 0
T 7 85 193 194 191 183 167 153 144 140 .1.38 137 0
T 7 90 185 186 186 179 167 1 53 145 141 139 138 0T 7 95 187 189 193 195 ±9 p 1.84. 174 x,68 164• 1,63 0T 7 100 204 204 206 214 222 221 216 212 210 209 0T 7 105 231 229 229 237 , 246 25 5 258 260 261 262 .0
T 7 110 273 265 260 265' 276 29 3 306 314• 319 .320 0T 8 25 218 219 221 223 225 22° 224 227 239 243 0
T A 30 231. 233 23{3 ' 232 234 238 237 234 247 25 1 0
T 8 35 246 244 . 243 242 246 249` 249 245 259 264 0T 8 40 258. 255 253 254 259 26 l. 262 260 270 273 . 0T 8 45 268 265 267 .267 269 271 274 274 285 289 0
T 8 50 273 272 271 271 271 274 277 279 289 292 0T 8 55 270 268 266 254 263 266 272 275 276 276 0
T 8 60. 253 257. 254 250 . 248 250 257 263 260, 259 6
T 8 65 233 236 "8,35 230 225 229 .237 245 240 238 0k T 8 70, 213 218 217 212 208 210 215 221 212 209 0T 8 75 20.1 205 207 203 196 191 190 194 197 198 0T A 80 195 199 201 196 183 172 165 167 192 200 0j T. 8 85 193. 196 196 188 174 , 1.61 151 148 146 146
T 8 90 193 194 391 167 380 170 1 5.9 150 145. 143 6T e 95 200 199 197 191 199 194 181 170 153 1 6 1 (1T R 100 219 216 211 208 212 all 203 193 187 185 0
T .8 105. .25.1. 247 X36. 226 225 224 22.0 213. 209 207 0 ;.
T R 110 296 291 276 263 256 . 254. 250 241: 236.. 234 0.'.. ?T q 25. 219 220 222 224 225 225 226, 224 229 231 0
.` T q 30 231 232 -233 231. 233 234 233 229 237 240 0
T 9 35 245 244 243 241 242 245 2 44 239 248 251 0T. 9 40 260 .258 256 254•.:256 .257 2.56. 252 260 263 0.




I1	 T 9 55 268 269 265 262 259 260 264 267 263 262 0
T 9 60 250 254 257 25n. 241 242 250 256 245 241 0
T 9 65 229 238 242 234 224 223 232 240 229 225 0
1	 T 9 70 213 221 225 218 209 207 214 220 204 199 0
T 9 75 202 208 211 206 198 194 195 201 191 188 0
T 9 80 197 200 202 198 190 182 180 184 211 220 pT 9 85 197 .199 198 192 185 177 172 173 .174 174 0
T 9 90. 198 199 197 193 1,91 185 1 77 x.73 171 170 0
T 9 95 204 207 206 205 203 196. 188 179 174 172 0
T 9 100 220 225 222 216 211 204 195 181E 177 175 0
I	 T 9.105 255 257 24B 236 226 21.6 202 187 178 175 0T 9 110 306 307 294 278 261 244 223 198 183 176 0
T In 25 220 221 223 223 221 220 220 221 213 210 0
T 10 30 233. 233 232 230 228 224 225 225 216 213 0
T In 35 248 246 243 241 238 235 234 232 225 223 a
T 10 4. 0 262 260 257 252 251. 249 245 244 237. 235 0T 10 45 273 271 269 265 263 261 259 257 253 252 0
T 10 50 275 274 273 271 269 265 265 265 261 260 0
1	 T in 55 267 267 266 262 ?58 255 256 258 250 247 It	 3
Ti 10 60 248 251 254 247 241 240 246 24.6 231 226 0T.1n ..65 227 233 2140 236 224 222 .231 233 214 208 p	 iT 10 70 209 216 223 219 210 2.i0 218 219 198 191 a
T in 75 200 206 210 207 203 202 207 209 200 197 0T 10 80 199 2.02 202 200. 197 196 198 203 223 230 0T In 85 202 203 200 195 1 9 4 193 194 197 199 199 0
T 10 90 200 200 ' 198 195 197 198 197 196 193 195 0T In 95 199 200 206 205 202 201 199 195 190 192 R
T 10 100 209 217 222. 221 . 217 209 210 193: 183 179 0
T 1 1) 105 239 247 250 249 241 228 209 192 182 176 0T 10 110 293 301 299 290 R76 256 227 199 182 177 0
T 11 25 221 221 222 22p 219 210 .216 215 201 196 0T 11 30 234 234 232 220 220 220 210 . 220 207 200 p	 .T : 11 35 250 247 243 238 233 .226 224 225: 215 21 2 0
T 11 40 262 260 257 253 246 209 205 205 224 22 0 0
T 11 45 270 270 269 266 261 252 248 251 209 205 pT 11 50 274 274 273 271 266 258 250 260 250 250 0
T 11 55 269 269 269 .26 4 259 255 255 256. 255 255 0
T 11 60 252 252 253 249 244 240 245 244 206 200 aT it 65 227 229 234 233 229 230 235 231 226 224 0
T it 70 206 209 215 216 216 220 225 220 210 207 0
i	 T 11 75 199 202 205 206 206 212 218 215 196 190 0T 11 80 202 203' 201. 199 201 207 211 21.4 222 225 p
T 11 85 203 203 199 196 199 203 209 213 21,5 216 0T 11 90 193 192 191 194 200 207 211 212 213 210 0
T 11 95 187 191 196 202 .208 214 215 212 210 210 n
T 1!:300 19.3 200 210 219 222. 220 215. 209 . 2p5 .204 a
T 11 105 219 227 ,239 245 241 23 1 217 206 199 197. 0
T 11 110 269 282 286 284 272 253 231 212 201 197 QT 12 25 220 221 222 219 217 221 216 210 206 205 a
T . 12 30.. 234 234 .229 229 .224.. 221 216 211 208 20.7. pT. 12` 35 249. 248 243 240 234 225 219 218 215 214 0-
T 12 40 259 259 257 255 248 23 6 228. 227 220 218 0T 12 45 268 267 270 268 263 248 242 243 234 231 0.
T 12 50 272 272 273 271 266 257 254 258 255 254 0
T.12 55 269 . .268 267. 265 261. 255..253. :256. 258 259 0	 ...	 ;
T 12. 60 255 255 254 . 252 248 2147 247 245 2147 24A p
Y	T 12 65.. 232, 230 233 236 235 238 2140 233 238 240 0
i	 C9
^	 i	 I
T 12 70 208 208 211 216 222 228 201 224	 206 200 0
T 12 75 199 207 202. 204 212 218 222 217	 198 192 0
T 12 80 201 201 198 198 204 211 214 214	 219 221 0
T 12 85 199 200 198 197 201 207 213 214	 215 215 0
T 12 90 189 188 189 194 203 213 217 217	 217 217 0
T 12 95 184 184 187 196 207 219 222 219	 217 217 0
f 12 1:00 191 1,93 19'7 204 21.2 220 221 .217	 2.1s 214 0
T 12 105 215 220 225 225 222 2-19 215 211	 209 208 0
T 1? 110 261 270 271 263 250 238 227 216	 209 207 0
T 13 25 219 220 221 222 221 222 222 220	 218 217 0
T 13 30 232 233. 232. 23.1 229 228 227 225	 224 224 0
T 13 35 247 247 244 241 240 238 236 233	 234 234 0
T 13 40 260 259 257 255 P54 252 245 244	 244 244 0
T 13 45 269 269 269 268 267 264 261 258	 257 257 Q
'	 T 13 50 273 273 273 272 270 268 267 267	 270 271 0
I'	 T 1.3. 55 269 268 . 266 264 262 262 262 263	 263 263 0
`	 T 13 60 252 252 251 249 247 248 251 251	 247 246 fl
T 13 65 230 231 233 233 231 233 237 236	 230 228 0
T 13 70 210 212 215 216 216 219 223 222	 207 203 0
j	 T 13 75 200 202 205 .205 205. 206 . 209 208	 198 194 0
T 13. 80 198 199 199 197 3;95 19 .4 194 . 194	 206 23.0 6
T 13 85 198 197 196 192 188 185 184 184	 184 18'1 0
T 13 90 193 192 191 189 1 87 185 184 183	 183 183 0
T 13 95 193 193 194 196 197 197 195 194	 193 193 0
I` T 13 100 206 206 207 209 211. 213 214 213	 212 212 0.
T 13 105 235 234 232' 230 230 233 236 238	 239 239 D
i	 T 13 110 283 280 273 268 265 268 271 27.1	 271 271 0
***STATIONARY PERTURBATZ ONSt CODE S***
S.1 30 1.0	 -2 -11 -34 -43 0... 3 -3 -13	 . -3	 0 .. -2 -6 -16 -41 0
S 1 30 40	 -2. -11 -43 -75 0 3 -8 -13 -23	 0 . -2 -1 -34 -51 0
5 1 30 70 -1.0 -11 -79 -75 0 --30 -14 -37.-43	 0 19 3 -43 -36 0
S 4 30 100	 -2 -20 -•16 -32 0 -2 -14 15 -10	 0 2 -10 -34 -17 0$ 1.30 130	 -2 14. 47 . 77 0 3 25 50	 56	 0 -2. -.10 -7 21 0
S 1 30 160	 ^-2 14 93 1 63 0 9- 14 95 102	 0 -11 -1 11 49. 0
S 1 30 190	 23 31 93 13 1 0 20 19 50	 63	 0 -2 .12 43 63 0
3	 S 1 30 220	 6 14, 47 66 0 9 14 ,-13	 10	 0 -6 3 61 59. 0
S 1 30 250 -10 -3 -7 -21 0 -13 -14 -48 -36	 0 -2 8 38 25 0
5 1 30 280.	 6 6 -34 -64 0 -2 3. -37 -56	 0 6 -1 2. -8 . 0
S 1 30 310	 -2 w11 -34 -64 0 -8 "14 -19 -36	 0 6 3 -7 -27 0
`	 S 1 30 340	 -2 -11 -34- -53 0 9 . -8 -19 -23	 0 -.6 -1 -16 -36 0
S 1 40 I n -17 2 . -2 4 13 0 -16 -14 -6 	69	 0 1 16 5 -23 0
S. i. 40 4v	 1 17 -2 33 0 2 -1 -3	 .31	 0 1 20 .0 . -2 0I	 S 1 40 70	 12 31 -21-•324 0 13 20 -38-351	 0 -3 12 17 41 0
S 1 40 100	 15 -12 -75 -24 0 21 -19-115 -51	 0 w7 4 46 . 28 0
S 1 40 130	 5 -45 -• 52 10 0 2 -48 -43 -32	 0 5 4 -12 4,1 0
S 1 40 160	 8 -5 37 62 0 5 -4 50	 47	 0 1 -4 -12 11 0
S .1 40 190	 12 6 8.0 90 0 8 20 3.06 105	 0 1 -15 .-25 -10 . -	 0
5 1 40 220	 15 2 37 62 0 16 20 56	 69	 0 -3 -19 -20 -10 0'
S,1 40 250	 8 -12 18 29 0 10 2 29	 31	 0 -3 -12 -12 .-6 0
S 1 40 280 -17 13 -9 -l0 0 -16 30 -3	 6	 0 1 -15 -.4 -19 0
5 1 40 310 -17 6 -6 -5 0. -22 9 -6.	 22	 0. 5 -4 0 -27 0.
5 40 340: -24 -2. -6 29 0 !.24
-1.4,
-24
	 54.	 0 1 12 17, -23 . 0..
E	 S 1 52 10	 11 40 62 17 0 7 37 70	 41	 0. 5 2 -8 -22 0
5 1.52 40	 21 73 68 7 0 15 65 73	 6	 0 5 9 -5 2 0
S 1 52 70	 31 72 64 4 0 26 63 51 -1A	 0 5 9 11 22 0
S .1 52 100	 6 16 3 7. 0	 .. 9 25 -5 •-11 .	 . 0 --3 *-10 7 IS .
I	 I
S 1 52 130 -10 -21 3 32 0 3 -8 8 9 0 -14 --13 -5 22 0
S 1 52 160 -14 -3 40 42 0 -14 -1 5 29 32 0 1 13 11 10 D
S 1 52 190 *-5 -14 -10 32 0 1 -18 -14 11 0 -6 5 3 22 0
S 1 52 220 -7 -52 -38 17 0 -1 -47 -47 2 0 -6 -6 11 14 0S 1 52 250
--14 -45 -36 -39 0 -11 -39 -44 -34 0 -3 -6 ..	 7 -Y 6 0
S 1 52 280 -19 -40 -40 -5 1 0 w-23 -39 «35 -30 0 5 -2 -5 -22 0
S 1 52 310 -7 -29 -49 -54 0 -11 -28 -32 -23 0 5 -2 -15 -30 Dj	 S 1 52 340 5 2 -67 -16 0 -1 3 -54 15 0 5 2 -12 -30 0
S 1 60. 10 17 43 53
-5 0 12 40 59 7 0 4 4 -2 -13 0
S 1 60 40 26 82 65 In 0 22 76 68 7 0 4 4 -2 p 0
S 1 60 70 36 77 77 25 0 32 76 68 13 0 4 4 6 8 0S 1 60 100 3 8 11 25 p 6 12 5 13 p 0 -4 2 8 p
S 1 60 130 -21 -31 -1 4A 0 -15 -23 0 44 0
-8 -8 -2 8 05 1 60 160 -16 8 47 48 0 -11 2 42 49 n 0 4 6 4 DS 1 60 190 -1.1 -11 -7 48 0 ^8 -12
-8 44 0 -4 0 2 8 0
S 1 60 220 -11 -56 -31 3.3 0 -8 "54 -33 23 0 -4 -4 2 8 0S 1 60 250 '-16 -5l. -31 -43 0 -15 -47 -33 -45 0 0 -4 6 0 0
5 1 60 280 -16 -41 -43 -6, p -18 -40 -42
-60 0 0 0 -2 -5 0
S 1 60 310 -2 -31 -6.1 -81 0 -4 -30 -54 -65 0 4- 0 -10
-13 0
S 1 60 340 12 3 -79 -43 0 6 2 -71 -29 0 4 0 -6 -13 0
S 1 68 10 18 45 51 -13 0 13 47 53 -13 0 -1 1 -5 -3 0
-5S .1 68 70 39 8.3 79 2.9 0 42 87 7B 33 0 - 1 -3 3 0..
S 1 68 100 2 4 12 25 0 4 7 16 33 0 -1 m3 -1 -3 0
S 1 68 130 -26 -36 -4 55 0 -24 -'32 4 63 p -1 1 -1 -7 0
S 1 68 .160 -14 11 51 48 0 -.15 7 53 48 0 -1 1
-1 -7 0
S 1 68 190 -14 -10 -4 5 1 0 -15 -12 -8 63 0 -1 1 -1 -7 0
S .1 68 220 -14 -57 -28 32 0 -15 -62 x-3.3 33 D -1 1 .	 :3. -3 .0
S 1 68 250 -17 -52 -25 -39 0 -15 -52 -33 -43 0 "1 1 3 6 0S 1 68 280 -14 -40 -45 -67 0 -15 x-42 -45 -73 0 3 1 3 11, 0S 1 68 310 -2 -30 -^67 -81 0 -6 -3?. -69 -89 0 3 1 3 11 0
S 1 68 340 12 1 -78 -4.6 0 13 -2 -82 -58 0 3 1 8. 6 0
S 1 76 10 18 40 39 "9 0 1$ 48 51 -17 p .:6 -7 -6 5 0'j,	 5 1 76 40 28 71 51 6 0 32 89 59 7 0 -6 -17 -11 1 0
5 1 76 70 37 71 69 21 0 41 89 82 32. 0 -6 -17 -15 -8 0
S 1 76 100 -1 4 9 21 0" 4 2 13 27 0 -1 -2 -2 -3 0
5 1 76 130 -24 -32 -3 43 0 -31 -39 -6 57 0 4 7 3 -12 0
S 1 76 160 -15 9 45 36 0 -14 14 55 47 p 4 -2 -11 "8 0
S 1 76 190 -15 -6
-3 43 0 -17 -11 -2 52 0 4 2 -2 ^12 0
S 1 76 220 -15 -5? -21 29 0 "17 -60
-25 32 p 4, 12 3 -8 D
S 1 76 . 250 -15 -41 -21 -31. 0 -17. -57
-25 -37 0 4 12 3 5 0.
S 1 7.6. 280 -10. -32 -39 -5 3. 0 -14. -42 -'48 -66 0 4 7 a 14 0...S 1 76 310 -1 -27 -57
-66 0 -2 -32 -71
-81 0 -1 7 12 14 0S 1 76 340 13 -1 -69 -39 6 15 -1 -82 -52 0 . -1 -2 17 10 0
5 1 84 10 14 28 32 -3 D 1: 42 38 -11 0 0 -9 -4 5 0	 yS . 1 84 40 . 21 52 39 7	 : ,	 .n. 23 64 51 ..	 4. 0. . -5 -15 -9 0 0
S 1 84 70 28 54 51 16 33 64 63 19 p -5 -15 -9
..
,4 0S 1 84 10 0 1 1. 9 16 0 3 3 9 19. 0 0 1 0 -4 0
S 1 84 130 -21 -25 -1 . ?ai 0 -24 -30 .4 40 0 6 6 0 -4 0
S 1 84 160 -10 9 34 29 0 -11 10 40 34 0 0 -4 -9 -4 0
'S .1 a(+ 190 -12 -.5 -1. 31 0 -12 -7 , -3 .::	 37. 0 . p 1 0 ..-4
S ..1 84 220 -12 x-36 -18 1. 9 0 . -12 -47 -22 24 0 0 11 5 -4 0 .
5 1 84 250 -12 -34 -16 -23 p ..1y -43 -- S 9 -27 0 D 11 o 5 0
S 1 84 280 -8 -25 -31 -43 0 -10 -32 -37 -48 0 0 6 5 5 0
S 1.84 310 -.1 -19 -43 -53.. 0. 0 724 ..-53: -59 0. 0 6 .10 5 0S 1 84 ` 340 10 -1 -54 -28 0 13 -1 -63 -33
...
0 0 1 to 5. 0




S 1 90 40 16 40 34	 9 0 20 47 35	 5 0 0 -5 0 2 0
S 1 90 70 21 40 45	 16 0 26 47 45	 16 0 -5 -5 0 2 0S 1 90 100 1 3 6	 16 0 0 2 6	 12 0 0 0 0 2 0
S 1 90 13 0 -19 -19 1	 28 0 -19 -22 0	 28 0 0 0 0 2 0
S 1 g0 160 -9 .	 8 29	 28 0 -8 8 a9	 28 0 0 0 0 2 a
5 1 90 190 -9 -3 1	 28 0 -•11 -4 0	 2€3 0 0 0 0 2 0
S 1 9a 220 -9 -29 -16	 16 0 x»11 -34 -16	 16 0 0 5 0 2 a
5 1 g0 250 -9 -29 -16 -23 0 -11 -31 -13 -23 a 0 5 0 -3 0
S 1 90 280 -9 -19 -27 -42 0 -8.r-22 -?6 -39 0 0 5 0 -3 0
S 1 90 310. 1 -13 -38 -49 0 ..o -16 -39 -47 0 0 0 0 -3 0
S 1 90 340 11 -3 -49 -23 0 9 -1 -49 -23 0 0 0 0 -3 0
5 2 30 10 7 -1 -36-126 0 -3 -5 , -16 -64 0 7 1 -19 -67 0
5 2 30 40 7 -1 -45-126 0 -3 1 -27 -64 0 7 1 -23 -58 0
S 2 30 70 -10 -9 -36 -75 D -9 -10 -16 -51 0 -2 1 -23 -17 0
S 2 30 100 -10 -9 0	 18 0 -9 1 7.3	 14 0 3 --8 -10 10 0
S. 2 30 130 .-1 -1 45 131 0 -3 6 ,4.7	 105 0 3 -3 -1 28 0
S 2 30 160 -10 8 71 183 0 -9 6 59 138 0 -2 1 12 42 0
S 2 3a. 190 -10 .8.. 63.162 p. 2. 6 47	 92 0 -6 1 17 60 0S'2 30 ' 220 -1 8 45 111 . 0 2 6 19	 53 0	 . -6 1 26 55 a
S 2 30 250 -1 -1 9	 28 0 2 1 -27	 1 0 -2 -3 39 28 0
S 2 30 280 32 8 -27 -64 0 30 1 -39 -64 0 -2 6 12 1 0
5a 2 30 310 -1 -1 -45-116 0 2 1 -39 -83 0 -2 -3 -ja -31 0S 2 3p 340 •-1 -g x-45-126 0 -3.-16 -22..-77 0 3 .6 -19. -49 0
S 2 40 10 -16 1 -23-173 0 -20 -16 -48-145 0 5 19 24 -33 0
S 2 40 40 -2 11 -58-164 0 -9 -6 -87-138 0 5 19 28 -29 0S 2 40 70 23 22 -B6^-140 0 23 2'-1n4-122 a 1 19 20 --20 0
S 2 40 1.0 0 16 11 -78 -77 0 12 5 -62 -60 0 5 8 -16 -16 0
S 2 40 130 .12 -^10 -19	 38	 ..0. 7 13 17	 48 0 5 -24 -37. -4 0
S 2 40 160 16 -3 53 158 0 12 1 3 84 149 0 1 -16 -28 13 0
S 2 4a 190 -2 -7 81 225 0 -4 2 1n1 198 0 1 -12 -20 26 0
S 2 4o 220 -16 -10 97 225 0 -14 2 103 191 0. 1 -12 -4 35 0
S 2 40 250 -16 -7 77 149 0. -14 -3 67 106 0 1 -4 8 43 0
S 2 40 280 ...1 -7 .9	 2 8 0 7 5 5	 --1 0 -7 --12 4 30' 0.
S 2 40 310 1 -7 -42-101 0 12 -6 -45 -89 0 -11 0 0 -8 0
5 2 40 340 -16 4 -11-169 p -12 -11 -31-135 0 -3 15 26 -37 0
S. P_ 52 10 66 91 25--138 0 66 82 9-149 0 2 9 14 12 0
S 2 52 40 58 109 32--136 0 51 94 25-145 0 9 13 7 12 0
S 2 52 . 70 40 103 19-115 0 34 94 t6+-123 a 6 9 3 8 0
S : 2 % 52 100 . 33 74 -15 -4 1 0 30 70 -14 -52 0 2 5 . -1 8 0
S 2 52 130' 24 4 - 15 66 0 17 4 -22 56 a. 6 2 7 8 .0
S 2 52 160 14 9 59 179 a 8 10 62 187 0 6 -2 -1 -e 0
5 2 52 190 -13 -10 51 192 a -17 -7 59 215 0 6 --2 -9 -20 0
S 2 52 220 -44 •-68 25 . 181 . 0 -39 -62 39 204 0 -6 -6 -13 -20 0
5 2. 52 250 -82-101 -8.	 82 : 0 .-72 -91 5	 94 0 -9 -»111 -13 -12. 0
S 2 52 280 -82-141 -97 -34. 0 -72-133 -91 -33 0 -9 -10 -5 -4 0
S.2 52 310 -37 W84 -53 -99 0 -33 -78 -54-102 0 -6 -6 3 4 a
S 2 '52 340 22	 16 x-25-136 0 28	 17 -34-151 0 -6 -2 to 15 a
S 2 60..  10. 66 101 37-129 0 67	 92 31-,136 0. 1 5. 10 S. 0S . 2 .60 40 66 129. 37-129 . 0 .60 113 35--13L 0 5 9 1 4. .0
S 2 60 70 43 111 24-•106 0 41 106 18-115 a 5 5 1 4 0
5 2 60 100 39	 76 -13 -20 0 34	 74 -»17 -40 0 5 1 - 1 8 0
S 2 60. 130 30	 2 -7	 71_ 0 24	 . 3 -12	 72 0 5 1 5 4 0
5 2 60 . 160 :. 16 55 17i 0. 15	 7 , zi7 179 0 5 1 -3 -.9 '0
S 2 60 190 -7 -13 43 171 a -12 -11 49 184 0 1 -3 -3 -13 0
S 2 60 220 -48 -73 12 156 0 -45 -68 22 173. 0 -^3 -3 -7 i-13 0
S 2 60 250 -89-112 -19	 71 0 -84.103 •-12	 77 ' 0 7 -7 -7 -9 0
i.	 S.2 60 280 x-89-1.47 -99 -2g 0 -84-142 -99 -35 0 -7 -3 . -3 4 a
i
112
5 2 60 310 -43 -88 -50 -98 0 -38 -85 -S1 -99 0 -3 -3 1 4 0
S 2 60 340 16 17 -19-121 0 21 14 -21-131 0 --3 1 1 8 0
j S 2 68 10 65 101 44-115 0 66 102 50-130 0 -5 -3 0 20 0
S 2 68 40 67 127 39-115 0 66 132 37-130 0 -1 -3 w4 20 0S . 2.68 70 48 113 23 --96 0 48 122 25-114 .0 -1 --3 0 lei 0
fi 2 68 100 38 75 -15 '-24 0 39 82 -13 -36 0 -1 .-3 0 3 0
2 68 130 32 3 -5 73 0 30 2 -13	 86 0 -1 -3 0 -10 0
S 2 68 160 20 8 52 154 0 21 12 63 181 0 -1 -3 -8 -23 0
S .2 68 1.90 -8 -15 39 147 0 -7 -18 37 166 0 4 -3 -4 -28 0
5 2 68 220 -49 -75 8 137. 0 -.52 -78 12 166 0 -1 1 : --4 -23 0
S 2 68 250 -93-»113 -22 61 0 -95-117 -25	 71 0 4 6 0 -10 0
I S 2 68 280 -93-148 --98 -27 0 -95-155-188 -35 0 4 10 9 3 0
S 2 68 310 -42 -90 -49 -89 0 -43 -98 -51 -98 0 --1 6 5 16 0
S 2 68 340 14 15 -15-105 0 21 12 --13-130 0 -1 -3 5 16 0
S 2 76 10 59 86 38 -92 0 70 108 47-112 0 -9 -20 -8 18
.
0
S 2 76 40 59 112 32
-92 0 70 136 39-112 0 -9 -25 -8 18 0
S 2 76 70 45 102 20 -•77 0 51 121 23 -92 0 -9 -20 -3 14 0
5 2 76 100 35 65 -11 -16 0 42 80
-16 -22 0 -4 -15 2 5 0S 2 76 130 31. 3 -5 89 0	 . 34 2 -4	 72 0 -4 -1 2 --12 0
S 2 76 16D 17 8 45.120 0 23 8 51 152 0 -4 -1 -8 -25 0
S 2 76 190 -6 -13 32 12q 0 -8 -17 39 142 a 0 4 -8 -21 0	 ^S 2 76 220 -4 -65 7 112 0 -52 x-80 4 132 0 10 13 2 -21 0
S 2 76 250 x-85.-101
--18 52 0 -99-121 - 2.4.	 57 0 15 23 6 -8 0S 2 ?6 280 --8G,-132 --86 -24 0 .-99-155 --99 -27 . 0 15 28 15 5 0
5 2 76 310. -39 -80 -42 -6g 0 -46 -95 -48 -87 0 5 18 6 14 0
S 2 76 340 12 13 -11 -92 0 15 14 -12^102 0 -4 -6 2 14 05 9 84 10 43 65 30 --83 0 556 83 40 -83 0 -12 -21 -9 5 0S 2 84 40 46 82 26 -63 0 56. 10 5 27 -83 0 -12 --21 .:	 -v4 5 .	 0.
S 2 84 70 34 72 17 -65 0 46 94 14 -67 0 -7 -21
-4 5 0
5 2 84 100 26 47 -9 -1p 0 36 61 -12-21 0 -7 -15 1 5 0
5 2 84 130 23 3 -3 51 0 26 5 1	 59 . 0 -7 0 1 -5 0
S.2 84 160 1.6 5 34 99 0 16 5 40 116 0. -2 0 -4 -9 0S 2 84 190 -4 '	 -9 26 .9.6 0 --3 - 17 27 101. 0 4 5 : .-4 :.9 0
S 2 84 220 °-33 -49 6 91 0 -43 -62 5	 99 .0 9 15 1 -9 0
S 2 84 250 -64 -72 -15 48 0 -80 -94 -1$	 47 0 14 21 6 0 0
5 2 84 288 -64 -96 -69 -12 0 -80-122 -78 -18 0 14 26 10 5 0S 2.84 , 310 -30 -59 x.33
."5 B 0 -37 -74 --,18 --64 0 9 15 6 5 8:
S 2 84 340 8 11 -9 -75 0 7 16
-12 -83 0 -2 -5. 1
S 2 5U 10 36 48 29 -82 0 39 59 a7 -75 0. :7 -10 0 -10 0S 2 90 40 36 64. 23 -'82 0 42 74 a 4 -75 0 -7 x-10 0 -10 0
5.2 90 70 26 53 18 -69 0 31 65 14 -60 0 -2 -10 0 -5 0S 2 90 100 ` 21 37' .5 -9 0	 . 25 .43 --9	 -8 0 -2 .-5 0 0 0.S 2 90 130 21 4 -5 50 0 22 1 -2	 48 0 "2 0 0 5 0	
rS 2 9c 160 11 4 '29 96 0 14 4 30	 87 0- --2 5 0S 2 90 190 -5 -7 23 96 0 -3 -8 P4	 87 0 --2 0 0 10 0
..S 2.90 .220. -2E -34 6 90. 0
-31. -42 4	 83 0 3 .6 0 10 0.S 2' `?0 250 -50 -56 «-17 5P.. 0.. -59 -66 ..-12	 44 0	 :... 9 ^ 1 0 10 0S 2 90 280 50 -78 --68 - 9 0 -59 -88 - fit -12 0 9 11 -5 0 QS 2 -90 310 -25 x-45 -28 --56 0 Y-28 -51 -29 -52 0 3 6 0 -5 0
5 '2 90 340 6 10 all -75 0 8 IC -9 -67 0 -2 0 0 -10 0
S 3 40 ..':
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-3	 -8	 a	 5.	 1	 -3	 -6	 0 .
0	 -	 1	 -	 -^1	 2	 -S 9 30	 10	 3 "^.	 7	 -^ -1	 8	 -8	 -1	 o	 a	 1	 ^	 3	 --s	 n
S,9 30	 130	 -3	 -3	 -7	 -3	 0	 -4	 -2	 2	 3	 0	 1	 1 -11 .-6	 0
S 9 30	 160	 -3	 -3	 -7	 -3	 0	 -4	 -2	 2	 •-3	 0	 1	 -3	 -7	 -1	 0
S
.9 30	 190	 -3	 5	 1	 6	 0	 -4	 9	 7	 -8	 0	 1	 -3	 -3	 12	 0
5.9. 30	 220	 -3	 5	 9	 14.	 0	 2	 4	 13	 B	 0	 -3	 -3.	 -3..	 3	 0
S 9 30 , 250	 -3	 5	 9	 1q.	 p	 -9	 9	 -3	 3	 0	 5	 -3	 15	 7	 0
5 9 30	 280	 14	 13	 9	 6	 0	 18	 1 9	 -3	 -3	 0	 -3	 -3	 11	 12	 0
S 9 30
	
310	 -3	 5	 9	 6	 0	 2	 4	 -3	 -3	 0	 -3	 1	 11	 3	 0
5 9.30	 340	 5	 -3	 1	 -3	 .0	 7.-12:..2	 8	 0 .	 -3	 5	 -3	 -60
5 9 40
	
10	 -2	 -6	 3	 9	 0	 -3 - 11)	 0	 13'	 0	 0	 6	 3	 .,4.	 0
S 9 40.	 40	 -6	 1	 9	 120	 -6 	 2	 9	 16	 0	 0	 2	 -1	 :4 	 0
5 9 40	 70	 -2	 7	 12	 12	 p	 -3	 9	 4	 11	 a	 0	 -2	 7	 0	 0
5 9 40	 100	 -2	 1	 6	 9	 0	 -3	 2	 -3	 3	 0	 0	 2	 7	 4	 0
S 9 40
	
130	 -6	 -2 .-7	 2	 0	 -6	 -1	 _7	 --4	 a	 0	 -2	 3	 4	 0
S 9 40
	
160	 -6	 -6	 -7	 -8	 0	 -3	 -3	 -7	 -9	 p	 -4.-2	 -1	 4	 0
S 9 40	 190	 -6	 -6 -10 - 1 4,	 -0	 -'8	 "1	 -3 -11	 p	 0	 -6	 -9	 0	 0
S 9 40
	
220	 -2	 -6	 -1 -14	 p	 -6	 -3	 9 -13 0 	 0	 -2	 -9	 0	 0
.	 S 9 40
	
250	 11.	 1	 -1 -11	 0 .	 11	 -5	 2 -11	 00	 6	 -1	 0	 Q
S 9 . 40	 280 . 14	 10	 -1	 -4:	 o.	 16	 9	 2.	 -1	 0	 0	 -2	 - 1... -4
	 0S 9 40
	
310	 7	 7	 -1	 2	 0	 9	 6	 2	 1	 0	 0	 2	 -1	 0	 05 9 4n
	
340 ;	 1	 -2	 -4	 6	 0	 2	 -5	 ..7	 6	 0	 0	 2	 3	 0	 0
S 9 52
	
10	 4	 7	 1	 5	 0	 2	 2	 1	 0	 0	 2	 4	 -1	 S	 0
5:9 52	 .	 40	 18
	 22	 1816.
	
0	 23	 20 	 11	 It	 0'	 -5.	 0.	 7	 5	 p.
5 9 52	 70	 12	 15	 3q . 17	 0	 13	 18	 31	 12	 0	 -2	 w3	 -1	 5	 0
5 9 52	 100	 0	 6	 22	 17	 0	 1	 8	 29	 20	 0	 -2	 -3	 -4	 -3	 a
S'9 52	 130	 -7	 0	 12	 5	 a	 -6	 15	 14	 7	 0	 -2 -15	 -4	 -3	 0	 _	 a
S 9 52	 160 . -9 -11	 1	 2	 0	 -7 -10	 1	 0	 a	 -2	 0	 -1	 1	 0
S 9 52	 190	 -.3	 -6 . -2	 -3 .	0	 -6. -12 . -10 . -4 0	 .:	 2	 4	 7	 1	 0
5 9 52	 220	 -6 -12 -12 -14
	 0	 -8 -16 -19 -13	 0	 2	 4	 7	 1	 0	 4
5 9 52	 250	 1	 -5 -24 -2i	 0	 7	 -5 --22 -11
	
0	 -5	 0	 -1 -10	 a
S 9 52	 280	 -1	 -5 -17 -15	 0	 0	 -5 -12	 -7	 0	 -2-it-4	 •-7	 0
5 .9.52	 31.0.:-6	 -3 -12	 -7	 a	 -11 -8	 -8.	 ..g.	 a	 6.	 4	 . ..4	 1	 0..S 9 52	 340 	-3	 -5 -17	 -1	 0	 -9	 -5 - 17	 -5:	 a	 6	 4	 -1	 5	 0
5 9 60	 10	 8	 12	 . 1 9.	 0	 5	 7	 2	 5	 0	 3	 3.	 0	 3	 0
5 9 60	 40	 12	 24	 21	 22	 0	 17	 22 .20	 17	 0	 -1	 3	 4	 3	 0
S 9 60	 70	 12	 12	 30	 22	 0	 11	 13	 29	 17	 0	 -1	 *• J	 0	 3	 0
5 9 60	 100	 0	 4	 17	 13	 0	 -1	 4	 20	 17	 0	 -1	 -01	 -4	 -1	 0S 9 60	 130	 -9 -13 . 	9	 5	 0	 -7	 -4	 1 1	 5	 0-1.	 -9	 0	 -1	 0
S 9 60 	 . 16 0 X13..-13	 .1.	 5.	 0	 -10 -10	 2	 20	 -1 	 -1	 0	 3	 0 ..
S.9 60	 190..	 0	 -4	 5	 -4	 0	 -4	 -7`	 -1	 -1	 0.	 .3	 3	 4	 -1	 0.
5 9 60	 220	 -5	 -9 . -$ -^13	 0	 -7 -10 -10 -1. 4	 0	 -1	 3	 4	 -1	 0
6	 250	 -5	 -4 ,^ 4 .-3	 .-4 - 5 - 3	 5	 15 9
	
0	 2 au
S 9 60	 280-5	 -4 -20 -21
	
0	 -1	 -4 -19 -17	 a	 -1	 -1	 -4	 -5	 0
J	 2	 2	 0	 0	 -5	 0
S	 9.6o
	
310 .	.0	 0	 -16	 '-8	 0 -4	 . 	 3.	 0	 ..1.	0 . .
S 9 60	 340	 4	 -4 -1 6 	 0	 0	 -1	 -4 -'16	 -1 	 0	 3.	 3	 0	 3	 a
S" 9 68 '	 10	 7	 14	 2	 12	 0	 7	 10	 1. 14	 0	 0	 3	 -1	 a	 0
5 9 68	 40	 11	
25.:26	 23 	 0	 16	 27	 26	 22	 0	 -4	 =1 . -'3	 0	 - 0S. 9. 6S.	 .7. 0	 11,	 9.	 27.	 25	 0	 7	 . 10	 26	 220	 0	 -1.	 -1 ,
	
0	 0 .
l	 S 9 68 :. 106 	 3	 12	 1.3	 .:	 0	 -1	 2	 t8	 14 ..	 o 	 -L	 -1 a	 0
5 9 68	 130 -14 -22	 11	 2	 a	 -10 -14	 10	 5	 0	 0	 -6	 -1	 0:	 0
5 9 68
	
160 -12 -11	 2	 5	 0	 -1 a: -14	 1_	 5	 0	 0. -1	 -1	 D	 -0
5 9 68	 190	 1	 -2	 9	 "2	 0	 -1	 -6	 10	 -4	 a	 0	 3	 3	 0
q: 9 68	 220.	 , 3	 -8.	 -3 -14	 p	 .-1	 -6	 ..7 -12	 00 . 	 3.	 3	 0.	 0
5 9 68	 250	 -6. -5 -28 -35	 0	 ..1. -6 -31 -38	 0 ..,
	
0	 w1.	 -1 .	 0	 0
_'	 S 9 68 . 280	 -3	 -5 -24 -26	 a	 -'1	 -6 -23 -29	 _ 0	 a	 -1	 -,1	 0	 0
5 9 68 310 1 4 -18 -6. 0 -1 2 -15 -4 0 0 3 --1 0. 0
5 9 68 340 5 -1 -16 4 0 -1 2 -15 5 D 0 3 3 0 0
S 9 76 10 8 14 2 1 1 0 8 15 2 14 0 -1 0 0 -3 0
5 9 76 40 8 23 25 21 0 11 ?.,6 28 28 0 -1 -5 -5 -3 0
S 9 76 70 8 5 25 21 0. 11 . 10 28 28 0 -1 0 -5 -»3 05 9 76 100 -2 0 6 11 D '-2. 2 10 14 0 -1 0 -5 -3 0
S 9 76 130 -11 -23 11 0 0 -10 -°26 13 2 0 4 5 0 -3 0
S 9 76 160 -11 -9 2 6 0 -13 -13 2 5 0 4 0 0 -3 0
5 9 76 190 3 0 11. 0 0 0. -3 13 0 0 -1 0 D 2 0.
S.9 76 220 .-2 ,-5. _3 -15
 ^2 -5 -3 -17 0 :. yr 0 0 2 0
S.9 76 250 -6 -5 -26 -30 0 -8 -5 -?9 -40 0 -1 0 5 7 0
S 9 76 280 -6 -5 -21 -25 0 -5 -5 -26 -31 0 -1 D 5 7 0S 9 76 310 3 5 -16 -5 0 3 5 -19 -6 0 -1 0 5 2 0
Sw9 76 340 :8. 0 -16 6 0 6 0 -19. 5 0 -1 0 5 2 05 9 84 1 0 5 11 1 8 0 8 1 7 -2 14 0 -2 - % 2 -1 -7	 : 0
S 9 84 40 5 15 18 1 3. 0 8 17 28 14 0 -2 -8 -7 -7 0
5 9 84 70 7 2 14 13 0 8 7 1.8 25 0 -2 -2 -7 -7 0
S 9 84 100 -1 . 0 3 5 0 "2 -2 8 . 14 0 -2 -2 -7 -7 0
S 9 84 130 -7 -18 5
. 't 0
-11 -22 8 3 0 3 3 -1 0 0.
S 9 84 160 -9 -6 1 3 0 -%11 -12 -2 3 0 3 3 -1 0 0
5 9 84 190 1 0 10 0 0 -2 -2 8 3 0 -2 3 -1 0 0
5 9 84 220 -1 -2 1 -'7 0 -2 -2 ..2 -8 0 3 3 -1 7 0
5 '9 84 250 -7 -4 -16 '"20 0	 . -2 .-2 -21 -30 0 3 3 6 13 0
S 9 .84 280 -3 -4 -16 -1 5 0 -2 -2
-21. -30 D 3 3 6 7 0
5 9 84 310 3 4 -12 -2 0 -2 7 -11
-8 0 -2 -2 6 0 0	 r
S 9 84 340 7 0 -10 3 0 8 -2 - 1 1 3 0 -'2 -2 6 0 0S 9 90 . 10 3 5 2 3 0 6 10 0 5 0 1 •-4 -1 -2 0S..9 9p 40 3 5 10 .3 0 3 13 17 9 D -5 -4 -7 -8: 0
5 9 90 70. 3 -2 2 3 D 6 4 14 13 0 -5 -4 -7 -8 05 9 90 100 -2 -2 -5 -6 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 1 --7 -6 0
S 9 90 130 -2 -15 2 -6 0 -6 -16 3 1 0 1 1 -1 -2 0
5 9 90 160 -8 -2 2.. 3 .0 -9 -6 0 5. 0 1 1. - 1. -2 0S 9 90 190 .3 5 10 3 0. 3 0 10 1 0: 1 1 . -1 -2 0.
5 9 90 . 220 -2 -2 2 3 0 0 -3 0 -8 0 1 1 5 5 0
5 9 90' 250 -2 -2 _5 _6 0 -6 _3 _14
-16 0 1 1 5 12 0
S 9 90 280 -2 -2 -'12 -6 0 -3 -3 -14 -12 0 1 1 5 12 0
S
. 
9 90 310 . 3 3 -*5 3. a 3 4 -10 -3 0 1 1 5. 5 0
5 9 90 340 3 . 5 -5 3 0 6 D -7 1 0 1 1 5 -2 0
SID 30 '	 10 6 -11 -15 12 0 3-15 •.5 11 0.. -1 9 -7
-5 0
SID 3a 40 -2 ^-3 -6 2 0 -3 -9 0 11 0 3 4
-7 -5 0
SID :30
..70 -2 -3 . -6 -7 0 8 -4 0 5 0 -6 0 -7 m5 0
SID 30 Silo -2 -3 :-6 2.. 0 -3 -4 0 5 0 3 0 -2 -5 0.:.
S10 30 130 -2 -3 2 49 0 -3 -4 5 52 0 -1 0 -2 -5 0
510 311 • 160 -2 5 11 -7 0 -3 1 11 -7 0 -1 0 2 0 0
Siff 30 190 -2 5 11 -7 C. -3 7 5 -19 0 3 4 7 14 0
510 . 30 220 -02:. 5 ...19. 2 0 -8 7 11 -13 0. 3 -4 7 .14 0
S10 3c1 250 -2 5...11 -If; 0 -8 12. -5 -19 0 3 -4 16 5 0
510 30. 280 6 14 -6 . -16 n 14. 12 -i1 -•19 0 -1 D 2 0 . 0
SID 30 310 -2 -3 -6 -16 0 "3 _	 7
-11 -13 0 --1 -4 2 -5 0
5i0. 60. 340 . 6 -11 -6 2 0 . 8 *-9 . 0 5 0 -1 -4 -11 -5 D510 40 x'10 -2 3 12 .	 -.9 0 ,.10 . '`12 0 10 10 . 15 u 0
SID 40 40 -9 0 19 3 0 -20 _5 12 -17 0 10 6 7 21 0
510 40 70 4 7 16 3 0 9 10 7 --6 0 _5 -,2: Z A 0
510 40 100
.
-2 7 1 -1 0 0 5 -3 -1 0 -2 2 3' 0 0S10 40. 130. 4 0 -w9 3 0 9 -3 -3 10 0 *-.5 . 2 -5 -8 0
Sio 40 160 7 -3 -6 7 0 19 -8 0 2 0 -13 6 -5 4 0
510 4 q 190 4 Q 1 1 5 0 5 2 .	 7 30 0. ^-2 -2 -.5 -12. 0
125
S10 40 220 —12 0 1 11 0 _10 10 15 19 0 —2 —10 -13 -8 0
.Sin 4a 250 4 —7 —13 3 0 5 —3
—3 16 0 m2 —6 —9 —12 0
SID 40 280 4 —7 —16 -13 Q 5 0 -10 -6 0 —2 -6 —5 -8 0
SID 40 310 1 0 —9 -13 0 0 0 -i3 —20 0 2 -2 3 4 0
SID 40 340 —2 0 1
-5 D —10 -3 -10 —.14 0 10 6 11 R 0
510 52 10 2 22 ifs 35 . 0
—1 22 28 21 0 3 1 7 13 0
SIG 52 40 8 24 54 45 0 5 20 40 32 p 3 5 15 13 0
S10 52 70 2 24 41 41 D 3 20 28 32 0 —1 5 11 lo 0
SIG 52 100 -3 10 24. 33 0 -5 1 20 32 D 3 8 3 2 0SID 52 130. 1 13 .10 21 0 —2 B. 1 3 24 : 0 3 5 -4
—2 0SID 52 160 5 19 10 1.9 0 5 18 14 30 a —1 1 -4 ~10 0
Sin 52 190 5 13 3. 2 0 11 17 12 14 0 —4 —3 -8 —13 0
SID 52 220 1 -8 -26 —la 0 3 —4 —11 2 0 —1 —3 -15 —13 0
510 52 250 —3 —30 —50 —26 0 -2 -28 —44 -2t 0 —1 —3 -8 -6 0
SID 52 280 —5 —38 —58 —46	 .. 0 —3 —3 6: -52 —44 0 -8 —3 -4 -.2 a
SID 52 310 —6 —17 —36 "83 0 —5 -12 -37 -82 0 —1 —6 0 —2 0
SID 52 340 —8 -32 —6 —3a 0 .-1p -26 —11 -39 0 3 -6 7 i0 d
SIG 60 10 5 24 41 47 0 3 22 39 39 0 1 0 4 8. 0 
SID 60 40 10 29 66 58. 0 9 25 57 50 D 1 4 8 8 0
510 60 70 1 29 51 47 0 3 25 43 46 d i 4 8 4 0
SID 60 100 —3 16 26 35 0 —3 13 25 34 a 1 4 4 0 0
SIG 6D 130 5 16 6 17 0 0 13 8 21 0 1 4 0
—4 0510 60 160 5 20 6 It o 6 1 9 8 17 0 1 0 -4''-9 aSID 60 190 1 7 -4 -7 0 .3 13 1 -3 o —3 —4
-4 -4 0
SID 60 220 1 -10 —39 —19 a 0 -9 —31 —16 0 —3 —4 —8
—4 0
SID 60 250 —3 -31 -54 —31 p
—3 -32 —52 -28 0 -3 0 -4 0 0Sin
Go 280 —7 —44 —64 —49 0 —6 —38 —60 -49 0 1 0 -4 0 0
SID 6o 310 —7 —23 -34 —84 a —6 —19 -35 —82 0 . 1 -4 0 a 0SID 6d 340 —7 —36 —it —25 a —9 -32 -3 — 2s3 0 1 —4 0 4 d
SID 68 10 7 23 46 5 0 0 6 24 . 43 53 0 0 —2 1 —4 0
SID 68 40 13 29 70 58 0 14 32 73 66 0 0 2.. 3 —4 10
510 68 70 3 29 59 5 D 0 6 32 63 53 0 0 2 1 —'4 Q
SID 68 100 -3 20 29 31 n —3 1 5 33 29 0 0 2 1 .q 0	 1
SID 68 130 4 . 18 5 13 a 6 15 3 17 a 0 2 —3 —u p
-10 6a 160 7 20 2 1 0 6 24 3 5 0 0 -2 -3
—4 0.
SID 68 190 -3 6 -10 -10 0 -3 7 -8 -7 0 0 —2 —3 1 0
!	 SID 68 220 —3 —13 —43 -2 0 0 -3 -10 -38 —19 0 0 —2 1 1 0
SID 68 250 —6 -31 -57 -3o 0 —3 —35 "58 —31 0 a 2 1 1 a
Stn 68 280 -4 —40 —65 —47 0 -3 —43 —68 —55 0 0 2 1 5 0
510 68 310 -9 -22. -34 79. 0 -11. -2.7 -38 -92 0 0 —2 I 1q 0.
SID 68 340 —6 —38 -1 — 18 p —11 —35
—8 —19 a.. 0 —2 1 5 0
Sin 76 10 6 22 39 39 0 a 24 51 Sa 0 -2 —2 —to —18 0510 76 40 10 27 61 46 p Ifs 31 77 66 0 —2 -7 -15 -18 0Sin 76 70. 1 27 50: 39 0 2 .31 67 53 0 .-2. —7 —15 -18 0	 .
Sin 76 100 1 22 23 26 0 :m3 24 32 32 0 -2 —2 -5 —9 0
Slo -76 150 6 17 1 12 0 5 21 6 15 . D -2 —2 0 -5 a
Sin 76 160 6 17 1
-2 0 8 21 2 -3 0 —2 -2 D 0 DS10 76 .19^ -3 4
- `I
-9 0 . w5 6 —14 —11 0 —2 —2 0 5 0Sl o 76 220 -r3 —14 -37 -Is. a -3 -15 .-49 -24 0 —2 . 3 9 9 0
SIG 76 250 . -8 —28 —47 ^-^c2 0 —8 -33
—62 -33 p 3 3 14 g
S10 76 280 —3 -37 —53
-'36 0 —3 -44
-72 —50 0 3 8 14 14 0i	 510 76 310 -8 —19 -31 -63 0 —11 -^25 -36 —84 Q 3 3 9 27 0Sin 76 340 —3
..
-37 1 -15 0 —5 -41
—





8 20 37 .23 0 15 24 .94 37 0 —5 -7 —16 —17 0
SIG 0 20 33 la 0 5 24 54 37 a I —7
-16 -17 QSID 84 100 -1 16 16 13 a —5 24 20 22 0 1 —2 —11 -7 0
^^6
SIG 84 130 4 12 1 6 0 5 14 9 8 0 1 -2 0 --2 0
510 84 160 4 12 1 1 0 5 14 -.3 -6 0 -5 -7 0 3 0_
S? 0 84 190 -3 3 -•7 -0 0 -5 4 -14 -6 0 1 *-2 0 3 0
S10 84 220 -1 -10 *-24 -7 0 -5 -15 -37 -20 0 1 4 11 A 0
S10 84 250 -5 -20 -30 -1 2 0 -5 -25 -49 -20 0 1 9 16 8 0
510 84 280 -1 -25 -35 -19 0 -5 -35 -49 -34 0 1 9 16 13 0
S10 84 310 -5 --16 -18 -31 a -5 -15 -?_6 -49 0 1 4 11 23 0
S30 84 340 --3 -25 -1 -7 0 -5 -35 -3 --6 0 1 9 0 3 0
Slo 90 10 6 6 16 5 0 4 1 3 23 13 0 0 -3 -7 -10 0
51.',, 90 40 6 12 22 5 0 7 19 33 17 0 0 -3 -12 x-10 0
S10 90 :0 . a 12 22 5 0 1 19 30 13 0 0 0 —7 --10 0
Slo 90 100 0 12 1.0 5 0 -1 16 13 1a. 0 0 -3 -2 —5 0
S10 90 1.30 0 12 4 5 0 1 10 3 6 0 0 —3 -2 0 0
53.0 90 160 a 6 —3 5 a 4 10 0 2 0 a —3 —2 0 0
510 90 190 —5 0 -3 -2 0 —4 1 —7 — 2 0 0 —3 3 6 0
S10 9q 220 0 —5 —15 -2 a -1 — 10 —20 -6 0 q 2 9 6 0S10 9a 250 -.5 —11 --21 — 2.. 0 -4 — 19 — 27 --10 a 0 2 9 6 0
S10 90 280 0 -17 --21 — 9 0 —1 "22 —30 — 13 0 0 8 9 6 0
' Slo 90 310 -5 —11 -9 -16 a -4 — 13 -17 — 25 0 0 2 3 It 0
S10 90 340 a —17 —3 -2 0 —1 —22 0 — 6 a 0 8 -2 a 0
Sli 30 10 1 -7 --45 -54 0 -2 -6 -25 -26 6 -2 -2 -23 -32 0
511 30 40 1 1 -36 -65 q -2 5 -@ -38 0 --2 -2 -32 -23 0
S11 3a 70 -7 1 -36 -34 0 -2 -1 --8 -13 0 -2 -2 -23 -18 0ih 	 511 30 100 10 -7 9 P-6 0 3 -12 3 18 0 2 -2 5 10 0
S11 30 130 1 -7 54 117 0 -2 -1 42 92 0 2 -2 14 19 0
511 30 160 --7 10 89 137 0 -8 5 59 92 0 2 3 27 42 0
Sli 30 190 -7 10 71 117 0 -2 5 42 55 0 -2 11 32 52 0
Sli 30 220 -7 1 36 36 0 -8 5 3 -7 0 2 -2 36 42 0	 a
S11 30 250 --7 1 -9 -54 0 3 10 --37 -57 0 -7 -2 23 10 0
S11 30 280 10 1 -.54 -485 a 9 -1 -42 --57 0 . 2. 3 -9 -23. 0
S11 30 310 1 1 -45 -75 a 3 -1 -20 -32 a 2 -2
.
-23 -41 0
S11 30 340 10 -7 -36 -65 0 9 -6 -8 -26 0 2 -2 -27 -37 0
511 40 10 0 9 --44 -7g 0 2 8 -40 -59 0 -1 4 -4 -16 0	 j
S11 40 40 .	 0 12 -36 •-6r, 0 2 3 -.35 -69 0 —1 12 0 .5 0
S31 Oil 70 10 12 -21 --2q 0 9 3 -21. -23 0 3 8 0 -8 0'
S11 40 100 a —5 3 21 0 —1 -7 6 26 a 3 0 —4 -3 0
S11 40 130 4 2 38 81 17 -1 1 35 72 0 3 0 4 10 0
511 4a 160 0 12 61 117 0 —3 11 54 91 0 3 0 4 27 0
S11 40 190 0 16 84 122 0 2 16 73 94 0 »1 0 12 27 0
511 40 220 -3 16 73 8 1 0 -1 1 8 57 63 0 --1 -4 12 14 0
Sit 4. 0 . 250 —3 —5 18 .-11 0. --3 ' —2 ?4 — 4 0 —1 — 4 --4 -A 0SIl 40 280 -3 -•22 -13 --I1 0 -1 -12 ..2 —36 0 —1 — 12 --8 -12 0
S11 4a 310 -3 -29 -83 -89 0 -3 x-20 -75 -69 0 -1 -8 --8. -20 0
Sll 40 340 -3 -19 --79 -8 0 0 -i -20 -75 --66 0 --1 0 -4 ,-16 0
S11 52 10 15 55 -21 --85 c 9 55 -9 -75 0 4 -1 -12 -& 0S11: ,52 1+0 Pi 60 M 11 -65. 0	 .. 15 60 . , -1 -57 0 4 -1 -9 -8. 0
51. 1 `52 - 70 18 57 -9 -34 a 9 4q 0 .-30 . 0 8 7 -9 --4 0S11 52 100 13 33 21 21 a 16 34 31 30 0 -3 »1 --12 -8 0511 52 l3 sr 21 — 12 41 86 0 27 —14 33 83 o -7 -1 7 0 0
517 52 100 20 25 83 12a a 27 25 61 108 , ,.	 0 —7 3 22 12 0
S11 52 190 12 4 75 . 117 0 12 4 49 106 4. .0 .3 26 12 .0
S11 52 220 -12 . -31 35 146 0 —9 — 31 15 133 0 —3 -1 18 12 0
S11 52 250 -35 -54 —27 --29 a —41 —57 -30 -34 0 8 3 3- 4 0
Sit 52 280 —40 -64 -63 -62 0 —42 —55 —51 —85 0 4 —8 --12 4 0
S11 52 310 -31 --58 -59 -gg 0 .-27, x-,57. -46: '-92 0 -3 -1 -12 -	 8 0
S31 52 340 0 -14 -63 -97. .0 ++ -11 -54 --87 .0 -3 -4 -9 --8 0'
S11
s
60 , 10 17 55 --30 --94 0 15 - 55 -27 -88 0 3 0 --6 -7 0
511 60 40 26 60 -18 -73 0 21 59 - 1 4 -68 0. 3 0 -6 -2 0
511 60 70 26 64 -18 -37 0 18 59 -to -34 0 7 4
-6 -2 0
S11 60 10 0 13 31 . 11 12 0 12 32 18 20 0 -1 0 -6 -2 0
Sit 60 130 17 -11 45 89 0 18 -12 42 88 0 -1 0 7 2 0
Sii 60 160 13 27 103 131 0 18 25 91 127 0 -5 0 11 6 0
Sit 60 190 13 3 97 124 p 12 5 82 122 0 -1 0 11 2 0
S11 60 220 -17 -30 51 159 0 -12 -29 42 151 0 -1 0 11 6 0
511 60 250 -30.-53 -24 •-23 0 -34 -53 w?7 -29 0 3 0 2 2 0
511 60 280 -39 -72 -76 -'8 0 0 -40 -67 -67 -83 0 -1 -8 -6 2 0511 60 310 -34 -58 -70--lUf 0 .-31 -56 -63-102 0 -1 0 -6 -2 0
'	 511 60 340 -4 -16
-70-108 0 0 -16 -67-102 0 -1 0
-6 -2 0S11 68 10 19 54 -35 -92 0 20 .59 -36-101 , 0 0 -4 -1 it 0
S11 68 40 30 58 -24 -69 0 28 59 -24 -73 0 0 -4 -1 6 0
S11 68 70 30 67 -21 -36 0 28 69 -24 -44 0 0 0 -1 2 0
Sit 68 100 10 32 6 1p p 11 31 11 13 .0 0 0 -•1 _3 0
Sit 68 130 14 -8 50 66 0 20 -6 58 99 0 -4 0 --1 -12 0
Slt 68 160 9 25 105 123 0 11 31 1n5 141 0 -4 0 -6 -1.6 0	 -
Sit 68 190 13 3 102 121 p 11 3 ins 141 0 0 0 -6 -16 0
Sit 68 220 -16 -30 59 152 0 -14 -34 58 170 0 0 0 -1 -16 0
S11 68 250 -26 -50 x-23 -23 0 -31 -53
-24 -30 0 5 4 3 2 0
511: 68 280 -'37 x-77 -75 -74 0 -40 -81 -83 -87 0 0. 0 7 11 0
511 68 310 -36 -58 -73 -9A' 0 -4p -62 -71-115 0 0 4 3 15 0
51.1 68 340 -6 -16 -73-1Co 0 -6 -16 -71-115 0 0 0 7 15 0
511 76 10 19 44 -28 -7p p 20 57 -39 -91 p -2 -9 7 21 0
Sit 76 40 28 49 -22 -55 0 34 63
-28 -73 p -7 -14 7 17 0
511 76 70 28 59 -16 -26 p .34 72 --?4 -39 0 -7 -14 3 B 0
S11 76 100 5 29 8 i0 0 10 33 6 8 0 --2 -4 -2 -1 0
S11 76 130 10 -6 44 68 4 13 -8 51 as 0 -2 0 -11 -18 0
511 Ifs 160 5 19 92 98 p 7 27 114 131 0 -2 -4 -20 -27 0
511 76 190 10 4 86 98 0 13 4 111 126 0 -2 0 -26 -27 0
Sil 76 P-20 -13 -26. 50 119 0
-17 -32 66 159 . 0 2 5. 16 -36 0	 a
E	 Sit 76 250 -22 -42 -22 -19 p •-30 -52 -24
-25 0 7 10 3 4 0
S11 76 280 -31 -67 -64 -62 0 -40 -65 -80 -77 0- 7 15 16 17 0
Sit 76 310 -31 -47 -64 -77 0 -38 -61 -76-101 0 7 10 16 21 0
S11 76 340. -8. -16 -64 - 84 0 -6 -17 -76-106 0 2 5 16 21. 0.
511 84 10 12 30 -20 -53 0 17 39 -30 -64 0 -3 -12 5 12 0
51t 84 40 20 34 -14
-3 S 0 27 50 -18 -50 0 -8 -12 .5 12 0
511 84 70 22 40 -12 -16 p 27 61 ^-18 -20 0 -8 -18 5 B 0j	 Sit 84 100 5 18 6 12 0 7 29 7 10 0 -3 -=7 0 3 0
Sii 84 130 7 -4 29 .4g 0 7 -4 .33 54 0 -3 4 '-10 -12 0.:.511 84 160 3 14 62 68 0 7 18 83 84 0 -3 -7 -^20 -21 0S11 84 190 7 2 62 6 6 0 7 -4 83 84 0 -3 .	 --2 -20 -16 0
'.	 Sit 84 220 -10 -16 36 81 0 -12 -95 45 114 0 3 9 -10 -P-6 0
S11. 84 250 -16 -28 -14
-8 0 -22.-36 -18
-20 0 8 9 5 3 0
Sit 84 280 -21 -46 -46 -43 0.. -31 -68 -56 -50 0 8 .?0 14 12 0
S11 .84 310 -23 -32 -44 -58 0
-31 "-4 6 -56 -64 0 . 8 14 14 12 0
Sit 84 340 -5 -8 -44 -60 0 -14 -56 -79 0 3 4 14 12 0
'	 Sit 9p 10 11 20 -13 -44 0 12 27 -19 -44 p -1 -10 1 1 0
1. S11 go 40 . 16 20 -7 -31 0 1F ..30 -13 -33 .. :0 -7 -.10 1 1 0...
sit 90 70 16 26 -7
-1 1 0 21 36' -9 -14 0 -1 -10 1 1 0
511 90 100 0 8 4 1 5 0 4 18 4 9 0
-1 -4 1 6 0
511 90 130 0 -3 22 48 p 6 -4 28 44 0 -1 1 -4 1 0
Sit 9a 160 0 8 45 55 0 .1 11 54 59 0 -1 -4 -9 -.4 0
511 90 190 5 2 45 55 p 6 2 54 55 . q -1 1 -9. -4 0
S11 90 220 -5 -9 28 62 0 -11 -16 31 71 0 4 fi -4 -4 0
Sit 90 250 -11 -15- -7 -4 0 -1:4; -26 - 1 3 -6 0 4 6 -	 l 1 0




S11 90 310 -16 -21 -36 -5 1 0 -19 -29 -39 -52 0 4 12 6 1 0S11 90 340 -5 -•3 -36 -51 0 -5 -7 -39 -52 0 -1 1 6 1 0
'	 S12 30 10 4 -4 -50 -41 0 5 -5 .-25 -23 0 w2 0 -26 -18 0S12 30 40 4 -13 -41 -3 0 0 5 -10 -13 -16 0 -2 0 -26 -13 0S12 30 70 -4 -4 -41 '-3 0 0 -6 -5 -19 -16 0 2 0 -22 -13 0S12 30 100 -4 -21 -23 2 0 -1 -16 -2 16 0 -2 -9 -22 -13 0S12 30 130 4 -4 14 .44 0 5 6 44 . 55 0 -2 -9 -26 -13 0512 30 - 160 -4 4 59 87 0 -1 6 61 90 0 -2 0 -8 6 0S12 30 190 -4 21 95 119 0 -1 23 67 80 0 2 -4 24. 39 0512 30 220 4 4 77 44 0 -1 -.5 15 10 0 2 9 55 30 0S12 30 250 -4 13 5 -20 0 -1 6 -36 -29 0 -2 4 46 11 0S12 30 280 4 13 -32 -62 0 -1 6•-36 -6& 0 2 9 10 11 0S12 30 310 4 4 -5 -62 0 -1 1 -13 -55 0 2 0 6 -8 0S12 30 .340 -4 -13 -59. -52 p. -1 -10 -42 -35 . 0 2 0 -12 -18 0S12 40 10 -6 13 3 -12 0 -8 4 -12 -14 0 4 8 14 3 0i	 S12 40 40 7 34 7 -2 0 13 1 7 -15 -2 0 -4 16 22 -2 0S12 40 70 18 38 11 17 0 20 15 -55 27 0 -4 24 26. -6 0S12 40 .100 11 16 i5 32 0.. 13 -1 -3 46 0 -4 16 14 -15 0S12 4o 130 : 7 5 15 72 0 10 -9 ?...8 91 0 --4 12 '-11 -20 0S12 40 160 4 2 52 101 0 7 -1 81 107 0 -4 4 -28 -6 0S12 40 190 1 -2 73 86 0 5 15 90 72 0 -4 -16 -15 12 0S12 4o 220 -10 -16 -1 2 0 -10 9 16 -1.4 0 4 -24 -19 16 0S12 4o. 250 -13 x-34 -46 -57 0.
-2'6 -33.-37 -•62 0 I1 -4 -7 7 0S12 40 280 -13 -36 -63 -96 0 -21 -27 -57 -97 0 7 -8 .-7 --2 0S12 40 310 •-6 -16 -59 -91 0 -3 4 -60 -94 0 .0 -20 1 3 0S12 40 340 1 -2 -9 -52 0 'U 7 -17' -59 0 0 -8 In 12 0S12 52 10 11 38 75 -1,4 . 0 .9 35 73 11 0 2 2 -2 -15 0S12 52 40 12. 48 52 -g 0 10 45 51 .7 6 2 2' 2 -15 ..0S12 52 70 19. 54 71 9 0 17 47 70 17 0 2 6 2 -11 0S12 52 100 12 65 49 2 t 0 10, 58 44 29 0 2. 10 6 -7 0S12 52 130 17 53 15 57 0 19 4 1 10 43 0 -2 10 6 13 0	 JS12 52 160. 12 12 24 95 0 .14. 1 0 19 68 0 -2 2 6 25 0S12 52 19. 0 3 -22 5 b4 0 1 -19 3 62 0 2 -2 2 21 0S12 52 220 -7 -74 -70 -3 0 -4 -65 -59 -10 0 -2 -9 '-13 5 0	 j:.	 S12 52. 250 -26-101-106 -56 0 x-23 --91 -98 -60 0 _P -9 -9 -7 0S12 52 280 --35 -13 -97 -74 0 -32 -11 -98 -73 0 -2 -2 -2 1 0S12 52 310 -18. -60 -46 -61 0. -19. -52 -44 -58 0 2 -9 -2 -3 0.S12 52 . 34C --2 0 28 -36 0 -3 3 30 -24 0 2 -2 -2 -11 0512 60 10 12 41 79 -22 p 12 37 r8 -24 0 0 2 2 ..1 0S12 60 40 16 51 54 -22 0 1? 47 52 -18 D 0 2 -2 .,h 0S12 60 7 .0 21.. 60 . 73 3 0 19. 54 74. 4 0 4 6 -2 -1 0$12 60 100 16 70 54 11 0 12 68 52 21 0 0 2 2 -6 0S.12 60 130 16 65 17 67 0 15 54 17 66 0 0 6 2 3 0S12 60 160 12 17 30 116 0 12 13 26 105 0 0 2 2 7 0S12 60 190 3 -25 5 1U0 0 3 -21 4 93 0 0. -2 2 7 0	 i512.60 220 -10 :-82 -•81 . 3 8 -7 -75 -•74 -1 0 0 _6 -2 .	 .	 3 0
S12 66 250 -28-111-112 -71 p -26-M-108 -63 .0 0 -6 -2 -1 0S12 60 280 -37. -16 -» 94 -78 0 -35 -14-100 -74 0 -4 -2 2 -1 0S12 60 310 -19 -68 -50 -62 0 -16 -61 -48 -63 p 0 -6 -2 3 0
'	 S12 60 .340 -.1 -2 24 -46 . 0	 :. -1 ..0. .26 -40 0 0 -2 -2. -6 0512 68 10 13 1+1 74 -24 0 9 46 83 -31 0 0 -1. -9 4 0S12 68 40 14 52 49 •-24 0 18 55 58 -31 0 0 -1 -4 4 0512 '68 70 21 63 68 -2 0 18 65 70 - 1 0 0 -.1 - -9 : -1 0512 6B 100 14 71 51. 10 a 18 74 58, IR 0 0 -1 -4 -5 0S12 68 130 14 69 21 65. 0. 18 65, ?0 67 0 0 -1 0 -9 0
-	 512 68 160 10 15 , 27 112 0 9..17. 33 133 0 0 -1 -4 -18. 0S12
z.
68 190 6 -26 6 97 0 9 -37 7 116 0 0 -1 0 -14 0
i`	 512 68 220 -10 -83 -78 5 0 -9 -87 -81 1 0
S12 68 250 -28-112-108 -67 0 x-27-116-119 -81 0
S12 68 280 -40 -16 -89 -6g p -44 -21-1n5 -81 0
S12 68 310 -17 -70 -46 -59 0 -18 -68 -•56 -64 0
'	 S12 68 340 0 -4 25 -44 0 0 -2 33 -48 0
S12 76 19 11 36 65 -20 0 13 46 74 -26 0
512 . 76 40 16 47 40 -20 Q 16 55 50 -26 0
S12 76 70 21 57 59 W4 0 24 69 70 0 0
512 76 100 16 62 46 12 0 16 75 54 10 0
S12 76 130 11 62 21 51 0 16 75 23 62 D
S12 76 160 7 11 21 9 c 0 10 16 27 114 0
512 76 190 7 -24 3 82 0 7 -29 7 93 0
S12 76 220 -11 -74 -66 4 0 -12 -89 -79 5 0
S1.2 . 76 250 -25 -•99 -91 -5 1 0 . -31-122-111 -63 0
S12 76 280 -34 -14 -78 -59 0 -42 "17 -91 -68 0
S12 76 310 -16 -59 -41 -51 0 •-17 -74 -48 -56 0
S12 76 340 -2 -4 21 -3 5 0 -1 -5 23 -42 0
S12 84 10 8 25 49 -16 0 15 38 56 -21 0
S12 B4 40.. 10. 31 33 -15 .0 15 38 143: -21 0
S12 84 70 15 41 44 2 0 15 49 S6 -5 0
S12. 84 100 10 43 36 10 0 15 60 43 11 0
S12 84 130 8 45 16 46 0 15 60 17 42 0
512 84 160 6 .	 9 . 18 77 . 0 5 17 17 90 0
S12 84 190 5 -16 5 67 0 5 x-26 4 7(F 0
S12 84 .220 -6 "52 -5.1 5 0 -5 -69 -61 11 0
S12 84 250 -19 -69 -75 -50 0 -24 -90 -87 -53 0
S12 84 280 -26 -10 -62 -52 0 -33 -13 -69 -54 -5
512 84 .310 -1.0 -42 -29 -42 0 -15 -58 -35'-37 0
S12 84 340 -1 -3 16 -32 0 -5 -5 17 -37 6
512 90 10 6 17 45 -1q 0 8 24 44 -16 0
S12 90 40 6 22 28 -12 0 10 27 31 -12 0
S12 90 .70 11 28 . 39 2 0 13 36 41 0 0
S12 90 100. 6 28 33 15 0 10 39 31. 12 0
S12 90 130 6 33 16 49 0 8 39 14 45 0
S12 9n 160 6 6 16 76 0 5 9 17 69 0
512 90 190 6 -11 5 69 0 5 -1 5 .4 61 0
S12 90 220 -4 -39 -47 A 0 -6 -45 -46 4 . . 0
1	 S12 90 250 -15 -50 -70 '-52. C -17 -64 -69 -45 0
512 90 280 -20 -6 -'58 -59 0 -26 -9 -56 -49 0
S12 90 310 -9 -28 -24 -46 0 r9 -39 _26 -40 0
S12 90 340 1 C 16 -32 0 -1 -3 14 -2R 0
513 30. 1 0 2 -4 `-15. '- 23 0 4 •-5 -.7 -2 0
S13 30 40 1 -4 -17 -32 0 0 -4 .6 -13 0
513 3D 70. 0 -2 -tit -26 G -1 -4 -10 -17 0
513 30 100 1 -5 -7 -2 0 -1 -8 0 --1 0
513 , 30 130 -1 0 10 37 0 -2 0 .13 33. 0.
513'30 160 -2 2 27 55 0. -2 0 92 40. 0
S13 30 190 2 7 31 63 0 1 4 22 26 0	 .
S13 30 220 -5 2 24 29 0 -5 5 6 6 0
S13 30 250 0 3 5 -4 0 0 7 -12 -13 0
S13 '30 280 11 11 _9 -25 0. 11 10 -12 -25. 0
S13 . 30 310 -2 0 --B -29 0 0 3 _5 -17 0
S13 30 340 0 -4 -13 -25 0 4 -4 .3 -7 .0
S13 40 10 -3 2 .	 -4 -25 0 -6 -4 •-9 -19 .0
513 40 .40 0. 9 -6 _24 0 -2 3 -11 -23 0.
513 4o. 70 6. 12 :-8 -44
..	
0 6 7 -15 -43 0	 .
It IO r 5 2 -11 -3 4 0 -14 -1 0
0 3 q -1. 0
0 3 13 12 0
0 -1 9 12 0
0 3 4 :3 0
0 -1 -4 ti 0
-2
-9 -14 7 0
-2 -9 -9 7 0
-2 -14 -9 3 0
-2 -14 -9 3 0
-2 -14 -5 -10 0
-2 -4 --5 -19 0
-2 6 0 -15. 0
3 15 14 -2 0
3 25 18 7 0
8 1 I lk 7 0
3 15 9 7 0
-2 1 ^-5 7 0
-1 -10 -9 0 0
-1 -10 -4 5 0
-6 -15 -9
. 0 0
_1 -15 -4 0 0
-1 -15 -4 0 0
-1 -5 -4 -4. 0.
-1 6 1 . -4 0	 1
-1 16 10 0 0
4 27 10 0 0
4 6 10 0 0
4 16 6 0 0
-1 0 -4 0 0
0 -7 1 -2 0
0 -7 1 -2 0
-5 -7 1 2 0
0 -12 1 2 0
0 -7 1 7 0
0 -1 1 7 0
0 4 1 7 0	 91
0 9 1 2 0	 i
0 14 -4 -7 0
5 4 -4 -7 0
0 9 1 -7 0
0 -1 1 -2 0
-2 1 -a ...20 0
0 1 -11 -17 0
2 2 -9 -8 - 0
2 0 -5 -1 0
2. 1 .. -1 .	 5 .0
1 2 4 1:5 0
3 3 10 25 0
0 -2 18 22 0
0 -1 18 11 0
0 ..:	 0 3. 2. 0
-1 -2 -3 -10 0
-2 0 -9 -18 0
3 7 5 -6 Q
2 . 6. 5 -1 0
0 5. 7 0 0..
1 3 3 --1 0
S13 40 130 2 —2 -1 4 0 0 2 —2 4 39 0 0 — 1 —5 1 0
S13 40 160 2 1 21 48 0 3 5 ?8 43 0 —1 --3 — 6 4 0
S13 40 190 —2 2 34 54 0 —1 8 41 51 0 0 —6 —5 4 0
513 40 220 -2 1 27 37 0 "l 9 37 31 0 0 —7 —9 5 0
S13 40 250 0 -5 5 11 0 3 —4 7 8 0 -2 —1 — 1 3 0S13 40 280 0 —8 -16 — 21 0 0 -4 -16 —23 0 0 -2 1 2 0
513 40 310 0 -5 .-23 .-34 0 0 -5 '*-27 —31 0 .0 0 4 —2 0S13 40 340 -2 —2 —11 `"3 0 0 -4 —7 — 19 —25 0 2 5 8 -4 0S13 52 10 11 25 13 -21 0 10 22 13 —1a 0 1 2 1 0 0	 y513 52 40 17 34 17 —16 0 16 32 15 x-17 0 2 3 2 1 0
513 52 70 15 33 19 — 10 0 13 28 16 — 13 0 1 4 3 3 0
513 52 108 7 21 10 5 0 5 1 7 8 4 0 2 —1 2 2 0513 52 130 3 3 7 29 0 2 4 5 24 0 1 0 1 5 0S13 52 160 2 5 24 4a 0 1 6 23 46 0 0 0 1 2 0
513 52 190 -1 —3 16 45 0 0 0 16 45 0 0 wl 0 1 a
S13 52 220 -9 —22 —4 3n 0 -7 — 19 —2 34 0 -1 —3 —2 —2 r`	 a
513 52 250 -17 -31 -23 ^8 p -14 -29 -19 -'4 0 -1 -1 -3 -4 0S13 52 280 -20 -30 -35 -3 2 0 -19 -29 -33 -29 0 0 0 -s2 -2 0	 rS13 52 310 -11 -27 -24 -37 0 -10 -26 -22 -35 0 0 0 0 -1 0
S13 52 340 .6 -1 -14 -29 Q 6 -2 -t Lr, -27 0: 0 1 0 -1 0S13 60 10 13 27 13 x.22... 0 12 2 5 . . 14 0 0 2 0. 0 0
S13 60 40 18 37 19 -15 0 17 35 1S -16 0 1 2 1 1 0S13 6Q 70 16 37 23 -6 0 15 34 20 -8 0 1 3 1 2 0
S13 60 100 9 24 12 7 0 7 20 10 7 0 1 5 1 1 0
513 60 130 4 2 S 33 0 3 3 7 32 0 1 0 1 1 0
S13 60 160 2 5 25 5n n 2 5 ?4 50 0 1 0 0 0 0S13 6o 190 -1 -5 15 45 0 —1 -3 13 46 0 0 — 1 0 0 . 0S13 60 220 -11 -26 —7 28 0 —9 -23 —4 29 0 0 -1 0 — 1 0
'	 513 60 250 — 19 —34 —25 " 1 0 0 -1? -31 —24 — 9 0 —2 —1 -1 0 0	 a513 60 28U —21 -32 -37 -33 0 r20 —30 -36 — 33 0 0 0 0 0 0S13 60 310 -12 —28 —25 —3g 0 —11 . -27 —24 — 38 0 0 —1 0 0 0513 60 340 6 —1 —15 —31 0 6 —1 -14 -30 0 0 0 0 0 0
513 68 10 13 28 13. -20' 0 13 29 I r} —24 0 0 0 — 1 3 0
513 68 40 19 37 19 — 14 0 19 39 20 -17 0 0 0 0 2 0
S13 68 70 17 39 22 -4 0 17 41 22 -6 0 0 0 0 1 0
S13 68 100 9 28 12 6 0 9 28 13 7 0 0 1 0 -1 0	 aS13 68 130 4 . 1. 8. 33 0 5 2 8 39 0 0 0 0. -4 0
S13 68 160 3 5 23 45 0 3 5 ?6 53 0 0 0 -2 -6 0
S13 68 190 -2 -6 14 4? 0 '-2 -6 16 49 0 1 0 -1 -6 0
513 68 220 -12 -27 m6 24 0 -11 -28 -5 29 0 0 0 1 -3 0
513'68 25.0 -21 -'35 -26 -l.i 0 -20 -36 -28 -13 a,: 0 ..	 2 2 1 0
S13 68 280 -21 -32 -36 -32 0 -22 -34 -41 --37 0 1 1 3 5 0
f	 S13 68 310 -11 -30 -24 -35 0 •-14 -30 -26 -40 0 0 2 2 6 0
S13 68 340 7 -1 --14 -28 0 6 0 -13 -33 0 0 0 2 6 0
513 76 10 12 24 11 -16 0 14 30 13 -20 0 -1 -4 -1 4 i0	 i
513 . 76 40 16 33 16 . . -9 0 19 .39..20. -12 o -2.. -6 -2. 3:. 0
513 76 70 16 34 20 -3 0 18 42 23 -3 0 -2 -6 -3 0 0513 76 100 9 26 10 5 0. 11 31 12 6 0 -1 -3 -j 0 0
513 76 130 5 1 7 26 Q 6 1 9 34 0 0 0 0 -6 0
513.76. 160 .	 3 3 19 35 0. .4 .4 24 46 0 0 0 -3 -9 .0S13 76 190 -1 -6 11 33 0 - ..2 -8 15 42 0.:. 0 1 -2 -7 0
.513 76 220. -10 -24 .-5 19 0 -13 -29 -6 23 0 2 5 1 -4 0
S13 76 250 -20 -31 -22 -7 -	 0. -.24 •-37 -27 -12 0 3 7 5 2 . 0
S13 76 280 -18 -28 -•31 -26 0 -21 -34 -38 -33 0 4 6 7 7 0
S13 76 .310 .:-.12 -~26 -20 -27 0 -14 731. -24 -35 0 2 :	 6 a. A: 0.
S13 76 340. 6 -1 -11 -22 0 7 -1 -15 -28 0 0 0 .3 6 0
513 84 10 9, 18 8 -14 _,	 0 10 24_ 9 -13 0 _	 -1 -5 —1 0 0
131
3,32 a
513 84 40 12 23 12 -8 0 16	 .30 .	 16 -10 0 -2 -7 -2 1 0
S13 84 70 11 25 14 -3 0 14	 31	 18	 -1 0 -2 -7 -3 0 0
513 84 100 7 21 8 3 0 8	 25	 10	 4 0 -1 -4 -1 -1 0
S13 84 130 4 1 5 20 0 5	 1	 7	 23 0 0 0 0 -3 0
S13 84 160 3 2. 14 ..26 0 4	 3	 1 5	 33 0 0.. 0 -3 -3 0
513 84 190 -1 -4 8 25 0 -2	 -7 	9	 30 0 0 2 -1 -3 0
513 84 220 -8 -17 -3 14 0 -l0 -•22	 -4 	 17 0 ? 6 2 -2 0
S13 84 250 -15 -22 -17 -4 0 -18 -27 -21	 -^8 0 4 7 5 3 0
513 84 280 -12 -21 -23 -18 0 -17 -27 -28 -24 0 4 7 5 5 0
513 84 310 -9.-19 -14 -18, d -12 -24 -16 -22 0 2 6 4 5 0
S13 84. 340 4 0 -8 -16 0 5.	 0 -11 -21 0 0 0 3 3 0
513 90 10 7 13 8 -15 0 S	 17	 7 -13 0 0 -3 0 -1 0
S13 90 40 9 15 11 -9 0 11	 21	 11	 -7 0 -1 -3 0 -1 0
S13 90 70 8 18 11 -3 0 10	 23 	13	 -2 0 -2 -3 0 0 0
S13 90 100 5 16 6 2 d 6	 19 	7	 3 0 0 -1 0 0 0
S13 90 130 3 1 5 18 9 3	 0	 5	 18 0 0 0 0 1 0
S13 90 160 1 2 12 25 0 2	 1	 12	 23 0 0 0 0 2 0
S13 90 190 -1 -2 8 24 0 -1	 -4	 7	 22 0 0 1 0 1 0
S1`3 90 220 -4 -12. -2 13 0 -7 -15	 -3	 11 0 1 3 1. .1 0
513 90 250 -11 -16 -14 "2 0 -14 `°20 -15	 -4 0 2 3 0 1 0
S13 90 280 -8 -16 -22 -16 0 -1? -19 ^21 -15 0 3 3 0 1 0
513 90 310 -7 -13 -12 -16 0 -7 -16 -12 -15 0 1 3 0 0 0
S13 90. 340 4 0 -7 -15 0 4	 0	 .7 -14 0 0 0 1 -1 0
------ 	
OF FILE WR ITTEN---"-
1
***RANDOM PERTURBATIONSP CODE K***
i	 R	 1 25 11 21 40 77 85 14 . 18	 40	 53	 55 13 18 28 46 51
R 1 30 .18 28 47 98 110 14 29	 49 .91 101. 18 23 32 41 .44
R 1 35 28 36 56 112 125 24 34	 55 103 117 20 27 42 57 61
R 1 40 33 46 77 134 149 31 39	 61 114 128 18 29 61 64 65
j	 R 1 45 36 54 1Q3 161 177 38 51	 84 136 151 20 26 55 58 59
R 1 50 40 60 119 183 201 40 57 108 164 161 21 23 42 47 47 .f	 R	 1 55 44 65 125 189 207 42 .61 133 200 219 18 29 43 46 46
R 1 60 48 72 123 179 194. 46 72 130 198 217 23 34 39 51 54
R 1 65 55 74 115 166 180 51 86 134 191 205 34 39 44 52 54
R 1 70 67 75 106 150 162 66 89 131 185 199 44 46 50 55 57
R 1 75 74 74 95 123 131 86 93 123 171 177 52 69 76 73 72
R 1 80 92 93 102 99 99 81 92 117 150 160 52 60 76 96 101
R 1 85 .110 114 11 5 93 84 102. 95 112 131 137 65 70 69 83 86
R 1 90 146 .134
.
119 83 62.130'167 162 116	 96'' 10.6 108 110 104 10.1
R 1 1it0 132 132 132 132 132 154 154 154 154 154 75. 75 75 75 75
R 1 120 183 183 183"183 183 79 79	 79	 79	 79 211 211 21,1 211 -211
R 1 140 125 125 125 125 1255 72 72	 72	 72	 72 146 146 146 146 146
j	 R 1 160 90 .9.0. 90 90 90 65. 65	 65	 65	 65. 105. 105 105 105 105.
R 1 1.8G 71 71 71 71 71 58 58.	 58	 58	 58 81
. 81 81 81 81
R 1 200 . 61 61 61 61 61 52 52 .	52	 52 . 52 69 69 69 69 69
R 2. 2-5 13 19 35 37 35 18 21.	 26	 28	 27 14 16 35 41 42
R 2 30 19 24 52 64 67 12 23	 40	 59	 64 17 22 33 58 62.
R ? 35 29 32 68 .81 .82.:. 24. 31	 53 .. .83	 92 22 26 36 58 62
R 2 4G 358441 : 99 3.01 33 36	 70	 85	 91 21 28 39 62 66
R 2 45 40 50 98 122 127 39 42,	 89 106 110 21 27 40 58 63
R 2 50 44 59 106 128 144 42 52 100 136 146 20 24 35 71 80
R ? 55 48 67 . 112 152 159. 47 . 60 113 .164 176 16. 30 42 .95 109
R.2 60 51 75 .117 166 177 49 73 .113 171 183 23 34 35 102 120
R 2 65 57 79.117 170 184 53 86 128 182.194 32 37 45. 53 56
R 2 70 69 79 112 161 176 68 93'133 188 202 44 45 49 54, 55
R 2 75 75 78 103 1,41. 152 86 97 130 18 1 195 52 67 73 70 69
F", .
R 2 80 93 93 106 118 122 81 95 123 1.66 178 52 fit 75 92 ^#7
R 2 as 110 111 114 104 100 103 96 118 147 156 65 70 70 84 88
R 2 90 146 133 118 88 72 130 163 159 127 114 106 111 114 107 105
R 2 100 132 132 132 132 132 154 154 154 154 154 75 75 75 75 75
R 2 120 183 183 183 1B3 183 79 79 79 79 79 211 211 211 211 211
R 2 140 125 125 125 125 125 72 72 72 72 72 146 146 146 146 146
R 2 160 90 90 90 90 90 65 65 65 65 65 105.105 105 105 105
R 2 180 71 71 71 71 71 58 58 58 58 58 81 81 81 81 81
R 2 2G0 61 61 61 61 61 52 52 52 52 52 69 69 69 69 69
R 3 25 22 27 32 74 82 26 27 44 67 72 14 16 33 38 39
R 3 36 27 34 42 54 94 20 28 36 82 93 16 19 35 44 46
R 3 35 38 42 58 95 105 25 37 46 87 96 22 22 32 47 50
R 3 40 50 50 70 112124 32 39 66 97 105 25 24 34 46 50
R 3 45 b4 64 78 130 145 41 43 66 105 115 34 27 35 43 45
R 3 50 86 79 91 15LI 165 66 58 77 127 140 27 28 32 38 41
R 3 55 96 93 103 16 177 93 76 BB 152 167 20 . 29 36 37 38
R 3 60 95 101 115 175 189 104 106 99 161 176 25 31 35 43 46
R 3 65 70 94 128 187 203 79 104 126 182 196 24 32 40 46 48
R 3 70 ?5 92 128 190 207 77 105 141 199 215 39 41 44 48 49
R 3 75 78 89 122 181 198 91 109 146 208 225 49 62 64 61 60
R 3 80 92 92 114 158 174 83 104 139 204 221 52 63 71 81 83.
R 3 85 109 105 111130 135 103 99 130 184 198 ' 66 71 72 85 90
R 3 90 145 129 112 97 91 128 151 153 153 153 108 121 122 116 114
R 3 100 132 132 132 132 132 154 154 154 154 154 75 75 75 75 75
R 3 120 183 183 183 183 183 79 79 79 79 79 211 211 211 211 211
R 3 140 125 125 125 125 125 72 72 72 72 72 146 146 146 146 146
R 3 160 90 90 90 90 90 65 65 65 65 65 105 105 105 105 105
R 3 180 71 71 71 71 71 58 58 58 58 58 81 61 81 81 81
R 3 200 61 61 61 61 61 52 52 52 52 52 69 69 69 69 69
R 4 25 17 20 .20 29 32 22 17 15 27 29 14 13 15 23. 25
R 4 30 22 26 30 42 47 15 22 18 28 30. 15 16 20 26 29
R 4 35 30 33 43 58 64 25 2,3 29 37 40 18 20 28 27 31
R 4 40 35 40 59 78 86 32 32 40 49 53 17 20 34 37 42
R 4 45 38 48 77 103 113 39 38 52 67 70 19 20 33 46 53
R 4 50 41 57 94 127 138 38 43 71 100 108 19 21 32 40 44
R 4 55 47 68 109 143 155 41 51 88 126 136 16 23 31 30 31
R 4 60 5c} 81 125 157 161 48 63 103 137 152 24 26 32 34 35
R 4 65 62 96 140 176 190 56 83 126 143 155 30 28 31 48 51
R 4 70 73 101 146 201 219 72 3.09 150 177 196 43 38 36 44 45
R 4 75 79 100 143 216 233 91 120 164 225 245 49 56 50 48 46
R 4 80 92 90 124. 19B 215 W, 115 157 235 251 53 66 66 63 59
.
, R 4 85 10 8 94.104 162 178 103 103 146 227 243 66 72 75 86 88
R 4 90 144 122 102 110 118 125 134 143 183 196 110 133 132 126 123
R 4 100 132 132 132 132 132 154 154 154 1.54 1 54 75 75 75 75 75
R 4 120 183 183 183 183 183 79 79 79 79 79 21' 011 211 211 211
R 4 . 140 125 125 125 125 I25 72 72 72. 72 72 146 145 146 146 146
R 4 160 90 90 90 90 90 65 65 65 65. 65 105 ' 1 055 105 105 105
..R 4 180 71 71 71 71 71 58 58 58 58 58 81 81 81 81 81
R 4 20D 61 61 61 61 61 52 52 52 52 52 69 69 69 69 69
R 5 25 12 16 21 20 21 16 18 17 22 23 15 1 3 12 20 22
R;5 30: 20 21 29 29 30 10 17 19 23 23 17 17 . 17 24 26
R 5 35 33 30 38 41 43 17 23 29 27 26 22 19 19 24 27
R 5 40 46 38 48 56 59 26 26 35 38 36 24 18 24 30 32
R 5 45 62 48 6 0 72 77 48 34 42 48 50 26 20 23 31 35
R 5 50 . 70 . 59 '72 90 97 65 45 55 67 71 28 . 22 24 31 34
R 5 55 76 68 83 102 110 74 59 67 : 87 95 26 23 24 24. 25
R 5 6.0 76 77 97 109 120 88 66 79 . 102 107 25 27 28 24 23
^I
t 5 65 66 87 Ill 127 134 70 81 101 98 105 26 31 31 39 41
t 5 70 74 90 116 148 155 74 99 120 128 135 40 40 35 36 36
t 5 75 78 91 116 162 172 90 107 131 164 170 48 54 50 41 36
t 5 80 92 92 109 152 163 82 99 126 177 189 52 62. 62. 53 48.
Z 5 85 109 105 108 128 134 105 115 133 171 181 65 70 70 73 74
Z 5 90 145 128 108 92 87 124 129 140 159 165 107 1€3 112 108 107
t 5 100 132 132 132 132 132 154 154 154 154 154 . 75 75 75 75 75
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Rwl2 80 31 33 44 59 63 37 47 61
RW12 85 . 41 35 46 57 . 60	 56 61 74
RW12 90 76 54 62 55 56 78 113 118
RW12 100 74 59 57 53 53 75 99 85
RW12 120 72 64 52 52 52 72 84 52
RW12 140 69 69 69 69 69 69 69 69
RW12 161)	 87 87 87 87 . 8.7	 87 87 87
i	 RW12 180 87 67 87 87 87
	
67 87 87
RW12 200 87 87 87 a7 87 87 87 87
RW13 0	 3 5 6 5 5	 3	 5 6
RW13	 5	 6 10 11 10 10
	
4	 6 11
RW13 10	 8 18 15 12 11	 6 12 15
RW13 15 10 16 10	 9 9	 6 10 10
RW13 20 10 11 10 11 11	 4	 5 7
RW13 25	 11 11 10 11 11	 3 10	 7
RW13 30	 14 9 12 13 13	 4 5 9
RW13 35	 15 .15 16 16 15	 7	 7 11
RW13 40	 17 17 20 18 18	 6	 8 13
RW13 45 23 20 24 22 21 11 10 14
RW13 50 21 21 29 23 22
	
12 11 16
RW13 55 20 22 27 27 27 16 13 17
RW13 6 q	 21 24 27 27 26
	
17 16 19
RW13 65 19 32 35 29 27 20 21 27
RW13 70 28 3!, 35 29 26
	
17 24 28
RW13 75 35 39 42 41 40 31 35 43
RW13 60	 31 36 . 43 49 51	 37 48 56
RW13 85 43 47 52 52 54 56 61 66
RW13 90 78 73 68 57 57 75 97.106
RW13 100 76 69 6q 53 53
	
75 81 74
R^V13 120	 72 76. 52 .52 52	 71 72 52
RW13 140	 69 69 69 69 69	 69 
.. 69 69
RW13 160 87 87 87 87 87 87 87 87
RW13 180 87 87 87 87 '87
	
87 87 87
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-----2ND OF FIL.6 WRITTEN-----
j	
***QUASI—BIENNIAL OSCIL.L.ATIONSvCDDE QP,QD ►
QP 1 5 	2 110	 1 440	 2 415	 2 380
QP . .2.0	 5 260	 3 490	 3 435	 3 375
QP ?8 6 394 4 523 5 470 6 420j	 QP 30	 6 580	 4 642 11 500 16 340
QP 35 8 701 6 613 19 480 29 330
QP 40
	
9 745 1665.3 29 490 46 310
QP 45	 9 819	 7.. 767 3 0 605. 50 310
QP 50	 8 837	 6 66 29 620 46 305
i1P 55 7 808 11 127 27 650 44 265
QP 60 7 737 23 143 26 660 33 280
























































OP 70 5 610 23 255 21 710 16 250 13 160
OP 75 4 550 15 300 14 730 10 240 8 150
QP 80 2 485 8 350 7 755 6 230 5 140
QP 0 1 420 3 400 3 780 2 220 1 130
QR 90 0 360 0 450 0 905 0 210 0 120QO 15 3 711 1 455 1 610 1 785 1 850
QD 20 5 130 4 530 2 575 2 620 2 640
QD 25 8 277 5 587 4 545 3 495 2 475
QD 30 12 400 2 658 8 500 10 335 10 290
QD 35 8 596 4 489 14 425 20 350 22 325	 j
QD 40 9 714 7 605 21 470 32 31 5 35 280
Q8 45 11 767 11 700 31 525 46 335 51 280
QD 50 11 808 5 822 29 640 52 290 58 210QD 55 8 847 6 64 33 620 54 270 61 205
3	 QD 60 13 792 18 77 40 630 52 270 56 .205
QD 65 10 741 13 122 32 645 44 260 47 190
QD 70 7 690 9 140 25 660 34 260 38 190
a	 00 75 4 650 6 152 16 660 22 260 23 190
Qn 80 2 600 3 162 8 660 11 260 12 190
QD 85 1 555 1 170 3 660 4 260 4 190
00 90 0 510 0 170 0 660 0 260 0 190QT 15 2 467 1 750 3 351 4 120 4 0'	 a
QT 20 . 4 568 . 2 100 5 889 7 180 S 75.
QT 2S 6 604 2 285 8 750 11 . 225 12 150
QT 30 12 770 2 630 1 0 510 13 280 14 240
QT 35 6 866 5 704 15 525 19 300 20 270QT . 40 2 43 4 731 16 548 23 300 25 260
QT 45 9 70 6 192 .8 700 10 250 11 210
.	 QT 50 3 287 4 222 3 600 1 860 0 770
QT 55 3 566 6 213 6 540 7 700 7 630
QT 60 6 403 10 254 10 450 11 450 11 350
QT 65 5 518 8 270 9. 440 10 370 10 270
—	 QT 70 3 633 6 285 6 400 7 190 7 90
QT 75 3 585 4 297 4 365 5 150 5 30
QT 80 2 800 3 310 3 340 3 70 3 840
QT 85 1 13 1 322 1 300 2 830 2 74.0
QT 90 .0. 97 0 332 . 0 270 0 730. 0. 640QU 15 70 180 1 45 8 165 20 280 30 305
QU 20 130 280 3 140 2 0 195 45 260 60 280
QU 25 163 382 4 192 35 230 62 265 75 285
Q.U. 30 161 506. 45 265 58 250 .69 235 73 225
QU 35 725 761 64 3511 55 295 51 24S 5 0 220
Cell 40 3.20 778 48 435 40 320 32 230 30 195	 sQu 45 117 820 9 533 18 320 28 135 3 0 70
QU 50 99 836 60 740 30 485 19 240 12 170
QU 55 . 66 235 62 720 50 485 38. 275 30 21p
QU 60 54 314 86 682 7 5 460 60 265 51 200
QU 65 42 420 75 720 6 5 490 50 270 40 200
QU 70 30 E PO 65 720 50 520 35 280 30 205
QU 75 23 620 50 720 3 5 550 25 285 20 210..QU so 16 720 36 720 2 0. 580 13: 295 -10 215
QU 85 9 820 20 720 1 0 615 5 30 5 5 220
WU 90-, 0 50. 0 720 ` 0 650 0 315 0 230	 a
QV 15 2 450 1 71 8 . 5 791 7 835 7 15
GrV 20 4 520 2 620 1 0 7.10 15 760 15. 830,..	 QV .25 6... 602 3 $10 15 600 22 675 24 700




QV 35 5 587 16 382 22 485 27 585 29 630
Qj 40 8 687 17 292 23 440 28 575 30 640
QV 45 1 96 it 209 19 325 25 430 27 475
QV 50 9 1.05 12 . 593 22 240 32 370 37 405
ov 55 19 431 4 651 9 165 14 285 17 320
QV 60 40 660 58 625 3 5 30 14 140 7 190
QV 65 30 769 45 480 29 0 12 150 5 135
QV 70 22 7 28 376 22 790 9 90 3 80
QV .75 14 .285 .17 279 15 .710 6 20 2 25
QV 8o 8 393 9 181 8 630 4 815 1 790
QV 85 3 586 3 84 4 550 2 750 1 635
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